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AUTHOR’S PREFACE. 

WHEN studying epigraphy I keenly felt the necessity of knowing at a glanoe 

on the same chart the development of each individual letter of the Indian alpha¬ 

bet in different areas and during centuries in different types of script developed 

from the same parent stock. I therefore, prepared a genealogical tree for each 

letter of alphabet for comparing the stages'^of development of the various 

scripts of India in general and South India in particular. The late Rao Bahadur 

Dikshft was interested in this scheme of presentation of palseography and 

advised me to complete oho work giving it all my attention. As I had seen my 

book on Amaravathi-soulpture through the press in the meantime I was free to 

devote myself to this. I suggested to Dr. Aiyappan, Superintendent, Govern¬ 

ment Museum, Madras, that I would prepare this book on Indian epigraphy 

and South Indiiu scripts. He readily agreed and the permission of Government 

was sougnt and obtained. In the .meantime Ij>lanned the book with illustra¬ 

tions showing the earliest representations in sculpture of manuscripts, signatures, 

seall with iegends, ornamental letters, shell characters, andjso forth. Having 

long felt that it was essential to give select passages from inscriptions not only 

to provide a sort of exorcise for the student to attempt reading them, but also 

with wi idea of showing the literary beauty of composition in epigraphy,! have 

given selojt pieuJ3 with all the letters carefully drawn from the facsimiles. As 

however the literary beauty of epigraphy requires to be explained at some length 

I have devoted a chapter for it. The influence of our scripts ^abroad specially 

in South East Asia has been considerable and I have also dealt with it. The 

scribe, document, seal so essentially related to the official mode of wnting^and 

record lias been iisgussed, as also ornamented varieties of letters. Epigraphy 

being usually a neglected subject, I have discussed the value and nfedior its 

study in the introductory chapter. The plates given at the end represent some 

of the valuable originals in the epigraphical collection of the -Madras Govern 

ment Museum. The constant kind enquiries from England about the progress 

of this book bv Dr. Gravely, retired Superintendent, Government Museum 

Madras, whoso very kind interest in my work has boon a great encouragement 

has in no small measure helped me to progress in this in spite of various press 

ing items of work in my rearrangement of the Archaeological galleries of the 

Indian Museum, Calcutta, where I was in the meantime posted early in 1946. 

Dr. R. E. M. Wheeler, the Director-General of Archaeology in India, warmly 



encouraged me in this work and exhorted one *fco finish this alongside with the 

gallery work of the Indian Museum. Dr. Suniti Kumar Ghatterji whose over¬ 
whelming kindness made me at once fed at home in Bengal has also kindly 

expedited me in this. I am thankful to Dr. R. C. Majumdar for giving me a 
reprint of his paper on the development of scripts in Annam which was helpful 

in the preparation of my chart showing the development of Indian scripts abroad 
The magnificient works of Buhler, Ojha, Fleet, the volumes of Epigraphia 

lndica. South Indian Inscriptions, Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum, Indian 
Antiquary and other journals and books have all been of immense help in my 

work. A bibliography is addod at the end. It is a groat ploasure to me to 
convey my thanks to all my friends who have been veiy kind to me in my study 

of epigraphy particularly Dr. B. Ch. Chhabra, Mr. M« Somesekhara Sarma and 

Mr. V. Prabhakara Sastri. I cannot adequately express, my gratitude to 

Mr. T. N. Ramachandran who at the instance of our reyered Professor 
Mahamahopadhyaya S. Kuppuswami Sastriar very kindly introduced me to the 

study of Archaeology after my graduation from the Sanskrit‘Department of the 
Presidency College. To Dr. Aiyappan I am extremely thankful for his personal 
interest in expediting the publication. In conclusion I warmly thank 

Mf. Bhudev Mukherji for his ready help in’ the preparation of the typed 
manuscript for the press. To Mr. Asoko Kumar Bhattacharya I am grateful 
for readily undertaking the preparation of the Index. 

Archaeological Section, Indian Museum, C. SIVARAMAMURTJ. 
Calcutta, the bth January 1948. 

AUTHOR’S PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION. 

The reprinting this book has long awaited. As this was in the press 
my friend Mr. I. Mahaderan, M.A., I.A.S., a brilliant young scholar in the field 
of South Indian epigraphy who has made a careful study of this book, offered 
some valuable suggestions which have been incorporated. I heartily thank 
him for this. 

National Museum, 

New Delhi, the 4th February 1965. 
C. SIVARAMAMURTJ 



S. RANGAMANI, I.A.S. 
Principal Commissioner of Museums 

Government Museum. 
Chennai - 600 008 

PREFACE 

The history of India, unlike the histories of several western countries, has got 

to be pieced together from the remains of her material culture. It is quiet interesting 

to note that such remains of the past, abound in India. Inscriptions form a major 

share of those materials. They are important from the point of view of chronology 

and other aspects of social life. The Government Museum, Chennai can claim with 

justifiable pride that it is one of the best museums in India which possesses unique 

collections of inscriptions on stone and copper plates. Dr. C. Sivaramamurti's 

"Indian Epigraphy and South Indian Scripts" published in 1966 is a commendable 

work in the field of South Indian Epigraphy. It catered the needs of serious scholars 

as well as the interested general public. Soon after its publication the copies went 

out of print. The need for reprinting the same was felt especially in view of great 

demand for copies both from scholars and students alike. Knowing that there are 

a number of Museums and Archaeology departments in the Universities, I have 

very little doubt that a large number of Curators and students would derive benefit 

by studying the same. 

Chennai - 8. 

24.02.1999 

/A 

(S. Ranganjuini, I.A.S.) 



INDIAN EPIGRAPHY AND SOUTH INDIAN SCRIPTS 
BY 

C. SI VAR AMAMURTI, m.a. 

INDIAN EPIGRAPHY. 

INTRODUCTORY 
One of the most important sources of information for reconstructing the history of India 

and weaving the web of true and logical I narration of facts is the study of inscription. India is 
rich in. inscription and the considerable material already brought to light is indeed most 
valuable and interesting from different points of view. In spite, however, of the excellent 

efforts of'the Epigrapbical Department to save the inscriptions, there is a destructive agency 
of such tremendous proportions present all over that without a kindly understanding and 

interest in the mind of every individual in every village this tendency for destruction cannot 

be stopped. Every day and every hour the village-smith is pmhnhl\ in some corner oJ some 
village melting down a precious copper plate in the possession of some private family for 

utilizing the metal. The vandalism of misguided faith has demanded a heavy toll ol most 
valuable inscriptions an instance may be cited from Amaravathi where after rubbing out 

all inscriptions and sculpture to satisfy Muslim conscience, the carved stupa slabs were 
utilized in building construction. Similarly, a large number of inscribed stones, built up with 
tacemto the wall while transforming a Hindu struct lire into a mosque ns in i lie university of 

l$hojaatDh&m, require urgently to be rescued, in the Hindu temples themselves the tragedy 

of pious renovation has undone most of the labours of the mighty monarchsofoldto hand over 
recorded history in inscriptions, us the process, of renovation emphasizes for economy the 

utilization of the old material by recliiselling and renewing, or rather more correctly to put it; 
ruining the figures aud obliterating inscriptions wherever they occur. In South India which 
abounds in temples and equally in pious renovators the problem is an urgent one. The 

last surviving inscribed pillar of a derelict Sur yuman4upu from Kancipuram recording 
tho Surya&utaka of May lira iii Cola letters of the 10th century A.D. was broken and 

ii ihzed by the ignorant temple trustees as building material ; the small cost, of purchasing 
ejtra slab or two may have been saved but at tremendous cost to archeology. 
The Public \Vorks Department which has often used rich architectural, sculptural and 

epigrapbical material for their work utilized the stones from the ramparts of the stately 

temple at Gangaikondacholapuram.Tanjore district for constructing a dam across the Cole- 
-roon. The Kaveripakkani tank is studded with the most exquisite carvings from South 

India. Another vandalistic tendency is the use of gold and silver coins as buttons, studs 

and the like with the result that the legends are obliterated (hid. A nt. XIV, p. 3261. 

Tho study of epigraphy, therefore, is a matter of vital importance. The inscriptions 
throw light on the life of sovereigns and the people over whom they ruled. Important 
incidents are*recorded in them. Sometimes they supply or strengthen a weak link in 

acoounts of dynasties known to us from other literary sources. They help us to locate the 
site* of ancient places by the geographical material recorded in them. They introduce us 
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to institution* prevailing in the country at the time of their rcoor< 1. I hey supply 

ua with a complete list of the designation of officers of State to whom different function* 

were allocated. The prosperity of the country by sea-borne trade and privileges of merchant 

guilds are heroin pictured. The religious faith, toleration or bigotry, endowments and chari¬ 

ties for temples, monasteries, universities, etc., are recorded. Maintenance of charitable 

institutions, hospitals and colleges is herein mentioned. 

The long and pompous descriptions/)f*>he royal families known as Pramstis or Meykirti* 

give graphic accounts of various exploits. In the grants where the extent of land is specified 

with boundaries and other particulars, the names of villages and other googruph'ical details 

help identification of the spot in terms of modern location. Modem Ahicchutra is mentioned 

as Ahioohatrabhukti in the Banskhera plate of Sri Har^avardhana. Sthaiuigiindura is not 

a far cry from modern Talgunda nor IClapura from lCllora nor Kaly&napura from Kalyun. 

The exact location of Lumbini was possible only by the mention of the place in the Hum men- 

dai pillar inscription of A$oka found in the place. In an inscription from Amaravati the 

word * Ku'Iuranivdsilcdm’ points to a resident of ancient Kodtira which may be ident ified 

with modern Kodduru. Kondukur and Bezwada are mentioned in an Eastern Oaliikyan 

inscription in Telugu of the 9t h century A.D. Modern Pitlinpur i* known a> Pis^ipma in 

an early inscription. 

The royal Pr&lastih and Mevkirtis are repeated at great length in the long stone-mu 

inscriptions running the whole length of the outer plinth and walls of the sanctum in some 

temples. One of the most classical instances of such inscriptions is the group on the walls 

of the BrhadiSvara temple at Tanjore that records the erection and installation of the 

famous deity Rajacaje$varamudiar by the great emperor Rajarajacola. All the great giiu 

made by him, his sisters, queens, noblemen and generals are recorded ; many minute details 

are mentioned regarding the infinite number, weight and value of jowels and beautiful metal 

images presented to the temple, some of the latter being among the finest of early Ooilo 

workmanship yet known. The variety of jewels of the period and their patterns and work¬ 

manship as we gnMior from these inscriptions, is amazing. A few names will serve on a 

sample— tirumud—sacred 1 r.ik. po pu gold flower, tirnh, tniiru^twi n mbit nth n* of 

springs, annam—swan, kill—parrot, kaikdrai bracelet, adildrri- nklet. *- 

lock f >rmed in the fashion Jon j/cai, wdi and valnkaoil1 earring, b/mdram-uuupicioUf 

mark, ornament for the forehead, kondanan or kondattudur—necklace, katakam— 

bracelet, modvam finger ring,pattigai-gird\e, Uruppaltam-di&dvm, tnakuJam -crown, matin - 

vafaiyal o ratnavutaij/al—pearl bracelet or jewelled bracelet. These are just a few of a 

lorn? list of ornaments. The inscriptions montion different varieties of pearls like vuJtatn 

(tound), anuvattam (slightly curved), ojtpumultu (hollow pearls), tmjimvllu (smallpearls),«to. 

The inscriptions furnish a good deal of information regarding weights and measures; 

tables of measures can be made out by a study of the inscription* where even the smallest 

measure is mentioned; similarly also regarding the weights used for gold, silver, copper and 
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other metals. Just as the measure, drona, was started by the Nandas 4 Nandopahramam 

dronah similarly some measures were started by Pallava and Cola kings. Sometimes 

they were named after the kings themselves like Arumofidevan after R&jarfija or Vijel- 

vijugu after Pal 1a v a Mahendravarman or more often after the gods like Dalcfin&mcruvi- 

Jangan and AfavaUdn. From the inscriptions we get an insight into the price of articles 

to be compared with modern prices but it was mostly in terms of paddy, rice, pulse 

ghee, oil, etc. 

The brilliant paper on irrigation in ancient times by V. Venkayya {Annual 

Report of theJ)irector-General of Archaeology in India for 1903-4) shows how valuable inscrip¬ 

tions are ,in enriching our knowledge about the facts of irrigation in ancient times. The 

inscription mentioning Mahendratatdka at Mahendrav&di is among the most important 

Pallava documents. The Vxiirdmegataldka, Pardmedvarataf&ka and Chitramegafatdka 

are other irrigation. tanK8 of the Pallava period. The Tiruvallarai tank came into being 

during the reigxrof Danfirvarmaji. The high bund built by Karikala for the Kaveri, famous- 

in literature, is mentioned in inscription as also other irrigation canals opened by Cola 

kings of%h%40]3iai4iJi centuries like Uyyakondan and Mu4%koi)4dn. Pandyan inscription, 

also mentioned ffuim water channels. 

Thu famous Bhojasugar is a feat of engineering skill, and one of the largest irrigation 

tanks constructed iA India. It really stirs our pride to read of how Bhoja. the great .king, 

administrator, conqueror, poet, patron of poets, scholar in different branches like Vydkarana 

Alamkdra, Sdnktya, Toga Silpa and Sthapatya was also an engineer and took special 

pride in this great irrigation lake on the waters of which his boat glided softly as he watched 

the acenery around. 

An irrigation tank of huge dimensions which has existed in India from the earliest 

historical times having been repaired during the Mauryan period twice and again during the 

time of the Kutrapa king Rudradaman is mentioned yet once more during the time of the 

Guptaa in the Junagadh inscription of Skandagupta. The lake Sudardana was again 

carefully rebuilt with masonry work making the embankment really strong (Fleet C. Inter. 

*1 tril,-lllt p. 61) ; but the most picturesque description in epigraphy describing the overflow 

from the huge water reservoir is recorded in the inscription of Mahaksatraps Rudradaman 

w nere the same Su&arSana lake forms the object of description. 

If the discovery of tribal coins of the Yaudheyas? Arjun&yanas, AudumUaras, Malavas, 

Panc Uae. Vatasyakas, etc., has helped the historian to understand literary sources better and 

reconstruct the history of democratic institutions in ancient India, inscriptions have helped 

aim a thousandfold. Just as the discovery of Kautilya’s Arthaddtlra revolutionized the view¬ 

point of the historian of Iudia regarding her political institutions so also the publicat ion and 

interpretation oi the Uttaramallur inscriptions describing village institutions in the 10th 

Gentry A.D b^ve removed all doubts regarding the innate spirit of self-governing democratic 
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bodies in South India from very early times. The various qualifications required of 

a candidate standing for membership in the village assembly are given, the minimum 

property, age limit, character and equipment. Disqualifications are also mentioned. The 

method of election is most interesting. The village was divided into a number of wards or 

centres where pots were kept with their mouths covered, leaving a slot foi the voting card, a 

small palm-leaf ticket with the name of the person noted to be dropped in. On the day of 

election, all the people of the village gathered together, the contents of each pot made into 

a bundle and all emptied into an empty pot and well shaken. A boy who knew nothing about 

all this was to take a card at random from the pot and the name was read out. This was 

done in the presence of arbitrators, near the village temple. One man was chosen for each 

ward. After this general election, several commit tees were formed for looking after gardens, 

tanks, fields, gold, the wards, administration of justice, etc. 

The system of punishment and administration of justice in the-otse of criminal offence 

■can be learnt from inscriptions. An example may not be out of olace. A man hunting 

at night missed his aim at the boar and shot a human being. He w*.*»ordered to give thirty- 

two cows for a lamp to be kept burning in the temple for the merit of the deceased 

The inscriptions also give glimpses regarding the social conditions of the time. In 

a Vijayanagara inscription wo arc told that the emperor settled the disputes between 

•a Vai^nava Jeer and a Jain teacher by making them agree to be friends and 

raised no points of dispute. In another Vijayanagara inscription there is a graphic 

account of how the learned scholars in all branches of sacred studiee assembled and 

signed a document which forbade Kmiydsullu and Yaradak$in& in any marriage arrange¬ 

ment and threatened punishment by the king and social exclusion from the community tor 

parties receiving either {S. hid hiscr. I. p. *4). Special privileges like the bride and bride¬ 

groom riding a horse in procession being allowed by royal command (Epigrojih lnd. VI, p. 

346) is also gathered from inscriptions. 

The temple was one of the greatest, institutions created by the Indian genius. It was 

the hub on .which revolved the whole life of the village. The temple provided for t*e 

education of the scholar, the amusement of the public, the cultivation of art and aesthetic 

sens© and for the piety of the worshippers. The temple, as can be gathered from the 

inscriptions, was at once a great centre of various activities. The great endowments mad# 

to temples were not in vain. The sense of responsibility of the committees that managed 

the temples was very great and it should be remembered that high character and acholsr- 

ship were essential for those who were to serve on these committees. The temples provided 

for the conducting of classes in various sciences anil systems of philosophy grammar 

Thetoric and religious hymns. In inscriptions from Knnayiram we have a long list oi the 

various courses of study, the number of teachers, and students for whose maintenance pro¬ 

vision was made. An excellent scheme of both juvenile and adult education on the noblest 

lines for imparting right ideas of social life and conduct, right morals, inoorruptiblo 
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ways, sound general knowledge of the. affatf* of the world, of institution political and 

social, and of economics from a broad view-point, was all arranged by the king through 

the exposition of special parts of the Mahdbh&rata, the encyclopedic national epic 

which has shaped Indian thought and character through the ages. 

Hospitals were maintained by the temples. A Kakatiya inscription from Malkapuram 

mentions a maternity hospital. Another inscription in Tamil gives a long list of medicines 

stocked and the quantity of each. In times of famine the temples, being rich institutions 

dedicated to the service of humanity, undertook the feeding of people on a large scale. 

Provision was made in the temples for morning and evening music, the pipers, 

drummers, flutists and others being given separate land allowances. An inscription 

mentions the arrangement for the play of the Find in the temple. Having myself witnessed 

in a largo but neglected, out of the way temple in my district the dance and abkinaya per¬ 

formed before thfe deifcv, the song being sung and commented in the language of gesture 

according to the canons of Bharata, I can say that it is no exaggeration that either Rajaraja 

•or Rajendra v*“*4hrilled when he witnessed a great ndtyu performance in one of the temples ; 

but the inscription does mention in glowing terms the kings high appreciation of this art and 

his reward therefor. The .Vdtya-mandapa in the temple was explicitly for this purpose. 

However prude social reformers may be on the question of the nautch. it was a necessary 

institution in the temple. Similarly, drama was fostered, and the Ranya-inandapa iu the 

temple served as the open-air theatre and we learn from inscription of the drama, Raja 

rajesvara Nataka, enacted during the time of Rajendra Cola I in such a theatre. 

Provision was made for the chant of Devdram in Saivite temples and the hymns of the 

Alvars in Visnu temples. Similarly arrangements were made for the chant of the Vedas, 

Rgt Yajus and Sdma. The temple provided occupation for wood-carvers, sculptors, painters, 

gardeners, garland-makers, potters, watermen, cooks and accountants, among others. The 

festivals conducted at periodic intervals attracted crowds from distant plaoee and large fairs 

contributed to that healthy social intercourse which is a unifying' bond between villages, 

auQ districts. We learn from inscriptions that, the kings also supported educational institu¬ 

tions (ghotikas), outside the temple precincts, solely dedicated to the dissemination of 

knowledge in the different branches of studies. These ghalikas were looked upon with 

great respect and the one at Kfiftcl took an important lead in the election of the prince 

Nandivarman Pallavamalla to the Pallava throne as is gathered from the inscription in the 

Vaikunthanerumal temple. It is from inscriptions that, we learn of the friendly interest 

that the kings took in the various religions other than their own. The Cu4dmanivihara 

at Negapatain was an instance of a Buddhist institution fostered by the Colas. The sister 

of Rajaraja, the queen Kundavai, was responsible for a Jaina temple at Tirumal&i. This is 

not an isolated instance. King Devaraya similarly built a Jaina temple. We have the 
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oluHHicnl iiwUuce of Asoka giving l.is opinion in the n,alter. It is fron, his edicte we learn 

that it is the most foolish thing for one interested in h.s own faitii to persecute the faiths 

of others and A«oka has expressly preached tolerance, nay. requested act.ve support for 

faiths other than one's own. 

Sometimes there may be a stone in a village with quaint figure* of an archer and cows ; 

of a man fighting a tiger ; or of a warrior on elephant or horseback fighting a rival. These 

stones may sometimes contain inscriptions describing a hero who died fight ing in a Gograhana 

(oattle-raid), a man who killed a tiger which was harassing villagers, a devotee fulfilling his 

vow by offering his head ; or of a warrier killed in battle being gloriously transported to 

heaven. Sometimes the slab represents the upraised female hand with bracelets and the 

inscription would mention the act of Sail committed by the woman on the funeral pyre of 

her husband. We have classical mediaeval examples of Sati in the noble queen Yalomati of 

Prabhakarn vard liana and in Vanavanmahadev!, the wife of Sundaracola ; both of them were 

great queens, mothers respectively of the great emperors, Harsa and Raj&raja. And an 

inscription from the temple of RfLjaraja at Tanjore mentioned the image set up by princes* 

Kundavai for her mother, Vanavanmahadevl. 

From the inscriptions, again, we gather an amount of information about land divisions, 

assessment, survey and settlement. The taxes payable to the state, and the conditiona ol 

land ownership arc given. The proprotion of the produce to he enjoyed by the cultivator 

and the state is specifically mentioned. 

So far as territorial divisions are concerned large areas corresponding to our modern 

Presidencies are. known as de£a. In North Indian inscriptions the desa waf&divided intq 

bhuktis, bhnktia subdivided into visayas. In South India in the Tamil area valanaju, 

nd4u, koUum, tir were the territorial divisions. Large units were known by the name of 

mandalum, pddi. or vdji in the Tamil and Canarese areas. We have such names ***- 

Colamandalaiu, Toi^aman^alam, Gangavadi. Raftappildi, Fcrumbapappa^i, Nulambapadi 

Sometime* there are territorial divisions based on the name of the adjoining hills as, for 

instauoe,Ballainkonda,.Tirumalai, Venkundram.ete. Such territorial divisions as Vadahala* 

valinadu and Vadavalinadu show that their boundario were high roads known by those 

names. Similarly, the banks of rivers also formed boundaries. In the Cola period many 

of the ValandJus were named after the king as AruinolivalanSdti. or after some branch of 

art or culture, like Nityavinodavalanadu. 

Of the officers under the king the inscriptions give .. lengthy !i-t. At the royal court 

were the Sacivas, Antalyas, Pradhdndtndtyat: tie iup<>ilaiit nijnhtois, Mahtulaitda- 

nayakas, Mahabal&dhikita, Mahdsendpati cvtninamH :s and generals ; and under them 

in charge of cavalry aud ol« pliautry corps * ;•> AsvajdUis and I’Uupatis. Bhuktis were under- 

Uparilcas, and Vifayas under Vifayapalis or Visayamah attar*#. Other subordinate revenue 

x»ffioers like Ayukta*, Vydprtas. AdhikrUi.< aro also known Cdfas and Bhafas were askin to 
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police officials. Among judicial officers are the Nayddhikaranu* and the Dharrnodhikarana#. 

AM these designations occur mostly in North Indian records. In the Hirahadagulli plates oi 

Pallava .Sivaskandavarman, Amatya* are mentioned hut in later Pallava inscriptions, 

M&tras are mentioned. They correspond to the Maury an Mahdmdtrus. In the Prakrit, 

charters of t he Pallavas the names of a number of officers are given like VaUavu, Vocullava, 

Hahasyddhikrta. It is believed that V fiyilkelpdr mentioned in the Ka&ikmli plates were 

secretaries and the Kosddhyakda is the officer in charge of the treasury. The ad hi kuru rta da v Ja 

mentioned in the Kasakudi plates should mean the fine imposed by the law courts. Among 

the officers in close attendance on the king are-t he Tirumandiravolai, and Tirvmikeiri who 

took down the orders of the king and carefully listened to his utterances. 

The inscriptions give us an insight into the extent of Indian influence, cultural, mari¬ 

time and military in such distant islands as Java. Sumatra. Borneo, Malaya, Annam, Burma, 

Ceylon, Laccadives. Maldives and other islands in the Indian Ocean. The various places 

mentioned in the inscriptions of Raja-raja and Rajendra in many cases still remain a puzzle, 

though the efforts of scholars have helped ns greatly in understandidg the naval conquest 

of these mighty kings beyond the seas. Rajendra’s overseas campaign is graphically des¬ 

cribed in the Tamil praiisti: (Who) having despatched many ships in the midst of the roll¬ 

ing sea and having caught Sangrama-vijayottungavarman. the king of Kadaram. together 

with the elephants in his glorious avmy (took) the large heap of treasuries, which (that king) 

had rightfully accumulated: (capt ured) with noise the (arch called) Vidyddharotorana at the 

war-gate of his extensive city : Sri Vi java with the jewelled wicket-gate ' adorned with 

great splendour and the gate of large jewels :; Pannai with water in its bathing ghats; 

the ancient Malaivfir with the strong mountain for its rampart ; Mayirudingam surrounded 

by the deep sea (as) by a moat : Ilangagoka (i.*., Lankasoka) undaunted (in) fierce battles ; 

Mapappajam having abundant (deep) water as defence ; Mevilimbangam, having fine walls 

as defence; Valaippandflru having vilappandQru(?) Talaittakkolam praised by great, men 

(versed in) in the sciences ; Madamalingam, firm in great and fierce battles ; Ilaimirid&am 

whose fierce strength rose in war ; Manakkavaram, in whose extensive flower gardens honev 

was collecting; and Kadaram, of fierce strength which w as protected by the d»ep sea.” 

($. Ind. Inscr. JQ, p. 109). Though the task of identification of the places mentioned m 

Rajendra’s inscriptions was undertaken quite a long time ago by Hultzsch, even in the time of 

Vcnkayyathe identification progressed only to the extent of correctly understanding Nakka- 

varam as Nocobar Islands and Pnppulam as a port in Burma. The effort s of Coedes t o under¬ 

stand the various places have given the most intelligible account of Rajendra** campaign 

and place names like Mayirudingam, Ilangafokarn. Talaitakkolam, Madamalinpam, Ilnnum- 

riesam, etc., should bo located in the Malayan Penisiila and Sumatra. From the inscriptions 

we learn that Sangrama Vijayot tungavarman of t he Sailendra dynasty of Srivijaya acknow¬ 

ledged the suzerainty of the Cola emperor. The larger Leyden grant refers to the construction 
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of the CHMiuumivihira at Negapatam by Mara Vijayottungavarman an.l shows tl.e 

relationship bet weeu India, Sumatra and Java. 

From inscriptions we learn of the prosperity of tl.e land through trade with other 

countries. During the time of the mighty emperor R&jendracola, who converted tho Baby 

of Bengal into a * Cola lake.’ t rade flourished and we find inscriptions of merchants from lua 

realm in distant islands like Sumatra (An. Btp. X. ln,l. Epigraph, 92II). The tax levied on 

merchandise according to the unit of ship in terms of Gadyana coins is mentioned in a 

Rastrakuta inscriptions (Epigraph Ind. IIT. p. 301). Similar tax known as Kupaiulka was 

levied on commodities taken overseas and this we learn from a Kakatiya inscription (An- 

Rep. S. I nil. Epigraph, 10, 45). 

Wo know from literature that Crum tin* earliest times there used to be very active 

maritime intercourse between India and various other countries. The Baveru jataka is an 

instance. Important posts were at Bharukaccha. Sorparaga, KaveripOmpattanam, etc. In 

-early Saagain literature the last mentioned figures prominently. The Ahrars mention the 

seaport of Mahabalipuram as Kadalmallai. Masulipatam was a great seaport about the 

introducing of the Christian era. Here-again the inscriptions render invaluable service in 

beginning to us various places to which mn’ancient sailors resorted both with merchan¬ 

dise and colonists. 

The sixth century .Sanskrit inscription of Kudravarimin from Fit-nan Kamboja and 

four of Pfifimvarnian from West Java show that Hindu kingdoms were established in these 

dist ant lands. Similarly the Hindu kingdom of Si h i ja va was founded in Sumatra. The 

Sanskrit Yvpa inscriptions of about the ">th century A. I), mentioning the sacrifices per¬ 

formed by Mutavarman graphically describing the large quantity of gold expended by the 

king in the performance of the great sacrifice known as Rohusuvarna giving away twenty 

thousand cows as daksinu at Vapvakesv.ua »hu\\ tin* deep-rooted nature of Hindu thought 

and culture in the Island. In the words of Majiuiidar "the inscriptions discovered at 

Borneo, Java. Annum, Cambodia and Malay lVnisiila lead inevitably to the conclusion 

that the language, literature, religion ami political and social institutions in India made 

a thorough conquest of these far-off lands, and ton gieat extent. eliminated or absorbed the 

native elements in these respects." Chhabra’s illuminat ing paper on the cultural expansion 

in South India during the Pallava rule gives a vivid picture of this aspect. 

The religion, whether Brahmanical or l»jtddhi>t. in ihrse islands came from India and 

the whole pantheon is found transplanted or. i heir soil. Some of' tlie most lovely specimen® 

of tlio different mUrtis have Indian influence*. The It'hn'ni'iH'i is represented in exquisite 

sculpture.* at Pninibanain and the story of l»ndd • at. I'.orchudiir. The fine PrajnaparamiUL 

image come* from Java and is now preserved in the Lexdcii Mi*>euiu. Sanskrit language 

-and literature beiug highly cultivated, the laimiM&o- the insviipticns is flawless Sanskrit, 

lie script us-. «i for the inscriptions is also borrow* d from India. 
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The inscriptions reveal to us the personality of our greatest rulers. The Nasik inscrip¬ 

tion of Balasiri, the plaintive cry of a sorrowing mother recounting the noble qualities of 

a worthy son and sovereign, presents an excellent picture of the personality of Gautamlputra 

Satakarni, the great Satavahana ruler. His face resembled the full moon. His long and 

shapely arm resembled the stately form of the lord of serpents. He had the charm of the 

lotus flower fully opened by the rays of the sun. He allayed the tears of anyone who sought 

his protection. His orders were obeyed by all kings with great respect. He was the very 

pink of courtesy and most devoted to his mother. He shared the pleasures of his subjects 

and sympathised with them in their woes. He always spared the life of even the most 

troublesome enemy as he could not bear unnecessary shedding of blood. He promoted 

the families of the twice-born and the lowly. He established by practice and precept righte¬ 

ous conduct. In this inscription he is described as 1 the only bow-man,’ ‘ Ekadhanudhara 9 
and on his coin this epithet has been symbolised by a strung bow shown on the obverse. 

The Allahabad pillar inscription describes Samudragupta a great ruler, a great general, 

a great scholar and a great musician. The graphic description of his musical talents in the 

inscription is actually given realistio shape on the obverse of his lyrist type of coins where 

the king is shown seated on couch, playing the Vina resting on his lap. 

The personality of Mahaksatrapa Rudrad&man is again clearly revealed in the-Junagadh 

i nscription. His brith in the lap of fortune and power, his comely appearance, his excentional 

capacity in battle, his special training in statecraft, his knowledge of the different sciences 

and arts including grammar, music and logic, the fabulous wealth in his treasury overflowing 

with gold, silver, diamonds and gems but all the wealth rightfully obtained, present him 

as an exceptionally fortunate and brilliant prince. No wonder that as the inscriptions 

mention he was wreathed with many garlands at different svayamvaras by the daughters 

Of many kingp. His personal beauty and oven the sweetness of his voice and the lovely 

navure of his gait are specifically mentioned in the inscription. 

The personality of Asoka is revealed in his inscriptions. Their language is simple 

and the picture presented is quite clear. We have here the greatest of Indian emperors 

speaking to his subjects as to his children. How often has he not repeated that this should 

be done and not something else ? The broad sympathies, clear-cut views, tolerant vision, 

and quaint simplicity, of a powerful emperor are at once pvident in his edicts. His feeling 

heart is revealed, in his sorrow over the huge killing and bloodshed in the Kalinga war,- 

His utter disr egard for personal comfort and the one desire to be of the utmost help to hia* 

subjects—his subjects he regarded as his own children and he was in the true sense a Rajfi 

by prakitiranjana, hisjBubjects being his Praja in the literal sense—is evident from one of 

hi&edicts where he mentions that there is no fixed time for interviewing him but any affair or 

state could'be brought to him for disposal whether he was in the dining chamber or in the^ 

harem or in the cowshed or in the palanquin or in the pleasure garden.. We are reminded: 
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Jiow similarly RSjondrn, ( lie Cola emperor, also heard cases and issued orders to his officers 

oven when he was in the dining hall. Asoka's child-like simplicity is revealed in his plain 

statement of facts about ration in his kitchen. The slaughter of animals and fowl which 

was originally done on a large scale was reduced to that of a single deer as he had almost 

tabooed venison ; peacock killing was reduced to the minimum, only two being ‘allowed 

at the time the edict was incised; and the emperor declared his wish that he would give 

up even this. We can imagine what a sacrifice this is on the part of the king if we read the 

Sundarakanrta of the Rdinai/ana where the different viands and liquors are graphically des¬ 

cribed in Ravana's kitchen almost causing the mouth of those accustomed to these to water 

and how praiseworthy for one accustomed to luxuries to voluntarily lead the simple life of 

almost an anchorite. Anoka’s inscriptions refer to certain administrative innovations carried 

out by the emperor to improve the prevailing state of affairs. Dharmamahamdtras who 

did not exist before were appointed by Asoka for the propagation of piety. Never in the past 

have officers called MeVulmulras of morality (Dhammamahamala) existed, but non Asoks 

-created them since it was his intense desire to see that virtue was practised. Though the 

emperor knew of the various traditional auspicious creremonies performed during marriage 

child-birth, etc., he regarded most ut them as useless and favoured only such ceremonies 

as would hear good fruit, like courtesy to slaves, reverence to elders, gentleness to animals 

and liberality to Sramanas and lirahmuiuis. A«oka deplore® t hat people are prone to recount 

only their virtuous deeds, but not their evil performances. So he puts forth a strong plea 

for avoiding sin and practising merit. In the past kings went on pleasure tours, but ASoka 

went only on tours of morality. His deep concern for the welfare of man and beast is 

evident in the arrangements made by him to plant banian trees and mango groves to afford 

shade, to dig wells at intervals wit h flights of steps fo, drinking water and to build numerous 

rest-houses and hospitals both for men and animals. The inscriptions of Atoka describe 

the emperor's missionary activity and efforts to propagate ideas of Mama and social servi» 

not only within India but far out side its borders, in the kingdoms of PtolomyHPhilftdelpima 

ol Egypt, Antogonus, Oonatas of Macedonia. Magas of Syrini and Alexander of either 

Epirus or Corinth (Tulamaya. Antekina. Maka and Alikasndara) even at the risk of bcinc 

ridiculed as a mad ideal! . In the inscription of Oamamiputra Satakarni it has been stated 

that the emperor ide.it ified himself „ ith its subject s in their sorrows and joys; Skandagupta 

is described m the Jnnagutll. i.,scrip,J..„ as making his people happy bv sweet tallfprc 

faced by smiles court cay. ;,ul Morality. In one of his inscriptions Atoka 

expresses himself as tb- fr-W..f hi- „.!s, iu whose welfare and happiness he is 
interested as in that ol I.is ■ «n . ■nldrc,. and that not only in this world but also in the 

other. But he was not Satisfied ..he hap,* s of his own subjects ; he extends his 

desire for this happiness beyond Ids dqmmnw.s and expresses his anxietv for the increase 1 

joy of people" beyond lus dominions whom also he considers as his own children. It. is for 

tins purpose that lie made a range meats for transcribing iris edicts even beyond his 

domain and arranged that lus Mohr,mot,-as may strive to inspire confidence and induce the 
borderers to practise meritorious deeds. 
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A great, contemporary of theSunga, Pu§yamitra, and Satakarni, the powerful Satata- 

liana sovereign, was Kharavela, the greatest king of Kalinga. A complete picture of this 

great ruler is presented in the Hathigumpha inscription where all hi* exploits year after ycai 

are stated with precision. His own personal talents and learning in various sciences and 

arts are also mentioned. From this inscription we gather how he repaired the gates and 

ramparts of his city, erected embankments to several tanks including the lake Khivira, at a 

very great cost, built a royal residence called the Mahdvijayaprdsdda or the palace of great 

victory with the riches brought from Anga and Magadha. He built excellent towers with 

their interiors decorated with sculpture and painting. The amenities provided by him in his 

realm are also mentioned. He caused festivities and samdja assemblies to be held to enter¬ 

tain his people with dance, drama and music, vocal and instrumental. He constructed rest 

houses remitted mtiny taxes, bestowed several previleges on the corporations bot h urban and 

rural (Paura and Jdnapada). He celebrated the famous Rajasuya sacrifice by establishing 

his might with his army. His religious bent of mind is revealed in all that he did for the 

Jaina religion on the Kumari hill in the nature of amenities and offerings for the ascetrics and 

sages following the dharma of Arhat. With all he was a tolerant monarch as is evident 

from his attitude to the Brahmanas. He was a great King of Peace, King of Prosperity, 

King of Monks, and King of Religion who had seen, heard and realised blessings (Lalydna). 

The mighty ruler R&jaraja and his son Rajendra did not have the good fortune to Lu 

visited by foreign travellers to leave grand accounts of t he noble, awe-inspiring royal court s 

palaces and temples as in the time of Krsnade varay a. All that we know of t he C'oja einpei ors 

13 mainly from their inscriptions, which, however, give ample material for the understanding 

of their personality. History has no greater instance of a pious queen than the saintly 

^embianma-devi, the consort of Gandaradit.ya who was widowed at a tender age with a babe 

in her arms ; and many indeed are the temples in the Coja realm that have been endowed 

b/this queen whose every wish Rajaraja, her grand-nephew, respected. The Tiruvalan- 

gadu inscription specially mentions that though the people chose the heir-apparent Raja- 

raja to be their king he would not consider the throne when his uncle Uttamacoja had not 

enjoyed it. Rajaraja’s might, conquests, administrative machinery, fabulous wealth, un 

paralleled liberality, in short, all the pomp and splendour of the great Coja empire in the 

building of which he had such an important hand before his son extended it further, is all 

revealed in minute detail in the long inscriptions from the Brhadigvara temple at Tanjore. 

The carapain^s of Rajendra Cola described at such length and with such a wealth of detail 

in his prasaxtio are fittingly celebrated by the erection of a novel jayasta mbha, in this case 

a jalastambha of the most sacred water on earth. He emulated Bhagiratha and in fact the- 

t noute he levied from uhose whom he overcame in the region of the Ganges was only the 

water of tne holy river to be carried to his realm to be emptied in the mighty tank near the 

huge temple of Siva at a new capital for his empire that he constructed and named Gangai- 

kondacholapuram to commemorate the great event. The conquest of Rajendra mentioned 
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in his inscriptions and its consequence are confirmed by a Gahatfavala inscription at Ganga- 

konsfacholapuram wherein the usual preamble of the Cola inscriptions preccds its own indi¬ 

ting in unequivocal manner the suzerainty of the Co|a emperor years later. The Dvara- 

palaka from Kalyanapura in the Durasuram temple and the few Kalinga and Pala images 

found scatterred in these Cola temples are additional evidences of Co|a military triumph 

but it is the inscriptions that give a clearer written record of victory. 

Sometimes it is not merely the personality of the ruler that is revealed in the inscriptions 

but occasional light is thrown on the exigencies of social life as in the case of a Brahmana 

who turns into a warrior. A remarakble statement with a wealth of detail is in the Taja 

gunda inscription of Kakustlmvarman where the progenitor of the Kadamba family MayOra 

barman is described os a student come to Kanci for his Vedic studies who on being insulted 

by the soldiers in the cavalry of the Pallava king, could not brook it and, in the words of the 

inscription, with the hand that was accustomed to hold the ku£a grass, fuel, stones, ladle^ 

melted butter and the oblation vessel, he grasped a flamming sword to conquer the earth 

And so continues the inscription to narrate how the successors of Mayura&irman went from 

strength to strength and the family where the hair was wet with the holy water oi the purifi¬ 

catory rites of different sacrifices, deeply learned in the sacred lore, that kindled the fire and 

drank the Soma, in the interior of whose houses loudly resounded the chants of the Veda and 

the Vedanga, and that tended a Kadamba tree with blooming flowers near their dwelling 

turned into a house of Ksairiya kings and one of the daughters of the family, married into 

the imperial house of the Guptas. 

The Mandagapat^u inscription is another epigraphical curio. This is a joyous erela-. 

mation of a king taking delight- in inventing something novel, different from existingihings 

Hitherto constructions generally were of brick, timber, lime and metal but now this ottt-ioufc- 

minded king—the king actually describes himself so—excavated cave temples with tux» 

carved panels out of the living rock. This is the origin of the numerous early Pallava t*np]e* 

in the Tamil area about the beginning of the 7th century A.D. 

Life is short and uncertain, wealth is fleeting in nature ; and the rulef*tf todayis the 

begger of the morrow. It is not always that the surface of the stream of life is unrulmed. 

Great men have adversities. In the Bhitari pillar inscription of Skandagupta there is a 

statement of great significance. The inscription says that in preparing himself to restore 

the fallen fortunes of his family a whole night- was spent by the emperor on no other couch 

except the bare eart h. 

Sometimes tlu-re is a dramatic effect in the narration in an inscription. Ih the same 

Bhitari inscription it is st ated that with the cry, ‘ Victory has been achieved * Kumaragupta 

rushed to his mother whose eyes were wet with tears of joy, like Krsna going to his mother 
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Devaki after slaying his enemies. The glorious king Iganavarman wedded to heroism and 

truth though fully favoured by fortune resorted to Prayaga and there, decorated with 

flowers entered a fire kindled with dry cow-dung cakes as if it were water for a bath and put 

an end to his life. This is in accordance with the belief that voluntary death at Prayaga 

assures heaven as Kalidasa says Tanutyajdm nasli tarirabandhdh. Another instance like 

this, known through epigraphy is the death of Calukya Ahavamalla Somegvara II, the 

father of Vikramaditya Vi who being the victim of a malignant fever put an end to his 

life in the Sangama of Tungabhadra followed by his devoted queens and against the wishes 

of his loving, tearstained subjects who followed him to prevent the mishap. 

We may have heard of fabulous stories of extraordinary wealth and gifts and charities 

beyond all conceivable limits of liberality. A story narrates how Anathapindada spread 

the whole surface of Jetavana garden with gold coins, purchased it at that price, and presen¬ 

ted it with a newly built monastery to the Enlightened One. It is in the Nanaghat inscrip¬ 

tion of Satakarni and the inscription of Usavadata at Nasik that we get a staggering account 

•of the generous impulses in a man. Possession of wealth is one thing and natural liberality 

another. • The Nandas were fabulously rich but we do not know of any gifts made by them. 

Satakarni in performing the Aivamedha twice, Gavamayana, Agnyadheya, Bajasfiya, Aptor- 

ydma and other sacrifices, gave liberal daksind or sacrificial fee consisting of villages kdr§a- 

punas, cows, elephants, horses, horse-chariots, silver pots, dresses, and so on. Kharavela. 

his contemporary, was equally munificent. He even made the gift of the golden Kalpatarti. 

But these are specific sacrificial gifts. The long cat alogue of meritoriuos deeds of Usavadata 

is more interesting. He was the donor of three hundred thousand cows, performer of sacred 

gifts of gold on the river Barnasa, giver of sixteen villages to the gods and Brahmanas, 

host, all the year round, of a hundred thousand Brahmanas, giver of eight wives to Brah¬ 

manas in the sacred place Prabhasa, donor of quadrangular hermitages, dwellings and shelter 

houses at Bharugacha, DaSapura, Govardhana and gorparaga, maker of pleassaunces, tanka, 

and wells, founder of free ferries by boats on the Iba, Paradfi, Damana, Tapi, Karabena, and 

Dahanuka. 

If occasionally we have here and there a portrait sculpture of some great, ruler, it is also 

sometimes accompanied by his consort or consorts. The Pallava royal portrait sculptures 

are famous. In the lovely painting fragment of Mahendravarman at Sittannavagal there is 

the lovely face of his queen beside him. Even here epigraphy supplies its own quota to the 

pictures that we have of great kings and queens. We have considered kings. A single 

instance of a queen would suffice. The favourite queen of Rajasimha, the Pallava king 

,vho constructed the Kailajjanatha t emple, was Rangapataka who, according to the inscrip¬ 

tion in that temple, was a pataka (banner) as it were among women. She is described further 

*s ‘ full of loveliness, sharpness, grace and cleanliness, who seemed to be the master-piece of 

tho Creator," whose skill had at last attained perfection after He had created thousands of 

good-looking women, she who was charming through genuine sweetness who was adorned 

with grace, coquetry and feeling .... etc.* 
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The infinite value of epigraphy in the understanding of the ancient arts like dance and 

music is amply illustrated in the musical inscriptions of the Pallavas and the labelled dance 

poses from the gopura of the temple at Chidambaram. The Kudimiyamalai musical inscrip¬ 

tion and a similar one from Tirumaiyam arc extremely valuable as they record the musical 

uotes as understood and practised during the time of the Pallavas. Similarly the use of the 

term Parivddini in the inscription shows that the early type of vind was still in use in the 

seventh century. And this is confirmed by a sculpture from the Dacca Museum where Saras- 

vati. the consort of Visnu, represented on Garuda carries the lyre type of vina. The labelled 

sculptured panels representing the different sthanas and karanas given in Bharata’s Ndtya- 

tastra are the most elaborate commentary and most intelligible, probably more so than 

oven the learned explanation of the texts by Abhinavagupta. This visual expalnation is 

aided by the presence of the labels which are short inscriptions describing the sthdnas (dance 

poses). And about these representations being the most correct there can be no two 

opinions as the Cola period undoubtedly was the time when the g!or}*of dance was at its 

zenith, the emperors being great patrons of this art as gathered from the inscriptions. 

The presence of inscriptions along with sculpture either to explain the carving or to 

mention a gift- and the name of the donor is the most valuable clue to understanding its date, 

the circumstances under which it came into being, and the theme of the carving itself. It 

is the presence of the inscriptions, labels explaining the panels and carvings at Bharhut, 

that has helped a correct understanding of this important monument. Without the label 

how could we know whether the image was intended to represent Sirima or Culakoka or 

Sudarsana ? It- is the presence of a single line of inscription in an early sculpture from 

Amaravati t hat has proved beyond doubt that Yaksa worship prevailed in the Krishna valley 

and was a feature as much of South India as of the North. Images dated on stylistic grounds 

independently can have their dates verified and checked with the help of such images as bear 

inscriptions on their pedestals, with dates, if any. But even if the dates were absent, the 

palaeography of thejnscription would itself help considerably in the proper dating ol the 

figure. Sometimes even though identification of panels containing st ories from the Jataaaa 

and Avadanas is not impossible the inscriptions below vouch for the correctness of the identi¬ 

fication. Sometimes it so happens thatthere is not. sufficient-literary material to throw 

light on the sculptured theme, in which case the label becomes absolutely valuable. If the 

Pallava inscriptions give long lists of the royal house t he sculptures of the Vaikunthanatha 

temple at Kanchlpuram present a more graphicpict ure of the rise and growth of the dynasty 

Here again it is the presence of a few inscribed labels that has Helped the scholar* to proceed 

and progress along the correct path of identification with the clue obtained therefrom. 

Again, without the help of inscriptions we cannot understand who executed the carvings 

how, and at whose instance. Mostly it is the name of the donor that is given. If the carving 

is a religious gift it is so stated. Occasionally the name of the sculptor is also given. Th|a is 

not only in the case of a sculpture as such but also in the case of any part of a sculpture for 
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which the donor is responsible. Such donative inscriptions abound in the early stupas 

where a cross-bar or two, an upright or coping piece from a mil, a casing slab or a dharma- 

cakra or a pUrna-ghata is presented by a perfumer or a cobbler or a musician or a trader or a 

leader of a caravan of merchants, a lay sister or a monk or a house-holder with brothers, 

sisters, sons, daughters, daughters-in-law and other relations and friends. Sometimes we 

hear that a guild of workmen completed a particular part of a building as. for instance, is 

given in an inscription at Sanci that one of the toruna gateways was carved by the ivory 

carvers of Vidisa and the line workmanship is an enlarged version of the usual delicate work of 

the ivory-carvers. From these inscriptions we gather information'also about the different 

places from which such pious pilgrims came, e.g., at Amaravati we hear of people coming 

from distant places like Pataliputra. Hajagiri and Simhagiri. The occurrence of the carved 

moon-stones near the gateway entrances of the stupas and monasteries at Nagarjunakonda 

which points to Ceylonese influence is amply tested by the inscription found in the place. 

However graphic may be the description of a battle—and wo have one of the most 

picturesque descriptions of a battle in the Kuram grant of Paramc^varavarman—historians 

are bound to view with suspicion any account of large-scale conquest. But tlie prominent 

presence of an inscription in the vanquished ruler’s city to announce the shame of defeat of 

the king is evidence not to bo lightly brushed aside. The presence of the inscription of the 

victorious Western Calukvan Vikramaditya in the Kailasanfitha temple at Kancipuram, 

the capital of the Pal lavas, and similarly of Narasimhavarman proclaiming his victory pro¬ 

minently at Badami it self, the capital of the early Western Calukya, is a more important and 

more emphastie assertion of the conquest of both than in any of their other inscriptions, 

however forcefully put. On such occasions the scribes and stone cutters follow their royal 

patrons and inscriptions are incised to commemorate their victories or donations in a language 

and script totally different from those of the area concerned. Rajendra’s victorious 

pradastis in Kalinga or in the Cajukyan area, Narasimhavarman’s inscription in Granth* afe 

Vat&pl are instances. Similarly the occurrence of Tamil inscriptions in distant islands like 

Sumatra where the language is totally unknown, and the presence of the GahadaviHl 

inscription at Gangakondacholapuram have all their own story to tell. 

Numismatics is no doubt an important source in understanding the true history of th# 

land, but the coins themselves to be understood require the help of epigraphy. This depen* 

dance on epigraphy is not in any small measure when we remember that sometimes the 

legends on coins are sufficiently lengthy. It is only by a study of the different scripts that one 

can nnravel the mysteries of coin legends which are as numerous and varied as the scripts 

themselves. Sometimes it is only the coins that reveal the use of a particular script is an area 

in a subsidiary fashion alongside of a main script used for inscriptions. As example, may be 

cited the Cola coins of Uttama, Rajaraja and Rajondra and a Kerala coin of Sri Virakerala 

wherein Nagari is used for the legends, though we know of no inscription in Nagari issued 

by these kings, the script used being invariably Grant ha, Tamil or Vatfceluttu. 

So far we have considered the need for studying inscriptions and what the inscriptions* 

reveal to us. There is probably no field of knowledge that does not come within the scope 

of inscriptions, after all, inscriptions are only permanent documents recording the life ana 

happenings oftheir time with special reference to the king and his relationship with his people. 
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But to study and understand these inscriptions which differ from area to area and age to age 

in the type of script and language used, knowledge of palaeography is essential. Palaeo¬ 

graphy being the subject dealing with scripts, a study of this reveals how scripts came into 

being, developed and changed during the centuries. In the subject of epigraphy palaeo¬ 

graphy comes in as the most important limb. The age of the inscriptions, the growth of 

language, the literary beauty of the language—all these come only next in importance. In 

the following pages the essential features of the Indian epigraphy with special reference to 

South India and her scripts have been discussed. 

DOCUMENT. 

A document is engraved on a tablet or a metal plate which is usually shaped after a 

simipler original—a leaf or bark. In sculptures we find figures carrying these documents 

of bark or leaf in their hands. This is the usual thing in the case of all divinities presiding 

over learning and great masters profound in their knowledge of the essentials of wisdom. 

Brahma, the Lord of Learning is always represented in soulpture with a book in his left hand. 

A good early example of this may be seen in the representation of the deity at Aihole and 

Badami to which Buhler (Ind. Ant. XXXIII, p. i) has drawn attention ; a still better example 

is the Gupta-Maitraka sculpture from the Ardhanartevara panel at the Elephanta cave, 

near Bombay (Fig. i). His spouse Sarasvatl carries a book similarly as she presides over 

C. S. del. 
no. 1. 

learning more particularly over the secular and artistic side than her four-faced lord whose* 

very breath is of the essence of the four Vedas which are chanted by an equal number of 

mouths. The earliest example of Sarasvatl yet found in India is a headlesfe image of the deity 

from Mathura with an inscription on pedestal of about the beginning of the Christian ea. In 

her left hand she holds a book composed of palm-leaves or cut birch bark tied together with 

string (Fig. 2). &va as a teacher ©f the universe, the teacher par excellence whoso disciples 
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are sages ripe in years and wisdom, holds a book in the same manner. One of the early 
examples of Vishnu in this form is in a panel from the Gupta temple at Deogarh (Fig. 3). 

no. 2. 
O.S.de 
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ffia right hand is in the vydkhyanamudrd or in the attitude of elucidation. These two 

hands and their attitude are noteworthy as the vydkhyanamudrd occurs also in the case 

of the greatest of Indian masters, the Buddha. The dharmaeakrapravartana, the setting 

in motion of the wheel of dharma or the first sermon on dharma of Buddha is suggested 

by the mudrd of his hands styled dharmacakrapravartanamudra. In most representations, 

one end of his cloak is caught by Buddha in his left hand while the other is raised. The 

end of the cloak resembles a small book and this is very suggestive (Fig. 4). Manikka- 

vacaka, the great scholar devotee of Siva from South India, is always represented in sculpture 

carrying a book in his left hand and in one of the bronzes of his has actually a verse from 

one of his works inscribed on the leaf in letters of the late Cola period (Fig. 6). One of the 

finest sculptures in Ceylon is the sage holding a book in both his hands (Fig. 6). This 

is differently interpreted by different scholars as Agastya, Tiruvaljuvar and Parakrama- 

bahu, a king of Ceylon. However it may be, it is undoubtedly an early representation of 

a great scholar. In the early Coja painting representing diva disguised as the old man 

come to fetch Sundaramfirti, he is represented as carrying an umbrella in one hand and a 

palm-leaf document in the other. 

The very name of a document, patra suggests its origin. The earliest material used 

for writing was the leaf. It may have been talapatra or bhurjpatra out to proper shape. 
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no. 0. 
C. S. del. 

tho former being popular in the Deccan and the latter in North India. A page is also 

connoted by the same term. The term panna occurs in Buddhist literature and writing 

on a leaf is often reierred to in the Jatakas (II, p. 122 ; IV, p. 35; VI 204). The antiquity 

of the palm leaf as writing material has been w ell established by Biihler, who cites (a) Huien 

Tsang (seventh century A.D.), an eye witness for its use, (b) some fragments of palm 

manuscripts of the Godfrey collection of the fourth century A.D. and early copper-plates 

of about the Christian era modelled after-palm-leaf, and (c) Buddhist traditions that the 

canon was written on palm loaves at tho first Council soon after Buddha’s death (Btihler. 

Appendix to Ind. Ant. XXXIII, p. 94). The terms grantha and prabandha suggest a book 

composed of a number of loaves properly arranged and tied together. The words Icanda, 

earga and patala, terms for portions of a work, also convey this sense. 

The word olai in Tamil is significant in this connection as it specifically means the palm- 

leaf used for writing. The calendar carried by the astrologer who is an adjunct to temples 

is referred to a Nalolai in inscriptions («S. Ind. Inscr. Ill, p. 321). A document is styled 
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Arai-olai (Ibid. pp. 163 and 275) and the officers who noted the oral orders of the sovereign 

were called Mandira volai and Olaindyagan all baaed on the palm-leaf used for writing. 

There is an interesting statement in an inscription how actually the king graciously ordered 

that his instructions may be entered into accounts and the order was written by the 

Mandiravolai and issued with the signatures of the Olaindyakam officers (Ibid. p. 312). 

The process of writing itself is described as variyilittu, i.e., putting in lines. The process 

of transferring the royal command, first copied on palm-leaf, to more permanent material, 

like stone, is picturesquely described in an inscription from Tiruvalangadu, where the per¬ 

sonality of the great emperor Rajendracola, who allowed his officials to bother him even 

at such odd hours as when he was engaged in dining, reoalls the magnanimous spirit of 

A6oka, who similarly allowed himself to be disturbed at all hours. The emperor while 
dining in his day residence at 8ivapnri being informed by one of his officials that twenty- 

five families may be settled on the land in the village to be called Rajendracolappadi to 
supply oil to the deity at Tiruvalangadu granted the wish and the order was received with 
the signature of the royal secretary (Tirumandiravolai) and conveyed to the magistrate 

who ordered it t-> be engraved on stone to prevent any one from disobeying the royal order 
(Ibid. p. 136). 

Another term for a document is lelcha which is derived from the root likh, to write. The 

term lipi is also used and a well-known instance is the dhamma-lipi of the emperor A6oka— 

spi tfwrffcft i.e., this moral treatise or document has been incised. The term 

likhdpitd suggests the incising of the letters and the word lipi suggests the painting of the 

letters. The use of the term lekha also suggests the transferring of the document, drafted 

in ink or masi from a less permanent material as was obviously used for such purposes to 

a more permanent medium like a stone tablet in imperishable incised letters. 

Copper plate grants that are found in such large numbers all over India are copies of 

originals from the royal archives or from those of tho nobles. They were intended for 

the donees who kept them carefully to establish their right to the gifted land or other pro¬ 

perty. Elaborate descriptions there are of how a king made a gift. The king with his hand 

purified by the touch of the cow’s oar and kusa-grass poured water and made the gift with 

the words that it may last for ever +*lridI^ +'<fd3TCrT : 

(Epigraph. Ind. XIII, p. 297). The recording of the facts of the gift are also expressly 

maintained, sometimes even the metal composing the charter being alluded to (Ibid. VIII 

p. 142 ; XV, p. 143, III, p. 353). That the charter was intended for establishing claims 

by exhibiting it is also made clear in some inscriptions (Ibid. VI, p. 142). The giving of 

the charter itself is sometimes recorded in it as in the Mayidavolu plates (Ibid. VI, p. 88). 

As already pointed out, the commands of the king were recorded on leaf or birch bark 

by a keeper of records like the Xksapatalika or Divirapati according to the instructions of 

the messenger (Dutaka) usually the minister, Pramdtr or Mahasadhivigrahika or Rahasikaf 

who conveyed it to him (Ibid I, 318; p. 73 ; p. 88 ; p. 9.). and passed on to the engraver. 
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Signature. 

The final stamp of authority was with the affixing of the signature and seal. The former 

was usually done by expressing the name of the king prefixed by the phrase Svahasto mama• 

A classical example of this is the signature of Sri Harsavardhana (Fig. 7). It is easily 

fig. 7. 0.8. del. 

the best preserved, highly florid and most artistically drawn royal signature yet found in 

India. It has led one of the scholars in the epigraphical field to wonder how the king could 

find time in the midst of his military conquests and administrative and literary activities for 

■ucli florid signatures to be affixed to documents. In Telugu grants, the name of the king 

was suffixed by the term Vrdlu meaning ‘ signature,’ as in Singandydnivrdlu (Fig. 8) or some- 

FIG. 8. 0%S' del’ 

times the word ‘ signature of ’ was omitted and merely the name of the king was given as in 

Vijayanagara grants. In the Vijayanagara grants, it was however only sometimes that the 

king’s name was given, as for instance, Sri Harihara (Fig. 9) but sometimes the name of the 

groat deity of the principal temple at Hampi Sri Virupaksa was put down instead, suggesting 

that the king was acting on behalf of the Lord himself. There are many instances of the 

king’s name with the word Svahasto mama like that of Bhoja of Dhara—Svahastoyam 

Sri Bhojadevasya (Ibid. Xl, p. 182). Sometimes it was omy the king’s name as Mulard- 

jasya (Ibid. X, p. 79) or sometimes merely Svahasto mama (Ibid. I, p. 88) which was felt 

sufficient as the seal was also given.__— 

Fig. 7.— 

Fig. 8.—73o^tt»S’ 

Fig. 9.— 
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Seal. 

The seal affixed to a document was considered the most important element to proclaim 

its validity and the dharmasdtras demand its use. In the drama Mudrdrdkfasa Raksasa, 

the minister of the Nandas, wonders whether he can deny the validity of a document bearing 

his own seal, although he was not responsible for its issue (^ts*T *T 

Mudrdrdksasa V, 18). So the seal counted for everything as in the Rdmayana, SIta 

trusts Hanuman as Rama’s messenger only on the presentation of the signet ring of Rama 

with his name engraved on it I TT*HT*nf^cI 

(Rdmdyaiui) V, 36, 2). The signet ring was sometimes the seal itself but often there were 

separate larger seals. India abounds in seals of various types found all over the land. There 

are private soals, seals of guilds, seals of high officials and dignitaries, noblemen, seals of 

generals, ministers, royal seals including those of princes ; there are also seals of institutions 

like the Vihdra of Nalanda, religious and votive seals with such legends as the usual 

Buddhist creed ‘ Ye dharmd, etc.’ The earliest seals in India from Mohenjo-daro are not yet 

understood as their script has not yet been deciphered. The scheme of representing a motif 

like an animal or some object of importance together with a legend is, however, found 

repeated in later seals as well. Even in coins, the same method has been adopted. 

In Samudragupta’s Allahabad inscription, the respectful offerings of seals with the mark 

of Garuda from his numerous Samanlas is specially mentioned. An example of the Gupta 

royal seal is also given (Fleet, C. Inscr. Ind. Ill, pi. XXXVII). The royal seal was usually a 

model of fine workmanship. The seal of Sarvavarman Maukhari is an example of fine artistic 

work (Ibid, pi. XXX). The bull, the lanchana of this house, is very well represented. Simi¬ 

larly the bull is found on the seal of Maitraka Bhatarka (Ibid, XXIV and on the Sonpat 

seal of Har§avardhana (Ibid, pi. XXXII). The Vardha was the lanchana for a number of 

dynasties ; the Western Calukyas, the Kakatiyas after them and the Vijayanagara rulers 

still later. The elephant adorned the seal of the Western Ganga while the bull was chosen 

by the Eastern Gangas. The bull also adorned the Pallava seal. The tiger was the emblem 

of the Colas and it was placed as suzerain over the fish and bow emblem! respectively of the 

Pandyas and Ceras, the royal umbrella and chauris being shown above the tiger suggesting 

overlordship. Similarly in the case of the Varaha signifying the royal house of the Calukyas 

the various Raja-cihnas or the royal emblems like the parasol, chauris, auspicious lamps, 

oonch, lotus were shown. The conch and lotus signify the nidhis (kosa) of the king, the 

umbrella and chauris power, and the ankuJa and spear danja or military strength, the lamps 

the brilliance of the king, and the sunjand moon the glory of the house till eternity (i.e., 

till the sun and moon last). These emblems of the king are actually enumerated in some 

of the Eastern Ganga grants, the conch, golden chauri, white umbrella, bull emblem, etc. 

{Epigraph. Ind. IV, p. 189). The seal of the Pala kings of Bengal is a beautiful 

i representation of the first sermon of Buddha suggested by Dharmacakra flanked by deer. 
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Apart from the emblems there are legends sometimes long, sometimes short. The name 

of the king and the dynasty and sometimes the pedigree are given. An example of the 

legend on Vakafcaka seals is given in Fig. 10. The legend from the closing portion of an 

inscription of Rajaraja (Fig. 11) 

’Te3@&g&- 

is also the type of legend occurring on a seal as may be seen on that of Rajendra’s 

Tiruvalangadu plates (pi. II-a). Another example of a legend is from a Kalinga seal (Fig. 12). 

Fig. 10.—*mz**mm i 

TT3T: TOR II 

Fig. 11.—I 

TOR <Ij|(MW II 
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The seal of Rajendra for the Tiruvalangadu plates suggests his conquest and power 

(pi. II-a). It is a fitting appendage to the most remarkable collection of copper plates 

strung on one ring, a more real epigraphical curio than the Pai^han plates. The bull on the 

seal of the Tandamtoftam plates is also of exquisite workmanship. The lion on the seal 

of the Visnukundin plates (pi. III-6) is realistic with its mouth open, paw raised and the 

tail looped. Of the exquisite elephant on the fifth century Western Ganga seal of the 

Ponugonda plates of Madhava II, it would suffice to say that the beautiful letters of the ins¬ 

cription are matched by the realistic elephant done by the goldsmith Aiya, whose son 

Apapa engraved the letters (Ibid, XIV p. 335). An epithet like Sri Tribhuvandhleuda 

occurs with boar emblem on Eastern Calukyam seals (pi. III-c) some of which are works 

of art (pi. IV.) 

The seal was generally of metal, the royal seal of gold, and it was applied to a flattened 

ball of clay affixed to the document of which there are numerous instances in literature 

(Dhammapad-Attha-Kathd—Buddhist Legends I, p. 165). Even now there are to be seen 

on the backs of seals the impressions of the leaf documents to which they were affixed and 

of tho holes for the string used for binding the sheets. A pictureques example of the use of 

the seal, and the clay presented for the purpose of stamping the seal is given in the Har§a 

carita. 

“ During the king’s stay there, the village notary appeared with his whole retinue of 

clerks, and saying * Let his Majesty whose edicts are never void, even now bestow upon us his 

commands for the day,* so presented a new-made golden seal with a bull for its emblem. 

The king took it. As soon, however, as a ball of earth was produced, the seal slipped from the 

king’s hand and fell face downwards upon the ground, and the lines of the letters were dis¬ 

tinctly marked upon the nearly dry mud and soft earth of the Sarasvati’s bank. Apprehen¬ 

sive of an evil omen, the courtiers were depressed, but the king thought in his heart: ** The 

minds of the dull are indeed blind to reality. The omen signifies that the earth shall bo 

stamped with the single seal of my sole command ; but the rustics interpret otherwise.’ 

Having thus mentally welcomed the omen, he bestowed upon the Brahmans a hundred 

Tillages delimited by a thousand ploughs.” (Uarsacarita, trans. Cowell, p. 198). The 

original document on perishable material was kept by tho Aksapatalilca or the keeper of 

the records. 

Fig. 12.—H << I 
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The more important copy, made on metal sheets which were strung on a ring with a 

facsimile seal made of metal affixed to it—not a mere sealing on clay—was presented to 

the person concerned. Surely the grants are embellished by the addition of such fine seals as 

remarked by Baija (Harfacarita, p. 284). Before, however, it was given away, it was com¬ 

pared with the original as may be seen actually recorded occasionally in the words dfstam 

‘seen’. 

INSCRIPTIONS, THEIR FORM AND CONTENTS. 

In India it has always been a habit to introduce auspicious utterances in works of any 

nature. 

There is practically no work, literary, scientific or philosophical, without mangalailoka 

or mangalavacana, i.e., auspicious verse or word at the beginning. The mangalas may be bf 

three kinds, asih or benediction, namaskriya or salutation to the deity, or wutuniiddeda or 

suggestion of mangala while abruptly beginning the topic. This has been followed in all 

written documents. The inscriptions on stone metal plates and other materials follow the 

same arrangement. 

In many early inscriptions, there aro a number of auspicious symbols in addition to salu¬ 

tation. Tho salutation is generally short and in prose, though soon it develops into 

beautiful verses in praise of deities. Thus the symbols, Svastika and firivatsa occur in the 

Hathigumpha inscription of Kharavela to suggest svastisri, a form in w’hich actual writing 

marks the beginning of Calukyan grants—This is in addition to the brief 

salutation to the Jinas. The same symbols which occur as auspicious ending in some 

early inscriptions occur in words in many mediaeval inscriptions in the form, rpra 

Asoka’s inscriptions are examples of vastunirddefa type of mangala 

as the word ^FTTpPT begins with tho auspicious word Deva—god. In the caves of 

Western India there are numerous examples of these symbols of auspiciousness. Sometimes 

Namo or Salutation is expressed by the symbol which is usually referred to by writers as 

Wheel on Tri&iila. The symbols of a Drum and Bodhi tree also occur, the former probably 

representing pranava or Omkdra or Bhagavan and the latter Narayapa (as Aivaitha- 

ndrdyana). The symbols in the Nanaghat cave are additional to the salutation to San- 

karsana, Vasudcva, Indra, Candra, Surya and other deities. At Amaravati the symbols 

aro used along writh salutations to Buddha. Sometimes the word Siddham is used. 

In early copper plate grants as in some of the early charters including Prakrit ones of the 

Pallavas, the early Western Ganga plates of Madhavavarman, Vi^ukundins, and the earliest 

copper plates from Kalinga, svasti is used in the marginal space almost pushing in one of the 

central lines of the first plate. Similarly, siddham is used in early Kadamba, Nala and other 

inscriptions as in those of the Guptas and Yasodharman. Dj§tam is believed to be another 

auspicious word used as in some early Pallava Prakrit charters and those of the Vakafakas. 
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But it is most probably intended to convey the idea that the copy on the copper plate has 

been compared with the original and found correct. Om is expressed by spiral symbol in 

Western Calukyan and Rastraktita inscriptions which they begin. There arc other forms 

liko fjRf ^TTOTT in early Western Ganga and Pallava charters; srfTO’.fTOTO Epigraph. Ind. 

II, pp. 10, 410; VI, p. 200; XIX, p.279), TOt fOT (Ibid, VI, p. 287), TO* TOTO 

(Ibid, II, p. 350 ; XIII, p. 290). to* (Ibid, IT, p. 3; XIX, p. 211), to : or UTOft 

(Ibid, II, pp. 182, 333). sft TOTfTOTO TO : begins all later Vijayanagar grants. 

Salutations to Siva and Vi§nu in beautiful verses are plentiful. Some are addressed to 

Devi also. Other salutations are to Vi$nu on the serpent couch or as Narasimha (Ibid, XIX, 

p. 241), Trivikrama, Vasudeva, Krgna, Mukunda, Padmanabha or as the sportive consort of 

Laksmi (see Gahadavala inscriptions from Kanauj). He is most popular as the Adivaraha 

rescuing Prthvi in which form his praise begins all the inscriptions of later Calukyas, Kaka- 

tlyas, Yadavas, Reddis and Vijayanagar kings. Beautiful praises of Siva and Visnu occur 

in the Gupta inscriptions and the salutation to Siva in the Meharauli inscription and those 

of Yafiodharman are splindid examples of their kind. There are also salutations to SOrya 

couched in the most elegant language. Salutation to Ganapati precedes that of other 

deities in some inscriptions (Ibid, II, pp. 119, 276; XIII, p. 200; XIX, p. 49), principally of 

the Reddis and Vijayanagar monarchs. There are instances of Brahma and Sarasvati praised 

in some inscriptions. Brahma in the abstract form is also occasionally invoked (Ibid, XIX, 

p. 211). Salutation to Jinas begins all Jain inscriptions which abound in the Canarese coun¬ 

try and Northern Gujarat. Manjughosa (Ibid,p. 296), Vasudhara, Mafiju$rl and other 

Buddhist deities are also invoked at the commencement of certain charters. Often these 

verses contain details which help monographic study (Sivaramamurti 4). 

After the salutation, the pedigree of the ruler, the donor, is given. Three generations at 

least are mentioned. To take concrete cases, the Western Ganga king, Madhava II mentions 

in his copper plate his father, grandfather, and great-grandfather Ayyavarman, Madhava 

and Sri-Konkanivarman respectively,' and a short account of exploits in addition to those 

of his own as the donor. Similarly, the Pallava king Simhavarman mentions his great¬ 

grandfather Maharaja Sri Viravarman his grandfather Maharaja Skandavarman and father 

YuvamaharajaVl^nugopa as repositories of penance and prowess, learned in Sastras, abiding 

by the law and so forth. In the Valabhi grants, the founder Bhafarka is mentioned and his 

glorious successors preceding the donor are described in beautiful embellished prose passages. 

In the inscriptions of the Guptas, the family tree up to the time of the king when the 

inscription is incised is given. The Maharajadhiraja Samuclragupta, exterminator of all 

kings, without one of equal power in the world, whoso fame was tasted by the waters of the 

four oceans, equal to Dhanada, Varuna, Indra and An taka, the very axe of Krtanta, perfor¬ 

mer of ASvameda, is mentioned as the great-grandson ol‘ Maharaja Gupta, grandson of 

Maharaja Ghafotkaca, son of Maharajadhir&ja Candragupta and daughter’s son of Licchavi 
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by his mother, queen Kumaradcvi ; his son is mentioned as Maharajadhiraja Candragupta 

by queen Dattadevi; his son is mentioned as Maharajadhiraja Kumaragupta born of Dhruva- 

devi and his son Skandagupta of great glory subsisting like a bee on the widespreading 

water-lilies which were the feet of his father. The phrase of Mata-pUr-pdddnudhyata 

(i.e., contemplating on the feet of the parents) is a \ery common feature in most north 

Indian inscriptions together with the mention of father as well as mother which custom is 

continued from the practice observed in Gupta inscriptions. An excellant example of this 

is found in the copper plate grants of Harsavardhana where Maharaja Srl-Naravardhana is 

mentioned first, then his son that contemplated on his feet Maharaja Sri-Rajyavardhanabom 

of queen Vajrinidevi and a great devotee of Surya, his son that contemplated on his feet 

Adityavardhana bom of queen Aps&rodevi and also a great devotee of Stirya, his son that 

contemplated on his feet Paramabhaftaraka Maharajadhiraja 6ri -Prabha karavardhana 

born of queen Mahasenaguptadevi and also a great devotee of Surya and his son that 

contemplated on his feet Paramabhaft-araka Mahar§jadhir&ja Sri-Rajyavardhana born of 

queen Yalomatf and follower of Buddha, and finally is his brother Paramabhattaraka Maha¬ 

rajadhiraja Sri Har§avardhana, great devotee of Siva, ParamamaheSvara. From this, it can 

be easily seen that in the same family there are Paramadityabhaktas, Paramasaugatas, 

ParamamaheSvaras and even Paramabhagavatas. The Guptas were mostly 

Paramabhagavatas, followers of Vi^nu. The pedigree portion thus brought into the 

inscriptions . forms a very, important source for historians in settling succes¬ 

sions and dating the grants where definite dating is not clear. When there are, for example, 

two or three Narasimhavarmans or two or three Madhavavarmans, the names of the pre¬ 

decessors help in the correct location of the ruler concerned. 

Sometimes, the mythical origin of the family of the donor is mentioned. When the 

family is SHryvamda, it is so described with poetic exuberance ; similarly in the case of 

Candramm&a, the moon is praised in verses often full of poetic skill as the theme lends 

itself to excellent description. Sometimes is described his origin along with Lakshml from 

the milky ocean, sometimes from Atri and mostly in his role as the crest-jewel of Siva. Some¬ 

times the mythical origin of a royal family from the fire of Vasisfha on Mount Arbuda is 

described at some length. 

Sometimes the special favour shown to the family by gods or sages is mentioned. Thus 

ill Calukyan grants, the special kindness shown to the rulers of this house by the Lord of 

KauSiki (Siva) who gave them their kingdom, by Mahasena whose feet they adored, the 

Saptamatrkas who were their protectors and Narayana whose gift of the boar emblem 

assured them victory is always mentioned. In the Eastern Ganga grants, the kings of the 

dynasty arc described as washed of all sins by their salutation to the pair of lotus feet of the 

Lord Gokarna on the Mahendra Mountain. In the. V&k&taka grants, the BharaSivas are 
x / 

described as specially favoured by Siva because they carry the Sxmlinga on their shoulder 
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Some early legendry ancestor is often mentioned with great pride, as, for instance, 

Karikala in the Tiruvalangadu plates of Rajendraoola. The great esteem in which the royal 

family was held by venerable men is sometimes mentioned, as in the Sinnamannur plates 

whore the Pandya kings are described as honoured by the sage Agastya acting as their priest. 

Exploits of the king, the donor of the grant, are mentioned in what are known in Tamil 

as Meykirtis. The Meykirtis in the Tamil inscriptions of the Co)as and the Pandyas differed 

with different kings and grew in length with every fresh victory. Such exploits are also 

vividly described in Sanskrit and Prakrit inscriptions and are called Pra6astis, the Sanskrit 

for Meykxrti in Tamil. Of such Pra&istis, those of Gautamiputra Satakarni in the Nasik 

cave, of Kharavela in Hathigumpha, of Rudrad&man in Girnar, of Samudragupta in tho 

Allahabad Pillar inscription and of Ya$6dharman in the Mandasor stone inscription are 

famous. The first two are in Prakrit, the rest being in Sanskrit. 

The purpose of the inscription is then stated. The donee is mentioned. Sometimes 

it is a general who had distinguished himself in battle and earned the honour at the hands of 

the king, as in the Eastern Calukyan grant of Amma I, where the king mentions the prowess 

of his general Bhandanaditya alias Kuntaditya to whom he made over certain villages (S. lnd% 

Inscr. I, p. 38). Sometimes it is a presentation of land, for the daily worship, caru, bait 

and other offerings, dhupa, dipa and other adjuncts of worship and for the maintenance of 

flower garden, etc., for the pujd requirements of somo temple. Sometimes tho grant men¬ 

tions the gift of land made by the king in recognition and appreciation of tho musical talents 

of a songstress of repute. But mostly, the grants record the gifts of the king to distinguished 

scholars in the Vedas and Sdstras and for Bha^avftti or honorary professorship for freely 

imparting gastric and Vedic knowledge. In such cases, the donee's name is mentioned 

and occasionally his pedigree as well, but invariably his gotra, idkhd and special proficiency 

are mentioned. Sometimes it is a Kramapafrhi or a Ghanapafchi or a Yajfiika, Agnlhotrin 

or Tajva or a Bahvrcacarana, a Caturveda, a Triveda, Diksita, Dviveda, Srotriya or Upd• 

dhyaya. Whether the donee was a student of Rg, Yajus or Sama Veda is made clear by the 

mention of idkhd. For those who are interested in the study of geographical distribution 

of the Vedas, with special reference to their schools like the Vdjasaneya, Taittiriya, Madhyan- 

dina, Katha, Kauthuma and so on and for the distribution of gotras like Va&ftha, Bhdrgava, 

Gautama, Vaisa, Bharadvdjaf Mudgala, Sdrujlilya, Kautsa, Kdsypa, etc., and the mode 

of their occurrence, these inscriptions are valuable. 

Where the gifts are made to institutions like a temple or a Mafha or a Ghafikd, there 

is mention of some special committee or elders of the villages or elected members of tho 

village assembly called on to protect the gift or charitable endowment and the endowment 

itself is described with minute details. 

These grants were usually made on auspicious occasions and tho time chosen is always 

speoiflcally given. May be it is a solar eclipse or a lunar eclipse or the time of some auspicious 
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constellation of planets. These help in the accurate fixing of the dates in terms of the corres¬ 

ponding dates of the Christian era. In the earlier Prakrit inscriptions, the regnal year of the 

king the paisa, the fitu or season and the day or dina are given. In the Kharavela inscrip¬ 

tion, the number of years from the time of the Nandas is given. In tho Gupta inscrip¬ 

tions the date according to tho Gupta era is given. In the Western Calukyan inscription 

of Mangale6a at Badami, the Saka era is mentioned. In all mediaeval inscriptions the Vikrama 

era or Salivahana Saka era is mentioned. In the Eastern Ganga inscriptions the Ganga era 

is mentioned. The exact date of the Ganga era in the fifth century A.D. has been fixed 

by accurate mathematical calculation by Vepa Ramesam. There are other eras like the 

Cedi era and Harsa era which are of secondary importance. In mediaeval inscriptions, the 

broad classification of ftu and dina is absent but greater detail is introduced by giving the 

ay ana, mdsa paisa, tithi, vara, nalfatra and any other peculiar phenomenon such as an 

eclipse. These details help the modern astronomer in correctly fixing the date. 

The purpose of the grant is then specified, the extent of the land granted, the boundaries 

and other particulars. These details give sometimes the names of hamlets, adjoining areas 

trees, wells, lakes, river bank and so forth. Even in Sanskrit inscriptions, the name of these 

occur in the local language, as, for instance, in making the gift of tho village, MaliyapOndi, its 

boundaries given are in Telugu, Munjunyuru in th east, Yinimili in the south, Kalvaktini 

in the west and Dharmavuramu in the north. The boundaries of the fields of this village 

are Qollangigunta pond in the east, the tank Raviaperiaceru in the south-east, a demarcation 

stone in the south and south-west, Mallaparru and the tank Korahoyutataka in the west 

a demarcation stone in the north-west, a tank Dubaceruvu in the nl>rth, the north-east 

boundary being the same as that of the field Ewokacenu in Kalvakuru (Epigraph. Ind. 

IX, p. 56). It may be remarked that similar vernacularizations occur for describing local 

weights, measures, and different items of offerings and we have examples of Guzraticisms 

(Ibid, I, p. 271) and Marathisms (Ibid, I, p. 338) in some late mediaeval inscriptions of which 

Buhler and Kielhorn have given a useful list (Ibid, I, p. 163.) 

At the end of the inscriptions there are the usual imprecatory verses which generally 

vary in number, sometimes long and occasionally restricted to a single verse. The impre¬ 

catory verses in Prakrit charters are sometimes in Sanskrit. In other charters the impreca¬ 

tory verses are in Sanskrit. Some inscriptions in Tamil, Telugu and Canarese, however, have 

short imprecatory prose passages in the language of the inscriptions. 

In early inscriptions this is rather simple. The sir. of killing a cow and a Brahman and 

the guilt of five sins are pronounced for those who violate the dharma 

: (Fleet, C. Inscr. Ind. Ill, p. 32); 

(Ibid, pp. 38, 40). The sic of killing a cow, teacher and 
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Brahman and sins in additions to the five heinous sins are mentioned in an imprecatory 

verse in another Gupta inscription (Ibid, p. 71). 

* 

In the early Prakrit charter from Mayidavolu.king Sivaskandavarman threatens corporal 

punishment to one who causes trouble or annoyance to the donee by transgressing his orders 

(Epigraph. Ind. VI, p. 87; also Ibid, VIII, p. 162 in Simhavarman’s charter. Ibid, VIII, 

p. 235 in Kumaravisnu’s copper plate, and Ibid, III, p. 146 in Nandivarman’s copper 

plate). This is what a king can do when he is alive and in power to enforce his word. 

But it is not posseble for all time. So devine wrath is invoked for assuring protection to 

the gift. There is also a prayer put forth to all future kings tatake care of gifts of former 

kings. In this, the most powerful kings with one accord repeat the evanescence of wealth 

and the fleeting nature of their own glory and request with folded hands their successor^ in 

power for all time to protect their gifts. Here they cite the mighty king Ramabhadra of 

Ayodhya as requesting all future kings to protect the gifts of former kings. 

The Gupta king Pravarasena, like Sivaskandavarman, threatens punishment and fine 

to those who give even the slightest trouble to the donees, if they were denounced as culprits 

bj^llie Brahmamis. He adds that he is silent about the many gifts of former kings which he 

has protected to avoid such boasts. He orders all contemplatory kings to protect his own 

gifts. Here one or two verses of Vyfisa are introduced in support of protection of gifts. 

—°dWfldl5TR 

TT^rTt jft d*|*TTR f *PTT 

frforaR II 

(Ibid, III, p. 262 and Fleet, C. Inscr. Ind. Ill, p. 247.) 

Warding off of all troubles from the donee being a very important thing, the kings made 

necessary provisions in the charters; land was not to be a thoroughfare for 

chdtas and bhatas (Epigraph. Ind. XII, p. 36, Fleet, C. Inscr. Ind. Ill, p. 98 and Epigraph. 

Ind. XII, p. 141) (Ibid, VI, p. 87) meaning regular troops. In one of 

inscriptions even the movement of wind on the donee’s land is sought to be controlled 

recalling Hanuman’s remark in Lanka (Bamdya^ia, V, pp. 2-44). 
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The imprecatory verses grew in length in the later charters and we have all forms of 

curses heaped on the head of the wrongdoer. Bhag&van Vyasa ifl quoted. Many kings like 

Sagara and others have donated lands and many have protected the gifts and the fruit of the 

gifts have also been enjoyed by the owners of the land. Sixty thousand years of heavenly 

bliss is'assured for the land donor, and hell for one disaproving the gift. The pilferers of 

Brahraadeya are born as dark cobras in the Vindhya forests bereft of water and live in the 

dried up hollows of trees. 

i 3T^vTT ^ dl^cf d^ ddd u— 

^^TT^R^T: (I 

(Epigraph. Ind. VI, p. 211.) 

The length of the imprecatory verses increased further in other grants. Vedic quota¬ 

tions and the dharma-idstra are mentioned as authorities. The gift is described as granted 

for successive generations, as in the words of the Veda ‘ Growing from every clump created 

in hundreds and growing into thousands \ To allow the enjoyment in succession in the 

donee’s family and out of respect for the king and dharma, not the least annoyance should 

be caused to the donee. Then are conjured up the visions of hell and heaven for tho 

destroyers and protectors of grants respectively. Protection pf others’ gifts has greater 

fruit than that bom of one's own gifts. It assures the merit of thousands of Advamedhas, 

hundreds of Vdjapeya, and numerous Payndarika sacrifices. Eleven generations of Pitre 

• (forefathers), e^on if suffering in hell, ascend to heaven and immortal bliss by the act. But 

one who despoils land given by himself or by some other is born as a worm in a refuse heap 

and is tormented along with his Pitrs. One who steals oven a single gold coin or cow or an 

inch of land is condemned to hell till the great deluge. Of all gifts, that of land is the best; 

it overcomes all accumulated sin of seons. Eleven generations of the donor’s family suffering 

in hell free themselves by the gift of land like a serpent issuing from its cover ; twenty-four 

generations of Pitrs including the donor ascend heaven step by step casting off the cloak of sin. 

Such is the merit of the fruit (gift); but the plunderer of land destroys the fruit. The 

pilferer of land cannot cleanse himself of his evil even by the performance of thousands of 

AtvamedhaM and hundreds of Vajapeya sacrifices and by the gift of tens of thousands of 

cows. Even metal dust, stone powder and poison may be digested but who is it in the 

three worlds that can digest Brahmasva ? Sacrifices are spoilt by the utterance of falsehood 

penance is diminished by pride ; but a swindler of land brings down to hell twenty-one gene¬ 

rations of ancestors. Realising that life is ephemeral like water drops on tips of grass blades 
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and like water bubbles,reputation and righteous conduct should not be allowed to dwindle. 

The voice of the Veda &nd'Smrtis proclaim to the Rps and gods, ‘ such is a land plunderer ’; 

hence, OhI men, do not plunder, OhI do not plunder. Just as a drop of oil on water spreads, 

so grows the gift of land. The father’s chuckle and the fore-fathers skip about in joy at the 

thought that in their family would be bom a land-donor who would bo their refuge. The 

gods, Aditya, Varuna, Visnu, Brahma, Soma, Agni and Siva applaud the land-donor. The 

giver of land and its recipient, both of meritorious action, surely go to heaven. Thus 

reflecting on the fleeting nature of fortune and life, like a drop of water on a lotus leaf, 

and understanding all that has been thus explained, men should never destroy the gifts of 

others (Ibid, XII, pp. 324-326). 

The last verse which refers to the evanescent nature of fortune and the short span of 

life allotted to man occurs in earlier grants like that of the emperor Har^avardhana. In a 

preceding verse the monarch admonishes future kings in his own line conscious of great and 

noble lineage, and reminds them that it is obligatory on their part to protect the gifts of their 

ancestors before they gloat over their ancestry. 

This gift should be protected by those that claim our noble lineage and also by other 

kings realising that a gift and its protection alone are the fruit of fortune which is fickle like 

the lightning and the water bubble (Ibid, IV, p. 211). 

SCRIBES. 

One of the most important sculptures from Egypt is a wooden figure of a scribe from 

Thebes, now in the Cairo Museum. The scribe was a prominent figure in the ancient 

world. Ornamental letters were often written with the greatest care and dexterity by 

scribes. The lay public though well educated sought to avoid writing as the scribe’s 

handwriting was distinctly superior. This is evident from the remark of C&pakya that 

even though written with utmost care the letters of a Srotriya (Vedic scholar) like him¬ 

self would be far from clear *5ftfruTf*mfwT WtoTiPf (Mudrdr&kfasa, Act 

I) and he prefers the servioes of a scribe ; and when the final draft is brought to him 

he admires the letters arfft (Ibid, Act I). It was very often expert 

craftsmen that undertook the task of inscribing. But official documents on less per¬ 

manent material like leaf, bark and cloth were executed by trained scribes, These were 

known as lelchakas. Some of extraordinary ability were chosen to work in the royal 

palace and, boiog special officers under the king, were known as rdjalekhatas. There is 

mention of a rdjaleJchaka—a king’s scribe—in one of the donative inscriptions from 

Amariivati, wherein is recorded his quota of embellishment to the stfipa of the En¬ 

lightened One. An early example of a rdjalekhaka in sculpture, not quite so remote in 

date from this incription and at no great distance from its findspot, is from Nagarjuna- 
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kopda (Fig. 13). The scribe is shown here casting the horoscope and recording the predi¬ 

ctions of the astrologers who were summoned by Suddhodana for knowing the future of his 

new-born son, Siddhartha. He holds the cut leaves in the left hand on his lap and is 

rapidly incising the lines with an iron style with a large and convenient handle. Rajalex- 

hakas were also known as rdjalipikaras and this synonym is used for a royal scribe 

Subahita Gotiputa, whose donation is recorded at Sanchi (Epigraph fnd. II. p. 102). 

The earliest of lekhakas in royal service known go us from an inscription is Capa^a. 

flo is styled lipikara and was responsible for the Brahmagiri and Siddapura version of 

A6oka’s edicts (Hultzsch C. Inscr. hid. I. p. 176). 

The lipikaras, as testified by the inscriptions that they engraved, were sometimes really 

very skilful at their work and naturally took a great pride in their execution. One Sfiksma- 

6iva from the Gau$a country, engraver of the Apshad inscription of Adityasena, describe* 

his letters as beautiful ftTCTOTC (Fleet C. Inscr. Ind. III. p. 205). A scribe from Vijaya¬ 

wada (Bczwada) who engraved a charter of the Eastern Ca|ukyan king Narendramrgariija 

is styled Akfaralalitacarya, i.e., expert writer of beautiful letters (S. Ind Inscr II, p. 36). 

Letters clear and distinct are compared to pearls and gems in all Indian languages. Such 

a description suggesting the beauty of letters occurs in a well engraved inscription from 

Bhuvanesvar— 

^r*K: fcM+C <FT?ftv I 

falling hi fnd M 

(Epigraph Ind. VI, pp. 202-203). A scribe (sutradhdra) Mahldhara compares the 

letters of an inscription engraved by him to the stars in the sky. 

(Ibid II, p. 13). A scribe named Vi6ala describes his letters as beautiful (Ibid. II, p. 421). 
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The expression ‘ engraved in clear letters * is used by the clever Mathura scribe 

Vasu ill describing his own execution (Ibid. XII, p. 46). A 

Gtitradhdra named Sahila describes his well-cut letters as resembling the Goddess of Learn¬ 

ing xjdflwiT i fsrrrjf^Tnni^wTt *rnr^ (Ibid. IX, p. 254). 

The letters are described as soft by another dexterous scribe Nagamundi who incised the 

Vasantaga^h inscription 3PTTf?T (Ibid. IX, p. 192). Jalhana, the 

engraver of a copper plate of Govindacandradeva of Kanauj compares himself to Citra- 

gupta, the divine scribe, and as he puts it, he did his work with ease and pleasure for earn¬ 

ing reputation yr; I ^ny: II 

(Ibid. Vin, p. 163). A neatly engraved inscription giving the text of the first two acts 

of a newly discovered drama, Pdrijdtamanjari by Madana, gives the name of the engraver 

Ramadeva, son of an expert sculptor Sih&ka •WTOWWW (Ibid. VIII, 

p. 117), An artist Karnabhadra whose engraving is perfectly neat is described as an intel¬ 

ligent, courteous and accurate workman fruitful ^TTTT f^nTTR^T 

Pifaci II (Ibid. II, p. 354). A sculptor Sovara^i from the Canarese country 

actually boasts of his skill in one of his inscriptions : ‘ when he can entwine form s of elephant, 

lion, parrot and many other forms as to shine among the letters will you madly compete 

with such a sculptor, SovaraSi *—(Epigraph Car. XI, CM. 47). The boast is not an 

empty one as may bo seen from similar letters engraved in some of the Canarese inscrip¬ 

tions (Fig. 14). The personal experience of a distinguished scribe is recorded at the end of 

an inscription by SomcSvara who compares himself to a lover painting intently with 

different colours a picture of his beloved one— 

cFiRT W*rfrRfa: I 

rfort wfer fw»r 

(Epigraph Ind. XIII, p. 292). 

One of tho finest specimens of letter engraving on stone is the Talagunda inscription. 

Its scribe wbo is also the composer gives his name in the inscription itself as Kubja 

g*R :f2R>Toqfa5WT<r% (Ibid. VIII, p. 33). 
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Sometimes the lipikaras were anxious to avoid errors of ommission or addition ; the 

validity of the charter is specially emphasized in spite of all missing or redundant syllables 

3T S^nsnTFTfaftr (Ibid. XII, p.203). The scribe requests people that may 

read the inscription to forgive any errors of his in the writing 

S.Ind. Ivscr. IV, p. 214). In one of the charters the writing is said to have been executed 

by the person concerned by virtue of his office and the letters suggest that but for his 

presence in that office he could not have been selected for the writing ^ 

(Epigraph Ind. VIII, p. 287). 

But there were also those whose writing, provided problems for decipherment. Biihler 

refers to the Vikramdnkadcvacarita of Bilhana where queen SGryamati does not allow 

herself to be cheated by ‘writers using crooked alphabets jfedfafofa: (Biihler, Ind. 

Ant. XXXIII, p. 50). Kutila or crooked letters were most difficult to make out and know¬ 

ledge of them was considered an attainment -ffe5TCTTTf^l But the lipi named kujilalipi 

by Princep is no more crooked than any other script and in fact is elegant. And being 

sometimes more floriated than other scripts has caused great confusion and strain to the 

eye in following the curves and strokes ; and scribe Tak? aditya from Gauda takes pride 

in being well acquainted with crooked letters. . . | gf^iouifur 

cTCTTf^frnmil (Epigraph Ind. I, p. 81). The letters of the beautiful Dtopara inscription are 

executed by ^Olapani who describes himsilf and rightly as the best among the craftsmen 

of Varendra (Bengal) l ^TPT moft 

(Ibid. I, p. 311). The transfer of a manuscript of a praSasti to stone in clear letters incised 

on it is alluded to in the Mau inscription of Madanavarman (Ibid. I, p. 197). 

Usually afler«t he issue of the oral order of the king which was taken down by a high 

official of the court like an Amdtya, Rahasika, Baladhikfta or Sandhivigrahika, e.g., Har- 

$avardhana ordering Avanti his Sandhivigrahika (HarSacarita, p. 217) or after the king's 

approval of a praSasti composed by a poet, the text after having been neatly copied by a 

Karanika or Kdyastha or lekhaka or lipikara was incised on metal or cut on stone by a 

professional engraver (Sutradhdra, Rdpakara}Taksa or 6ilpi); but there are instances of 

the poet himself engraving the letters, like Kubja of the Talagunda praSasti. 

The payment appears to have been fair judging from an inscription, though it not is clear 

whether it was intended for the composer or the engraver. Yuddhakesari pperumbanaik- 

karan who wrote the Velvikudi grant of Nedunja^ayan got a house-site, two ma of wet land 

and a dry field (Epigraph Ind. XVII, p. 304). 

ORNAMENTAL CHARACTERS. 

The genius of each particular script has provide d peculiar form for each letter of the 

alphabet. The seventh century Nagari script is by itself somewhat florid-Similarly the Cana- 

rese script in the Hoysala area of about the 12th to 13th centuries is ornamental. Tenth 
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century Eastern Calukyan script has similar decorative charm about it. But the letters of 

these scripts cannot be said to have any ornamentation introduced deliberately for decorative 

purpose. It is a natural decorative type. But there are many instances in Indian epi¬ 

graphy of deliberate ornamentation of letters. Simultaneously we see the use of the regular 

and ornamental series, for instance in the Banskhera plates of Harsavardhana, the letters 

though decorative in shape are of the normal variety, wliilo the signature of the emperor is in 

a highly floriated type ornamented for decorative purpose. In the Nagari inscription form 

the Kailasanatha temple at Kancipuram the numerous Birudas of the Pallava monarch are 

neatly incised in both the simple and ornamental type of letters. In Fig. 15 both the varieties 

no. 15. 

are shown. In Fig. 16 which shows one of the Birudas in the ornamental type, we can see 

not only the beautiful sway of curves and lines in creeper fashion but also in their contours. 

of the necks and wings of peacocks. The head of the peacock with a decorative plume 

is deftly introduced in the script and the whole plan of lettering is very clever and presents 

a pleasing appearance. On a pillar in the temple of Rajivalocana at Rajim, in the Central 

Provinces, is the name of Sri Purnaditya incised in a similar highly ornamental type of 
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letters (Fig. 17). Here the letters are so obscured by the peculiar decorative pattern added to 

them that it is rather difficult to make them out but they can be easily made out by comparing 

them with the same name in plain letters given along with it by Cunningham (Arch. Sur. Ind. 

After Cunningham. 

Fio. 17. 

Rep. XVII, pi. X, p. 19, pi. X). In Western C'nlukyan inscriptions which are in Canarese 

letters this clement of decoration exists. An excellent example is the Kurgod inscription of 

Cajukya Sonicsvara IV. The anusv ras of the invocatory verse are represented by stars 

arranged above the letters, and wherever the letters lend themselves to decoration they are 

shaped like animals and birds. Thus one of them is shaped like a swan and another like a 

peacock. Fleet (7»,t. Ant. XV, p. 364) has styled them bird characters. The sculptor who 

incised the pratosti takes a just pride for producing such amusing letter shapes. In tho 

Biruda labels in Pol lava Grantha script at Mahabalipuram and elsewhere the florid and the 

ordinary type of letters occur together. These ornamental letters, however, do nob offer 

any great difficulty in decipherment as in the case of the so-called shell characters which 

yet remain a puzzle. An example of shell characters from Central India is given in Fig. 18 

Fio. 18. 
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(Hunter p. 10). The so-called shell characters occur even in distant Java (Fig. 19) and the 

name of Purnavarman has been read in one of these by Jayaswal (Epigraph. Ind. XXII, p. 4). 

LITERARY VALUE OF INDIAN EPIGRAPHY. 

The inscriptions are among the many sources for the study of Sanskrit literature. The 

language of some at least of the inscriptions is not without charm and is worthy of careful 

study. The records in copper plates and stone inscriptions are permanent documents and 

sometimes it is good that Sanskrit poets of repute have composed the prasastis. The Allaha¬ 

bad inscription of Samudragupta is an excellent piece of poetry composed by Hari^cija. 

This elegant composition and its poet would have been lost to the history of Sanskrit literature 

but for the inscription. Ravikirti’s prasasti at Aiholc is another instance in point. Though 

the name of the composer is lost, the importance of the Junagadh inscription of Rudradaman 

cannot be minimized. It is the earliest pure Sanskrit inscription and the language is most 

elegant. The Talagun<jla inscription of Kadamba Kakusthavarman is another important, 

contribution to Sanskrit literature and fortunately the name of the poet Kubja is preserved. 

Here the majority of verses are in a metre which does not occur elsewhere. Sometimes 

well known poets compose the prasastis, as for instance, Umapatidhara, the author of the 

famous Dcopara inscription. Jayadeva mentions Umapatidhara as one of the poets of his 

day, along with Dhoyi, and the prasasti is a valuable contribution to Sanskrit literature. In 

the inscription of Verna, the Re$di king, it is expressly stated that Srinatha, the poet and 

Director of Public Instruction in the kingdom, composed it and, as it is bilingual, it shows 

firinatha’s ability as a poet both in Sanskrit and Telugu. 

Not only is a portion of Sanskrit literature contained in Indian inscriptions, but passage* 

from many of the known Sanskrit works are a often quoted and thus help us in fixing the 

lower limit in the dates of composition of the works. Sometimes the works themselves are 

preserved by being engraved in letters of the century ; in such cases these lithic reoords are 

not only surviving copies of the work in question, but serve excellently in providing varian* 

readings. 
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It was till recently believed that the Aihoje inscription of Ravikirti contained the earliest 

reference to Kalidasa but there is as I have already pointed out (Sivaramamurti 3, p. 26) an 

earlier inscription, the Mahakufa pillar inscription of Mangale6a, which gives a whole line 

iwfafaprrMtat mudHlfadlftrci (Raghuvamia I, 6) from Kalidasa’s Ragkuv amsa by 

cleverly dovetailing it as an epithet of the Calukyas 

iiftnRrrafW4WtaM qqi+iHir^nfrfai 
Similarly passages from the Rdmdyana have been cleverly introduced in 

inscriptions and happily help us to show that at the time of the inscriptions they were 

present in the text of the book and were not later interpolations. The line TRFit^T^T- 

: in the Matlepad plates of Damodaravarman (Epigraph, lnd. XVII, p. 

329) is clearly after T^T the opening verse of the Rdmdyana. 

In tho MahakOfca inscription of Marigale&i t here is the line *PJS; 5* : 5TW : 

(lnd. Ant. XIX, p. 17) following Valmlki’s lines *II**!W f$*HlPl* II 

«HH^I : 11 (Rdmdyana I, 1, 17-18). Another line from the same 

inscription *0*5: <\*M I : (lnd. AjU. XIX, p. 17) is after the line 

: ^[(Rdmdyana I, I, 20). In the Satara grant of the Eastern Cajukyan 

king Visnuvardliana, nephew of Mangalcfo, the lines I 

: (lnd. Ant. XIX, p. 309) are clearly after those in the Rdmdyana 

and ^TcT : 5T (Rdmdyana V, 34, 

30 and I, 1, 2). Among the Pallava Biruda inscriptions of Narasimhavarman at Maha- 

balipuram one on an ornamental pavilion of the Dharmarajaratha runs as : 

(S. Ind. Inscr. I, p. 4) after one of the epithets used by Valmiki to describe Rama 

TTfr (Ramdyana II, 2, 28). In Ravikirti’s Aihole inscription the line 

(Epigraph. Ind. VI, p. 6) has Valmiki’s *TFTC: 

II tPKPI*P?<IH<Mura1fr^l (Rdmdyana VI, 110, 23-24) as its model. The 

phrase f^TPTt (Epigraph. Ind. VIII, p. 42) in the Girnar inscrip¬ 

tion of Rudradaman clearly savours of the line in the Rdmdyana OT ^ 

3PPT (Rdmdyana V, 49, 20). 

Verses and passages from other important poets have been utilized by poets composing 

inscriptions. I have elsewhere pointed out the indebtedness of poets composing royal 

charters to Kalidasa. Among other poets is the pre-eminent Bana. One of the invocatory 

verses of his Kadambarx 

«n'J|l^<HUvi«ir^dl: «9iif^sl*ifti^Vdr*«H: T 

qTTTjrr^mi fill M *11 fa H t II 

(Kadambarx I, 2) 
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has been used as an invocatory verse in Maharaja Kumarapaladeva’s Rewah plates (Ind. 

Ant. XVII, pp. 230, 232). The opening verse of Bana's Harsacarita 

CN 

(Harsacarita I, 1) begins many later Western Calukyan inscriptions and is invariably used 

A8 the invocatory verse of Vijayanagara inscriptions. 

Similarly, the third invocatory verse of the Rewah plates of Trailokyamalla Kalacuri 

(Epigraph. Ind. XXV, p. 5) is a copy of Danilin’s praise to Sarasvatl in his Kdvyddaria 

FTCT II 
o 

(KavyddarSa I, 1). 

The opening verse of the same plates. 

I 

is from the Mukundamald Stotra of Kula&khara where it occurs as the third verse. The 

opening verse of Kalidasa’s Raghuvamsa 

c 

*FRT: Pna<1 ^ II 

is repeated in toto in the invocatory verses of the Huli inscription of the Western Cajukyan 

king Vikramaditya VI (Epigraph. Ind. XVlII, p. 197). Similarly, the Mangalailoka of 

Kalidasa’s Abhijfidna&dkuntalam 

q- S f%W: *TT f^JcTT sqTW | 

qFTTf: q'^RWftfdfTf'T mT STfapT STRPRT: 

5Rq57rf*T: JTTvRdHf+K^ dtdlfawrfVrfftT: il 

is an invocatory verse in an inscription from Rajputana (Epigraph. Ind. XI, p. 66). Clearly 

after the opening verse of the Dasak umhracarita 
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is the invocatory verse of the Pathari inscription of Prabala 

SfW'i: II 

(Epigraph. Ind. IX, p. 252.) 

The line from Sankaracarya’s Bhajagovinda stotra occurring 

in the Sevadi plates of Cahamana Ratnapala (Epigraph. Ind. XI, p. 310) is interesting 

both as proof of the genuineness of this important work and also as an index of the general 

influence of these inspiring writings. 

The occurrence of the verse 

5T7TJ# iftfc fTRFTpJT ^ u 

in the DadhimatlmSta inscription of Druhlana (Ibid. XI, p. 299) is very important. It occurs 

in its complete form in the section called Devimdhdtmya of the Mdrkanjeya-purdna. The 

latest date of the composition of the Devimahdtmya is thus determined by the date of the 

inscription, the 7th century A. D. 

Inscriptions like those from Swat giving Sanskrit renderings of verses from the 

Buddhist Pali texts (Ibid. IV, p. 135) only show as Biihler remarks that the Northern 

Buddhists bad Sanskrit versions of several famous gathaa untracod in the autraa of Nepal. 

The occurrence of passages or even complete works in lithic records is illustrated by the 

inscription on the pillars of a Surya temple at Kanchlpuram containing the Surya&itaka 

of Mayura in early Cola Grantha characters of about the 10th Century A.D. One alone of 

these pillars has survived to proclaim the popularity of the work within three centuries of 

its composition in so southerly a part of this vast land with the then difficulties of communi¬ 

cation which however were no barrier against the travel of literary works and appreciation 

of literary beauty. In the collation of different manuscripts and the use of the earliest 

copies for determining correct readings, this is probably most useful. 

The other example of a complete work occurring only as a lithic record is very valuable 

as the only surviving text when all other copies on perishable material are lost. An example 

is supplied by the Pdrijatamanjari nataka by Madana discovered at Dhara, in the 

original Bhoj-6ald, now turned into mosque (Epigraph. Ind. VIII, p. 96.) and rescued 

from one of its walls. Along with this were discovered two Prakrt poems attributed to king 

1 Even this one has Buffered «t the hands of ignorant temple renovators and split into bita it hu served m 

huilding mafceriul part of which being irretriveably lost inside construction the remaining part has been reeooed 

and preserved as a valuable treasure in the Madras Government Museum (PI. IX-b). 
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Bhoja and eulogising the tortoise incarnation of Vi$gu (Ilid. VIII, p. 241). As Bhoia is 
reputed as great patron of letters this discovery is of interest. It shows at the same time 

how the text of works engraved on stone and fixed in the walls of the great Universtiy 
established by Bhoja at Dhara supplied easy reference books for the students. 

Though the earliest Sanskrit incriptions are definitely later by many centuries than the 

literary works themselves, the inscriptions alone supply the earliest literary writings in the 
most ancient regional languages of the country like Tamil, Telugu and Canarese. The ear¬ 

liest Tamil works are dated round about the Christian era and their real antiquity is lost 
in a dark period of literary history ; but the discovery of peculiarly written Brahmi inscrip¬ 

tions in the numerous caves of the Tamil disticts and their able decipherment by K. V. 
Subramanya Aiyar has proved that the earliest written records in Tamil can bo traced 

back to third century B. C., and are contemporary with any of the other oldest records in 
India. Similarly, literary works in Telugu date from about the 10th-l 1th centuries A. D. 

and all earlier poetical efforts in the language should be traced to inscriptions. The local 
origin of metres like Akkara,the predilection for the use of such metres as Taruvoju which are 

later discarded, special early forms of using the anusvdra, etc., and the beginnings of Telugu 
poetry established in the early Eastern Cajukyan inscriptions, may be so traced. 

The literary value of the incriptions is clear from the language and ideas in the prafastis. 

In the earliest example of a pure Sanskrit inscription, Rudradaman’s prasaiti at Girnar, the 
language is really charmingi As already pointed out, in some places there is unconsioua 

lisp and repetition of expressions of the Adikavi Valmlki. Both Sabdalamkara and 
Arthalamkdra are present but it is the former that predominates. The sweet play of soft 

words and syllables is beautifully expressed in the works of Kalidasa where they abound. 
The anuprdsas and yamakas in Kalidasa are very sweet. His language abounds in such 

expressions as 5TT STTW : (RaghuvamM II, 30) 

JHTtf (Ibid. VI, 53), ^*THM'JHdJ(Ibid, VI , 31), (Ibid.VT, 21), 

aw srstf ^r?r: ^^iwPnrnrfinri ^(Ibid. I, 95) jw 

UpT- (Ibid, I, 58). (Ibid. VI, 74). 

(Ibid, XIV, 31) (Ibid, XII, 34). 

(Ibid, XI, 2), I (Ibid, X, 21), 

*TT : STOW I (Ibid, XVIII, p. 14). As example of the yamakas 

we have all the verses of the 9th Canto of the Raghuvamsa, besides others. Such 

examplosin this inscription are to be seen in passages like (1.4) 

adwUFTT (M2), (1.13),^l^mm (1, 14), H$IOT<HTRT, WMBf 

WIRT etc. Exam plea like this occur in other inscriptions, as for instance, the lines 
iremt ^ in Mandasor inscription of Yaiodharman and 

in the Sarnath inscription of Kumaradevi (Epigraph Ind. p 323). 
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Combining a tendency of echo with anuprasa runs the line *7f<3T 5TTHT sflPwrrij (Ibid. 

IV, p. 60) which reminds us of Kalidasa’s sftfiwITOt faSTTdR in the Meghaduta. The line 

the Pahoa prataati of MahcndrapSla (Ibid I, p. 246) is an excellent 

example recalling similar yamaka in the verses of the 9th Canto of Kalidasa's Raghuvamta. 

The composition of the Kangra Jwalamukhi prasdsti composed by Raghavacaitanya, a poet 

often quoted reverentially in the Sarngadharapaddhati is one string of anuprasas in which 

it abounds (Ibid. I, p. 192). Chelcanuprdsa is illustrated in lines like ^ 

in Khajuraho inscription II (Ibid. I# p. 129). 

vrtyanuprasa has such examples as 

Hiui1 3T^Rt fR: ^ulld «ft 
in the Ka6akudi plates of Nandivarman (S. Ind. Inscr. II. p. 346) or 

o 

Uc-H1I 

of the Bilhari inscription (Epigraph. Ind. I, p. 256). Fine examples of Lalanuprasa 

d^rdmkd ^fT^TTc^TFrr^wtsfr 5: *n?T dd+N: 11 

JiT+Wl^dddf-jjT dMW<«wfadl: I 

(Ibid. IX, p. 252, 253). Kielhorn’s remarks about the poetry of this inscription are parti¬ 

cularly interesting in the light of the value he has attached to the piece and the pains he has 

taken in reconstructing the text of Harsa. the author of the praaasti. All the typo of 

anuprasas and yamakds are found in inscriptional literature. An example of Vakrokti is 

found in the verse 

STfr r^lHC STWF: 

I 
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*TT VttfWZ ^W=tT>TRTf^f?T 

jpTFTT qfr^RTcft f«$f«d ^r^rt: sprang u 

of the Kahjuraho inscriptions IV composed by Rama (Ibid. I. p. 140). 

As for the arthalankdra variety the examples are as varied and interesting. A few 

samples will suffice. Upama of the dharmopameyalupta type may be seen in the verse 

of the Dewal prasasti of Lalla (Ibid. I, p. 79). Bupaka illustrated in verses like 

I 

: II 

from the pen of Trivikrama, the famous author of the Nalacampu in, a Ras$rakilt* record 

of Indrararaja [Ibid, IX, p. 30], or 

^FT fajTTft f^lfiRT yiMMUII *TFRr STfWTT f<WJd 

^TFWnft: ^5T N e\ o 

in the Cebrolu inscription of Jaya (Ibid. V, p. 142). Utprekfa is illustrated in verses like 

^ IH? ii Kvj | r; pfi iiiti' rice 11 

from the Ba(>c6var inscription of Paramardideva (Ibid. I, p. 210). The opening verse of 
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Tp^TT- 

i fd-t+ *m wqwl<-si: jT^s^t: ii 
from the Naihati inscription of Vallalasena (Epigr&ph. Ind. XIV, p. 160) are examples of 

Bhrdntimat. Smarana is illustrated in another, a pathetic verse from the same inscription 

of Vallalasena. 

^rr: ^rtt 

(Ibid. XIV, p. 160), and another 

wfWr tfv^fr%w^ fawn: ?rt: i <o o 

^RmTfrf^r w^h^hih 

JI^sfe^njRSPK5*!fd'+< *i>Pl '5pf: $1*1 Ri II 
> ev 

by the poet Trivikrama in the Rastrakuta record mentioned above (Ibid. IX, p. 31). Ullekha 

has a good example in a verse of Nrsimha, the poet of the 12th century in Sihola stone 

inscription of Karnaraja. 

kz: srcft fa^d^fadMntfTfa WIIW ^f-iRl II 

(Ibid. IX, p. 185) and in the verse from the famous Pallava temple of Kailasanatha from 

Kanoipuram. 

^Hdfa~lfadr W3R nddHIrH I <»^N^ii«fdr TjjRT nndMirw nran: i 

nTW: H ^ OTWT *Hdd~faui farTT „ 

(5. Ind. Inscr. I. p. 12). Samdsokti is illustrated in another verse of Trivikrama 

iA< 'gwji f^ra ^ i 

nwimw *r*rc <^i^hnt: +r^M< wrut ^r;"| 

(Epigraph. Ind. IX, p. 30), the verse 

qpnJT ^ m wiRiRq u 

from the Kurarn grant of ParameSvaravarman (S.Ind. Inscr. I,p. 148) is an example of 

Slesa, as also the line 
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from the Bodh-Gaya inscription of Mahanaman (Fleet, C. Inscr. Ind. Ill, p. 276) j and more 

examples may be seen in verses like 

^ddlHII 

^TTrfr ^ H^IT: - I I 

-JT^RTT ^Eft 

*m4dl I 

?ft SPT5T*R fdOfadddl STFJTTf'T, 

H^TT^rrr^r ««§<i n 

from the KhajurSho inscription (Epigraph. Ind. I, p. 145, 143) and 

HtdlM i ^ 

from the Batelvar inscription (Ibid. I, p. 211). In * the verse of the Masulipatam plates of 

Vijay&ditya III 

M H K-i f-rl ^ J MI <t^fd 

r^dfd+<l dmifrl I 

i)N4Ni ^f^Tt W fTp'd# *FFT dHf'd tfW' 

^ I d ^1 *1 *1 d ftTWWf^T *1 I'tT 11 

(Ibid. V, p. 124) there is an example of Sahokti of which another illustration may be seen ii> 

dlMd _ iHulI d Id dl d i 

MAiUi <iPji ^ : 11 

in the Bhandak plates of Krsna I (Ibid. XIV, p. 124). Virodha and Virodhdbhdsa are respec¬ 

tively illustrated in verses 

Trfo4 fr^HT^&ifr *rft jftf^reft 

fcPT fddRdl^ddmNimd-ddr 

^TTFW^T%t dW •• 
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tTfrctsfa * 5TTTrfr ?T f^TT: I 
cs 

<.^11+0 fa '3f^t ^ •rrorttsPr ^iPi^: n 
from an inscription in the Vaillabha^asvami temple in Gwalior (Ibid. I, p. 160). A verse 

of Umapatidhara from the famous Deopara praSasti gives an example of Adhika in the 

Pwh<w 

c 

?T g?ft f?[ ddMq: II 

(Ibid. I, p. 310). Yalhasamkhya mixed up with Upound is found in the verse 

^iRici i *i mi fa ^iifai i i 

of the Mandasor inscription of Kumaragupta and Bandhuvarman (Fleet, C. Inscr. Ind. Ill, 

p. 81). As an example of Vyajastuti are the lines from the Nagarjuni cave inscription of 

Anantavarman Maukhari. 

z\ w i ^ h prd q fin^rnrT ^T^t: qfcsWt ^ wttrn n 
(Ibid. p. 224) 

So far padya (verse) has been considered ; gadya (prose), however, has always been held 

by the Sanskrit poet as the touch-stone for judging poetic ability. In all Sanskrit literature 

none can equal Bana in his majestic flow of language, rhythm in the construction of sentences 

and dazzle in the meanings and suggestions that appear on the surface and peep from deeper 

recess. The most typical models of noble Sanskrit prose composition are the passages in 

his Harqacarita where the unbridled flame of intellectual youth is evident. The Kadamharx 

which abounds in equally fine passages shows the poet mellow and moderate in his expres¬ 

sions with experience and age. As Bh&sa is styled as smile incarnate (hasa) and Kalidasa 

as sport (vildsa), similarly Bana is passion incarnate (PaUcaband). Bapa has been the model 

for all prose compositions and in the lines 

wrfdWTf^RT- 
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faRPNl4)rjjege>4|Hriif*R*ft II 

in Candradeva's plates (Ibid. XIV. pp. 10-V195) the echo of Bana’s language is obvious. 

Tho descriptive epithets in the Nidhanpur plates of Bhaskaravarman. 

fafa: 

d’psqra- ?q wRt q-iTFTTfaesr 

*F’RmFRH I (Ibid. XIX, p. 118), 

are clearly contemporary imitation of the great court poet of the paramount sovereign of 

the time. 

Sometimes there are also examples of didactic poetry. In the Sarangarh plates the verse 

dkd fqfqq?fffidWT ^ fadT I 

q^fuT dFT drfd d JtHRR II 

(Ibid. IX. p. 280) suggests the equal allocation of time in ones life to the purufSrthas namely, 

dharma, artha and kama. Kalidasa’s 

qqlfrMfe+ldlHrfrN JCTTWT I 
C\ > 

dTfd dfoRmRTfd d d^lfcdfad dd : 
(Raghuvam£a, XVII, 43). 

and Bana’s 

Tp?^ ^Rdfddddtddcd d M fd'dd'l cd d d I-Id 5ffdKd did H$rflq 

*RT I 3|fddqMiq4'-m'Jq|4IHTqrR, fadjd ?IWf: II 

(Kadambari, p. 196.) 

have strange inscriptional echo in the verse 

sfcf MWfdd <i*im# *k+i<^h, i 

*R dfaTddtdTd fdld-'iKHMR-qdd; II 

from tho Kondedda plates of Dharmaraju (Ejngraph. Ind. XIX, p. 269). 

As already pointed out most verses of Kakusthavarman’s Talaguntfa inscription are 

very interesting as they are composed in a metre rarely found elsewhere. Similarly, in the 

Addanki inscription of Pa^aranga the metre is special and proves its occurrenoe in very 

early Telugu. 
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INFLUENCE OF INDIAN EPIGRAPHY ABROAD. 

The key note of Indian civilization lies in its one basic culture that permeated the 

whole land, geographically divided by long rivers and large mountains but culturally knit by 

a constant unifying factor of common faith and ideals underlying the apparent diversity. In 

India two thousand years ago when communications were more difficult than now the bonds 

of this affinity were closer. The emphasis on differences is a later factor. The barrier 

of river and mountain was not so great as the barrier of conflicting dynasties. Asoka by 

combining under his sceptre the whole of the land greatly overcame these barriers but his 

successors like the Sungas, S&tavahanas and Kalingas slightly undid his work by the very 

division of the country into fragments. The great Gupta emperors succeeded once again 

in establishing a well-knit empire. If we find the grace of Gupta sculpture at distant 

Elephanta in Western India or Ajanta in the Deccan, it is because the Maitrakas of Valabhi 

ruled as Samanlas of the Guptas in western India and the Vakajakas were close kinsmen 

under the direct cultural and political influence of the Gupta emperors. The script of the 

Guptas not only influenced palacographic development in Western India and the Deccan 

but it even spread to the distant dominions of the Kadambas and Pallavas and accounts for 

the false box-head occurring in the let ters of early Kadamba and Pallava inscriptions of the 

5th century A.D. On the other hand, local influence has also been at work and if the script 

of ASoka’s edicts differs in areas, or the script of the Guptas shows variations in different 

localities it is due to such influences. Mediaeval sculpture is different from the Gupta or 

early sculpture of the same area, and with the tendency for local development, local variations 

developed from the mediaeval period with sharper contrast with the efflux of time. The 

shade of the single umbrella of a single king being eliminated, different and numerous 

parasols produced a chequred effect of light and shade; and so the complex schools of Indian 

culture. But the underlying vein was however the same. This unifying factor of Indian 

culture has spread beyond the mainland and widened the sphere of cultural bond. In distant 

Java as in Cambodia, Annam and other parts of South-eastern Asia, Indian culture from the 

mainland has ingrained itself in the soil and has made possible the rise of such monuments as 

the stupa of Borobodur, the Ramayana reliefs at the Siva temple at Prambanam and the 

great monuments at Ankor Thom decorated with Naga and Garuda motifs. The earlier 

figures from Java with all the grace of Gupta and Pallava sculpture and the late mediaeval 

carvings of Cambodian art suggesting affinities to the picturesque shadow figures of the 

Wayang, show the persistence of a great culture. This cultural conquest of South-eastern 

Asia more than the colonization and the effects of the brilliant conquests of the Cola emperor 

Rajendra has survived. The discovery of bronzes at Negapatam showing Javanese influenoe 

in the case of some and that of the copper plate of Dhaimapala at Nalanda point only to the 

cultural comradeship of the empires in India and Java. 

See PI. I which illustrates this chapter. 
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The sand buried manuscripts and documents of Central Asia and Tibet, recovered 

by Stein, are in a script which is surprisingly similar to the late Gupta script. Tibetan 

script has remained the same after the lapse of nearly a thousand years and more. 

In Burma the script used in the fifth century A.D. in the Alaunggun plates resembles 

closely the Salank&yana script which was in vogue in the Krishna valley a little earlier. A 

couple of centuries later a further development in the script used there is recorded in the 

Pyu inscriptions. The modem script in Burma is a development from this script, though 

a thousand years and more have brought about infinite changes here as in the scripts in the 

mainland of India. Here may be observed affinities with Grantha-Tamil in some cases. 

The peculiar case of medial e wherein the letter from the Grantha-Tamil is substituted 

for the full vowel in modern Burmese script is an instance in point. 

In Ceylon the early script used in the 3rd century B.C. was quite akin to the contem¬ 

porary script in India in the inscriptions in the caves in Tinnevelly, Madura, Trichinopoly, 

etc. In the second century A.D. the development is similar to that in the Krishna valley 

and in the inscriptions from Maharatmale the letters are exactly like the contemporary 

ones at Amaravati. It may here be recalled that some sculptures similar to the carvings of 

Amaravati have been discovered in Ceylon and the moon-Btoncs with the beautiful decora¬ 

tions of rows of geese, elephants, etc., occurring in Nagarjunakonda are clearly borrowed 

from Ceylon. The inscriptions from Nagarjunakonda indicate that there was cultural and 

religious contact between this part of the Andhra country and Ceylon. Later, during the 

time of Narasimhavarman Pallava, the contemporary king of Ceylon who was his friend 

was restored to his throne by the help of the navy of the mighty Pallava monarch. The 

picturesque description of the great fleet and the royal ship given in the Ceylonese Chronicle 

Mahdvamia is easily visualised by a look at the two types of large ships from the magnificent 

panels from Borobodur, as the types occurring at Java represent similar ones from South 

India about the time. In the Ceylonese inscriptions of the tenth century A.D. the Grantha 

type is similar to that obtaining in South India at the time. The influence of both Grantha 

and Vatteluttu can be seen in the script used. This is not only due to geographical proxi¬ 

mity, but also to the frequent conquest of the island by the kings of South India, specially the 

great Cola emperors Rajaraja and Rajendra. In the modern script of Ceylon the peculiar 

slanting types of ta and na in the inscriptions in Vafteluttu are significant. Here, as in 

Malabar, the script has not meterially changed since the mediaeval period. 

In Cambodia and Annam the evolution of the script has been similar. In the second 

and third centuries A.D. the script is very similar to that in contemporary India. In the 

4th and 5th centuries, though there is a further development, the earlier type is still 

pieserved. In the 8th century the script changes and approximates to the script in Vengi 

or in the Andhra area and thereafter the further development in the tenth Century shows the 

influence of the Pallava script and even later Tamil script. .Here the letter lea, tends to shape 
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itself like the letter ha in Tamil. Fa is shaped after the Canarese and Telugu type. Ca Is 

similarly formed. Ya tends more towards the Telugu-Canarese variety. In all these cases 

a peculiar box-head shaped or semi-circular head added to each letter distinguishes it, like 

the serif in contemporary South Indian letters. 

An inscribed slab from Malaya, mentioning Budhagupta, a Mahanavika, captain of a 

ship, shows the occurrence of a similar script in Malaya also. The inscription is of about 

the 5th century A.D., judging from its paleographic features. The place mentioned in 

this inscription, Raktamrttika, is identified with Rangmati in Bengal and the close similarity 

of the letters with the southern variety in the Krishna area about the time proclaims the 

unity of culture. 

The discovery of the interesting YUpa inscriptions of MQlavarman in Kutei in Borneo 

apart from proving clearly, a highly vigorous Brahmanical faith and powerful Hindu rule 

in distant islands shows the cultural affinity, a clear evidence of which is supplied by the clear 

similarity between South Indian Pallava script of the 4th and 5th centuries A.D. and the 

script of these inscriptions. 

In the inscriptions of Purnavarman from Java we can see clearly the palaeography of 

Pallava script of the 5th and 6th centuries A.D. The numerous Sanskrit inscriptions 

found in these distant islands show the extent to which Indian culture penetrated, which is 

also testified by the sculpture and architecture in these places. 

The deep-rooted nature of this culture can be understood, when we remember that 

even in Java to-day where the religion has changed, the Wayang plays yet immortalise the 

Hindu story of the Rdmayana, though the troupe that conducts it and the audience that 

appreciates it is mostly Muhammadan. 

INDIAN EPIGRAPHY AND SOUTH INDIA’S CONTRIBUTION. 

The earliest inscriptions in India of which the edicts of A6oka are the most famous 

are in Prakrit. The earliest Sanskritic inscriptions come much later. The Gimar inscrip¬ 

tion of Rudaradaman is a very early example of an inscription in Sanskrit. So also is the 

inscription of Ugavadata, the son-in-law of Nahapana, from the Nasik cave. The earlier 

tendency has always been to record the official documents in Prakrit. That is not to say 

that Sanskrit did not enjoy a great official position in the royal court; for the Patanjali, the 

great grammarian, was amongst the most noteworthy persons of his time having great 

influence with Pusyamitra. the Sunga king, whom he helped in the performance of the A6va- 

medha. Correct spelling, pronunciation and usage were everything for this great gramma¬ 

rian and the language was looked on as the heavenly cow. It was not without any basis or 

support that this position was claimed for this supreme language of languages which has been 

described later by Bhavabhuti as the language of the gods revealed to the world by great 

sages. 
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Still the language understood by the people was Prakrit rather than Sanskrit. In 

the Ndfakas, the king, the priests, the R§is, and the learned speak Sanskrit; the queen and all 

the other common folk speak Prakrit. The language spoken and understood by the majo¬ 

rity was Prakrit and this was chosen for the inscriptions. 

Slowly, however, Sanskrit came to displace Prakrit in the inscriptions. It became a 

fashion to use Sanskrit more and more ; and though in the initial stages the language was 

generally simple, as we find in the earliest inscriptions of the Pallavas soon after the change 

from Prakrit to Sanskrit, still as the years advanced we can seo the change in those very 

Pallava inscriptions of a later date, as for instance in the Kasaku^i plates or the Taij^am- 

totfcam plates. Some of the long prasastis, as for instance the Mau inscription of Madana- 

varman, the Dewal praSasti of Lalla, the Khajuraho inscriptions, the Ba$e6var inscription 

of Paramardideva, the inscription of Parabala, the Deopara inscription of Vijayascna, 

the Cebrolu inscription of Jaya, the Svapnegvar inscription from Bhuvanegvar, the 

Mandasor inscription of Kumaragupta and Bandhuvarman, and the prasasti of Yalo- 

dharman, are splendid examples, of what is described by Keith and others as artificial 

poetry. This, however, is not a fair way of describing this type of composition simply 

because the language is more complex, giving us samples of other literary pakas and not 

drdk$d pdka in which V&lmiki and Kalidusa were adepts. As has been already pointed out 

there is no riti or pdka which is absent in this branch of literature, nor is there any lack of 

enthusiasm on the part of the composers of the prasastis to introduce a great variety of 

Sabda and arthalankaras at their disposal. Often t he model of earlier classical poets has been 

before them and the rich contribution of the composers of the prasastis has greatly added 

to the wealth of Sanskrit literature. It only remains for the students of Sanskrit to study 

these inscriptions as specimens of literature. A step in the right direction has been taken by 

the Nirnayasagara Press, Bombay, in publishing the two volumes of Prdcinalekhamdld 

which unfortunately has not met with any groat encouragement, and as the inscriptiofial 

literature now available in printed form is quite vast, it behoves all those interested in 

Sanskrit learning to make it a part of the study of Sanskrit literature. 

The greatest bond in this vast sub-continent has been our cultural unity. If the pilgrim 

of North India craves for a dip in the Sangama or the confluence of Ratnakara and Maho- 

dadhi (Bay of Bengal and Arabian Sea), the South Indian equally j-earns for a bath in the 

holy stream of the Ganga or tho confluence of the three rivers at Prayaga, Allahabad. Jagan- 

nathapurl, Pu?kar, and Dvaraka are places of similar importance. In ancient days students 

travelled to distant Universities at Taxila, Banaras. Nalanda, and Kaiici. Great philosophers 

like Sankara established centres of learning for the dissemination of knowledge all over the 

land and Sankara went all the way to meet Kumarilabhatta in distant Bihar. Rajendra 
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Coja brought great Saivite teachers from the banks of the Ganga and established them in 

his capital. The Pallavas encouraged families versed in Vcdic lore to migrate from the 

Narmada to their own kingdom and the survivals in the names Atfasahasra, Bfhadcarana 

and Vajama are significant. The KaSmiri poet Bilhaijawas patronised by the Calukyan 

king, Vikramaditya VI. The Kulinas were imported into Bengal from Kanauj. But the 

greatest bond was due to the influences of &ruii, Smrti and Itihdsa. If the Veda and the 

Purdiui appeared like an overlord or a friend respectively in the voice of their mandates, 

Kavya, came in w’ith greater appeal like the sportive voice of the beloved one. It should 

here be remembered that the language of the Veda is quite different from the Classical and 

even that of the Purana is archaic. It is the language of the Kavyas that has the greatest 

appeal and it is this that has enjoyed the position of the language of the court. Any court 

anywhere in India had only this; and there was no geographical barrier or linguistic for a 

scholar in that language anywhere in the land,and India abounded in Sanskritic scholarship. 

Whether Jagannatha wrote from Delhi or whether Appayya Dik^ita wrote from Virinchi- 

puram, the students and scholars who read and appreciated their work hailed from all over 

the land. The State language of India was Sanskrit. It was pure Sanskrit in all the inscrip¬ 

tions of North India whether of the Guptas, of the mediaeval dynasties like the Vardhanas, 

Maukharis, Pratiharas, Paramaras, Candellas, Palas, Senas, Gaha^avalas, Haihayas, Gan- 

gas, in short, of any Northern dynasty. The Southern dynasties had also Sanskrit as the 

principal official language and almost all the grants are completely or nearly so in Sanskrit. 

The script used iii all North Indian inscriptions is Nagari in one form or other,though the form 

differs in different geographical areas. In South India and the Deccan not only is the script 

different in different areas but also the regional language used for inscriptions alongside of 

Sanskrit. The Rastrakuta inscriptions are mostly in Nagari characters and in the Sanskrit 

language though sometimes they are in Canarese-Telugu script, the language being either 

Sanskrit or Canarese or a jumble of both. Similarly in the Eastern Ganga inscriptions 

tfco-script used is sometimes Nagari and mostly the Canarese-Telugu type. In the inscrip¬ 

tions from the Tamil area both Grantha and Tamil scripts are used, the former for Sanskrit 

and the latter for the Tamil portion of the inscription. In the Tolugu area similarly Telugu- 

Canarese script is used for both the Sanskrit and Telugu portions of the inscriptions. 

All inscriptions in languages other than Sanskrit are in the regional languages. They 

belong to the mediaeval period and are restricted to the Southern part of the land. Though 

the earliest Tamil inscriptions are contemporary with the earliest Prakrit inscriptions, pure 

Tamil inscriptions of some length occur again only in the 6th Century A.D., as for in¬ 

stance, in the Pallankovil grant of Simhavaraman. This paucity of Tamil inscriptions 

from about the end of the Sangam age (c. 3rd century A.D.) to the beginning of the 

Pallava rule in the Tamil country (o. 6th oontury A.D.) may be attributed to the unsettled 

conditions during the Kalabhfa interregnum. 

The three important South Indian languages, Tamil, Canarese and Telugu, are the only 

regional languages used in inscriptions in India, barring Prakrit used in early inscriptions. 
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Though it may -appear rather surprising the fact remains that we have inscriptions practi¬ 

cally in no other regional language. The presence of numerous inscriptions in these three 

languages does not however mean the non-prevalance of Sanskrit in the areas ; on the other 

hand Sanskrit was given the first place as the accepted court language. But while in North 

India the kings used the official language Sanskrit for the inscriptions in South India, the 

regional languages were greatly favoured together with Sanskrit . The great and numerous 

Meykirtis or eulogies of royal dynasties in Tamil which supply most of the material for the 

history of the Co|a and Pantfya dynasties are patterns of composition in themselves. Tamil 

Pallava inscriptions like Dantivarman’s Tiruvaljarai inscription arc contributions to Tamil 

literature. The terms used in special senses in these Tamil inscriptions are so numerous, 

the vocabulary is so rich, the expression so elegant, and the diction so dignified that Tamil 

literature has been greatly enriched by this inscriptional literature. There is practically 

no pillar or wall of a temple, specially the plinth of a Cola temple—South India teems with 

temples of immense proportions distributed on the average of one for every mile or two, 

specially in the Tanjore district—which has not lengthy inscriptions on the exploits of the 

king or his numerous gifts or institutions he established. Indeed, the beautiful descriptions 

of royal exploits, rich in rhythm and colour of language, vie only with the greatness of the 

exploits themselves. The Colas and the Pandyas were among the greatest patror.j of Tamil 

literature. And the great composers of the Tevaram Appar and Sambandar, were contem¬ 

poraries of the Pallava who greatly honoured them. It is interesting to note that not 

only the opening verse of the great Tiruvdcakam of Manikkavacaka is inscribed on the 

palm-leaf shown in the hand of the bronze figure of the saint from Madukkur, Tanjore 

district discovered nearly two decades ago as Treasure Trove by the Madras Government 

and returned to the villages for worship, but also some of the hymns including a few rare 

ones are found inscribed on the walls of the temple at Tiruva^avayil, Tanjore district in 

Co|a characters of the 12th century A.D. 

The earliest Telugu works like the Mahabharata are rather late, as NannayabhatJa, 

the father of Telugu poetry, is of the 11th century. But Nanneeoda, the author of Kumdra- 

sajnbhava in Telugu, is a century earlier. The famous Yuddhamalla inscription from 

Bezwada in Telugu poetry is in the script of the 10th century A.D. Earlier still is the 

inscription describing the exploits of the Eastern Calukya general Pandaranga which is 

of the 9th century A.D. On the back of a monolithic, Dvarapalaka, an excellent example 

of an early Eastern Calukya work which I brought a few years ago from Bezwada to the 

Madras Museum, an inscription was found reading Veginathu velanju, meaning “servant 

of the lord of Vegi ” in letters of the 7th century A.D. This is a very early instance of the 

use of Telugu in inscriptions. In an inscription a portion of which is iq Telugu, the poet 

6rinatha, the doyen of Telugu literature, is described as the composer of the inscription 

and his official position as the Director of Public Instruction in the Re^U kingdom is also 

mentioned. The Eastern Cajukyan, Reddi and Vijayanagara kings were great patrons of 
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Telugu literature and along with Sanskrit, the official language, the regional language had 

its due place in inscriptions. 

Though the antiquity of Canarese goes back to the beginning of the Christian era as 

fragments in that language were discovered in an Egyptian Papyrus1, regular Canarese 

literature is a thousand years old. Though even in the Canarese area Sanskrit occupies 

pre-eminent position in inscriptions, Canarese also occurs alongside. 

The scripts of South India have contributed enormously to the spread of Indian culture 

overseas. As pointed out elsewhere, the script of Ceylon is derived from Grantha Tamil. 

The script of the inscriptions in Java like those of Purnavarman closely resembles the early 

script of South India. The same applies also to the characters used in the inscriptions of 

Annani or Campa. It is therefore clear that the contribution of South India to Indian 

epigraphy is considerable not only in the development of languages but also in the spread and 

evolution of the script which has travelled bc*yond the seas to supply characters for writing 

in the many islands of the Pacific. The crowning achievement of this cultural link between 

South India and South-East Asia is the great military conquest of Malaya by Rajendra Cola 

who commanded one of the finest navies that India ever possessed and brought South India 

and the East Indies into closer touch. 

1 Linguistic Survey of India by Sir G. A. Grieraou (Calcutta, 1927), Vol. I, Part I, ?. 87. 



THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE LETTERS OF ALPHABET DURING 

THE CENTURIES. 

A.—This, the first letter of the alpha Ixt (Fig. 20), is found in nearly three similar forms 

in the 3rd-2nd centuries ICO. The Maurvnn alphabet presents the letter in two ways, 

a vertical stroke with two arms moving away from a central point, either as straight or as 

curvilinear strokes. The. letter from Bhatfipmlu has straight strokes, while in the early 

inscriptions from the Tamil eaves of South India il is of both these types in addition to a 

third type wherein the vertical stroke is also slum n curvilinear. The next important phase 

in the development of this letter is seen in t lie Knsfin. Ksatrapa and iSatavahana inscriptions, 

all of the 2nd century A.D. The lower arm develops greater cutvc in all the three, while 

the vertical stroke is lengthened considerably and the curve Iktoiucs a d< finite curl in the 

inscriptions of the time of the Iksvakus. The northern type of Gupta script of the 4th 

century A.D. shows a development from that of the Kusan, while the Central Indian Gupta 

variety of the same period gives that letter a box-head and the vertical stroke descends down 

and the curl is replaced by a parallel upward stroke. This is uniformly repeated in all the 

letters of the box-headed variety, i.e.. the Kadamba (4th-5th centuries A.l).). the Yakatnka 

(5th Coiitury A.D.) and the Nala (5th century A D ), the Somavaiiisi (6th-7th centuries 

A.D.) and the Pallava (5th century A.D.). the lx»\ head I icing most pronounced in the first 

four. This stroke is similarity formed in the \V« -«ern Gatiga (5th-0th centuries A.D.) 

andTraikQtaka (5th century A.D.). though the parallel stroke is rather close in the former. 

In the &alankayana and early Pallava of the :)rd-4lh centuries A.D. and tin* \ isnuknndin 

let tors • *f rh** 6th century A.l). the bottom curve of t he vert ical st roke soars up wit h a flourish. 

In the Western Calukyan and Maitraka (6th century A.D.) and Eastern Ganga (7th century 

A.D.) the. vertical stroke repeats a parallel st roke, ns in the box-landed variety, but in the 

Eastern Ualukya of the 7th century A.D. the curl soars up somewhat as in Viaj,Hiku$tfin. 

In contemporary script from the Tamil ana. the Pallava Grant ha gives the vertical stroke 

as a double line, the two arms tending to combine to form a loop licforc reaching the vertical 

wtrok* In Tamil of the same period the arms combine and form a loop ;«» reach • single 

verticnl stroke. In the Nagrtfi of the time a single vertical stroke up a little to left 

to form an angle at its bottom tip. From its ct nire a small line joins the two arms curved 

into a shape resembling the Arabic numeral:»(double arched). The precursor of this letter 

is already present in the letter of Ynsodhannaii - inscription. These are th« parents of the 

principal scripts, Nagari, Canarese. 'JYlugu Grant ha and Tamil. 

In the further developments of the letter m Nagari. u horizontal top -troke. connects 

the part shaped like double arch with the verticnl si roke as in Rris(rakOta scrip1 of the 9th 

century A.D. In the Paramara inscriptions of the 11th century A.D. there is a nail head 

at the right end of the top stroke. The angular strok' -t the bottom of the vertical hue is 
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lengthened and straightened in Yadava of the 13th century A.D. In the Nandinagari variety 

of the Vijayanagara period the double arch that was all the while getting enlarged to the 

size of the vertical stroke stands quite equal to it. In the Eastern Gaiiga of the 11th century 

A.D. the small oentral stroke develops into a double curve, making the letter somewhat 

different from the rest of the Nagari letters. 

In the Canarese area, the lower end of the vertical stroke of the letter of the early Western 

Cajukyan of the 6th century A.D. runs up in semi-circular fashion to touch the top of the 

upper arm in the Ra§trakQta records of the 9th century A.D. In later Western Calukyao 

of the 11th century A.D. the letter is composed simply of the vertical stroke running up 

after forming a curve at the bottom and curling up close to the top. A small stroke in the 

Central space is all that is left of the arms. This is further developed in Hoysala of the 

12th century A.D. and in the Vijayanagara period the letter is the same type for Telugu 

and Canarese. 

In the Vengi country the early Eastern Calukyan letter of the 7th century A.D. so deve¬ 

lops that in the 10th century the lower arm curls twice, the upper one dwindling into a small 

serif which is touched by the tip of the vertical stroke that rushes up semi-circularly. The 

later developments of the letter are more or less allied to that of the Canareso alphabet. 

In Grantha the loop of the arms becomes smaller in the 8th century but again enlarges 

in early Cola (11th century A.D.). In late Cola of the 13th century A.D. the top end of the 

arm which here appears curved develops into a regular angle-shaped top, the loop enlarges 

and this end of the arm pierces the stunted double line, occupying the place of the vertical 

stroke. This continues in the Vijayanagara period. 

In Tamil the loop disappears in Pallava records of the 8th century A.D. and in the 

early Cola period the letter is just a curve attached to the top of a horizontal line against 

a vertical one. In late Coja (13th century A.D.) and Vijayanagara (15th century A.D.) 
the curve curls up at the top. 

In Vatteluttu script the letter is somewhat like the Pallava letter of the 8th century but 

slanting towards left. Its development is seen in the Cola letter of the 11th century A.D. 

A.—The second letter of the alphabet (Fig. 21) is a lengthened form of the first. This 

lengthening is indicated by a small dash added on top or in the middle of the vertical stroke 

in Mauryan script. It is similar in Bhattiprolu script. In the letter in the Tamil caves the 

top stroke is used. In the Kusun script of the 2nd century A.D. the dash is at the lowor end 

of the vertical stroke, while it is almost in the centre at the starting point of the arms in con¬ 

temporary Ksatrapa and Satavahana inscriptions, its shape being curved in the K?atrapa 

letter. In the 3rd century A.D. in the elongate Ek§vaku letter the curved dash starts a little 

below the point where the arms start. The dash is curved and in similar position in Kadamba 
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(4th-5th oenturies A.D.), Salankayana (4th century A.D.), Pallava (3rd-4th centuries 

A.D.), Western Ganga (5th century A.D.), Nala (5th century A.D.), Visnukun^m (6th 

century A.D.) and Eastern Ganga (7th century A.D.), except that in Western Ganga it is 

a little near the lower end. The 4th century Gupta letter being derived from Kusan has an 

appendage of this curved dash from the vertical stroke below the point whence the arms 

emanate. In Maitraka (6th century A.D.), Somavamsi (6th-7th centuries A.D.), Western 

Cajukya (6th century A.D.), Eastern Calukya (7th century A.D.), it is from the point where 

the arms start. In Pallava Nagari letter of tho 7th century A.D. the curved stroke is towards 

the lower end, as also in Pallava Grantha and Tamil of the 7th century A.D., the curve run¬ 

ning in a flourish in the last two. In Pallava Grantha however, the curve is double. While 

in Ra§trakula Nagari of the 9th century A.D. the dash is just in continuation of the centre] 

stroke, in other contemporaneous ones like Pratihara and Pala (9th century A.D.) and in all 

the later ones like Gaha^avala, Sena, Yadava, etc., the dash becomes a line parallel to the 

vertical stroke and continues so in further developments. 

In the Canarese area the dash is a curve projecting from the top of the vertical stroke 

which itself becomes a circle as in Ra§trakuta (9th century A.D.) and in later developments, 

i.e.. Western Calukya (11th century A.D.) and Hoysala (12th century A.D.) it continues so. 

In the Tolugu area the position of the dash is almost similar in Eastern Calukyan of 

tho 10th and 11th centuries A.D. and in Kakatiya (12th century A.D.), with this difference 

that the starting point of the dash is at an angular point in Eastern Cajukyan of the 

10th century A.D., but in Reddi (14th century A.D.) and Vijayanagara (15th century A.D.) 

the curve of the dash forms a definite loop and runs in to join the central stroke. 

The letter in Pallava Grantha of the 8th century A.D. shows a curl at the bottom which 

develops into a double curve with a flourish at its bottom and in Cola (11th century A.D.). 

This continues in Pan^ya (13th century A.D.) and Vijayanagara (15th century A.D.) 

In Tamil a curl at the bottom in Pallava (8th contury A.D.) develops into a loop and 

curl in.Cola (11th century A.D.). In Vijayanagara (15th century A.D.) tho curl broadens 

with a flourish, shedding its loop. 

In Vatteluttu script the letter has a loop and a curl at the lower end of the vertical stroke 

which itself is slanting, as already noted. 

I.—In the Mauryan alphabet this letter (Fig. 22) is simply represented by three dots 

arranged triangularly. This arrangement continues even in the 2nd century A.D. in the 

K$atrapa inscriptions but in the contemporary Ku$an and Satavahana inscriptions the 

dots change into small dashes, one of which is vertical beside two parallel ones in the former. 

In the Gupta script of the 4th century A.D. the vertical daeh4S 8 little lengthened besides 

two dots in place of the other two dashes. In the Ik^vaku latter of the Srd century A.D. the 
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dashes curve a little at thoir tips, and in the earliest Pallava records in Prakrit these appear 

as small crosses with arms oxtonding so little beyond the point of intersection that they 

appear as dots more or less. The Kadamba lottor of 4th-5th centuries A.D. is composed of a 

horizontal line with a slight central dip and ends bent down vertically a little above two 

dots. The form of this lotter from the 5th to the 9th centuries A.D. both in Canarese and 

Telugu areas is only a little modified form of this type. In the former the line develops 

a small curve to the left and in the Telugu area to the right, but in both the horizontal length 

of the line is greater than the vertical part of it. In the Vakataka (5th century A.D.) the dip 

of the horizontal line is replaced by an additional vertical in centre ; in Maitraka (6th century 

A.D.) the dots are replaced by dashes and in Eastern Cariga (7th century A.D.) the lotter 

is much the same as in contemporary Calukyan. In the earliest Nagari of the 7th century 

A.D., both in the North and the South Indian scripts, represented respectively in Vardhana 

and Pallava inscriptions, the letter is composed of a sign like an interrogation mark without 

the dot below, turned at an angle of 90°to the left with two dots a little above the curled head. 

This continues in all the later Nagari inscriptions of the Western Calukyas, Rastrakut&s 

Pratiharas, Paramaras.Candellas, etc., but from the 12th century A.D. onwards there is a 

change and a horizontal stroke above and two small circles joined together by a slanting 

stroke represent the letter in Gaha^avala script (12th century A.D.). Two dots below 

with a triangle above forming the letter in Pala script (9th century A.D.) develop into two 

ovate parts, situated slightly above a dash and combining below a small vertical stroke 

reaching the top line, which descends vertically towards its left, in Sena (12th century A.D.). 

In Yadava (13th century A.D.) a horizontally drawn hook connected with the top stroke 

beneath it and a dash looped at one end compose the letter which in Vijayanagara Nand 

nagari (15th century A.D.) shows a vertical hook with strokes at both ends. In Kalinga 

Ganga script of tho 11th century A.D. two small circles with a sickle-shaped sign on top 

represent tho letter. 

In contemporary Wostern and Eastern Calukyan tho two dots below tho double curved 

line above transform themsolves into a loop in continuation of the left end of the curved 

line and the line composing the loop develops in continuation to its left during the centuries 

in the Canarese and Telugu areas and is very pronounced in the Vijayanagara period (15th 

•entury A.D.). 

In the early Pallava Grantha of the 7th century A.D. the curved line above runs down 

to the right to meet one of the two circlet dots below. Sometjmes the circlet dot touching 

the line is absent when the line turns up to run up parallel. In the 8th century Pallava the 

first-mentioned variety continues as also a type in which the line running down slants to the 

left and a dot occurs on tho right. In thf 11th century Cola script the letter starts with a 

curl, curves twice, slants down to its right and again down to its left. In the 13th century 

Pan^ya the last slant of the letter straightens and it continues «o thereafter. 
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The letter in Tamil of the Pallavas of the 7th century A.D. is shaped somewhat like the 

modern Arabic numeral 3 with a pronounced curve at the top start. The lower half of the 

figure is lengthened somewhat in Pallava script of the 8th century A.D., while the same is 

in addition a little broadened in Cola (11th century A.D.). In Vijayanagara (15th century 

A.D.) and later inscriptions, the lower part is flattened somewhat, while in this and the 

earlier Cola (13th century A.D.) the tail end almost encircles the figure in a flourish. 

The letter in Vatteluttu of the 8th century A.D. is peculiarly shaped, beginning with a 

broad curve almost forming a circle, then developing horizontally to the right to rise again 

and slant towards the curve, finally ending in an arc which is somewhat angular. The curve 

hooks up at its start and broadons in Cola (11th century A.D.), the rest of the letter getting 

simplified into two arcs one in continuation of another. 

/.—This letter (Fig. 23) in its earliest form is seen in the inscriptions of the Tamil caves 

of the 3rd century B.C. where it is a vertical stroke flanked by two dots. In the Ksatrapa 

and Kusan alphabet of the 2nd century A.D. the vertical stroke has a small serif at the top 

and is curved to left at the lower end. This continues so in Gupta script two centuries later 

but in Pallava script of about the same time the vertical stroke is represented slanting from 

right to left with the dots above and below it. 

The form of the letter in Yagodharman’s inscriptions of the 6th century A.D., and the 

later development in Hareavardhana’s inscriptions a century later is just a modification of 

the Gupta type, the curve being replaced by just a thickening of the lower end. In letter of 

the 9th century A.D., this stroke separates into two parts one as a double arched serif above 

the dots and a hook below. 

In Vakataka script of the 5th century A.D., the box head appears as usual and the lower 

curve is emphasised by the formation of double line as in ra. 

The later development in Calukyan area is judged by the Rastrakuta letter of the 

9th century A.D. where the end of the curve has joined the serif to form a stumpy tube- 

shape with tho dots on either side. 

In the Telugu area about this time the form is the same but in the next century the body 

of the letter is more ovoid as seen in the Eastern Calukyan alphabet of the 10th century 

A.D. In the next century the serif as usual in other letter of the time takes a V shape and 

the two dots change into an arched stroke running across the belly of the letter and this 

continues thence forwards. 

In the Tamil area tho Grantha letter is composed of the dots on either side of two 

close parallel strokes joined by a serif at the top as in ra; and the Tamil letter is a single 

vertical stroke with the serif modified as in other letters of the alphabet and with strokes. 

In Vatteluttu script the letter is almost the same as the Tamil one except that it slants 

from left to right. 
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U.—In the Mauryan script it is just two lines, a long vertical and short horizontal on 

orming a right-angle and resembling ‘ L ’ (Fig. 24). It is the same type in contemporary 

script at Bhattiprolu and in the Tamil cave9 of the Pandya country. In the Ku$an, K$atrap a 

and Satav&hana inscriptions of the 2nd century A.D. and Ik?vaku of the 3rd oentury A.D. th© 

angle tends slightly to become acute and a serif is developed at the top. In the earliest 

Prakrit Pallava of the 3rd-4th centuries A.D., the slanting vertical line is rather pronounced 

in comparison to the horizontal one which dwindles. In Gupta of the 4th century A.D., 

it is shaped like a hook with the angle rounded, and in all the box-headed varieties the seri f 

is replaced by the box-head, the letter itself looking somewhat like an inverted question 

mark touching the dot transformed into a box. In the script of YaSodharman’s time and 

Nagari from the 7th century A.D. the shape definitely tends to resemble the Arabic numera 

3 with a nail hoad, as in Pallava, Vardhana (7th century A.D.),Wostem Calukya (8th century 

A.D.), Paramara and Candella (11th centruty A.D.); or serif, as in Ra3fraku£a (9th century 

A.D.), later Western Calukya (11th century A.D.), Gahadavala, Sena (12th century A.D.), 

Yadava Kakatiya (13th century A.D.), etc. 

The letter in the earliest Western Calukya (6th century A.D.) is almost a semi-circular 

curve with serif on top ; this gets flattened and bulbous and tho serif changes into a slight 

topward projection of the lino and this develops more obviously in the succeeding centuries 

in the Canarese area till in tho Hoysala (12th oentury A.D.) the line on top slants back and a 

horizontal stroke is introduced in the belly immediately above the lower line which is double 

arched. 

In the Telugu area the earliest Eastern Cajukyan letter of the 7th century has no seri 

but the semi-circular body of the letter lifts up its top which definitely projects vertically 

in the Eastern Calukyan of the 11th Century A.D. and Kakatiya (12th century A.D.) In the 

last two centuries the lower line tends to develop a notch which produces a double curve 

and in the Kakatiya letter a horizontal stroke is added in the middle space which continues! 

later. 

In the Grantha of the 7th century A.D. the slanting vertical line diminishes in size and 

develops a curve to the left while the horizontal lower stroke lengthens and slants downwards. 

The curve develops from the 8th century A.D. onwards, while the base line tends to rise’up 

again in the Cola period (11th century A.D.) and definitely becomes straight from the later 

PaTVjya period (13th century A.D.). The top curve enlarges and definitely curls in the 

Vijayanagara period (15th oentury A.*D.). It is exactly the same in Tamil. 

In Vatteluttu of 8th century AD. the letter starts approximately the same as in the 

Pallava Tamil or Gomtha. except that the base line has no slant, is longer and curved, with a 

definite inward angle at thQ end. The curve of the body of the letter tends somewhat to 

broaden and straighten ih Cola (11th century A.D.). 
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E.—ln Manryan script this (Fig. 25) is shaped like a triangle, composed of a vertioal 

stroke and two lines from either end meeting to the right at a central point. It is similar 

in the Tamil oaves, except that the t wo linos do not moot actually at the point. In the 

Ku^an script of the 2nd century A.D. the trianglo is so shaped that it has two angles on 

top and one below and in contemporary Ksatrapa and Satavahana it is quite the 

reverse. In Gupta of the 4th century it is similar to the latter. In Iksvaku (3rd century 

A.D.) the letter assumes a contour not unlike that of the human stomach, i.e., a deep 

curve lengthened towards the top right, bounded above by a shallow arc. In Salankayana 

(4th century A.D.) the belly of tho 1-tter protrudes to the left and the bottom curves in 

at the centre. This last feature of the bottom is absent in Pallava of the 3rd-4th centuries 

A.D. In Visnukundin of the 6th century A.D. the developed belly and the aroh in the 

bottom are present but there is a break where the line of the belly roaches the vortical 

stroke. In box-headed script, the letter is represented by a square with the vertical line 

on the right prolonged above. This vertical line has a small top serif in Vaka^aka script 

(6th century A.D.) and Somavamsi (6th-7th centuries A.D.) which it lacks in Kadamba in 

4th-5th centuries A.D. In the Maitraka (6th century A.D.) it partakes off characteristics 

of both the box-headed and the Calukyan varieties. 

The letter takes a shape tending towards that of the human heart in the script of Ya4o- 

dharman (6th century A.D.) which becomes more pronounced in the Vardhana and Pallava 

script of the 7lh century A.D., and in one form or othor it is only a development from 

this in all the later varieties of Nagari. The vertical stroke to the right is a little 

lengthened in Pala and Rastrakuta of the 9th century A.D., in the Paramara. Western 

Calukya (11th century A.D.) and the Gahadavala 12th century A.D.). The top line 

separates from the boundary line to the left and curves in Sena (12th century A.D.) while 
in Yadava (13th century A.D.) and Vijayanagara (15th century A.D.) the tips of the line 

to the left curved in the former and straight in the latter and tho shorter straight line to 

the right do not touch eaoh other. In Kakatiya (13th century A.D.) it is triangularly shaped 

like the Vijayanagara letter with the lines from the sides meeting at the bottom. 

A medial.—This (Fig. 26) is denoted in the Mauryan script by a small dash added to 

the consonant usually to the top right; but sometimes as in jd or nd it is a middle 

stroke and not a top one. In the Bhattiprolu inscriptions this stroke is in addition to 

a siao&e already existing as a part of the consonant letter. In the Kusan inscriptions of the 

2nd century A.D. this is represented sometimes as a dash but generally by a stroke slanting 

to right. In jd the stroke runs up somewhat in a ourve in continuation of the central stroke. 
In the inscriptions of the Western Ksatrapa, as illustrated by those of Ugavad&ta and 

Rudradaman. the medial d is represented by a simple dash usually at the top right but 
sometimes also at the centre, as in ba, bhd, etc. 
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In the Iksvaku inscriptions of the Krishna valley this is represented generally by a hori¬ 

zontal top stroke, slightly curving towards its tip, and also by the earlier simple stroke 

without curve. In the early Pallava Prakrit charters the curve of th* stroke is sometimes 

as in the Ik§vaku inscriptions, but sometimes the curve is more pronounced or it definitely 

develops a downward arm. The stroke for jd has a definitely greater flourish. 

In the Gupta letters of the 4th century A.D. medial a is generally depicted as a not-too- 

straight horizontal top stroke but sometimes by an upward stroke, as in jd or ta, in conti¬ 

nuation of the central stroke in the case of the former and curving down from the top stroke 

to proceed up, in the case of the latter. 

In the fith century A.D., in the earliest Nagari letter to be seen in inscriptions, like 

Ya6odharman’s, medial d is a slightly bent horizontal top stroke or a vertical one shooting up 

and ending in a curve to the right. The stroke is sometimes upwards from the bottom 

line or downwards from the top line, as in nd and md respectively. In the 7th century 

Nagari, as illustrated in Harsavardhana’s charters, the upward stroke is above the top line, 

shaped like a query, and the bent horizontal stroke definitely becomes a short abrupt down¬ 

ward stroke. In the inscriptions of the Pratiharas of the fith century this stroke is elongated, 

while upward strokes are also sometimes found as in ta. In all subsequent Nagari inscrip¬ 

tions like those of the Paramaras in Gujarat and Malwa area and the Senas in Bengal, the 

downward side stroke elongated is the only form to denote medial d. 

In Central, Southern and Western India in the 5th and fith centuries A.D. the medial f. 

is denoted by a horizontal top stroke to the right curving downwards, as seen in Vakafaku 

(5th century A.D.), Pallava (5th century A.D.) and early Western Calukya (fith century A.D.; 

inscriptions, though the upward stroke also occurs sometimes as in no. Both the varieties 

occur in Eastern CiUukyan script of the fith century with a change that likens the strokes to 

those of the fith century Nagari. 

In the Tclugu inscriptions of the 12th and 13th centuries A.D., illustrated by those of 

the Kakatiyas and Red^is, the horizontal stroke is with a definite cum* which later becomes 

curl to the right. 

In Pallava Grantha of the 7th century A.D., medial d is represented by the addition 

A(> tfie top line of the consonant letter to the right, a small crescent with a wavy vertical 

stroke above it in its centre. In Pallava Grantha of the 8th century, upward and side 

strokes to right and in the contemporary Tamil the side strokes above, represent this sign. 

The side stroke is more elaborated in the Cola period, and the 15th century Vijayanagara 

inscriptions the medial din Qrantha and Tamil is represented by a shorter and longer 

vertical line with top stroke. 

/ medial.—In the 3rd century B.O., as seen in Asokan inscriptions the medial t(Fig. 27) 

is a horizontal top stroke to the right, w hich forms an angle by darting up vertically. In the 

Ku^an script of the 2nd century A.D, this curves up to the left and sometimes bends doubly 
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towards left and right. In Usavadata’s inscription the leftward curve is the feature, but in 

inscriptions of Ksatrapa Rudradaman of the 2nd century A.'D. the leftward curve is deeper. 

In contemporary Satavahana inscriptions the curves are much the same, as in Kugan. In 

the Iksvaku inscriptions of the 3rd century A.D. the leftward curve tends to rise up, some¬ 

times straightening up but always forming a curl at the tip, occasionally the main curve 

itself being right instead of leftward, as in li. In Pallava-Brahmi of the 3rd-4th centuries 

A.D., curves are towards left generally and to right occasionally as in li to denote medial i. 

In early Gupta inscriptions the leftward curve is the sign for the letter. For the first 

time in the Nagari of the 6th century A.D., as in YaSodharman’s inscriptions, the curve runs 

leftward and turns right to form a double curve in flourishes or proceeds up leftwards and 

ends by running down vertically, or, simply curves left and runs down deep vertically. In 

the 7th century Nagari inscriptions, like those of Har^avardhana, the flourishes increase, the 

leftward stroke curving twice and sometimes having an inverted crescent added to the tip. 

The plainer form is the leftward curve which curves down deep vertically. This second type 

continues in the Nagari of the Pratihara inscriptions of the 9th century A.D., a curl at the 

top end being present very often. In the Paramara inscriptions of the 11th century the 

curve straightens or bends a little inward in the centre and in the Sena inscriptions of the 

12th century A.D. the curve is shallow and its downward course vertically straight. 

In the Central, Western and South Indian early mediaeval scripts, like the Vakataka, 

the early Pallava and the early Western Calukyan, of the 5th-6th centuries A.D., medial i is 

represented by an upturned crescent streak, which sometimes appears as a full circle where 

the shape of the top stroke of the letter demands it. 

This definitely flattens at the top in the Eastern Calukyan script of the 10th century 

A.D., though it continues much as in its earlier form in the Kakatiya and Reddi inscriptions 

of the 12-13th centuries A.D. 

In the Pallava Grantha of the 7th century A.D. this curve starts after forming a hook 

shape from above the serif of any letter; the hook is however absent when there is no serif 

involved and one end slightly curls. The simple semi-circular curve and full circle at the 

top of letter is the sign of the medial i in Pallava Grantha and Tamil of the 8th century A.D., 

while in later inscriptions, like those of the Colas in the 10th-11th centuries and the Vjjaya- 

nagara kings of the 14th-15th centuries, an inverted crescent streak or arc is the usual sign 

in Grantha and Tamil, except occasionally when, as in ti, there is a special sign to denote 

the medial element. 

I medial.—In Maury an script medial i (Fig. 27) is represented by doubling the sign 

of medial t, as in mi, ti, etc., or by two parallel slanting strokes, as in thi. In the Ku$an 

script of the 2nd century A.D. the sign for the medial is composed of two curves from cither 

side of the top point of the letter forming horse-shoe shape. In Usavadata’s inscriptions at 
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Nasik the curve to the right runs up and turns slightly to form the shape of an upturned 

interrogation mark without the dot. In the Ksatrapa and Satav&hana inscriptions of tho 

2nd century A.D. the curves one on either side of the top point of the letter form horse-shoe 

shape or a nearly complete circle. In the Iksvaku letters of the 3rd century A.D. one of the 

two curves shoots up and both sometimes curl at the top end. In Pallava letters of tho 

Prakrit charters 3rd-4th centuries A.D. the two curves are not quite so different as in the 

Ik§vaku medial i sign. 

A curve to the left and a vertical from the right side of the top point usually denoto 

medial t in Gupta letters, as in the Allahabad inscriptions of Samudragupta; but two 

curves, one rising slightly higher than the other also occur frequently. In early Nagari, as 

represented in Yafcxlharman’s inscriptions, mcdiali is a hook rising up to the left from tho 

top point of the letter. This curls in and curves out again to the right with a flourish and 

gathers an upturned crescent at its tip in the Nagari of the 7th century A.D. as in 

Harsavardhana’s charters. In later Nagari, as in the Pratihara inscriptions of the 9th 

century A.D., medial i starts as a curve above the top of letters and ends as a curvilinear 

stroke running parallel to the height of the letter. The top curve of t he sign changes some¬ 

times into a curl in letters of the Paramura inscriptions of the 11th century A.D. In tho 

Sena inscriptions of the 12th century A.D. the stroke is straight except at its lower end. 

In the Vakafaka script of Central India a horse-shoe shaped curve and a small central 

vertical stroke represents the medial i. In early Pallava inscriptions of the same date, 6th 

century A.D., and in early Western Cajukyan letters of the 6th century A.D., the medial 

*ign is a horse-shoe shaped curve that curls to left and forms a spiral. In Eastern Calukyan 

inscriptions of the 10th century A.D. the horse-shoe shaped curve flattens at the top, and 

•mall hook-shaped vertical stroke is added in the middle. In Kfikatlya and Redd* ins 

criptions of the 12th and 13th centuries A.D., a curve curling to the left represents medial t. 

The same sign obtains in Pallava Grantha and Tamil of the 7th-8th century A.D., while in 

tbeCo]a and Vijayanagara inscriptions from the 10th to tho 16th centuries A.D.,tho nurl 

of thq curve is to the right. 

U medial.—In A$okan Brahmi medial u (Fig. 28) is denoted cither by a stroke which is 

either horizontal or downward vertical in continuation or issuing from a bottom of the 

letter Ii\the Kusan script of the 2nd century A.D. the horizontal stroke curves a little at 

both ends, while the vertical downward stroke lengthens. It is same in the inscriptions of 

Ujavadata, though the horizontal retains the same simple earlier form. In Ksatrapa script 

of tho 2nd century ATD. the horizontal changes into a short downward stroke, curving up in 

the right into a hook*/and the vertical stroke slants slightly to left at the lower end with 

slight small curye at the tip. In contemporary Satavahana inscriptions the sign for medial u 

is eithor a straight horizontal stroke or a slightly bent or downward elongate stroke, slanting 

slightly towards its end. In the Iksv aku letters of the 3rd century A.D. the short hook-liki 
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curve and the more common elongate downward stroke ending in a broad curve to left are 

the two forms of Medial u. In the Pallava Prakrit charters that are close in date to the 

Ik$vaku inscriptions, there are threo forms, viz., the elongate downward stroke with final 

curve to left, the short downward stroke curving and fully rising up to right hook-like and 

the horizontal stroke with curved tip. As may be observed in all these early letters of 

various dates and in the letters of later date as well, the horizontal stroke in any form is 

added to letters like lea or ro, i.e., those with a single long vertical stroke, extending down 

beyond the body proper of similar letters ; it is added either somewhere near the end of the 

vertical or at the end itself. In the earliest letters, the horizontal is used for letters like 

ta, bha etc., i.e., those with more than one short stroke composing the body of the letter, but 

this soon changes into a small hook as in, tu, gu Ml in somewhat later letters. The downward 

elongate stroke, which is at first short, then long, subsequently slanting and curved and 

lastly straight and hook-shaped at the end, is used in the letters with a stroke composing 

the base of the body, as in 6a, na, pa, sa, etc. 

In the 4th century A.D. in the Gupta inscription on the Allahabad pillar all the three 

varieties occur ; the horizontal stroke is added at the very end of letters, like ra, and the curve 

is so pronounced that it appears sickle-shaped; the downward elongate stroke is j ust straightj 

and the hook-shaped stroke descends to left and rises up again at the right. In early Nagari, 

represented in Yaiodharman’s inscription, the sickle-shaped hook and the downward elon¬ 

gate stroke with a small barb at the tip represent medial u. This continues even in the 

7th century A.D. In the Pratlhara and Paramara inscriptions ranging from the 9th to the 

11th century A.D. the sickle-shaped sign continues. In the Sena inscriptions of the 12th 

century this as well as the barb are found, in addition to a small sign composed of two strokes 

forming an upward right-angle to right and is added to letters like ra to sound ru. 

In the Central Indian script of the 6th century A.D.,as seen in Vakafaka inscriptions 

hook-shaped signs to right or left form sharp angles, as also the horizontal transformed into b 

■ign composed of two strokes, forming a downward right angle to right . In Pallava scrint of 

the same date in South India the hook-shaped sign to right and the somewhat curved hori¬ 

zontal stroke are, as in the Central Indian script, lacking definite angularities, but the hook¬ 

shaped sign to right is drawn with a flourish to form a semi-circle below a letter from the tip 

of one of the lower arms of the letter, a* in gu. In early Western Calukyan script, a century 

later, in the same letter, the semi-circle di-awn with a flourish narrows into a long drawn hook, 

with its end shooting up the whole length of the letter. The other two forms are as in the 

early Pallava script, of the 5th century A.D. In early Eastern Cajukyan script of the 

7th century the hook-shaped sign is just composed of two parallel vertical strokes connected 

at tbe lower end by a small curve, though the regular hook shape continues even in the 

11th century script of the Eastern Calukyas. In the Kakatiya and Re^di inscriptions of the 
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12th and 13th centuries, medial u is of crescent shape, which is occasionally lengthened 

towards top to right. 

In Pallava Grantha of the 7th century A.D., medial u is represented by two signs ; the 

hook-shaped sign transformed into something like U, compressed and elongated ; and the 

sign formed by a sweeping flourish, resembling a sickle somewhat but with as light curl at the 

tip, which makes the whole sign look somewhat like a creeper tendril. In Pallava Grantha 

of the next century the compressed D-shaped sign, a crescent-shaped sign and a sign composed 

of two strokes, suggesting the outline of one end of a boat, represent medial u, while a sig* 

like the lower half of No. 3 and another of two strokes suggesting ‘L’ reversed, represent it 

in Tamil. In Cola Grantha script of the 11th Century A.D. the U-shaped sign and a clamp- 

shaped sign represent this, while in the Tamil script a downward vertical stroke and a sign 

like an upturned question mark, without the dot, aro used. In the 15th century Vijayanagam 

script and later, the medial in Grantha is either an angular U with the bottom lino projecting 

a littJ« to the left, or is a sign somewhat like No. 3, the former added beneath and the latte* 

beside the consonant. In Tamil it is a slight modification of the earlier Cola type. 

V medial.—In A6okan Brahmi u (Fig. 28) is represented by two strokes added to th* 

bottom of letters. The strokes are either horizontal or vertical. In Ku§an letters of the 

2^d century' A.D. the horizontal strokes slant a bit and the vertical strokes join atthe top t* 

form a fork. In U^avadata's inscriptions the fork is replaced by a sign resembling a question 

mark without the dot. In K^atrapa letters of the 2nd century A.D. a short and a long and 

sometimes bent-up stroke made up the medial w, as also the parallel horizontal strokes, which 

are added to the right not at the tip but in the middle. The sign, consisting of the longer and 

shorter vertical strokes, occurs in contemporary Satavahana instriptions as well. In the 

Ik$vaku inscriptions the shorter of the two vertical strokes is a horizontal stroke that slants 

downwards a bit and the vertical downward stroke is like * J * in written script. The parallel 

strokes are also used sometimes and these slant to right. In the early Pallava Prakrit 

ohartere it is somewhat like tho first mentioned type, occurring in Ik§vaku letters bo* 

reversed. 

In the 4th century Gupta inscriptions, one sign is a vertical downward stroke running to 

the left as a curve, as in dhu, su, etc., and a curve running up into a vertical, to which is 

attached a horizontal stroke terminally curved downwards as in bhU. In Ya^odharmAn ’* 

inscriptions this is represented as an upturned sickle with small horizontal stroke to right, 

in £7tZ. bhU, etc., and as a downward half arrow mark with long horizontal stroke to the left 

issuing from about the centre of the vertical, as in cH. Both these types continue in the 

Nagari of Har^avardhana’s time. In the Pratfhara script of the 9th century A.D. it is like 

a hook with its straight end slanting down to right. In the Sena inscriptions of the 12th 

oentury A.D. the type just mentioned and another composed of two brackets added centrally 

to the vertical of the letter to the right make up this medial. 'The former may be aaen in 

sHt bhU, etc., and the latter in rH. 
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In the box-headed Vakajaka script of Central India, a downward vertical, bent twice to 

form an open rectangle, with a long slantingly curved or short horizontal stroke to top, is 

added to the letter to represent this sound. In the case of letters, like ta, bha, na, etc., the 

lower end of the vertical is bent upward to right and a stroke added to the vertical to the 

right. In the case of letters, like pa, fa, ha, sa, etc., the vertical is prolonged downward and 

bent to the left, and a long slanting ourved stroke is added at its top base. In early Pallava 

of the 5th century A.D., one variety is the sleeping downward curve with a central stroke,as 

in gu, and bhi2, another a downws "d vertical, bent and continued upward parallel, with a 

long curved stroke at Its top, as in pH and a third composed of two small slightly curvilinear 

horizontal strokes added to letters like lea, ra, etc. In the early Western Calukyan of the 

6th century A.D., the downward vertical which shoots up again, curves at the top to right 

near the serif to form this sign, as in bhU, or to left even below the base line as in pH. In 

Eastern Ca|ukya of the 7th century A.D., and oven in the 10th century A.D., the same are 

repeated. In Kakatlya script of the 12th century A/D. a small sign already observable in 

10th century Eastern Calukyan kH develops into a sign almost like a reverse ‘ S ’ laid on its 

face. The starting point of this sign forms a sharp angle, instead of a curve, in Reddi script 

of the 13th century A.D. 

In early Pallava Grantha a sweeping carve around the double vertical ‘ U * sign below* 

the letter, as in dH and a double arch inside the sweeping curve, as in ifi, make up this sign. The 

downward double vertical with a long horizontal stroko to loft, terminally curved, as in mu 

and dhU, and a triple curve horizontally to left, to right slanting downwards and again to 

left horizontally, as in Hi, represent the sign. In the 11th century Cola script the double 

vertical below the letter has a sweeping curve, double-arched, at the right and encircling it, 

as in mH. 

R medial.—This medial (Fig. 29) in its earliest form may be seen as it occurs in Upava- 

d&ta’s inscriptions, where it is a curve added beneath letters having a base line, as ip vf, or to 

the vertical stroke running downward at some point in the middle, as in kf. In K$atrapa 

inscriptions of the 2nd century A.D., it is similar. In the timo of the Pallava Prakrit inscrip¬ 

tions of the 3rd-4th centuries A.D. f medial is a hook with long stalk added below tffe letter 

as in bf. 

In Gupta script of the 4th century the curve added beneath the letters is reversed, as 

in kf, hf, and in the inscriptions of Yasodharman and later Nagari medial f is like a reversed 

upturned query mark without a dot, added to the base or lower end of vertical of letters, as in 

vr, hr, gr-t etc. 

In the box-headed Vakajaka inscriptions the sign is as in the earliest Prakrit Pallava 

charters, except that the curve is more graceful and is actually a pronounced curl rather than 

a ourve. This occurs with a less pronounced curl in Western Calukyan script of the 
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6th century A.D. In Eastern Calukyan script of the 10th century A.D. the curl becomes 

more graceful and prominent than ever, and a stroke leading on to the final curl undulates 

gracefully and continues so in KakatSya and later scripts of Telugu. 

In early Pallava Grantha of the 7th century A.l). almost the same form of the medial 

continues, with the curl changed into a broader curve beneath 1 ho letter. In the 8th century 

Pallava Grantha the stroke leading on to the final curve straightens but changes again in Cola 

script of the 11th century A.D. In this script the old form is t he usual type but there is also 

a special form, as in hr, where the reversed curve as in N.igari runs across the letter 

in continuation of the curved cross stroke. 

E medial.—In Mauryan script of the 3rd century B.C. this (Fig. 30) is represented by 

a stroke added to the top left. In Ku^an script ol the 2nd century A.D. this slants upward to 

left. In U§avadata’s inscriptions and in those of tho K§atrupas and Satavahanas it is just 

a top left stroke as before. In the Ik§vaku letteru of the 3rd century A.D. this stroke slightly 

curves terminally and more so in the letters of Pallava Prakrit charters and sometimes even 

slants, as in me. 

In the Gupta script of the 4th ^entury A.D. the sign is both tho upward slanting stroke to 

left as in me and tho usual horizontal stroke slightly curved terminally. In Yalodhannan’s 

inscriptions a long stroke gracefully shaped like a feather, either slanting up or horizontal, 

represents this sign, as in no and he, as also a short curve to top of the letter, as in dhe. 

These strokes curve gracefully and form the shape of streamers or banners above the letter's 

serif in Harsvarddhana’s inscriptions. In the 9th century Pratihara script the simpler, 

slightly terminally-curved, horizontal stroke to left is the only one present. In Paramara 

script of the 11th century A.D. a gracefully curved, slanting upwTard stroke and a vertical 

to left represent this sign. Both are present in the Sena script of the next century. 

A small terminally-curved leftward top stroke represents this sign in the Vakafaka script 

otithe 6th century A.D.* The stroke is slightly longer in contemporary Pallava script and 

another variety is the broad curve enveloping the letter to the left. In the Western Cajukyap 

letters of the 6th century A.D. the sign in the Vakafeka script is repeated. In Eastern 

Uajukyan script of the 10th century A.D. the leftward stroke is curved up to run right and 

Ck±x ve& up terminally. This reversed slanting * S '-shaped sign continues in Kakatlya script; 

and it appears less slanting in Reddi inscriptions. 

In Pallava Grantha script of the 7th and 8th centuries a curve to left, terminally almost 

curled, before the letter, indicates this medial sound. In all the later scripts the curl 

becomes more definite. The development is the same in Tamil script as well. 

Ai medial.—Two top horizontal strokes to left represent this (Fig. 30) in Mauryan 

script, in Ku^an script these arc slanting to top. In 2nd century K§atrapa script the two 

horizontals to left are present. 
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In the Gupta script the Ku§an type is continued. In YaSodharman’s inscriptions up¬ 

ward slanting feather-shaped stroko and the small curved stroke to left together make this 

sign. In Harsvarddhana’s inscriptions, of the same two strokes, the feather-shaped ono 

changes into a streamer-shaped ono. In the 12th century Sena script the two signs that 

individually denote e conjointly denote ai. 

In the Vakataka inscriptions of the 5th century A.D. two small terminally-curved left¬ 

ward top strokes make this sign. In Pallava script of the 5th century A.D. one terminally- 

curved horizontal stroke and a curve slanting downward represent it, as in hat, rai. In 

Western C&lukyan of the 6th century A.D. the form of the sign occurring in Vakataka is 

almost repeated. In Eastern Calukyan of the 10th century A.D. and later in Kakatiya, 

the reversed slanting ‘ S ’-shaped sign above the letter, together with a horizontal stroko 

below, curved upwards to left, make up this medial. In the Reddi script of the 13th century 

A.D. the e sign on top of the letter and an acute-angle shaped sign below to the right, give 

the medial. 

In Pallava Grantha script of the 7th century A.D. and in the later varieties, the e sign is 

repeated one below the other, to the left, beside the letter and this is continued in all 

the later varieties of the script. In Tamil of the 7th century it is a double-looped curve 

to the left and it is so in all the later varieties. 

0 medial.—In Mauryan script this (Fig. 31) is composed of two strokes, making up e 

and a added to the letter. To letters like na or ya it is added at the top to right and left 

of the vertical one slightly below and another above. In letters like bo they are added in 

the middle to left and right. But in Kusan where the two strokes slant up and form V shape 

or the shape of an indistinct flying bird at a distance in a picture, the strokes are immediately 

on top of ba to form bo, and normally also in to. In the inscriptions of Usavadata, as in So, go 

bho, etc., the two small horizontal strokes run in one line. The same two strokes continue 

in K^atrapa and Satavahana inscriptions. In Iksvaku inscriptions the strokes show a very 

slight tendency to curve and this is clear in the Pallava Prakrit inscriptions of the 3rci-4th. 

centuries A.D. In some special cases as in jo the curved left stroke is added to the peculiarly 

fiormed ja and similarly the vertical top of la is looped to left and the stroke continued’ to 

right to. form lo. 

lik.Gupta script of the 4th century A.D. two curved strokes to right and left above the 

letter as in no or to, ordinarily give this sign. But in some peculiar cases, like to and go, 

it is the normal stroke to left and the peculiar sign added to la to right and a top vertical and 

a curved right stroko added halfway up to the right vertical of ga Lhut give this medial. In 

Yafodharman’s inscriptions both the simple and ornamental strokes for e and a combine to 

produce this. Similarly in Har§varddhana’s inscriptions of the 7th century A.D. One 

o£ these varieties produces a lovely horn-shaped design over the letter, as in so or ko. In 

Pratihai^a, Parainara and Seiia scripts the same principles is adopted to produce the sign. 

In the Paramara inscriptions one varie'ty shows an upward stroke to left and a vertical 
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stroke to right ; another shows both the strokes as verticals to right and left. The latter 

occurs in Sena inscriptions of the 12th century A.D. 

The terminally-curved short horizontal strokes to left and right occur in Vakafaka and 

Pallava inscriptions of the,6th century A.D., as also in Western Calukyan inscriptions of the 

next century where their curvature is greater. In Eastern Calukyan script of the 10th 

century three strokes, i.e., top and right side strokes as in yo, left side and downward strokes 

as in ro, and double-arched top stroke as in lo, are to be noted. The first and third are 

continued in Kakatiya and Rc$$i inscriptions, with this modification that in the first the 

top stroke tends to get diminutive and the side stroke longer, while in the other the double¬ 

arch terminal curves broadly with a flourish. 

In Pallava Grantha of the 7th century A.D. the curl to left and wavy vertical above 

crescent to right top of letter, represent this medial and in the next century both these signs 

are present to left and right, but the latter of the two becomes just a straight vertical beside 

the letter and not on a crescent at the top. In the Cola script of the 11th century A.D. 

this vertical becomes hooked at the top which appears more angular in the Vijayanagara 

script of the 15th century A.D. 

Au medial.—In the early Prakrit inscriptions this letter (Fig. 31) does not appear. But 

it appears in the early Sanskrit inscription of K$atrapa Rudradaman. It is either composed 

of a slanting top stroke or a horizontal stroke to left, added to the sign making up the medial 

o. Thus 8au is so with the addition of a slanting top strbke. In pau there are three hori¬ 

zontal strokes, two to left and one to right. Nau is somewhat peculiarly formed. 

In the Gupta script of the 4th century A.D. a top vertical is added to the double-arched 

sign at the top of the letter. In Yagodharman’s inscriptions these three strokes are feather- 

shaped to left, streamer-shaped and upward to right and comma-shaped to right level with 

serif. In the inscriptions of Har^avarddhana there is a central vertical stroke between £1* 

tw*> horn-shaped signs at the top of the letter above the serif. A vertical to right small 

horizontal to left in continuation of the serif and a top stroke make up the medial of the Pratt 

hart script. In Paramara and Sena scripts of the 11th and 12th centuries respectively the 

vert*c*is to right and left and the top stroke running to left produce this sign. 

In the box-headed Vakafaka script the small curved horizontal stroke to left in 

ecfriwnuation of the top line and a hook added above to top right of the letter produce 

this medial sign. It is the same in early Pallava and early Western Cahikya of the 6th and 

6th oenturies respectively. In the Eastern Calukyan inscriptions of the 10th century 

A.D. both these signs combine and there stands distinctly above the letter the small stroke 

to left appearing as a hook lowered, the whole sign hence looking like two hook-heads 

attached to each other. In the Kakatiya script of the 12th century A.D. the hook to the 

left dwindles, while the one to the right becomes larger. In the Reddi script of the next 
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century there are two varieties ;of this sign ; one like medial o but with small sign of medial t 

repeated at the root of the long d sign as in mau ; and another without this small sign of 

medial e separately to right top as in tau. 

In Paljava Grantha of the 8th century A.D. this sign is almost like medial o except 

fcbat the vertical stroke to right is double arched. In the Cola script of the 11th 

century A.D. and onwards the double arch is transferred to the top left of the vertical 

which is straight and is in continuation of it. 

Ka.—This (Fig. 32) is a simple cross in Mauryan script of the 3rd century B.C. In ths 

Bhaftiprolu script of the same date there is an additional small top stroke to the right whioh 

in the normal script would represent elongation of the vowel element. In this letter from 

the Tamil caves of the same age this stroke is absent . The lower end of the vertical stroke 

is lengthened in Kusan, K?atrapa and Satavahana inscriptions of the 2nd century A.D. ; 

it curves slightly in the Satavahana and pronouncedly so in the Ksatrapa letter. The top 

end is thickened and the cross stroke slightly curves in the Ksatrapa letter. In the letter in 

the Iksvaku inscriptions of the 3rd century A.D., the lower end of the vertical stroke is 

unusually long and curls up tremendously. The northern type of Gupta script of the 4th 

century A.D. shows this letter as a slight development from that of earlier Kusan while the 

contemporary Central Indian Gupta variety gives a box-head to the letter and a curve and 

parallel upward stroke to the elongato lower end of the vertical stroke. In Kadamba 

inscriptions of the 4th and 5th centuries A.D. the letter is similarly gracefully slender 

and elongate and has a box-head top, the lower end of the vertical stroke not only forming 

hook shape but running up parallel half way to the main stroke. This continues in the 

Western Ganga letter of 5th, 6th centuries A.D., where however the length of the letter is 

diminished, the top loses the box-head but gains a serif, the cross stroke curving at either 

end. In Vaka^aka inscriptions of the 5th century A.D., Somavamtf inscriptions of the 

6th, 7th centuries A.D., Na|a inscriptions of the 5th century A.D. and the Eastern Ganga 

inscriptions of the 7th century A.D.,the box-head is very pronounced in the former two and 

less in the rest; the lower end of the vertical stroke in all these varieties as also in the 

Maitraka letter of the 6th century A.D., forms sharp angles in its bend and slight 

parallel upward course. 

In the Salankiiyana inscriptions of the 4th century A.D., and early Prakrt Pallava 

ufleriptions, the letter develops a hook-shaped lower end and in the former a serif on the 

top. In the latter the cross stroke curves down at either end. In Vi^ukun^i and Pallava 

inscriptions of the 5th and 6th centuries A.D., respectively, the letter continues its 

hook-shaped lower end with a thickened top. 

The earliest Nagari type may be recognised in Yaiodharman’s inscriptions, though 

tegular features are better observed in the 7th century A.D. The letter in the script of 

UarSavardhana’s inscriptions has a nail-headed serif and the lower end of the vertical shoots 
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up a little to form an angle, while the cross stroke flows to the right obliquely. In con- 

temporary Pallava script the cross stroke is in continuation of the tip of the lower end of the 

vertical, sharply shooting up, and this continues in one form or other in all later develop¬ 

ments. The nail head is pronounced in the Western Cajukyan letter of the 8th century 

A.D., and in the Paramara letter of the 11th ocntury A.D. ; the curve of the oblique cross 

stroke is pronounced in most letters thereafter though lengthened in Pratlhara inscriptions 

of 9th century A.D., and compressed in Candella inscriptions of 11th, 12th centuries A.D. 

The oblique stroke curves out slightly at the tip in Ragtrakfifa inscriptions of the 9th oentury 

A.D., Gujarat Cajukya, Paramara, Candella, Western Calukya, Eastern Ganga inscriptions 

of the 11th century A.D., Gahadavala inscriptions of the 12th century A.D., and Yadava 

inscriptions of the 13th century A.D. 

In Canarese inscriptiohs of very early date from Western Cajukya area of the 6th 

century A.D., the lower parallel stroke joins the cross stroke and forms the shape of the 

letter which continues in the 9th century in Rasfcrakuta inscriptions. In Western Calukya 

and Hoysala inscriptions of the Uth and 12th centuries A.D. respectively, the form of 

the letter resembles contemporary Eastern Calukya and Kakatiya letters, respectively. 

It has however to be noted that in the Hoysala letter the cross stroke is rather elongate. 

In Eastern C&Jukya inscriptions of the 7th Century A.D., the letter is much the same 

as in Vi^nukun^i and Pallava inscriptions of the two preceding centuries, though three 

centuries later in inscriptions of the same dynasty the letter is rather rounded and dwarfish ; 

the serif is pronounced, the cross stroke and the compressed hook-shaped lower end of 

vertical stroke together form a rectangular shape. In the next century the letter comprises 

three parts, the serif now changed into two strokes meeting at a point on the central cross 

stroke, and a circle beneath it. It continues like this in the Kakatiya and Re$di inscrip¬ 

tions; the letter is some-what modified and elongated in Vijayanagara inscriptions of the 15th 

century. 

The development of the letter in Grantha and Tamil inscriptions may be seen in Pallava, 

Cola and P&h<Jya inscriptions. In all these the vertical stroke is doubled in Grantha, while 

in Tamil it is a single stroke. In Pallava Grantha of the 7th century A.D., the parallel 

vertical strokes are joined at both ends and the cross stroke curls down on their side. This 

continues in Pallava inscriptions of the 8th century A.D., and the Coja inscriptions of the 

11th century A.D., and even in the Pan^yan inscriptions of the 13th century A.D., 

though in the last mentioned the stroke connecting the parallel vertical lines is lengthened 

at the bottom and curved out at top, the letter itself being compressed and made short 

or stunted. In the Vijayanagara inscriptions of the 15th century the letter is modification 

of this Pan^ya type. In Tamil inscriptions of the Pallavas of the 7th and 8th centuries 

A.D., the letter is very simple with a single elongate vertical stroke, the cross stroke and 

thickened top. In Coja inscriptions of the 11th century the thickened top develops a 

book-shape. In Cola inscriptions of the 13th century the letter is compressed aa in 
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contemporary Grantha script but it lacks the additional vertical stroke that we find in 

Grantha. In Vijayanagara script of the 15th century the lower end of the vertical 

stroke and ono end of the cross stroke, both of them curved, combine to the left to form 

a letter which has not changed its form ever since. In Vattrjuttu script of the 8th and 

11th centuries, in inscriptions of the Pandyas and Colas respectively, the features noted in 

contemporary Tamil script continue, though these letters are oblique and the cross 

stroke curls up towards the right in the Vatteluttu letter of the 8th century A.D. 

Kha.—This (Fig. 33) is shaped like a hook with a dot at its lower end in the 

Mauryan script of the 3rd century B.C. In contemporary Bhaftiprolu script the hook lacks 

the dot but has a stroke added to its top right. In the Ku^fin and ^K$atrapa scripts of 

the 2nd century A.D., the hook develops a large triangle at its lower part. In 

contemporary Satavahana script the hook has a stroke at the base to the right which 

gives it the appearance of Arabic number 2. In the Ikgvaku inscriptions of the 3rd 

century A.D., the ‘hook is more like a query without the dot below. In the 

Gupta script of the . 4th century A.D., the hook and triangle composing 

the letter have developed from the Kusan script and this feature of the letter is present in 

inscriptions of Ya&xlharman of the Gth century A.D., Traikfit^ka inscriptions of the 5th 

century A.D., and Maitraka inscriptions of the Gth century A.D. In Kadamba inscriptions 

of the 4th and Gth centuries A.D., Vakajiaka, Western Ganga and Nala inscriptions of the 5th 

century A.D., the triangle is replaced by a narrow rectangle, a feature that continues in the 

Somavamgi inscriptions of the Gth and 7th centuries A.D. In the Pallava Prakrit inscrip¬ 

tions of the 3rd, 4th centuries A.D., the belly of the letter is shaped more like a triangle 

than a rectangle and in Salankayana script of the 4th century the letter is crescent shaped. In 

Visnukun^i inscriptions (if the 6th century A.D., the letter is a hook with a stroke to the 

left at its base. 

The earliest Nagari variety, as may be seen in the inscriptions of Har$avardhana and the 

Pallavas of the 7th century A.D., is an advanced development from the hook and triangle 

of Yafodharman’s time. The hook itself bends double, thickens at the top end and the 

triangular part assumes the shape of a half leaf. The thickened top end which is bent 

downwards to the left has sometimes the shape of a shovel, sometimes that of a bean, and 

sometimes of two strokes forming a wide angle. The leaf-shaped part of the letter similarly 

changes its contour sometime* into that of a semi-circle against the vert ical stroke to the left. 

The shovel-shaped stroke is present in Rii^rakuta script of tho Gth century A.D.and Para- 

mara script of tho 11th century A.D. The bean-shaped arm of tho letter is present in Pala 

script of the Oth century, Eastern Ganga script of the 11th century A.D. and Gaha^avala 

script of the 12th century A.D. The arm composed of two strokes forming a wide angle is 

present in the letter of the Pratihara script of the 9th century A.D., Candella script of 11th, 

12th centuries A.D., Western Calukya script of the I lth century A.D., Yadava and Kakatiya 
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scripts of the 13th century A.D. and Vijayanagara script of the 15th century A.D. This 

arm is shaped like a double-bent hook in Sena script of the 12th century wherein the semi¬ 

circle or leaf-shape against the vertical stroke to right is absent. In Vijayanagara script 

of the 15th century A.D. this semi-circle is replaced by an oblique stroke at the top right 

which forms a triangle with the vertical and top strokes. 

In Canarese inscriptions of very early date from Western Calukyan area of the 6th 

century A.D. the letter is more or less like that in Western Ganga script of about that time, 

except that the narrow rectangular belly is transformed into a loop. Further development of 

this letter in Rasfrakuta script of the 9th century A.D., Western Calukyan script of the 11th 

century A.D. and Hoysala script of the 12th century A.D. is a hook which forms a loop and 

continues an additional upward stroke with a flourish. 

The hook and loop in the Eastern Calukyan script of the 7th century A.D. representing 

this letter change in the Eastern Calukyan script of the 10th century A.D. and become almost 

like the Ra^frakuta or Western Calukyan letter of about the same time, the upward side 

stroke having a serif-like thickened top end. The letter in Kakatiya, Reddi and Vijayana¬ 

gara inscriptions of the 12th, 14th and 15th Centuries respectively continues in almost 

the same form. 

In Grantha script of the Pallavas of the 7th century A.D. there are two varieties 

the hook with loop and upward side stroke and the hook with strokes almost forming a 

triangle. In the next century the letter in Pallava script is a hook with triangular belly. 

In Cola script of the 11th century A.D. the hook is shaped more like the coil, and the tri¬ 

angular part opens out somewhat, as one of its sides does not actually join another. In 

Pandyan and Vijayanagara script of the 13th and 15th centuries A.D. the hook expands 

downwards into an elongate curl and the triangle opens out more. 

Oa.—In Mauryan script of the 3rd century B.C. two strokes meeting at the top compose 

this (Fig. 34) letter which looks like the letter V inverted. In Bhaftiprolu script this letter 

has an additional top stroke to the right which in ordinary script of the time represents 

elongation of the vowel element. In Ku§an, K$atrapa and Satavahana inscriptions of the 

2nd century A.D. and Ik?vaku inscriptions of the 3rd century A.D. the letter is more or less 

iJMfee-shoe shaped. In the northern variety of the Gupta script of the 4th century AJX 

appall base stroke is added to the arm of the horse-shoe to the left while the arm is elongated 

Kftftnwards to the right ; in the southern variety of Gupta script the arm of the letter .4# 

o*iwed inwards to the left andfche top flattened a bit. While in Traikufaka script of the 5th 

century A.D. the horse-shoe shape still appears without change, a box-head appears above 

tho flattened top of the letter in Vakataka and Somavamfii inscriptions of the 5th and 6th— 

7th centuries respectively, the flattened top of the letter being marked by a small thicker 

stroke in all the other letters of the 4th and 5th centuries A.D., like Kadamba, Salankayana, 

Pallava, Western Ganga, Nala, Visnukuntfi. It continues so in Maitraka script of the 6th 

century A.D. and Eastern Ganga of the 7th century A.D. 
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The letter of Ya$odharman’s time is a development from the northern variety of the 

Gupta script, but in the regular Nagari of tho seventh century A.D., as seen in the inscriptions 

of Har$avardhana and the Pallavas, tho flattened top, the straightened right arm and the 

left arm with pointed loop end show considerable advance in its development. The flattened 

top of the letter continues in all letters of the Nagari variety, except in Western Cajukyan 

of the 8th century A.D., Pala of the 9th century A.D., Eastern Ganga of the 11th 

century A.D. and Sena of the 12th century A.D. The left arm of the letter is leaf-shaped 

in Pratihara script of the 9th century; triangularly curved resembling a shovel in Ra§frakii(a 

script of tho 9th century A.D. and Paramara script of the 11th century A.D. ; has a bean 

shaped tip in Western Calukyan script of the 8th century A.D., Pala of the 9th century A.D., 

Candella of the 11th—12th centuries A.D. and Eastern Ganga of tho 11th century A.D. 

This arm ends in a small circle in Western Calukyan of the 11th century A.D., GShatfavala 

of the 12th century A.D.,Yadava of the 13th century A.D. while it curves out without 

actually forming a circle in Kakatlya and Vijayanagara inscriptions of the 13th and 15th 

centuries respectively. In all these the right stroke is usually straight or slightly slanting 

to right. 

In early Canarese inscription from Western Calukyan area of the 6th century the 

letter is horse-shoe shaped with the loft arm curving inwards. In addition to this feature in 

the compressed dwarfish letter of the Rasfrakttta script of the 9th century A.D. a light serif 

stroke is added on top, which later, in the Western Calukyan and Hoysala script of the 11th 

and 12th centuries A.D., curves up like a crescent. In the two latter scripts the inward curve 

of the left arm is absent. 

The horse-shoe shape with slightly flattened top of this letter in the Eastern Calukyan 

inscriptions of tho 7th century A.D. has a separate nail-head serif added above it in the same 

script of the 10th century A.D. This serif shoots up into two divergent strokes in the next 

century and looks like the letter V above U inverted. In Kakatiya, Reddi and Vijayanagara 

inscriptions of the 12th, 14th and 15th centuries A.D. respectively, this is changed into 

a crescent above the horse-shoe. 

In Grantha script of the Pallavas of the 7th century A.D. the letter with serif is some¬ 

what like the Eastern Calukyan letter of the 10th century A.D. Another variety of the same 

time lacks a serif but adds to itself an additional upward-curved stroke to the left. In the. 

Pallava script of the 8th century A.D. tho arm of the letter is vertical to the right while the 

additional curved stroke to the left is present, the serif is absent, and from now onwards there 

is no serif for thelettej* in the subsequent centuries. Tho shapo arising from the addition of 

the curved stroke to the left is modified in tho letter of Cola script of tho 11th century A.D. to 

form a hook-shape and the arm to right runs downwards to right and again to left obliquely 

This form of the letter continues in Pa^dya script of the 13th century A.D , though in the 

Vijayanagara script of the 15th century A.D. the angularities are softened in if curves. 
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Gha.—In Mauryan script of the 3rd century B.C. this (Fig. 35) letter is shaped somewhat 

like a fishing hook with a central stroke which gives it three prongs, the one to the extreme 

left being elongate. In Bhattiprolu script of the same time it is shaped like an oblique 

reversed with a stroke to the top right. In Ku^an, Ksatrapa and Satavahana letters of 

the 2nd century A.D. it is three pronged. In the first and last the middle prong is smaller 

while in the Ksatrapa letter all the prongs are of equal length. In the Ku§an letter the semi 

circular base gets flattened and the whole letter looks like E lying on its vertical stroke. In 

the Ksatrapa letter the stroke to the extreme left has a small undulation while the Sata¬ 

vahana letter is still a semi-circle with central stroke. The strokes in Ksatrapa and Sata¬ 

vahana letters are thickened somewhat at the top. In the Iksvaku letter of the 3rd century 

A.D., the prongs are elongate. In the Gupta script of the 4th century A.D., the bottom line 

is slightly oblique, the central stroke somewhat to the right and the stroke to the left thicken¬ 

ed at its top. In the Central Indian variety of the same script of the letter is of trident shape 

with a triangular nail-head for the left prong. In the script of Yasodharman’s time the letter 

is more like W, but in inscriptions of the Kadambas of the 4th and 5th centuries A.D., of the 

f^alankayanas of the 4th century A.D., of the Pallavas of the 3rd and 4th centu ries A.D., of 

the Vakatakas of the 5th century A.D., of the Western Gangas of the 5th-6th centuries A.D., 

Maitrakas of the 6th century A.D., Somavamiis of 6th-7th centuries A.D., Eastern Gangas 

of the 7th century A.D. and Vi^ukun^lins of the 6th century A.D., tho trident shape of the 

letter with somewhat elongate arms in many cases continues with the left prong, bulging out 

somewhat and receding again to take an upward course before finally getting thickened at the 

top or developing a serif or wearing a box-head. 

In ear^ Nagari of the 7th century A.D., the three prongs of the letter continue, a serif, is 

added to the top of the bulging left stroke and the stroke to the right runs down a little to 

form the usual lower stroke so common in most Nagari letters. In Western C&Jukyan 

Nagari script of the 8th Century A.D. the prongs have a triangular nail-head at the top. In 

Pratlhara, P&la and Ra§traktita script of the 9th century A.D. the prongs are still clear, the 

serif becomes larger and the downward stroke is prominent. In all later varieties of Nagari 

the serif is changed into a full top stroke, the right prong into an elongate side stroke, the 

central stroke dwindling and the left stroke bulging out and receding into form the contour 

of *a erude animal head. 

In early Canarese inscriptions of the Western Calukyan area the letter is developed from 

the Western Ganga letter of the 5th-6th centuries A.D. and in the Ra^frakfita letter of the 

9th century the bulge of the loft prong is very prominent, tho letter itself being broad and 

short. In Western &L)ukyan script of tho 11th century tho serif changes into small cresoent 

and the link between this and the bulging arm of the letter to the left is lost. This bulging 

arm to left takes a double bend at the base and the right arm perches itself towards the top 

end of the central arm which is the only one prominent in the. letter of the Western 

Calukyan and Hoysaja scripts of the 11th and 12th centuries A.D. respectively. 
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The Eastern Calukyan letter of the 7th century A.D. is not very different from the earlier 

Vianukundi letter and the sorif is rather more prominent in the Eastern Calukyan letter of the 

10th century A.D., the letter itself being rather broad. In Eastern Cajukyan script of the 11th 

century A.D., the letter is somewhat like that of contemporary Western Calukyan but the 

crescent serif is here a double stroke shaped like V. In the Kakatiya and Vijayanagara 

scripts of the 12th and 15th centuries A.D. the letter is just like the one in Hoysala script of 

the 12th century, though in Reddi script of the 14th century A.D. the right prong issues from 

the base and is as long as the middle one. 

In Pallava Grantha of the 7th century the letter is not very different from that of earlier 

Vi9Qukundin or contemporary Eastorn Calukyan. This shape almost continues to be so 

in the next century, though in Cola, Pandya and Vijayanagara scripts of the 11th, 13th 

and 15th centuries A.D., respectively the letter is rather broad with a straight baseline, two 

strokes for the central and right arms, the left arm being shaped like a query without the 

the dot. 

a.—In the Mauryan alphabet this letter (Fig. 36) is practically a square with the right 

side open. It is practically the same in the Kusan inscriptions of the 2nd century A.D. In 

the Gupta script of the 4th century A.D., the northern form of the letter follows the Ku$an 

type but the southern variety shows a small inward dip in the vertical and a small downward 

projection of the tip of the top stroke to right. This is repeated in Kadamba script of the 

4th and 5th century A.D. The letter is nearly similar in Salankayana script of the 4th cen¬ 

tury A.D., Western Ganga (5th century A.D.) and Visnukulidin of the same time. The 

early form of the letter is maintained in Vakafcaka (5th century A.D.), and Maitraka (6th 

century A.D.) alphabet as also in Eastern Ganga (7th century A.D.). 

The letter of Ya&wlharman’s inscriptions (6th contury A.D.) is developed in the next 

century by emphasis on the dip both in the vertical and the base which continues in later 

forms. In Eastern Ganga (11th century A.D.) and Sena (12th century A.D.), Nagari inscrip¬ 

tions the letter shows a cirolet to the right top. 

The Pallava Grantha letter of the 7th century A.D. gives a clue to understanding the 

later development of the letter in Telugu script. The development is much as in j% ae 

the dip in the vertical forming curves at the top and the base decide the form of the letter. 

In Pallava Grantha letter of the 8th century A.D., the vertical stroke is lost by the 

intrusion of a diagonal stroko which continues thereafter to connect the top and base 

of the letter. 

In Tamil the projection of the left end of the base and the cuntes of the vertical stroke 

already observed in the 7th century Pallava script form the basis* for a series of transfor¬ 

mations that finally settled the letter in the Cola and Vijayanagar inscriptions. 

Tko Vafteluttu letter follows the form of the Tamil letter.; 
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Ca.—In Mauryan script it (Fig 07) is a semi-cirole, with the vertical stroke double it* 

diameter to the right, giving the letter the appearance of a reversed P upside down. In con¬ 

temporary script from the Tamil caves it is similar, but in Bhaftiprolu script the vortical 

stroke slightly projects downwards and a stroke is added to top right which in ordinary script 

would signify lenthening of the vowel element a. In Kus&n, Ksastrapa and Satavahana 

of the 2nd century A.D. the belly of the letter bulges forward to assume the shape of an 

orange cell, the vertical stroke dwindles, a 3mall thick knob towards the right top being 

all that is left of its whole length. In the Kusan letter the knob is more or less a serif 

stroke. In Ik^vaku script of the 3rd century A.D. the letter looks more compressed. 

The Northern variety of Gupta letter of the 4th Century is like the earlier Kusan one, while 

the Central Indian type of letter shows a box-head. In Kadamba, Vakataka, Somavamdi, 

Nala and Eastern Ganga scripts of the 4th, 5th, 6th—7th, 5th and 7th oenturies A.D. res¬ 

pectively the belly of the letter is more or less rectangular and the box-head clearly crowns 

the vertical stroke that again rises up. In Salankayana, Western Ganga and Visnukundi. 

letters of the 4th, 5th —6th and 6th centuries A.D. respectively, the serif to the left is clearly 

marked and in all th|se, as also in the Pallava letter of the 4th and 5th centuries A.D.’, 

the base line undulates to form a double-curve. The Traikufaka letter of the 5th century A.D. 

is somewhat shaped like a triangle, with a serif stoke to the right top, the Maitraka letter 

of the next century showing the triangle curving up to form orange cell shape, In the 

script of Yagodharman of the 6th oentury A.D. the letter resembles a spouted pitcher facing 

left. In the early Nagari letter, as in Har^avarddhana’s incriptions, the letter is derived 

from that of Ya4odharman’s, the belly merging into the spout. In Pallava Nagari of the 

same time the belly of the letter is just half an orange cell, the vertical stroke appears 

again and slightly projects downwards, its top thickening into a nail-head. This nail-head 

is very prominent in the Western Calukyan Nagari letter of the 8th century A.D. and Para- 

m&ra letter of the 11th century A.D. The letter in Pratihara, P&la and Ra^trakufa scripts 

of the 9th century A.D. is almost like that of early Pallava script. The orange cell shape 

of the belly of the letter occurs in Eastern Ganga script of 11th century A.D. and Gahatfa- 

vala script of the 12th century A.D. But in late Western Calukyan (11th century AJ).), 

Gujrat Calukyan (11th century A.D.), Sena (12th century A.D.), Yadava and Kakatiya 

*cripts(13th century A.D.), the serif becomes a full top stroke, and the belly of the letter 

seen against the vertical stroke is a triangle. 

In early Canarese script of the 6th century A.D. from Western Calukyan area the letter 

is more or less like that of Western Ganga script of the 5th and 6th centuries A.D. In 

script the 9th Century A.D. the base line undulates iofonrf a double curve and 

a serif is present. The Western Calukyan letter of the 11th centfey A.D. shows the serif 

ehangod into two strokes branching off to form an angle,the base line undulating to form a 

double curve and the belly opening near the serif stroke and a small upward beak-like stroke- 
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to right gives the letter almost the shape of a kettle. This is the shape of the letter in 

Hoysala script of the next century. 

This shape continues in all the varieties of Telugu script form this time onwards but 

the serif strokes so prominent in the 11th century A.D. soften into cresent shape from the 

15th century onwards. 

In Grantha of the 7th century A.D. the letter is much as in earlier Pallava script of 

4th and 6th centuries A.D. The thickened serif-like top is slightly forked in one type 

and the belly somewhat bulges up more to the left. The shape of the belly is somewhat 

like a triangle in the 8th century A.D. and from the 11th century A.D. the letter is com¬ 

posed of a curl that stands against the base line which has a slight curvature and a short 

vertical to the right. 

In Tamil the Pallava letter of the 7th century A.D. is like the Adokan letter with a 

small thick top knob. In the 8th century the knob disappears and the belly opens a little. 

In the Co (a letter of the 11th century A.D. a small stroke appears in the place of the knob 

of the 7th century A.D. This develops in the 10th century T shape and the opened belly 

joins again ; later in the Vijayanagara script the top stroke of the T-shaped part shoots 

down and cuts an angle to the left. 

In Pandyan Vatteluttu script of the 8th century A.D. the letter is oblique and looks 

a svastika with the left and downward stroke joined. It is much the same in Coja script of 

the century A.D. thought the slight top ward curve of the right stroke is absent. 

Cha.—In the Mauryan script this (Fig. 38) is a long vertical stroke, the lower half of 

which divides an oval or elipse into two equal parts. In Bhattiprolu script as usual a top 

stoke is added to the right. In Ku§an, K$atrapa and Satav&hana script of the 2nd century 

A.D. the letter is dwarfish and the two cells of its oval belly develop into two closely-knit 

spheroids with a central Vertical stroke above, with its top end thickened* In Ik§vaku 

script of the 3rd century A.D. the letter is oomposed of an elogate oval to left crowned by a 

tm&ll oresoent closely connected with an oval or elipse. In Gupta script of the 4th ,oen- 

fery A.D. from Central India a box-head crowns the small vertical which is slig^j 

the left. In the letter of Ya6odharman’s time the two spheroids are a little apart b6t 

cdhnected by the central stroke which has a thick serif-like top. The letter in all the ear^y* 

•fcripts of South India and Deccan, like Kadamba, S&lankayana, Pallava Vi?pukuridia» 

•nd early Western and Eastern C&Jukyan, is coiinosed only of these two spheroids, now 

ahaped like pears, the top of the loft one among them being a little more pointed and raised 

than the other. The early Nagari letter of the 7th century A.D. in PallMs inscription* 

is not very different from the letter of Yadodharman's inscriptions. From this time onwards 

the letter is more or less a circle or elipse laid on its back divided inhi two equal halves by a 

straight or slightly curvilinear vertical stroke with a top seri&and in soma eases small down¬ 

ward projection 
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In early Canarese script from Western Cajukyan areathe two pear-shaped parts, com¬ 

posing tho letter in the 6th century Calukyan script, get flattened out in tlic Rfvstmkuta 

latter in the 9th century A.D; but in tho 11th century Western Cajukyan script it hreonx* 

an almost circular form like two coils of a spring forming a central loop, the right end lx»ing 

surmounted by a small arch-shaped serif. This and a modified form of the earliest Western 

Calukyan letter occur in Hoysala script of the 12th century A.D. 

In the earliest Eastern Calukyan script the letter resembles its Western contemporary. 

But in the 10th century one of the pear-shaped cells opens at the top end and in the next 

oentury an arch-shaped serif is added to the top of the arm to the right. The letter in 

the ICakatiya and Reddi scripts of the 12th and 13th centuries A.D. is more or Ions akin 

to that in Western Calukyan and Hoysala script of tho 11th and 12th centuries A.D. 

In the PlrHava Grantha letter of the 7th century A.D. there are two varieties, both 

based on the earlier Pallava typo of tho 5th century A.D. In the 8th century A.i>. one of 

the spheroids dwindles and the other opens out . In the Cola script of the 11th emtuiy 

A.D.and onwards the letter is like unaspirated ca with the arm to the right, at fir* li ving 

oat slightly but later curving out strongly. 

Ja.—In Mauryan script this (Fig.39) is like the letter E. The centrai .-tro * lengthened 

in tho Bhaftiprolu letter of the same date. The spine of the letter is sometimes straight ind 

sometimes curved in all these varieties during the first few centuries of the Christian era. 

In the Central variety of Gupta .script, Kadamba, Salankayana, Pallava Western Gangs. 

Xala and Visnukundin scripts of the 4tb, 5th, 6th centuries A.D. the top and bottom strokes 

sndulate to form slight double curve. In the Vakataka script of tho oth century A.D. the 

vertical stroke recedes inwards above the second stroke and adds a box-head to its top left 

In <S»n\avam£i script of the 6th , 7th centuries A.D. the box-head is not present. In tb** 

letter of Yafodharman’s time the two lower stokes tend to be oblique ; and in the Xagari 

script of Har^avarddhana’s time the short vertical recedes inside above the middle stroke, 

tath the middle and lower stokes running down obliquely, the latter even curving i bit to 

toft the top stroko thickens a bit at its ends and drops down a little to the right. 

In the Western Cajukyan letter of the 8th century A.D. and Paramaru letter of the 

tlth century A.D. the top and vertical strokes combine to change into a tn\ngl tbove 

middle stroke. In all further developments except in Sena and Vijayanag.tr script* 

tke middle stroke runs down obliquely or very nearly straight and down in cursive manner, 

the other stroke strongly curving in and out again; and with the serif oq vertical stroke 

above tho middle stroko the letter looks like T on S. with top end of the lot|f|r lengthened 

downwards. In Sena script of the 12th cent ury A.D. tho middle line is not oblique but 

•arvea up to right towards the serif. In Vijayanagara script the middle stroke bends 

and runs down to form a right angle. 
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In Canarese script from Western Calukyan area the letter of the 6th century A.D. is 

not very different from that of the slightly earlier Western Ganga script but a tiny dash 

across the middle stroke may be noted. This later accounts for the curl-shape to the left 

of the top stroke of the letter in Ra^^rakuta script of the 9th century A.D. In the 11th 

century Western C&lukyan script the top line breaks and forms a curl to the left and an up¬ 

ward curve to the right, the central stroke just connecting this part with the stroke forming 

the base that undulates to form a double bend. This shape of the letter continues in the 

Hoysala script of the 12th century A.D. 

In the Eastern Cajukyan script of the 7th century A.D. the letter is after the earlier 

Vi^nukupdin variety. But in the 10th century A.D. the letter is more like the Western 

Cajukyan in the next century, with this difference that the curl to the left actually forms 

loop and the top end of the curve to the right thickens serif-like. From the 11th century 

onwards the letter is about the same type as in Western Calukyan and Hoysala scripts. 

In the Pallava Grantha script of the 7th century A.D. there are two varieties of the letter. 

In the first the top stroke starts with a curl and this along with the other two strokes is wavy 

forming a double arch, as in earlier examples. In the other one the top stroke starts with 

a curl, has a double bend, and then obliquely runs down to the left and again to right, forms 

a loop and a curve in continuation. From this the Pallava letter of the next century is 

formed. In Coja script of the 11th century A.D. and later the letter is only a continuation 

of this type with the additional curve beyond the loop being absent . 

$a.—In the Mauryan alphabet the letter (Fig. 40) is like the letter H with the left 

vertical extended a little to left horizontally and the right vertical with its upper half 

omitted. In the Kusan, K§atrapa and Satavahana letters of the 2nd century A.D. the 

lower end of the left vertical stroke is somewhat prolonged. It is abnormally prolonged and 

definitely curves to left in the Ikfv&ku letter of the 3rd century A.D., and the limb to the 

right tends to curve. This continues in the early Pallava letter of the 3rd and 4th oen^ 

tury A.D. In the Kadamba and Salankayana letters of the 4th cent ury A.D., the horizon¬ 

tal top stroke in continuation oi the left vertical develops a double bend. In the former 

the lower end of the prolonged vertical curves and shoots up as a parallel stroke. Th$ 

jjght limb of the letter from now onwards curves and tends to be hook-shaped as in Vaka- 

taka (5th century A.D.), Maitraka (6th century), Vieuukuntfi (6th century A.D.), Pallava 

(5th century A.D.), Eastern Ganga (7th century A.D.), and Eastern Cajukya (7th century 

A.D.). 

In Gupta script of the 4th oentury A.D. the letter is a simple one lacking the loop of 

Pallava Grantha letter of the 7th century A.D. and latac* in the &M$$tions of Ya*>- 

dharman the form is continued. 
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In the Telugu area the parallel stroke in continuation of the vertical tends to bulge into 

a loop as in letter % of the same alphabet in different stages and the hook-shaped right 

Kmb gets diminished into a small projecting arc. 

In the Grantha'script the loop is formed in the 7th century A.D. itself and the right 

limb starts in continuation of the loop as a curve with a flourish encircling the loop, a 

shape continuing during later centuries. 

The letter is the same in Tamil script as well. The V&tteluttu letter is formed after the 

Tamil one. 

Ta — Prom the Mauryan times to practically about the 4th century A.D. this letter 

(Fig. 41) is a semi-circle shaped like ‘O’. From the 4th century A.D. there is slight change. 

In Gupta script of the 4th century A.D. the top of the letter is a horizontal stroke. This it 

found also in Kadamba, Vakataka, Salankiiyana, Nala and Pallava scripts of the 4th, 

5th centuries A.D. though in Vakataka and Somavamfii script of the 5th, 6th and 7th 

centuries A.D. respectively a box-head is added. The base of the letter is somewhat 

straightened and a small undulation gives it a shallow double curve in Salankayana Western 

Ganga.Visnukundin and Pallava letters of the 4th, 5th and 6th centuries A.D. In the script 

of YaSodharman the top end of the letter has a distinct dot. In the Nagari script of Harea^ 

varddhana’s time the top end of the letter raises itself up and touches the serif added to it, 

thus giving the contour of half a pot. In nearly all the later forms this appearance continues 

almost unchanged ; the Paramara letter of the 11th century A.D., however, has a triangular 

nail-head instead of the mere top stroke; .and in Pala, Eastern Ganga and Sena scripts of 

the 9th, 11th and 12th centuries respectively the back of the letter has a double bend. 

The early Western Calukyan letter of the 6th century A.D. resembles the earlier 

Kadamba letter and the Rfi^raktya letter of the 9th century A.D. lias a shallow double 

bend in the base line. This feature continues in the Western Cajukyari and Hoysala letters 

of the 11th and 12th centuries A.D., respectively ; and in addition the lop end of the lottor 

is prolonged to shoot up. 

In eastern Calukyan script the letter of 7th century A.D. is after the earlier type and 

kke its earliest Western Calukyan cousin. But in the 10th century A.D. the top end shoots 

.up into a prominent vertical stroke. In the subsequent centuries this letter of the Telugu 

Uoript continues l>oth the top vertical stroke and the double curve of the base line. 

In Pallava Grantha script of the 7th oonturyA.D., one form of the letj^r is the simple 

O-shaped one and another like ' L ’ upside down and oblique or a hodtGy-stick placed 

handle downwards in slanting fashion. In the next century the lower end of the letter is 

bent and curved to form a small hook, This hook is enlarged in the 11th century Co|a and 

lSth.oentury Pandya letter which resembles S written slacking with definite angularities. 
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In the Vijayanagar letter of the 15th century A.D., the letter is simplified into a down¬ 

ward stroke just slanting to left, then to right and again to left. 

The early Pallava Tamil letter of the 7th century A.D., is akin to contemporary Grantha 

letter composed of a stroke aslant from right to left and again from left to right, with the 

angle rounded a bit. This form continues till the 11th-12th centuries but in the 13th 

century Cola script the lower part of the stroke running from left to right lifts itself up to 

form a straight horizontal line and later in the Vijayanagar letter of the 15th century 

A.D., the other stroke also straightens itself into a vertical and the letter consists of two 

sides of a rectangle forming a right angle. 

The Vafteluttu letter in Pan<jlya script of the 8th century A.D., is more or less a crescent 

and in the 11th century Coja script it continues the same form except that its base is some¬ 

what flattened. 

a—In Mauryan script the letter (Fig. 42) look like H with the top and bottom half of 

the arms to left and right respectively rubbed out. In the Kusan, Ksatrapa and Satava- 

hana scripts of the 2nd century A.D., it is shaped like a sickle with handle upwards ; a 

small serif crowns the Ku$an letter. In the Ik$vaku script of the 3rd century A.D., the top 

is thickened wedgelike. In the Gupta letter of the 4th century A.D., which is developed 

from the earlier Ku$an one the curved lower part straightens itself somewhat vertically. 

In the Kadamba, Vakat-aka and Somavamii scripts of the 4th, 5th and 6th-7th centuries, 

respectively, the letter develops a box-head. In these, as well as in the 6alankayana, Pallava 

Vispukundin, Traikfltaka, Maitraka, Western Calukya and Eastern Ganga scripts of the 

4th 5th 6th, 5th, 6th and 7th centuries A.D., repectively, the letter though still sickle¬ 

shaped has the curved blade-shaped base, slightly ‘ double bent * and wavy. In Ya4o- 

dharman’s script the letter is shaped somewhat like the numeral 3 with the top line flattened 

slightly and in the Nagari of Harsavardhana’s time the top stroke is dearly a serif. In the 

9th century Pala and R&etrak{fy& scripts the letter is more or less like that in Vardhana 

script but from the 11th century A.D. the letter in Nagari is more or less an ‘S’ with the top 

end continued up vertically a little and then horizontally to left. In the Param&ra script 

of the 11th century A.D. this stroke above the ‘S’ shaped part is marked like a nail-head. 

In early Western Calukyan script of the 6th century A.D N the letter is still sickle- 

fhaped but the base tends to develop a wavy contour, which persists in the successive cen¬ 

turies, till in the Hoysala script of the 12th century A.D. the \aavy line curls towards the 

right end; the connected serif changes into a separate small crescent above the letter from 

the 11th century onwards. 

In the Eastern Calukyan script the development is like that in Western Calukyan 

but in the 11th century A.D. the serif is composed of two strokes shaped like * V* rather 

widened, but from the 12th century onwards the crescent takes it place 
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In Pallava Grantha script of the 7th century A.D. the letter is like the numeral 2 with 

the horizontal stroke lengthened. In the same script of the next century a dot, a stroke 

slanting down from right to left and continued as wavy base line, compose the letter. In 

the 11th century Cola script the dot and slanting strokes combine to look like a hook and 

the wavy line in continuation is very deep showing a clear double arch which ends as a 

vertical stroke. From this time onwards the form of the letter is more or less of this type. 

pka.—In the Mauryan script this letter (Fig. 43) is shaped as an inverted question 

mark without the dot. The base is flattened and the top end somewhat thicker in the 2nd 

century Kusan and Ksatrapa and Satavahana letters. In the southern variety of Gupta 

script the base curves in as also in Kadamba (4th and 5th century A.D.) and there is a 

tendency for the right end of the letter to curl which is more pronounced in later letter of the 

Canarese, Telugu and Grantha scripts ; the letter is mainly in these areas very like 4a in the 

different periods with t he addition of the loop t hrough the Vijayanagar Telugu letter has 

also a stroke added below it. 

The letter in the Nagari script of all periods and areas is more or less shaped after the 

earlier Gupta type which is clearly after its parent letter of the 2nd century A.D. and the 

curl towards the end of the right end is to be noted. 

a.—In Mauryan script and in the script of the early Tamil caves m (Fig. 44) has 

two strokes at the top and bottom connected in the middle by a vertical stroke which give 

it the appearance of * H ’ resting on one of its sides. In Bhaftiprolu script a stroke to the 

right is added at the middle of the vertical. Though in Satavahana script of the 2nd cent ury 

A.D. the letter is more or less the same, the base line of contemporary Ksatrapa letter and 

the base and top strokes of the Kusan letter of the same date and of the Iksvaku letter of 

the 3rd contury A.D. curve a bit giving the letter somewhat the appearance of ‘ X * com¬ 

posed of two crescents joined back to back. The letter in Northern Gupta script of the 

4th century A.D. and that of Ya&xlharman’s inscriptions is composed of a small horizontal 

stroke with both ends rising vertically and curving out in opposite directions. Two small 

strokes joining to continue as a vertical stroke w hich branches off to curve downwards 

in opposite directions compose the letter in Sfdankayana, Yisnukundin, Pallava, Western 

Ganga and Western Cajukyan scripts of the 4th, 5th and 6th centuries A.D. But as 

in the Southern variety of Gupta script, in Kadamba, Vakataka, Traikttyaka, Maitraka, 

Nala, Eastern Ganga scripts of about the same date one of «the small' strokes at the 

base changes into a loop to the left; and in the first two as well as in the Nala letter a box- 

head is present where the vertical branches off into two downward curves. In the script of ’ 

Yasodharman’s inscriptions the letter is of the typo of the Northern Gupta variety and 

from this is derived the Nagari letter in Har^avardhana’s inscriptions and those of the Pal- 

lavas, wherein the strokes composing the curves are lengthened downwards and the small 

horizontal stroke slants to right. In Western Calukya and Pratithara scripts of the 8t hand 
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9th centuries A.D. respectively the type is the same, though in Pala script of the 9th century 

the vertical upward and downward strokes composing the limb to the right change into 

a single stroke. In contemporary Rustrakiita script the small central horizontal stroke 

disappears or dwindles into a small stroke which itself branches off to curve downwards 

in opposite directions. The double curve thus formed at the top is crowned by a horizontal 

stroke in Gujrat Calukya, Paramara and Western Calukya scripts of the 11th century A.D. 

In Ganga script of the same century the letter is more or less like that of the Pala script 

already described. The Candella, Gahadavala, Yadava, Kakatiya, and Vijayanagara 

letters of the 12th, 13th and 15th centuries A.D. look like ‘ E ’ with its three strokes facing 

downwards. 

The Western Calukyan letter is more or less like that of contemporary Visnukundin 

or Pallava script. In Western Ca|ukyan and Hoysala scripts of the 11th and 12th centuries 

A.D. the two small strokes at the base form a small curve to the right allowing the vertical 

to run up curving to left in continuation and develop a double bend and a large curve to 

right. 

In Eastern Calukyan script of the 7th century A.D. the letter resembles its Western 

Culukyan cousin and the later developments during the centuries are quite akin to those 
in the Canarese area. 

In Pallava Grantha of the 7th century A.D. the letter is of two types ; one is more or 

less like the earlier type of the same script with however this difference that the top left curve 

is curled and the left stroke at the base is changed into a loop ; another is shaped like the 

profile of a spring straightened but still retaining some of the curves. In the 8th century 

A.D. the letter is formed by a curl to the left continuing as a small horizontal stroke, and then 

an upward curve which abruptly descends as a straight vertical. In the 11th century A D 

the letter starts as a curl and forms two loops before it descends vertically downwards to 

some length. In the subsequent centuries this continues. 

In Tamil script all the varieties of Grantha are repeated during the centuries. 

In Vattcluttu script of the 8th century A.D. the letter starts as a loop, curves to right, 

bends twice in its downward curve and runs again to left. This form continues in the 11th 

century A.D. 

Ta.—In Mauryan script and in the script of the Tamil caves it (Fig. 45) is like 4 Y * upside 

down ; the Bhaftiprolu letter has a stroke as usual added to its right. In the Ku$an 

Ksatrapa and Satavahana scripts of the 2nd century A.D. the letter has a thick serif-like 

top and the two lower limbs curve to form a horse-shoe shapo. In the Ik§vaku letter of the 

3rd century A.D. the left lower limb forms a loop. The small vertical over the horse-shoe 

has a wedge-shaped cap in the Northern variety of the Gupta script of the 4th century A D 

though in the Central Indian variety there is a box-head instead. This box-head is found 
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in Kadamba, Vakataka, Nala and SomavamSi letters. The looped form at the lower end 

of the vertical is found in Western Ganga and Vi^nukundin letter of the 5th-6th centuries 

A.D. 

In tho letter of Yasodharman’s inscriptions the wedge is on the horse-shoe much as in 

earlier Gupta script and this form is continued in the Nagari of Harsavardhana’s time as 

also in Pallava Nagari of the 7th century A.D., the arm of the horse-shoe tending to get 

shortened to the left and lengthened and slightly curved at the terminal to the right. The 

Western Calukya letter of the 8th century A.D. is much the same. In Pratihara, Pala and 

Rastrakuta scripts of the Oth century A.D., Gujrat Calukya, Western Calukya, Eastern 

Ganga scripts of the 11th century A.D.,Gahadavala script of tho 12th century A.D.,Yadava 

and Kiikatlya scripts of the 13th century A.D., and Vijayanagara script of the 15th century 

A.D. which show further development of the form, the wedge on top is replaced by a hori¬ 

zontal stroke on top of the vertical, which in the first four and in the Eastern'Ganga letter 

looks like a small ‘ T ’ on a hook. The Paramara letter of the 11th century A.D. however 

has a triangular top and the Sena letter of the 12th century A.D. looks a cork-screw silhouet¬ 

ted or like the numeral ‘3 connected to a top horizontal stroke. 

The Western Calukya letter of the 6th century A.D. is a vertical stroke with small serif 

situated on a hook. In the 9th century Rastrakfit* script the letter is composed of a * T * 

on a curl. In the W’estern Cajukyan and Hoysala letter of tho llth-12th centuries A.D. 

this curl becomes more pronounced and a crescent replaces the ‘ T ’ shaped serif. 

In Eastern Cajukyan script of the 7th century A.D. and in the three subsequent centuries 

the vertical with small serif and the curl give a shape approximating the numeral 3 ; in the 

11th century A.D. the serif changes into two large strokes shaped like ‘V 1 widened ; but 

from the next century onwards it is changed into a crescent as in contemporary Hoysala 

script. In the Vijayanagara letter of the 16th century A.D. the semi-circular belly of the 

letter curves in at both ends beneath the crescent. 

In Pallava Grantha of the 7th century A.D. this is almost like its predecessor two centuries 

earlier. The top end of the vertical stroke is slightly forked. This continues in the next 

century A.D. but the letter is more buxom. In the 11th century Coja script the vertical 

jjevelopp a hook-shaped top and the curve in continuation of the loop descends aslant. In 

the 13th century Pan^ya letter the hook changes into an open rectangle which continues in 

all later script. 

The development of the letter in Tamil is not different from that in Grantha. 

In Pai)dyan Vatteluttu of the 8th century A.D. the letter is somewhat like No. 3 with the 

bottom slightly enlarged and projecting to right. In tho Coja script of the 11th century A.D. 

the lower half of the letter sweeps up as a broad curve to reach the top. 

Tha.—In Maury an script and the script of the Tamil caves it (Fig. 46) is a circle with 

a dot in the centre. The Bhaftiprolu letter has a top stroke added to right. In Kus&n , 
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K^atrapa and Satavahana writing of the 2nd century A.D. and Ik$vaku script of the 3rd 

century A.D. it is the 3ame circle and dot that make up the letter. In the Northern Gupta 

script of the 4th century A.D. a slightly elliptical circle with a central dividing lino or a circle 

with central dot make the letter, while in the Central Indian variety the top of the ellipse 

with central dot is at once flattened and thickened. The Kadamba letter of the 4th-5th 

centuries A.D. tends to appear somewhat rectangular standing heightwisc with thickened 

flat top and base slightly curved-in centrally and with the central dot as a small circle. The 

early Pallava letter of the Prakrit charters is somewhat similarly rectangular * hough the 

Salankayana letter of the 4th century A.D. is an oval but both have the central dot. The 

TraikQt^ka, Vakataka, Western Ganga, Nala, Vi§nukundin and Pallava—all of the 6th 

century A.D., have flattened and thickened top and all dots in the middle except the first and 

last which have a larger and small incomplete circlet in the place of the dot; the base of the 

last two has also the central inward curve ; the Maitraka letter as a small arch in the centre 

of the oval. The Vakataka letter and its derivative in the Somavam6i script of the 6th-7th 

century A.D. have a box-head top and the latter has an arch which forms an upturned 

boat-shape at the base of the conical flask-shaped letter. The Eastern Ganga letter is 

like that in Nala script but the dot is replaced by a circlet nearer the base than the centre. 

The letter of Y&todharman's inscriptions is just an elongated type of the Gupta one with 

a central horizontal storkc across an ellipse. In the regular Nagari of the 7th century A.D. 

as seen in the script of Harsavarddhana’s inscriptions, the letter develops a straight vertical 

line to right with two closely knit spherules attached t-o the left, one below another, so that 

the letter looks like ‘ B * reversed. It looks similar in Western Calukyan script of the 8th 

century A.D., the Pratihara, Pala, Rastrakuta scripts of the 9th century A.D., as also in later 

scripts where the vertical is lengthened slightly downwards and sometimes slightly curved 

terminally to right. In the Gujrat Cajukyan letter of 11th century A.D. the top spherule is 

opened out. In the contemporary Eastern Ganga script the top spherule opens and the lower 

one becomes somewhat angularly curved, giving the contour of the neck of a goose. In 

the Sena letter of tKe 12th century A.D. the letter is formed of a line twice curved in the 

shapo of a swan’s neck and separated from the vertical line. The Y&dava and Kakatiya 

letter of the 13th century A.D. and the Vijayanagara letter of the loth century A.D. have 

almost a rectangular shape with the vertical stroke slightly lengthened at the lower end and 

having an inward curve on the left side. 

The Western Calukyan letter of the 6th century which is a rectangle standing heightwise 

with a dot in the belly changes into a more rounded form with the base centrally curved in 

in the 9th century Rastrakuta script. In the 11th century Western Calukyan letter the 

central dot in this becomes a circlet and the top is flattened with two slight ear-like projec¬ 

tions at either end on top. In the Hoyeala script of the next century the flattened top line 

with projecting ends becomes a crescent placed slightly above. 
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The development of the letter in the Eastern Cajukyan script is almost on the same 

lines as in Western Calukyan but in the 11th century A.D. the top line shoots up into two 

strokes ‘V * shaped. In this and the Re^i script of the 14th century A.D. there is a break 

in the base line where it curves in slightly. In the latter and in Vijayanagar script of the 

15th century A.D. the letter has a circlet instead of a dot in the centre and in the 15th century 

letter a small downward stroke is added centrally at the base. 

In Pallava Grant ha script of the 7 th century A.D. the earlier type of the letter is continued 

but with the letter slightly opened to the right top making the side stroke vertical and a small 

circlet is added to it a little above the middle. In the 8th century A.D. the circlet is lowered 

down. In the Cola script of the 11th century A.D. the letter is simplified ; it opens out 

widely and beyond the double curve of the base curls at the right terminal. The form 

continues in the thirteenth century Pandya script and in the Vijayanagara letter of the 15th 

century A.D. the slight curve of the base changes into a regular stroke giving it the appear¬ 

ance of the numeral 3 with a curl at the top terminal and laid on its back. 

Da.—In Mauryan script it (Fig. 47) is a semi-circle with the ends continued at the top 

and base vertically. It is reversed in Bhaftiprolu script and a top stroke is added to the 

right. In Ksatrapa script the Mauryan form of the letter continues though the lower vertical 

stroke curves to right. But in contemporary Kusan and Satavahana scripts as also in 

Ikpvaku, Gupta, Kadamba, Salankayana, Pallava, Traikutaka, Vakataka, Western Ganga, 

Nala, Vi$qukui)<Ji, Maitraka, Somavam6i, Eastern Ganga, Western and Eastern Calukyan 

scripts the sickle-shape continues with slight changes. In Gupta, Kadamba, Vakataka, 

Nala, Eastern Ganga and SomavamSi scripts the letter has a box-head and in most of the 

letters of the 7th century A.D. and onwards the base line curves in slight ly in the middle. In 

the script of YaSodharman's inscriptions the letter has a top wedge and a short angular beak 

at the back. From this is derived the Nagari letter of Har§avarddhana’s time and that of the 

Pallava Nagari of the 7th century A.D. In the latter the curved base lino suddenly slants 

down to right. In the 8th century Westom Calukyan script the letter continues so. In 

the 9th century Nagari script the wedge is replaced by a top line except in Paramara script 

of the 11th century A.D. and the slanting downward stroke lengthened a bit and there¬ 

after tho letter tends to be almost like the Mauryan one roversed and with top horizontal 

stroke added. 

The top serif of the Western Ca|ukyan letter of the 6th century A.D. appears more 

prominent in the Ra^trakfkta letter three centuries later and in the Western Calukyan letter 

of tho 11th oentury and later the top horizontal changes into a crescent on top of the body 

of the letter unconnected by the small top vertical stroke which is now lost. 

In the script of the Eastern Cajukyas, Kakatiyas, Reddis, and in Vijayanagara script 

the development of the letter may be observed as quite similar to the Western C&Jukyan 

except that the Eastern Calukyan letter of the 11th century A.D. has its serif changed 

into two strokes looking like ‘V’ above the body of the letter. 
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The basic form of the Pallava Grantha letter of the 7th century A.D. is not different 

from the earlier type except that every stroke and curve is more ornamental and the end of 

the vertical top stroke is forked. The lower stroke which is still small in the 8th century 

A.D. Pallava Grantha letter is lengthened and slants to left in the 11th century Cola script 

while the top stroke curves to form hook-shape. It is almost the same in the 13th century 

Pindya script but in the 15th century Vijayanagara script the hook is enlarged. 

Dha.—In Mauryan script it (Fig. 48) is like a strung bow with string to left or simpler 

still, like ‘ D \ The Bhattiprolu letter is reversed with a stroke to top right. In Kusan 

K§atrapa and Satavahana letters it is like ‘ D * reversed. In the Iksviiku and Northern 

variety of Gupta script the letter is of the same type. In the Gupta letter of the Centra! 

Indian veriety it is more or less shaped like an egg with flattened and thickened top. The 

Kadamba letter of the 4th-5th centuries A.D. has a flattened and thickened top and a base, 

curved in the middle. The Salankayana, TraikOfaka, Maitraka and Nala letters are egg- 

shaped, though with top slightly flattened and thickened. The Vakafcaka and Somavamsi 

letters have a box-head. The Western Ganga, Visnukundi, Pallava, Western and Eastern 

Calukyan letters have the usual inward curve in the base. The letter of YaSodharman’s 

inscriptions tends to be pointed towards the lower end and thereafter in all the Nagari letters 

it is generally shaped like the left half of a leaf, broad or narrow. With its pointed and 

prolonged lower end of vertical it looks somewhat like reversed ‘ P * in Pala, Rfiftraktya 

and Sena script but with the vertical projecting topward it appears somewhat like ‘ P * 

reversed and upside down in Paramara, Candella, Western Cajukya and Gahadavala 

scripts. In Yadava and Kakatlya scripts the letter looks like 1 R ’ reversed and upside 

down, and the Vijayanagara letter is only a modification of the Kakatlya letter. 

In Western Calukyan script of the 6th century A.D., it is the earlier type of a rectangle 

standing heightwise with the base line curved in the middle. The later developments of the 

letter with its buxom apple-shape and a crescent top show it exactly like tha with the central 

dot absent. 

In Eastern Calukyan script also the development is just as in tha without the dot in the 

oentre. 

The Grantha letter is similarly allied to tha without the circlet or the later curl to the 

left. 

Na.—In Mauryan script it (Fig. 49) is like inverted ‘ T \ In the contemporary script 

of the Tamil caves there are two types, one like tho Mauryan letter and another with the 

vertical terminally curved to right. The Bha^iprolu letter is liko the Mauryan one with the 

usual addition to the top stroke to the right. In the Ku§an, K§atrapa and Satavahana 

letters of the 2nd century A.D. tho top end of the vertical is thickened and the horizontal 

base inclined downwards at both ends making the letter look somewhat though not exactly 
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like inverted 1Y \ In the Iksvaku script the letter is composed of the vertical stroke 

forming a small loop at the base to left and curling beyond downward to right. Except in 

Salankayana, Pallava, and Visnukundin scripts where the letter retains the inverted ‘ Y 9 

shape but in more pronounced manner than in 2nd century A.lV, in all the rest like Gupta, 

Kadamba, TraikCtaka, Vakataka, Western Ganga, Nala, Maitraka, Somavamgi, Eastern 

Ganga and the script of Yagodharman’s inscriptions the loop to the left of the base is present. 

In the Central Indian variety of Gupta script, Kadamba, Vakataka, Nala and Somavamgi 

scripts the letter has a box-head. In the Nagari of the 7t.h century A.D. the vertical starts 

with wedged top and after forming a loop to left runs down, inclined to right slightly. The 

wedge of the 8th century Western Ca|ukyan letter is more pronounced and the stroke 

beyond the loop to right is a broader curve. Though the wedge is replaced by a top line 

or serif in Pratihara, Pala and RastrakQta scripts which continues thereafter, the form of 

the body of the letter is the same in the first two but in the third there is a vertical stroke 

and from its middle to the left is a small horizontal stroke which terminally forms a loop. 

Except in Gujrat Calukyan and Vijayanagara scripts of the 11th and 15th centuries A.D. 

where a curve is present instead of the loop, the letter is of the same type all over. In Sena 

script the loop is filled and in Eastern Ganga script the line forming the loop runs parallel 

to the vertical to touch the serif. 

In Western Cfi-Jukyan script of the 6th century A.D. the vertical stroke with serif has 

a small curved stroke as the left limb near its base. In the Rastrakuja letter of the 9th 

century A.D. this curved stroke becomes more prominent, and in the 11th century Western 

Calukyan letter, the vertical curves inward a bit, the serif turns a crescent and with the 

curved left limb its assumes a shape that continues thereafter almost the same. In Eastern 

Calukyan, Kakatiya, Reddi and Vijayanagara scripts the development of the form of the 

letter is similar to that in Western Calukyan except that in the 11th century A.D. the serif 

of the letter is forked ‘ V ’ like. 

In Grantha of the 7th century A.D. the top end of the vertical is either forked or has 

a small serif and to the right is a curved limb. In the 8th century A.D. the vertical loops 

rather imperceptibly to the left base before continuing to right to form the curved limb. 

A hook-shaped top of the vertical, somewhat slanting down to left and continuing to right 

as the curved limb, constitutes the Cola Grantha letter of the 11th century A.D. Two 

parallel vertical strokes crowned by serif and a curved limb in continuation of the right 

vertical constitute na of the Paru^yan script of 13th century A.D. and thereafter. 

In Tamil script the development of this letter is exactly as in Grantha. 

In Vafteluttu the letter is like ‘ S * reversed both in Paitflya script of the 8th century 

A.D. and in Co|a inscriptions three centuries later. 

—This (Fig. 60) is composed of a vertical curbed to right at base and shaped like 

a hook in the Mauryan script. The letter of the Bhafcfiprolu script has a top stroke to right 
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added. In the script of the early Tamil caves the letter is an open rectangle standing 

height wise. The Ku§an and Satav&hana letter of the 2nd century A.D. is an open square 

while in contemporary K^atrapa letter the side stroke to left is indented half way up ; and in 

all the three the left stroke is thickened at the top end. In Ik^vaku script of the 3rd oontury 

A.D. the left stroke and the base are both curved in slightly centrally and both the vertical 

strokes are terminally thickened. The letter in Northern Gupta script resembles * U * 

with a serif at the left top and the right vertical slightly prolonged straight downwards. The 

Central Indian Gupta letter is an open square and the top half of the left stroke is indented 

and crowned with a box-head. The letter is similar in Kadamba, Nala, Somavamtfi and 

Eastern Ganga scripts, though in \\ estern Ganga and Pallava scripts of the 5th oentury A.D. 

the box-head is not very distinctive. Except for the box-head which is replaced by a small 

serif the letter is similar in 6alankayana, Traikfltaka, Maitraka, Vispukun^in, early Western 

and Eastern Cajukyan scripts. But in the Salankayana, Western Ganga, Vi^nukunflin, 

Pallava, Western and Eastern Cajukyan letter the base line very slightly curves in at the 

centre. The letter of Yafodharman’s inscriptions has a wedge-shaped serif to the left and 

the base line slants down slightly tc right; and the Nagari letter of the 7th century A.D. is 

more developed, the wedge clearer, and the slant of the base line more pronounced. In the 

letter from Har^avardhana’s inscriptions the base line curves in centrally slightly. In this 

and the Pallava letter of the same date the vertical stroke is slightly prolonged downwards. 

The letter of 8th century Western Cajukyan script is not different. The Pratih&ra letter of 

the 9th century A.D. is like 4 U * with serif on the arm to left and tho arm to right prolonged 

downward vertically. The serif becomes a top horizontal stroke touching both the arms 

in the letter of contemporary Pala and Rastraku^a scripts and in all later Nagari variations. 

The left arm of the letter is Eastern Ganga and Sena script of the 11th and 12th centuries 

A.D. Blants in from the top and curves out again. 

The letter in Western Cajukya and Ra§frakffta scripts of the 6th and 9th oenturies A.D. 

is after the earlier type like Western Ganga, but a small serif crowns the indented top end 

of the left limb. The Western Cajukyan letter of the 11th century A.D. changes its serif 

Into a crescent above the left arm which curves in and stops. 

In Eastern Cajukyan script of the 7th century A.D. it is like its western cousin ; in the 

10th century a wedge-like serif crowns the right as well as the left limb and in the 11th 

oentury A.D. two 1 V * shaped strokes replace the serif; but from the next century 

onwards in Kakatlya, Re^ and Vijayanagara scripts the crescent appears as in the Cane • 

rose area. 

In the Pallava Gr&ntha of the 7th century A.D. one variety is after the earlier type 

with the arm to left indented half-way towards the top and with the base line centrally 

ourved in somewhat; in addition the arm to left is terminally slightly forked. The other 

variety is an open rectangle with the arm to left slanting inwards and thickened at its top 
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end. Tn the letter of the script of the next century the arm to the left slants inwards and 

a dot is added to left at its tip. The base line slants down to right a little and curves 

slightly. The right arm is a straight vertical. Tn the 11th century Cola script the dot 

joins the end of the left arm to form a hook and the whole letter is like numeral 2 with 

the base line prolonged and raised up a little vertically. 

In Tamil the letter of the 7th century has a left limb which curves and slants down to 

the right as the base line and mounts up vertically. In the next century it is the same 

type but in the 11th century Co|a script the letter is an open rectangle with the two corners 

at the base rounded. In the 13th century Cola script and 15th century Vijayanagara 

script the corners of the lottor are more angular and it looks like * E * on its back without 

the middle stroke. 

In VaMeluttu script f the 8th century A.D. the letter starts as a hook and turns 

backward and up, giving the lower contour of the head, neck and body of a duck. It 

continues this shape in the 11th century A.D. 

Pha.—In Mauryan, Bhattiprolu, Ksatrapa and other early script the letter (Fig. 51) 

is the same as pa except that the lower end is curled in. In Gupta script the arm to the 

right curves to form a loop touching the base in the centre. This is the case of the Vakataka 

letter of the 5th century A.D. and the letter in Yadodharman’s inscriptions of the 6th 

century A.D. Tn Kadamba, Salankayana, Pallava, Western Ganga, Vi?<Jukuntfin scripts 

of the 4th-5th centuries A.D., Maitraka and Western Calukyan scripts of the 6th century 

A.D., SomavamSi and Eastern Cajukyan script of about the 7th century A.D. the right 

arm of the letter curves in. The Eastern Ganga and Pallava letters of the 7th century 

A.D. form a loop to the right. 

The Nagari letter of the 7th century A.D., as seen in the inscriptions of Har$avardhana, 

has a loop to the right. In Pala script of the 9th century A.D. the arm to right terminally 

curves out but the contemporary Ra§^rak6^a lottor has an outer loop at the top to right: In 

Paramara script of the 11th century A.D. the line forming the outer loop runs down again 

parallel to the vertical. In the Eastern Ganga letter of the 11th century A.D. the loop is 

replaced by a downward double curve starting from top to right. In the Gaha^avala letter 

of the 12th century A.D. the double curve starts a little above the middle to right. Ifi 

Sena script the letter is basically the same as its parent, though it slants and has the vertifcil 

extended downwards in curvilinear shape. The Kakatlya and Vijayanagara letter of the 

13th and 15th century A.D. has a stroke shaped like * S ’ reversed, added to the right. 

The terminal inward curve of the Western Cajukyan letter of the 6th century A.D. is 

replaced in the Ra?trakifta letter three centuries later by a small crescent-like downward 

median curve, added on the inside to the right arm. In the Hoysala letter of the 12th 

century A.D. the downward crescent actually cuts the right arm towards the base. 
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In the Eastern Calukyan letter of the 10th century A.D. the small crescent is replaced 

by a semi-circlet which touches the right arm at both ends. This is developed into a regular 

modian circle, breaking the right arm, in the letter of the 11th century A.D. The letter of 

the Kakatiya script is like the Hoysala one, though in the Re^di letter the crescent is shifted 

below the letter. In Vijayanagara script a stroke below the base replaces the crescent. 

In Grantha script the earliest form of the letter shows a loop to the right, but later it is 

always the inward terminal curve of the right arm that distinguishes pha from pa. 

Ba.—The Mauryan letter (Fig. 62) is a square and in Bhaftiprolu script it has the addition 

of an outer stroke centrally to the right. It remains a square even in the 2nd century script 

of the Satavahanas. But pronouncedly in contemporary K^atrapa script and less so in 

Ku$an script the left arm of the letter has a median inward curve. This median curve is 

present in the Iksvaku letter of the 3rd century A.D. The Northern variety of Gupta script 

■hows the letter more or less as a square but the median curve is quite pronounced in the 

letter of the Southern variety. The Kadamba letter of about the same date and the Western 

Ganga letter of the 5th-6th centuries A.D. are not different except that the former is a little 

elongate heightwise. In the Pal lava letter of the Prakrit charters of the 3rd-4th centuries 

A.D. and the Vakataka letter of the 6th century A.D. the left side is indented in the centre in 

•uch a manner that a small open square is formed. There is a break in the line to the left in 

the Salankayana letter of the 4th century A.D. and Visiiukuodin letter of the 6th century 

A.D., which is maintained even in the 7th century Eastern Calukyan letter. In the early 

Nagari letter of Harsavardhana's inscriptions there is a wedge-6haped serif and a semi-circular 

belly to left against the vertical stroke. It appears similarly in Western Calukyan script of the 

8th century A.D..though in Pallava script of the 7th century A.D. it is shaped somewhat like 

• B * reversed without the central stroke. In almost every other variety of later Nagari the 

■orif, semi-circular belly and the right vertical continue. The belly is divided by a stroke in 

the letter of the Yadava and Vijayanagara script of the 13th and 16th centuries respectively. 

In Canarese script of the 6th century A.D. the letter already shows a slight median inward 

ourve at its base in addition to the indented left side. In the 11th century Western Cajukyan 

letter the top opens, the left side top curls inward out and the median curve gets more 

pronounced. This continues in the Hoysala letter of the next century. 

In the Telugu script of the Eastern Calukyan territory the development is not verf 

different from that in the Canarese area, except that in the 10th century A.D. Eastern 

Calukyan letter the top end of the right arm is thickened serif-like and in the 11th century 

letter the curl to the left top is aggressive and there is a median break in the base line as in ca 

of the period. 

In Pallava Grantha of the 7th century A.D. there are two varieties, one showing Jhe letter 

with indented left side and with top and base line medially curved in slightly | and anothet 
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starting as a double curved top line from left to right slanting down to left medially curving 

again in the base line and rising up vertically. This second form continues more or less 

unchanged during the later centuries. 

Bha.—In Mauryan script bka (Fig. 53) is like ia with an additional vertical stroke to 

right, parallel to the lower one. In Bhattiprolu script this is reversed and a stroke added to 

top right. In Kusan, Ksatrapa and Satarah^na script of the 2nd century A.D. the body 

of the letter is double bent like a bow having a vertical stroke with thickened end on top of 

tharight hump. The curve to the right shoots up cliff-like in the Iksvaku letter of the 3rd 

century A.D. In the Gupta letter of the Northern variety a serif-crowned vertical stroke 

and a stroke starting from the neck and slightly slanting down to left and again down to 

right form tho letter. In the Central Indian variety the top of the letter is crowned with a 

box-head, as also in the letter of the Kadamba, Vakafaka, Naja and Somavam$i scripts. 

Whenever the body of the letter is not curved it is a rectangle with the base open and with the 

vertical line to right continued up and finally thickened or crowned by a box-head. In the 

script of the Maitrakas the two side-strokes petal-like meet at the top. The SomavainSi 

letter forms two small open squares to left and at the bottom being composed of two straight 

strokes. The letter of Hap^havardhanas inscriptions and of Pallava Nagari of the same date 

starts with a wedged head, curves down to left, runs down Straight aslant to right slightly and 

curves again to right. This form of the letter is repeated in Western Calukyan script of the 

next century and in Paramara script of the 11th century A.D. But in Pratihara, Pala, and 

Ra§trakifya scripts of the 9th century A.D., Gujarat Calukyaand Eastern Ganga scripts of the 

11th century A.D. the wedge is replaced by a horizontal serif stroke. In Candella and Gahada- 

vala script the letter comprises a serif Bne, a vertical stroke to right and small central stroke 

against the vertical branching off to form a triangle or wedge. In Western Calukyan script 

of the 11th century A.D. and the Sena, Yadava, and KakatTya scripts the triangle is replaced 

by a stroke which also lingers in the Vijayanagara script of the 15th century A.D. 

In script of the Canarese area of the 6th century A.D. tho curved bow-shaped body and 

top vertical with small serif make up the letter which continues so even three centuries Iaterv 

but in the 11th century Western Cajukyan letter the two limbs of the letter separate, the one 

to the left being like reversed ‘S ’ and the other to the right, an inward ere, crowned by the 

serif changed into something like a crescent. This continues with greater flourishes in the 

Hoysala script of the next century. 

In the Telugu area the form of the letter is composed of a slanting reversed ‘ 8 * shaped 

left limb and slightly arc-like right limb meeting at the top which is thickened ints a small 

serif. In the 11th century Eastern Calukyan and the 12th century Kakatiya script the letter 

is practically like the contemporary one in. the Canarese area, except that in the former the 

serif is ‘ V * shaped. In the letter of the Red£i script of the 14th century A.D.. the bottom 
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ends of the two limbs join in an ; ward curve and in the Y*jayanagara letter of the next 

century a small vertical stroke is adddd beneath this central curve in the bottom. 

In Pallava Grantha soript of the 7 th century A.D., one form of the letter is like a triskelia 

with curved limbe and another like an angle with the end of the base line curved up and to the 

side to the right. In the next century the letter is so written that it slants down somewhat to 

right and the top is somwhat forked as usual. In the Cola script of the 11th century A.D., 

the forked top is just curved put, so that the letter looks like a flattened ‘ S * slanting to right 

and with its top end curved up. In the 15th century Vijayanagra letter the top curve 

becomes a curl. 

Ma.—In Mauryan script ma (Fig. 54) looks like a circle with 1 U * on top. In the script 

of the Tamil caves it is more like ‘ U ’ divided in the middle by a horizontal stroke. In the 

Ku$&n, Ksatrapa and Satavahana scripts of the 2nd century A.D. it is an ‘X’with a stroke 

at the base connecting the cross strokes. The base line is slightly double-curved in the 

Iksvaku letter of the 3rd century A.D. In the Northern variety of the Gupta script it is a 

square with open top, a serif crowning the left limb and base line elongated to left. In the 

Central Indian variety the letter has a more or less rectangular belly with the two side-strokes 

cutting across and forming a ‘ V ’ shape above, the left arm being crowned with a box-head. 

In the Kadamba and Vaka^aka letter of about the 5th century A.D. the ‘ V ' shaped upper 

part is to the extreme right, the left stroke slanting, and the right vertical in continuation of 

the right side stroke of the rectangle ; the box-head crowns the left stroke. Modifications 

of the Iksvaku type of letter continue in the 4th-5th centuries A.D. The letter of YaSodhar- 

man's inscriptions is based on the Northern Gupta type. The base line starts slanting 

down to right even here and more pronouncedly in the next century and the projecting part is 

thickened. In the letter of Harsavardhana’s inscriptions, the contemporary Pallava letter, 

and in that of the Western C&lukyan of the 8th century A.D., the wedge in the left limb is 

very clear and in the last one there is a loop in the place of the thickened projection. In 9th 

century Pratlhara script the wedge is replaced by serif stroke to left and the base line reverts 

to normal, shedding its slant and the right vertical is projected downwards. In contemporary 

letter of Pala and RastrakQta scripts thero is a top horizontal stroke connecting the two verti- 

<cal8. This is the usual form in all the later varieties, except in Paramara script of the 11th 

century A.D. where the triangular wedge to left top is present in addition, and in Sena script 

of the 12 th century A.D. where the lower horizontal stroke slants down again, the loop 

ohanges again into a thickened projection and the left side curves and sweeps up broader at 

the top to meet the top line. 

The early letter of the Canarese area is more or less like the letter of the earlies Salan- 

k fry ana or Pallava script. The 9th century Ra^rakQtA letter shownth*two arms of the 

totter shifted to right in such away that the right arm actually cranes out and rises up and the 

left limb is crowned by a small serif. In the 11th century Western Cahikyan script the 
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apple-shaped belly of the letter slightly opens, separating itself from the vertical, the top 

end serif of which is transformed into a crescent and the limb curving upward to tbe 

extreme right is present. This form of the letter is continued in the Hoysala script of 

the next century. 

Even in the 7th century Eastern Cajukyan script the right limb of the letter cranes out 

and the serif is present on top of left limb ; in the 10th century A.D. the letter becomes 

graceful and the top end of the right limb has also small thickened wedge. In the next 

century the serif of the left limb changes into a ‘ V * shape and from the following century 

onwards the letter in the Telugu area is as that of the Canarese. 

One of the varieties of the letter in Pallava Grantha of the 7th century A.D. shows it 

somewhat like the Western Ganga letter of a century earlier, while another is the simpler* X ' 

with a base line joining the arms. In the next century the second variety is shown with a 

base line double curved. In the 11th century Cola script and later the letter resembles the 

numeral 8 with the lower part larger and somewhat flattened* In the Vijayanagara script the 

letter is a circle crowned by a dextral curl. 

In Tamil of the 7th century A.D. the letter is a crescent with the right tip curved in. In 

the next century the right side of the letter has flattened loop. In the 11th century Co|a 

letter the earlier form is repeated but with the base flattened and with the curve to right more 

approaching a curl. In the 13th century Cola script the letter develops a full loop to the 

right which continues thereafter. 

In Vafteluttu script of the 8th century A.D. the letter has the contour of a goose with a 

loop at the tail end, and the form continues almost the same in the 11th century A.D. 

Ya.—Ya (Fig. 55) in the Mauryan script is a crescent with a long vertical rising from its 

central point. In the Bha^iprolu script it has a top stroke to right in addition. In the 

script of the Tamil caves three prongs of equal length make the letter. In tho Satavahana 

script of the 2nd century A.D. the central stroke is shortened and its'tip thickened. In 

contemporary Ku$an and K§atrapa script the central stroke of the letter is similar, the left 

limb amply spreads into a curve and the right one shoots up vertically, the curved base 

of the letter getting flattened and the letter itself tripartite. The Ik$vaku letter is more 

or Jess after the Satavahana type but the Northern Gupta letter is after the Kiisan type, 

the Central Indian variety being a little corhpressed and having the central box-head in the 

place of the serif wedge. The box-head appears in the letter of Kadamba, Nala and Vaka^akd 

scripts of about the 5th century A.D. and in the compressed Somavam°i letter of the «th-7th 

oenturies A.D. The base line between the middle and left limb of the letter of Vi^nukup^in 

and Western Calukyan scripts of the 6th century A.D. and of the Eastern Calukyan letter 

of the next oentury curves in medially and a small serif is present on top of the central 

stroke of the Traikutaka, Maitraka, S&lankayana, Western Ganga, Vi§nukun$in, Western 

.and Eastern C&lukyan letters. The Western Ganga letter presents also a loop to 
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left. In the letter of Ya$odharman’s inscriptions the left loop is present and the central 

stroke has a forked tip. In the Nagari letter of Harsavardhana’s inscriptions and the Pallava 

Nagari letter of the time the central stroke separates itself from the base and joins the opened 

up loop and the base line slants down to touch the vertical, the letter thus 

boing bipartite with a wedge on top of the vertical, to left. In Western Calukyan script of 

the 8th oentury A.D. it is the same type of letter that is present. In the Pratihara script of 

the next century the wedge is replaced by a serif stroke. But in the contemporary Pala and 

Ra§traku{a letter the serif stroke closes the top entirely and this continues in all the later 

forms. In the Candella letter of the 12th century A.D. the original base line of the letter 

ourves in to touch the vertical. 

The Western Calukyan letter of the 6th century A.D. becomes a flattened buxom 

letter in Ra^rakQta script of the 9th century A.D. and the left limb almost forms a oirclo 

touching the inward curve of the base line already formed; and this circle is perfect in the 

11th oentury Calukyan letter which has its serif changed into crescent shape. This form 

continues in the Hoysala letter of the 12th century A.D. 

The development of the letter in Eastern Calukyan area is not so different, the difference 

being noticeable in the 10th and 11th century inscriptions. In the former the circle to left 

rises up slightly and the right limb so separates itself that it appears a separate small hook 

starting from the right end of the small serif. In the latter the serif changes into ‘ V * shapo 

and right limb shoots up vertically rather abnormally. In the 12th century Kakatiya 

script and thereafter, the development is not different from that of the Canarese area. 

In the Grantha of the 7 th century A.D., of the two types, one shows the letter with a loop 

to left and with central and right verticals undulating artistically, the central stroke having 

forked tip, and the other variety is simpler. The simple variety is continued in the next 

century with the loop itself curved somewhat. This form is further simplified in the Cola 

letter of the 11th century A.D. In the 13th century Pan^ya script and later the letter is a 

rectangle with open top and a slanting stroke dividing the angle to left. 

In the Tamil script except for the absence of the ornamental type of the 7th century 

A.D. the letter is exactly like its Grantha prototype. 

In Pandyan Yatteluttu of the 8th century the letter starts as vertical, curves bulgingly 

upward to left and curves in towards the top. In the 11th century Co|a letter the curve to 

left suddenly stops and curves up again almost parallel to the outer curve. 

Ra.—Tho Mauryan letter (Fig. 56) is a wavy vertical. In the Tamil caves the letter i* 

a simple vertical stroke and in the Bhafcftprolu script it is the vertical with the usual stroke to 

top right. In Ku^an, Kgatrapa and Satavahana script this vertical stroke has thickened 

top end and tho lower end curves slightly to loft. In Tksvaku script of the 3rd century A.D. 

the curve of the lower end almost develops into a cfurl. In the Northern variety of the Gupta 

script the letter is a vertical stroke with small serif. In its Central Indian variety this is 
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replaced by a box-head in which the vertical bends at the lower end to shoot up again parallel 

half-way. In the Kadamba, Vika^aka, Western Ganga, Nala and Pallava inscriptions of 

about the 5th century A.D. and in Somavamii and Eastern Ganga scripts of about the 7th 

century A.D. the box-head, as also the parallel continuation of the lower end of the vertical 

arc present. In the Salankayana letter of the 4th oenfcury A.D., Traikutaka letter of the 5th 

century A.D., and the Maitraka, Western Calukyan and Vispukundin letter of the 6th 

century A.D., the small serif is present instead of a box-head. In the letter of YaSodharman's 

inscriptions a wedge crowns the top of the vertical, the lower end of which is triangularly 

thickened. In the script of Harsavardhana’s inscriptions and the Pallava Nagari of the same 

date, the letter has a wedge on top and at the lower end it slightly shoots up from a point 

giving the shape of half an arrow. This continues in the 8th century Western Calukyan 

script. In the 9th century Pratihara and Pala scripts the wedge is replaced by a serif; the 

vertical stroke slightly curves to right towards its lower end and shoots up again to left half 

way to form a compressed curved triangle ; a similar feature is found also in the letter of 

Paramara, Candella and Gahadavala scripts of the llth-12th centuries ; the vertical being 

straight, the triangle is also similarly formed in the Western Calukyan letter of the 11th 

century A.D. and the Sena letter of the 12th century A.D., in the latter case the triangle being 

filled in. In the Rastrakufca and Eastern Ganga letter of the 9th and 11th centuries A.D. 

respectively the curved triangle is an open one, as the stroke running half way up vertically to 

left is absent. In Gujrat Calukya and Yadava letter the triangle is an open one, as it lacks 

the lower half of the vertical, forming its right side. In the Kakatlya letter the triangle 

is again open, as the small central horizontal stroke joining the left slanting stroke is absent, 

making the letter look like half an arrow head. In the Vijayanagara letter of the 15th 

century A.D. a slanting stroke to left is absent and the triangle is again open. 

In the Canarese area the 6th century Western Calukyan letter is composed of a vertical 

stroke crowned by a small serif stroke, its lower end being bent and running parallel halfway 

up. In the RastrakOt* script of the 9th century A.D. this parallel stroke proceeds right up 

to meet the serif that extends to meet it. In the Western Calukyan letter of the 11th century 

A.D. and thereafter the serif becomes crescent-shaped and separated from the body which 

becomes circular. 

The development is not very different in the Telugu area, except that in the 10th century 

A.D. Eastern Calukyan script the letter is an oval with serif on top, which in the 11th century 

A.D. becomes an oval with ‘ V * shaped serif on top. In the 12th century Kakatlya script 

and later the serif is crescent-shaped. 

In Grantha of the 7th century A.D. the letter is shaped like a test tube, being composed 

of two long parallel lines joined at the top and the bottom. The top becomes open in the 

letter of the next century. It is again joined in the rather short Cola letter of the lltb* 
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century A.D. In the Pandya letter of the 13th century A.D. the top and the bottom line 

extend slightly to left and in the 15th century Vijayanagara letter the top stroke not only 

extends but also climbs down slightly. 

In Tamil all these developments are present but there is only one vertical stroke. 

In the Vaft-eluttu script of the 8th century A.D. the letter is a vortical that starts with a 

hook to left top and slightly slants to right and continues so in the 11th century Cola script. 

La. —In Mauryan script it (Fig. 57) is like an upturned, left-facing beaked hook. The 

curvilinear base is flattened in the letter of the Tamil caves. In Bhaftiprolu script the letter 

is like reversed ‘ N ’ with stroke to right top. The Kusan letter of the 2nd century A.D. 

has a flattend base and is angular, not curved. In the contemporary K^atrapa and S&tavahana 

letter the beak curves, the base is flat and the right vertical stroke either curves in or out 

slightly. In the Ik§vaku letter which is almost similar the base medially curves in and the 

long right vertical is straight, curving in only at the top end. In the Northern veriety of 

Gupta script a vertical with serif on top forms a deep curve to the left from its base; the 

Central Indian variety is more or less like the Iksvaku letter, but with the line of curve of the 

vertical deeper and its end almost reaching the curved beak. The form of the letter in almost 

all the scripts from the 4th to the 6th century A.D., like Kadamba, 3rd to 4th century 

Pallava, Vakataka, Western Ganga, Nala, Vi^pukundi and Western Calukya is almost the 

same, except in Salankayana, Maitraka, Eastern Calukyan, Eastern Ganga and Somavamdi 

scripts of the 0th-7th centuries A.D. where the top curve encircles the letter all around except 

the base. In the Somavamgi and in one ornamental variety of Pallava Grantha of about tho 

7th century A.D. the curved stroke proceeds angularly and produces tho effect of an opep 

rectangle. The Traikutaka letter of the 5th century A.D. and the letter of Ya$odharman*s 

inscriptions of a century later have just a small vertical stroke to the right which does neither 

shoot up and curve or encircle the body of the letter. There is also a wedge present at the 

top end of the stroke in the letter of Yatodharman’s inscriptions. In the Nagari letter of the 

7th cent ary of the inscriptions of Harsavardhana and the Pallavas, the wedge is more defined 

and the base line slants up to left before curving, and the vertical is somewhat lengthened 

downward. The Western Calukyan letter of the 8th century A.D. is almost like the other 

two, and even in the 11th century Paramara letter the wedge is present. In the Pratrhara, 

Pala and Rastrakuta letters of the 9th century A.D.t-he curved beak of the letter is lengthened 

downwards somewhat to right. From the 11th century onwards the small base line also 

curves and thus a double curve is found to the left of the vertical. In the Sena script of the 

12th century the double curve is absent and the central horizontal stroke parallel to its serif 

curves to left. The Yadava and Kakatiya letter of the 13th century A.D. and the Vijaya¬ 

nagara letter of two centuries later are shorter and broader. 

In the Canarese area the early Western Cajukyan letter of the 6th century A.D. develops 

into a buxom thing in the Rastrakuta script three centuries later, which starts as a hook 
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running into a slightly double bent base line that curls up to the left, encircling the body on 

all sides. In the Western Calukyan and Hoysala letter of the 11th and 12th century A.D. 

respectively, the body of the letter dwindles and the whole thing is an encircling curl. 

In the Telugu area the beaked hook of the 7th century Eastern C&lukyan letter curls 

and encircles the body up to the base, as in the earlier forms. But in the 10th century A.D., 

the letter is more or less like its Western Cajukyan cousin of a century later, though it has 

specially in addition a small serif at the end of the curl that shoots up vertically. The further 

development of the letter is as in the Canarese area. 

In Pallava Grantha of the 7th century A.D. one type of letter is composed of a small 

vertical slanting to left with forked top, curving to left and forming a belly, the base of which 

is slightly arched and the line continues at first vertically, then horizontally and vertically 

again surrounding the body of the letter by something like an open rectangle ; the other is a 

small double curve continued on top to half encircle it. The latter type is found in the 8th 

century A.D. with the small double curve almost straightened and continuation of the line 

encircling it, flattened at the base, and drawn vertically to fully surround the body. In the 

11th century letter, which is very similar to this, the straightened double curve diminishes 

further ; but in the 13th century A.D. the double curve reappears with marked distinctiveness 

and the base line as well as its vertical terminal are quite straight and this continues even in 

the Vijayanagara period. 

In Tamil of the 7th century A.D. it is like reversed ‘ S \ with bottom end somewhat 

curled with top slightly flattened and laid on its back. This form is more or less repeated in 

all later development. 

In Vattejuttu the letter is not different from that of Tamil. 

Va.—The letter (Fig. 58) of the Maurya script and of the early Tamil caves is a circle 

with a vertical, placed centrally right on its top. The Bhattiprolu letter is pear-shaped with 

top stroke to left. The Kusan letter is an quilateral triangle with the top crowned by a 

small wedge. The equilateral triangh in t.h« Satavahana letter and the pear-shaped body in 

the Ksatrapa letter are ciowned ly a vcly sr all s<rif vertically. The Iksvaku letter, which 

is similar to the earlier Satavahana, lias a si j II inward curve in the centre of the base. The 

Northern variety of Gupl a letter is l as< c oi • U Kusan type ; but the Central Indian type is 

a rectangle with right side continued up and crowned with a box-head. The letter in the 

Kadamba—Vakataka scripts of the 4th-5th centuries A .D. and the SomavamSi script of the 

6th-7th centuries A.D. is similar to the Central Indian Gupta variety, except that the last 

is compressed and elongated. The Nala and Pallava letter of the 5th century and Eastern 

Ganga of the 7th century A.D. have also a box-head but the belly of the letter has the contour 

of a fig. The lotter of Salankayana and Pallava Prakrit charters is more or less after the 

Ikgvaku letter.*'The belly of the lett*- in Western Ganga and Pallava (5th century A.D.); 
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Vi§nukundin and Western Calukyan of the 6th century, A.D., and in Eastern Ganga and 

Eastern Calukyan of the next century, has a median inward curve at the base line. The 

Traikufaka and Maitraka letter is more or less triangular, with top angle slightly chipped to 

take a thick serif. YaSodharman’s inscriptions reveal a similar letter. 

The Nagari letter of the 7th century, A. D., as seen in Harsavardhana’s inscriptions, is 

more or less like the contemporary letter ba. The Pallava letter of the time is however not 

like the ba of the same script but almost like the contemporary Vardhana ba. The wedge 

crowns the letter. All the later developments of this letter in Nagari are like those of corres¬ 

ponding ba> except in Yadava and Vijayanagara letter of the 13th and 15th century A.D., 

respectively, where the stroke in the belly of the letter ba is absent in va. 

In Canarese area, the early Western Calukya letter of the 6th century A.D, is after the 

Western Ganga type. The letter is almost of the same type in the Rastrakuta script three 

centuries later but in the 11 th century W estern Cajukyan letter, the belly of the letter slightly 

opens, the tip of the line forming the belly not touching the vertical which curves just a little 

to left, its top being crowned with the serif changed into crescent shape. The letter continues 

so in the 12th century Hoysala script. 

The development of the letter in the Telugu area is not different from that in the Canarese 

area except in the Eastern Calukyan letter of the 11th century A.D., which has a ‘ V * 

shaped serif. 

Of two varieties of the letter in Pallava Grant ha script of the 7th century, A.D.. one is 

almost like the Western Calukyan letter of the previous century, except that the serif of the 

Pallava letter is forked. The second variety is pear-shaped with a thick small serif. In the 

Pallava letter of the next century, the pear-shaped letter becomes more buxom aijd develops 

a median inward curve on the base, the serif being split into two tiny spokes. In the 11th 

century A.D., the base line straightens and the letter completely opens and it looks like 

contomporary u with the tail-end elongated vertically somewhat. This form continues 

during the later centuries. 

In Tamil, the development of the letter is not different from that in Grantha. 

In Vatteluttu, the base line of the Tamil letters curves out a bit, making the letter take 

the outer contours of a goose. 

5a.—This (Fig. 59) is shaped like an arrow mark in Mauryan script. The Bhatpprolu 

letter has a top stroke to the left in addition. The Kusan letter of the 2nd century A.D. is 

horse shoe-shaped with a line across in the middle. The contemporary Ksatrapa and Satava- 

hana letter is horse-shoe shaped with a small medial curvilinear vertical stroke. The Salan- 

kayana letter of the 4th century A.D., is a horse-shoe with a stroke across its belly. The 

contemporary Pallava letter of the Prakrit charters has a small base stroke added to the left 
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arm of the horse-shoe and the right arm is lengthened straight down somewhat. In the 

Gupta script of the northern variety this is repeated. In the Central Indian variety it is the 

horse-shoe with stroke across the belly and the box-head on top. The Kadamba, Vakafaka, 

Nala, Western Ganga and Pallava letters of about the 5th century A.D., the compressed 

elongate Somavamli letter of the 6th-7th century A.D.,and the Eastern Ganga letter of the 

7th century A.D., have the box-head top and resemble the Central Indian Gupta variety, 

except the Pallava which has no stroke across its belly but just a small curl added centrally 

to the right arm on the inside. The Traikutaka, Visnukundin, Maitraka, Western Calukyan 

letters of the 5th-6th centuries and Eastern Calukyan letter of the 7th century A.D., are 

similar but lack only the box-head ; but the left arm of the Vi^nukunijin and the Western 

Calukyan letter curves in terminally. The letter of YaSodharman’s inscriptions is after 

the letter of the Northern variety of the Gupta script. In all these varieties of script till the 

9th-10th centuries A.D., this letter is practically the same as ga with either a oentral stroke 

across or a curl to right. The Nagari letter of the 7th-8th century A.D., is just ga with a 

stroke across the belly. The letter of Harsavardhana’s inscriptions, the Pallava letter of the 

7th century A.D., the Western Calukyan letter of the 8th century A.D., the Ra§trak(tya 

letter of the 9th century A.D., are thus similar to ga with a stroke in addition. The Pratihara 

and Piila letter of the 9th century A.I)., show some difference; there is no top horizontal and 

the left arm curves in at the top in the case of the former and the left arm joins the right verti¬ 

cal centrally after curving in somewhat in the case of the latter. The Gujrat Cajukya 

letter has again no top horizontal, the vertical stroke alone having a small serif, and the left 

limb curves to left and slants dowm to right. The Paramara letter is more or less like the 

Pratihara one, except that the top curve of the left limb comes closer to the vertical and the 

curved triangular lower terminal of the same is larger. In the Candella letter the left limb 

has both a top curl to left and a leaf-like lower terminal different from that of the left limb of 

gj of the same script. The Western Calukyan 6a of the 11th century A.D., is curved to left 

top and slants down somewhat, as in the Gujrat Cajukya letter but there is the top horizontal 

stroke. There is a double bump on top for Eastern Ganga 6a instead of a single one as in ga. 

The Gahatfavala letter is more or less like the Western Cajukyan of the 11th century A.D. 

The Sena letter of the 12th century A.D. has a double bump instead of a single bump as in ga. 

The Yadava and Kakatiya letter of the 13th century and the still later Vijayanagara letter 

are modifications of the Western Calukyan letter of the 11th century A.D. 

The Western Cajukyan letter of the 6th century A.D., already described changes 

into a buxom horse-shoe with a stroke across the belly in the Ra§trakflta script of the 

9th century A.D. In the 11th century the Western . Cujukyan letter begins almost as a 

small top curl curving to right and forming a large loop below ; above the top curl is a crescent 

shaped serif. The Hoysala letter a century later is similar. 
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In the Telugu area the early Eastern Calukyan letter of the 7th century A.D., which is a 

horse-shoe with stroke across the belly, becomes a buxom letter in the 10th century exactly 

like the RaftrakOta one of the century earlier but with the addition of a wedge-shaped serif 

above it. In the Eastern Calukyan script of the 11th century A.IX, the serif becomes ‘ V * 

shaped and in the Kakatiya script of the 12th century A.D., and thereafter the latter is 

like the one in contemporary Canarese area. 

In Pallava Grantha of the 7th century A.D., one type is shaped like a horse-shoe with 

small wedge-shaped serif on top or similar still, like contemporary ga and has a small curl 

on the inside to the right instead of the central stroke across. Another is just like contem¬ 

porary ga with the right terminal curved in almost to form a loop. The letter of the next 

century has similar characteristics ; the Co|a letter of the 11th century A.D., and subsequent 

development of it show the letter almost like ga with the right terminal curved in. 

Sa.—The Mauryan letter (Fig. 60) is a hook with a central curved upward stroke. The 

Bhaftiprolu letter is a hook with a very' small central and top stroke to left. The letter in 

Ku$an script of the 2nd century A.D., is a square with top open and with a central stroke 

across. The contemporary K§atrapa and Satavahana letter has a small stroke across to the 

left of similar open square. The Gupta letter of the Northern variety is a narrow oval with 

serif on top and with a stroke running down slanting to right from it and shooting up verti¬ 

cally. The Central Indian variety is like contemporary pa with stroke across belly. In all the 

early forms of the letter, as in Kadamba, Salankayana of about the 4th century A.D., in 

Vakataka, Western Ganga, Nala, Vi^nukundin, Maitraka, and Western Calukyan of about the 

5th-6th centuries A.D., and in Eastern Ganga, Somavamfc and Eastern Calukyan of the 

6th-7th centuries A.D., the'letter corresponds to the pa of the series with the addition 

of a central stroke across. The letter of YaSodharman’s inscriptions is not different, though 

in the TraikQtaka and Maitraka letter the stroke on the belly slants down slightly. In the 

Nagari letter of Harsavardhana’s time and in the Pallava inscriptions, the central stroke 

slants down slightly. Similarly it slants slightly in the 8th century Western Calukyan 

9th century Pratihara and Pala letter, and more prominently in 11th century Paramara 

Candclla, Western Calukyan and Ganga, 12th century Gahadavala and 13th century Yadava 

and Kakatiya letter. The stroke is quite horizontal in the Rastrakuta letter of the 9th 

century A.D., 11th century Gujrat Cajukya letter and 12th century Sena letter. Iu ti10 

15th century Vijayanagara letter the stroke is more vertical than slanting. In all these the 

addition of the stroke, whether slanting or horizontal distinguishes the letter from pa 

In the Canarese area the stroke across distinguishes the letter in the early West 

Calukyan script of the 6th century A.D., and in the Rastrakuta script three centuries uj” 

In the Western Calukyan letter of the 11th century A.D., and thereafter, the horizontal str k 

is present, as it actually joins the curve composing the belly to the right vertical. 
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In the Telugu area the development of the letter is as in the Canarese area except that 

in the 11th century Eastern Cajukyan script it has a 4 V ’ shaped serif. In the 14th century 

Red<jli script and later the central horizontal stroke has a break in the centre, though its 

terminal cuts the vertical and extends slightly beyond it. 

In Pallava Grantha script of the 7th century A.D., the letter is just like pa of the same 

time with a small curve added on the inside to the right in one variety and the right terminal 

looped in another. In the 8th century the inward curve to the right continues. In the 11th 

centruy Cola script and thereafter the right end of the letter slants in upwards, forms a loop, 

and runs down again slightly to left first almost touching the base line and later cutting it. 

8a.—In Mauryan script the letter (Fig. 61) is more or less like a triskelis, except that 

the top limb is straight and not curved like the other two. In the Bhaftiprolu script there is 

a stroke added to the top right of the letter. In the Ku$a p, K$atrapa and Satavahana script 

of the 2nd century A.D. the letter becomes more buxom, the vertical stroke is shorter and has 

a small wedge-like serif at its top, the curved limb to left slants down slightly to right and the 

right curved limb shoots up to very nearly the wedge of the vertical. The Iksvaku letter is 

somewhat compressed. The Northern variety of Gupta letter is composed of a stroke that 

starts with the wedged serif, forms a loop to left, slants slightly to right and shoots up verti¬ 

cally. The Central Indian variety shows the letter with a box-head replacing the serif. 

The Kadamba, Vakil taka, Nala, Western Ganga and Pallava letter of the 6th century A.D., 

and the SomavamSi and the Eastern Ganga letter of about the 6th-7th centuries A.D. have 

the box-head. The rest of the earlier types, like Salankayana and Pallava of about the 

4th century A.D., the Traikfifcaka, Vigpukupdin, Maitraka and Western Calukyan of the 

5th-6th centuries A.D. have the small serif. The letter in Yaiodharman’s inscriptions is 

more or less like the Northern form of Gupta letter with a filled-in triangle instead of the loop 

to the left. From this is derived the Nagari letter of Har^avardhana’s inscriptions, with a 

pronounced wedge and triangle to loft, slanting horizontal stroke and right vertical, slightly 

elongate towards the lower end. The contemporary Pallava Nagari letter has the triangu¬ 

lar part opened up and this continues in the Western Calukyan letter of the 8th Century 

A.D., where the slanting line connecting the right and left limbs curves in. The wedge to 

left in these letters is replaced by a small serif in the Pratlhara letter of the 9th century 

A.D. In the Pala, Rastrakufca, Gujarat Calukya, Paramara, Candella, Eastern Ganga and 

Gahadavala letter the small serif is replaced by one that extends to meet the top end of the 

ritdit limb of the letter and the triangular part to left is open. The Paramara letter shows 

the wedge or triangular head at the top end of the left limb in addition to the horizontal 

serif stroke. The Sena letter shows the triangular part not open as in the rest but compres¬ 

sed and diminutive. In Western Cajukyan letter of the 11th century A.D., the Y&dava 

and Kakatiya letter of the 13th century A.D. and the Vijayanagara letter of the 16th 

century A.D. the curve connecting the left and right limbs is replaced by a horizontal 

right across in the centre of the letter. 
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In the Canarese area the form of the Western Calukyan letter of the 7th century A.D. ii 

continued in almost the same manner even three centuries later but in Western Calukyan 

script of the 11th century A.D. the vertical drops out and the serif changes into a crescent 

immediately above where the small curved left limb curves down again and shoots up 

slantingly to right as the right limb. This form continues in the Hoysala letter of the next 

century. 

The development of the letter in the Telugu area is not very different from that in the 

Canarese area except that the Eastern Calukyan letter of the 10th century A.D. has a small 

wedge-shaped serif and the letter of the next century a ‘ V * shaped one. 

In the Pallava Grantha letter of the 7th century, there is one type showing the earlier in 

a more ornamented manner and with the top of the vertical forked and thickened; . the other 

composed of a stroke slanting down to left and again to right and curving to slant down again 

to right and rise vertically. The Pallav aletter of the next century shows the same type, 

with its angle formed by straight lines and with a rectangle formed immediately below the 

serif to left. In the 11th century Cola script, the letter sheds its angularity, starts as reversed 

* S ’ to left, curves up and down, and ends as a vertical to right. In the 13th century 

Pandya script the reversed ‘ S ’ shaped part develops a curl at the top, flattens at the base 

and continues almost as in the earlier Cola letter. The Vijayanagara letter of the 15th 

century A.D., is not different from this. 

Ha.—In Mauryan script ha (Fig. 62) is just like la reversed ; in Bhaftiprolu script a top 

left stroke is added as usual. In the 2nd century script of the Kusana, K§atrapa and Sata- 

vahana the vertical stroke is shorter and thickened at the top end and slightly curved in, 

the bottom widened, flat and angular and the beak curved. The Ikgvaku letter is very much 

after the Satavahana letter though a little more compressed. The Northern variety of Gupta 

letter is like an inverted question mark without dot and with a small serif added instead. 

The Sout hern variety shows the letter with top half of the left vertical stroke indented, as in 

pa, and crowned with a box-hoad. The curve of the beak is rather raised and deep, as the 

terminal is prolonged downwards. The box-hoad occurs in the Kadamba, Vakat£ka, Nala, 

Somavamgi and t he Eastern Ganga scripts as usual. In all these scripts of the 4th, 5th and 

flth century the letter is more or less like its contemporary pa with the right vertical slightly 

shorter and curved down and the terminal prolonged downwards hook-like. ’ The letter in 

Yagodharman’s script is almost like the rest of its date, except, that the left vertical is not 

indented. In the Nagari letter of the 7th, 8th and 9th centuries A.D., the letter is more or 

less like la, with the angularity at the bottom emphasised by a small stroke in continuation. 

This becomes a feature in all the lator varieties of the letter. 

The letter in the C anarese area, both in the 0th century Western Cajukya and 9th 

century Ra^trakuta, 8Cript is more or less like the earlier form. In the 11th century Western 

Cajukya, 12th century Hoysala and later scripts, the curve to the right becomes more 

prominent at first and later tends to curl. 
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This tendency in the development of the letter is to be observed in the Telugu territory 

also. And except for the usual ‘V’ shaped serif of the 11th century Eastern Ca|ukyan letter, 

there is no great difference between the letter of the contemporary Canareso and Telugu 

areas. 

In Pallava Grantha of the 7th century the ornamental letter shows a forked terminal for 

the indented left vertical a double curve at the base and the beak curves half way round the 

bottom. The second variety is simpler. The ornamental variety is developed in the 8th 

century as a somewhat simple one. In the 11th century Cola script the letter starts like 

contemporary 4 u * with a hook and straight base line and slightly rises up to curve and slant 

down to left. This form of the letter continues in the 13th century Pantfya and later still 

in Vijayanagara script. 

la.—This letter (Fig. 63) occurs as already observed in Canarese, Telugu and Tamil 

areas. In the Telugu and Canarese areas it is more or less a circle dividing itself into two 

and curling its ends both sides topwards with an inward dent at the base. 

The earliest Tamil form of the letter as observed in the cave inscriptions of the 3rd 

century B.C. is not materially different from the latest one and the letter has been practically 

the same all through the centuries. The VaMeluttu letter is also similar to the Tamil one. 

La.—This letter (Fig. 64) is quite common in inscriptions of South India and the Deccan. 

It is closely related to the regular dental la ; and this association is clearly preserved in the 

form of the letter even in Tamil cave inscriptions of the 3rd century B.C., where it resembles 

the letter la with just a vertical stroke, with its top slightly curved to join it, added to the 

right. The same scheme of the letter continues even later in Tamil inscriptions right from 

the 7th century A.D. where the later form of the Tamil letter la has a vertical stroke added 

to right. It is not different in Vafteluttu but as usual in this script the latter slants some¬ 

what. 

The letter of the Bhaftiprolu script is a vertical curved at the base to right and having 

two small horizontal strokes to right at the top and in the middle. In Satavahana script of 

the 2nd century A.D., it is developed from the earlier form represented at Bhatfciprolu, the 

vertical bulging out in curvilinear shape to left and the middle stroke and basal curve trans¬ 

forming themselves conjointly into a fork shape. It is noteworthy that it occurs in the 

same shape in Kusan and Ksatrapa inscriptions and even in Gupta script. This charac¬ 

teristic form of the letter continues more or less the same in Gupta (4th century A.D.), 

Vifjnukui?<Jin (6th oentury A.D.), Western Cajukya (6th century A.D.), and RastrakOta 

(9th century A.D.). 

The later Telugu letter is only a further transformation of this letter as observed in 

Vigiiukundin alphabet (6th oentury A.D.). The Grantha letter of the Pallava inscriptions 

of the 7th and 8th centuries A.D., is only a modification of this variety though the fork is 
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changed into a broad curve drawn with a flourish. From the Coja period onwards the letter 

lends to take somewhat after the Tamil form. It resembles more or less a sickle in shape. 

Ba.—This and the preceding two letters are peculiar to Canarese, Telugu and Tamil 

areas. This letter (Fig. 65) occurs so early as tho 3rd century B.C., in the inscriptions of 

the Tamil caves where it is somewhat like a reversed and diagonally drawn Z with the addi¬ 

tion of a lower stroke, a form which without the additional stroke is continued in Pallava 

Tamil script of the 7th and 8th century A.D. From this develops the sickle-shaped late 

letter of the Cola and Vijayanagar periods. The Vatteluttu letter is after the Tamil one. 

The basic foim of this letter in the Canarese and Telugu aroas is two circles, oloscly 

linked with a horizontal line running across them. In the initial stages it can be observed 

that it looks only like one circle separating into two at the bottom the separation being more 

complete at the top rather than at tho bottom at a later stage. The name 4aka(arepha 

applied to this letter in Telugu is in complete accord with the formation of the letter with tho 

two wheel-shaped circles and an axle shaped cross stroke. 
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SELECT PASSAGES FROM INSCRIPTIONS. 

Tho earliest BrShnii records yet discovered in India, as already pointed out, are the 

Piprahwa vase inscriptions and the writing on the Eran coin. But from the third century 

B.C. tho inscriptions of A$oka form tho most important records in that early script distri¬ 

buted all over the land. There are, as previously stated, local variations in the script used for 

the edicts of Asoka incised on rocks and pillars. The passage given below (Fig. bo) is a 

small selection from one of the Mysore edicts of Asoka or, more specifically, the Brahma-giri 

inscription in the vicinity of Siddapura (Hultzsch C. Inscr. Ind.I p. xxvii and pp, 177-178) 

discovered by B. L. Rice during his explorations in Mysore. It is in the southern variety 

of the A6oka script which is most pronounced at Siddapura1 and Cirnar {Ind. Ant. XXXIII, 

p. 34). Regarding the similarity between South Indian epigraphical documents and those 

from Gujrat or Kathiawad, Biihler has drawn pointed attention to the grants of the Trai- 

ku^akas, Gurj jaras and the rulers of Valabhi where the letters are of the Southern type (Epi* 

graph. Ind. Ill, p. 135). These inscriptions from Siddapura were written by a scribe 

called Capada who must have served in Northern India, as the last letters of these are 

in the Northern Khart^hl alphabet to which he was accustomed. The use of ro here, 

instead of la, in places where ancient Magadhi would require la, is one of the important 

points to be noted, as this is peculiar to the Southern variety of Prakjt. 

i * o 
»jfJi>iaXAU1,xHd+''L \uuxaa 
ofit j t> A I 

Fid. 66. 

C.S. del. 

# far 

3TTo HMifMfdg sms; 

t 'Tdfddfdm 

l Includes Siddapura, Brahmagiri, Ja{iriga Rainesvara ; the Maeki and Yerragu^i inscriptions should bo 

added to this list. 
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4KMI HfV>dl f^TT^T ^ ^ ^ 

^rrt^ few 
The southern varioty of A6oka’s script is only a variation of the usual typo of letters 

found all over the land. But at Bhaftiprolu, a village in the Krishna district, where A. Rea 

discovered inscriptions on stone caskets and a crystal piece from a stupa, the script is of 

a special variety {Epigraph. Ind. II, p. 323). Some of the letters here are, as already 

pointed out, quite peculiar and differ substant ially from let ters of the Asoka variety denoting 

the same values. The five abnormal letters ghatja, mat la, sa ; the letter (a, altogether now 

to ASokan Brahmi, but which continues in later Southern inscriptions like those of the Sata- 

vahanas and their successors in the Deccan, the abnormal horizontal stroke whose presence 

connotes lengthening of a consonant is the regular A$okan variety—are among 

the most noteworthy points of the Bhaftiprolu script. The inscription given here (Fig. 67) 

is from the third casket. The lines in the centre are from the lid and the line running all 

around is from the edge of the lower or the box-portion of the casket. 

s 

b 

<2. 

, It 

FIG. 67. 

C S. del. 

1 So save the Beloved of the Gods : Mother and father are to be waited on or honoured. Similarly respect 

for living creature* should be firm. Truth should be spoksn. Even these virtuous qualities should be practised 
or cultivated. Similarly a pupil should be respectful to his teacher and to his blood relations he should behava 
befittingly. This is the ancient standard (of virtue), it is conductive to long life, and thus it has to b* practised. 
Written Hy Caputs, the eoribo. 
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On the lid— 

^T^Tt fd^fl 

*ii^t 

^TWfPft mwft 

*a 

On the rim of the caakot. 

^ ^ <NI 3ff%2 

The Brahmi script clearly suggests its great antiquity in South India by the separate 

form of some letters in inscriptions found in caverns in South India, specially in the Pan^yan 

country. Biihler felt that the southern variety of Brahmi, represented by the Bha^i- 

prolu inscriptions, should have had many varieties in the 3rd contury B.C., an existence 

independent of the A$oka edicts, and a long history of growth. This is supported by the 

letters in the puzzling inscriptions of the Pandyan country. Camniiade’s discovery of 

a cavern with Brahmi inscriptions at Marugalalai, in Tirunelveli district, was followed 

by the discovery of many others. V. Venkayya, who examined the newly discovered 

ones, felt they were Buddhist caverns, the inscriptions being the earliest lithic records in 

the Tamil country and important for throwing valuable light on the origin and development 

of Tamil and Vaftejuttu alphabets. Such caves with inscriptions were found in 

Alagarmalai, Anaimalai, Aracallur. Aykudi, Kalugumalai, Karungalakkudi, 

Kidaripatfci, Kilavalavu, Kongapulayankulam, Kunnakkudi, Mamandur, Mankalam, 

Margalvalai, Mefcfcupatti, Muttuppafti, Pugalur, Sittannavasal, Tiruchirappalli, 

Tiruparankunram, Vavicaivur and Vikkiramangalam. H. Krishna Sastri tried 

his best to decipher many of them and published their impressions to enable 

decipherment. But their language has always been a puzzle. One of the discoverers of 

these caverns, K . V. Subrahmanya Aiyar, has given an explanation of these letters which 

is very interesting and plausible.' According to him, the inscriptions are Buddhist and in 

1 Mombora of tho guild—Vachft (8k t. Vataa), Cog ha. Jot* (Skt. Jayanta) Jambha (Skt. Jambha)., Tiaa 

(Skt. Tiaya), Rota, Acina. Sabhika. Akhaglia (Skt. Aksaghna), Kola. Kesa, Maha, Soja, Chadika (Skt. Chandika) 

OkhabulA, Soiiutara (Skt. Sonottara), Samanu (Skt. Sramu/ia), Samn.indasa (Skt. Smmanadosa), Samaka (Skt. 
Sydmaka), Kamuka, Citaka. 

* A casket and box are given by the Council of followers of the venerable Arahadina (Skt. Arhadatla). The 
work is executed by him whom king Kubiraka got to prepare the carving. 

3 The Pai^yan country and the inscriptions in Proceedings and Transactions of tho Third Oriental Conferonoe 
1924. 
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the Tamil language. He has specially noted five letters of this alphabet, not known to the 

A6okan inscriptions and explained them as i, ya, la, la, and f all of them special to Tamil 

and Vattejuttu. Jouvcau Dubreuil discovered at Arikamc^u, near Pondicherry, potsherds 

with inscriptions in letters similar to these, which await interpretation ; and tliis extends 

the area of these inscriptions further north, thus covering almost the whole of the Tamil 

country. The discovery and interpretation of these inscriptions is one of the greatest 

contributions to Indian epigraphy and K. V. Subramanya Aiyar has done a great service 

by his very valuable contribution. The present selection (Fig. 68) is from the Sittanavasal 

cave and the inscription is typical of the rest. 

& ujm: <,t \ & sj. ^ c-i--h jc-t 

&QQun&G0 Q<3TULiijQ#iU'$n 

The script of the early Kusanas, developed from that of the earlier epoch (Sodasa, 

Bafljuvula, etc.) is characteristic for its squat letters, specially noticeable in ha, ya, na.bha, 

ca, etc. There is a small nail-head serif for the letters. There is a tendency for the lower 

ends of all vertical strokes to remain straight, except in the case of ra. E is a triangle 

elongate topwise*, ba a square, va a triangle with stroke over apex, kha a triangle with curve 

over the apex to left, ma a triangle with the sides lengthened beyond the apex and tha 

a circle. A, e and o medials are slanting top strokes to right, left and to both respectively 

Ya has a curve in its left limb and as subscript the letter continues to be used in its complete 

form, i.e., tripartite. Ca projects its belly too far left. The tripartite subscript ya become* 

bipartite in later Ku$an script. The present extract (Fig. 09) is from the inscription on the 

sides of the umbrella post for the Bodhisattva image erected by friar Bala at Banaras 

(Epigraph, lnd. VIII, p. 176). 

I Citupoil Hayar made this adhki^anam for Kivu^i I ten who was bom at Kamaffur, a village in Erumini^a. 
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^1' 
pz XT 

^ loJl 9«ti 
a o>*5 ± 
o-r^a, ^WtA 

rJ 
iJdrjJCr LU 

3“1 

Fio. 69. 

+ir«l^ ?f 3 f S ^ 

yfW frr«$Fr 5^fe^r 

^TfTFT fasj^JT 5J^T 

wtfrowt siqqfc =? srf^ssifMd) 

«KI»lftr$ ^TOt ^q- *T£1HMI 

fqfdf^ ?TfT ^ q^f^rfr1 

C.S. del. 

In the Western Indian caves, like Karle, Kanheri, Ku$a, etc., we get the archaic and 

clumsy variety as also a more advanced and beautiful variety of script. The Nasik inscrip¬ 

tion of U^avadata has excellent letters which contrast with the clumsy ones of his at Karlei 

These letters resemble the early Mathura variety. They have very few Southern charac¬ 

teristics though the Southern 4a is clear. The curves at the lower end of vertical strokes 

are very faint, bringing them nearer the northern strokes which mostly lack the curves. 

The vertical stroke of la does not curve to the left but to the right top, the left limb of sa 

l In the third year of Mah&r&ja Kapiska, the third month of winter, the twenty-second day, on this aforesaid 
day, the figure of Bodhisattva and an umbrella with handle (gifts) of the monk Bala, a master of the Tripitaka 
fellow of the monk Pugyavuddhi, was consecrated at Bir&paai (Banaras) at the Lord's promenade, with his father 
and mother, with his teachers and professors, his fellows...; 
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has a peculiar curve at its tip; sa slants to the right; and subscript ya is tripartite. 

Medial d and t are represented by horizontal strokes but occassionally, as in ja, the stroke 

curves upwards. Medial u and subscript ra are distinuishcd by the slight curvature in the 

oase of the latter. Square patterns are obvious in letters like pa, fa, ba, ha, and triangles 

in e, va, ma. The present extract (Fig. 70) is from U§avadata’s inscriptions from Naaik 

(Epigraph. 2nd. VIII, p. 78) the letters of which are among the finest in Indian epigraphy. 

LUMh-L 

L|^CULj =5,^ 
TTAdl d hi/T! QL|R/pvU 

Lf>J- >j[X^Cn :.QO[5 KXfti 

7m: sprqpr 

WT^T«13I 

lH^d 3Tn^f 
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snrnr srr^i’Tn^T: w^rPTfa^r 

?5i^: ^ ^n^iarwsSr’sjq' 

ptp anrrnm^Fi qr^r tp-jt ?ttpt 

<lf!M+| HMI^riV + iui rrrfRTT =? •TSPTT TflfTHt7' 

Ij Gujrat and Kat-hiawad the southern type of script was in vogue. This is indicated 

by the similarities in the Asokan script from Gimar and from Mysore. The Southern 

form of script is also found in the Junagatfh inscription of Rudradanian [Epigraph. Ind. VIII, 

p. 36) This forms an interesting study in tracing a later development of the Southern 

variety «*f Gupta script in Sknndngupta's inscription in the same place. Rudradaman’s 

inscription is one of the most important of Indian inscriptions as it is the earliest yet known 

in Sanskrit. This is a fine example of classical Sanskrit. The poet of the inscription, 

whom Kielhorn describes as ‘ endowed with no mean poetic power’ is well acquainted with 

the diction of the Ramdyana and Alahabhdrata (Ibid, p. 40) and has used phrases bodily 

taken from the epics. As examples, may be noted 3R and 

tritalH reminding of the lines'rtTOTOTC 3R [Rdtndyana) and 

(Ibid, V, 49, 20 and comment on this in Sivaramamurti 2, 1*. 4). Sabddlatnkata 

abound” as for instance in quotations from this inscription, TFTMMMHWi 

^TT^fT.-^IHi . . . ^T^rr; etc. (Epigiaph. Ind. A’lII, p. 41). The letters of this 

inscription appear to be the precursors of the Southern variety, the form being apparent in 

the curve at the lower end of the vertical strokes of a, d, Jed. ha and ra, the rounded form of 

da, the leftward turn of the top vertical stroke of la and the form of medial r not easily 

distinguished from subscript ra. The letter la, peculiar to the Southern variety, occurs in 

this inscription. Though some of the letters of the Ksatrapa and contemporary S&tavfthana 

inscriptions like a, kat ha, ra, etc., have a little curve at the end of the verticals, a feature 

which is absent in Ku§an lettors, the verticals of the Kgatiapa letters slant a little before 

curving at the tip. The use of final consonant is illustrated by l ns in dclf. flu* letter going 

just below the line. The subscript consonants arc written in their normal full form. Media Is 

d, e, o, and at’are represented usually by horizontal strokes at the top of the consonant 

but sometimes this is different as in td, ma, dha, mo, etc., where the stroke curves up or clown 

as in the first two and is added to the middle of the consonant as in the next two. or un 

up vertical in continuation of the central part as in jd. »Subst rij.i i is n>pu*cuteri by 

1 Sucocmi ! by UsnvuduUi, non of Dlnlku, non-in-law of King Nh hap An a iIip K'.ih.irita Ksntnipa—donor oi 

three hundred thousand cows, performer of sacred gifts of gold on the irver RAviuY-J. gi\ '•r of sixteen villages to the 

God h and Brahma as, feeder all the year round of a hundred thousand BtAhmn us. gi\er of eight %%ive« to Jtr<\h- 

luunou in the sacred place I’rabhasa. dump- of quadrangular hermitage**, dwellings and shelter louses ' nr Ilham- 

karho, Dasnpura, Covardhana and £orparaga, maker of pleasunnces, tanks and ^ells. founder of free fereiw* bv 

boats on the Iba, Par add. Damaua Tapi, Kar abend and Ddhdnukd and on both the hanks of these river* . . . . 

•(On this see R. G. Bhandarkar in Ind. Ant. XII. p. 142). 
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an upward curve on top to the right and iby curved strokes to right and left. Modial 

u is represented by a bottom curve or stroke to the right of oonsonants with open bottom 

or having a single 

rr jnz 
leu, but otherwise it 

is turned to the left 

as in mu, su, etc.; ru 

and ru however are 

t ©presented by a 

single or double 

stroke to the right 

centre of tho vertical 

stroke of r. The 

additional stroke to 

denote subscript u 

may be seen in bhu. 

The following small 

passage (Fig. 71) is 

typical of the rest of 

this long well-engra¬ 

ved though damaged 

inscription (bid, pp. 

38-39). 

\)"nEJ0'st3-» ZiaJ& 

% v%n}*$ 

*S: UJ*^X ^ 

tyux^lJ5 }&Viiy*j*33V**al S’* 

FIG. 71. 
C. 8. 4A. 

iKiiyKUir<5iHMd>n?r^ 

f^^irridl »iCW'4<«M«4ffiH4rH<i4l«rT.fdMidvivtiyy 

.^ *HI«lHIdVdfd^Vlfd*<** 

UKflcyifcfa: T^m5TUM'^dbMd+M*lJddr fWrfyifrftTfT 

srsiwMT H<^+--A)iHy'y<M+*iicyiiikKiHi ^frarTTw 

Tft^rr^r .^ 1 
1 Mahaktatrapa Kudradaman, who has acquired great fame by study, memorising, understanding and praefaue 

of grammar, music, logic and other groat acioncoe, who.managoraont of horses, elephants and chariots, turn of 

sword and shield, pugilistic combat an 1 othor.acta of quickness or speed and etiiciency of enemy forces, vh* 
day by day is in the habit of bestowing gifts, honouring and avoiding disrespect, who is most bounteous, whose 

treasury with rightfully acquired tribute, tolls and shares overflows with an accumulation of gold, silver, diamond*. 
beryls and other precious stones, who.proae and verse, clear, lucid, swoet dexterous, boautiful, nobly 
adorned by the proper use of words, whose lovely form has the best marks and signs lii^e proper proportions, height 

voice, gait, colour, vigour and strength who himself acquired the name Mahasatrapa wbo has been wreathed with 
many garlands at the Svayamvaras of princesae . (lit. king's daughters)—for. .oows ana Bphuu..M for »thousand 

^eare, to inoroase his woalth, religious merit and glory. •• 
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The Nasik inscriptions of the Queen mother Balafiiri. of the time of her grandson Vasisthl 

putra PnlumSyi. is in the typical SStavflhana script of the second century A.D. in the 

Eastern and Western parts of the Andhra empire w hich extended all over the Deccan from 

the Bay of Bengal to the Arabian Sen. This script is the parent of the later Abhira, and 

Traikfifaka scripts in Western Deccan, and the Ikavaku and early Pallava scripts in the 

Eastern Coast. The letters of the Nasik inscriptions of the Satavahanas resemble to some 

extent the script of Usavadata’s inscription from the same cave and even the Ksatrapa 

inscription of Rudradaman in certain cases ; but there is an individuality in these Satava- 

hana letters. Dha is triangular, bha has the countour of an armless chair, kha is a large hook 

with small base line. Ca, pa, ma, va, ya, etc., resemble the letters of Usavadata’s Nasik 

inscription but ba sometimes shows the tendency to curve inwards on the left side, a feature 

which is observed in the later inscriptions, specially Rudradaman’s. and which develops 

in all later Southern and Central Indian scripts. Ya, unlike as in K$atrapa and KuQan 

inscriptions, but like the letter in Usavadata’s inscription, lacks the curl on the left. The 

vertical stroke of Id is sometimes somewhat curved to the right. The lower ends of verticals, 

like rat la, a, show a tendency to curve. . Medial o. e, and o are indicated by horizontal 

strokes except occasionally as in jd. In some of the Satavahana inscriptions there is 

a tendency to show small loops for la and na. La and da are typically southern forms. 

The following extract (Fig. 72) is from the inscription of the Queen mother Balasiri who got 

it. engraved in the Nasik cave in the 19th year of Siri-Pulum&yi (Epigraph. Jnd. VIII, p. 60). 

It is a masterly description of t he prowess and grandeur of a sovereign ruler and, as a literary 

l»ieoe. it ranks among the best in Indian Epigraphy. 

v- 6 y tKi dJ u * a* aj i<ti y) yjl^-o-o3 A 

■)- X -u 2 & wl «U 4 £ i A! A) ^ *6 A4 u-J- A* *J ^ 

j. * e ij jSr/j'ilLi lu * j.<u a j & ]x y*dr y~£y * aj 

dEnu?arn^. A) «x, *y 

M TjJEXi? cU^Aj 

SiXAJ AJ yUJij. u 1^4^ AJ oy 

j)AJ J* U y ^ 4l £ 1- * y 2A) 1 £> A) -J- D 

"2^0 J-A) 22 J“AAAJ i^4AJA;yjcU U^Q-Ui 

yjA> 'i'l «V 
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From the later half of the 2nd century A.D., the Satavahana script in the Krishna \ hr 

undergoes a change. The let ters get elongate and more ornamental, with curls and flourish? > 

at the ends of verticals, rather over-elongated. This tendency is to be seen in the ins na¬ 

tions of the fourth period at Amaravati (See Sivaramamurti 1 pi. LXV, 8. 10.). This 

ornamentation of the letters is seen at its best in the inscriptions from Jaggayyapef i 

(Burges* pi. LXII. LXITDandNagarjunakouda {Epigraph. Iml. XX pi. i-v). The iusciip 

tions from Jaggayyapeta and Xagarjunakondaare of the Ik^vaku dynasty, of which Kiut: 

•Sirivirapurisadata figures prominently. The letters are beautiful specimens. The vertici l 

strokes of a. d lea. ni. ra. la and the medial t, i and u are quite elongate and beautifully 

curled. The medial c is also curled downwards in the typically Southern manner, is in 

the later inscriptions (Btlhler, Ind. Ant. XXXIII, p. 43). L peculiar to Southern «cripi 

occurs in the Nagfirjunakonda inscriptions (Epigraph. Ind. XX, p. 12). The discovery 

of the inscribed Ay aka pillars from Nagarjunakon^a supplies quite an amount of material 

for the study of the script. The passage given below (Fig. 73) is from the second Ay*k i 

pillars to the south of the Mahacaitya at Nagarjunakon^a (Ibid. p. 18;. 

1 Whose command was accepted by the entire circle of kings, whose face was lovely .ind pare lik-» ti’ * (onii 

opened by the rays of the sun, whose horses had drunk the water of the three oceans, who wok lovely to look * 
with the charm of the full lunar orb, whose gait was beautiful like that of a noble elephant,whose arms were tfuU. 

rounded, broad and long like the body of the lord of serpents, whose fearless hand was wet with the water p'wtrxu 

out in assurances of protection, who without a stop attended on his mother, who well divided the plum* and tim« 
for tho pursuit of the triple objects, i.e., dharma. art ha and kdma. who equally rejoiced and sorrowed at ‘lie joy t 
and sorrows of his citizens, who crushed the pride and conceit of K^utriyas, who destroyed the Sake*, Y wkius.-. 
and Palilavas, who utilised taxes acquired righteously, who dislikod hurting lifo even in tho ease of tin enemy 

fault, the promoter of the families of the twice-born and the lowly, who exterminated the race of the Khakharatae . 
who established the glory of tho family of the Satavahanas, whoso foot wore salute-1 by ull provinces, who stopped 

the contamination of the four castes. 
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f*T4*T 4^T’^fl 3{W.J?TTf3T*T 

H^rr^rfw *p?*t*$ arrf^riw^T ^ifrot^T f^f^r 

IffTT T^T ifaPfa ■vrfrrf^T qtflRHiqfaq JT3T 

'sHfa^lfaf-qf^ 3PTTT T*Rf =S TfTOTTOfrT] -T SHJfN- 

•JjJcUcfjii-H''; 

nrr^fr »rimfvq- q^R'faq ?ir sj*i' q-ffreq^fa 

t>t> fefrl^T^frR^T % 3T q- % for ? o1 

<lonely allied to the daggayyapeta script is that of the Priikrt grant** of the early I’altava 

mmuirehs and tlu* writing of these charters is a development of the earlier oninnu nt» I 

tvpc of tlu* Iksxaku*. Tlu» text of the charters in Prfikrt itself indicates their early date 

as also the palaeography of the letters. The writing oil the charters is in a highly cursive 

form of the elongate letters of the Iksvaku inscriptions (BQhh-r Ind. Ant. XXXIT1, p. 44). 

The passage below (Fig. 74) is from the first plate of the HiralmdagalU plates of Sivaskanda- 

varman (Epi<papfi• hid. T, p. 2). The perfect line in Sanskrit at the end shows that the 

berihe was not unacquainted with the classical language, but it was more in accordance 

with the usage of the day that the charter should be issued in PrSkrt. as all royal edicts, 

grants and charters appear in Prakrt. in the early centuries before and after the Christian era. 

A point to bo noted in the alphabet of tills charter is the peculia r way in which t he amwvura 

and the serifs are indicated by a small oroae, rather than by a dot or dash (Ibid, p. 2). There 

is often a confusion created by the similarity of letters like ta, 4a and 4a or ta and na, or ta 

and bha (Ibid, p. 2). The form of e with longer vertical stroke to the right is a precursor 

of the same letter in later script in the Krishna valley. The medial e and o in the 

case of lea give a different form to the letter, the small horizontal stroke slightly curve© 

ai the ends running diagonally to the vertical stroke in the former (i.e. ke). 

• Succev' ! Tho Mnluilalavarl Atjavi Catisiri, the daughter of kin# V(Ui(hiputa Siri Cut utnula of the Ik.vAkb 

l.iimlv. porfoi imi of AnxiMullta snrrilirc, donor of n .my * tores of gold coins, hundred thounnnd cows, hundred 

il.oit'uud plough length* of land, iind of iinhnm|*'rc<J t.ctcnuiiiation in everything. the Kixtor of king Siri Viiapuri- 

■Atinla, the wife of MaJta«rnupatt MohuitUavaru and Alahtiaat^anayuku Khan<iavi>ukhanw.iaka of tho I honuka 

family, hav ing duo regard lor both her families and to secure welfare und happiness for herself in both tho worlds 

has erected this pillar at the M ah Acuity a of the supremely enlightened Lord (Buddha) who is absorbed by tbj 

best element, (ie . by uirvaua). In lhe math (regnal) your of king Siri Virapurisndata, the sixth fortnight of th< 

41 j>uy neasou. ii*v teuUi stay. 
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r5T <** q gw 

J1 <~rjja? ^<rmSi43Z^ 
^ &<iaj a a £ j^s ? 

FIG. 74. 

G'.S. 

+i^<i ^fak^cn^wfAwfa- 

11 TrsnfsfTrsft vrc^rat 

3H#rat <T^HI^HT')fd 

Somewhat earlier than the Hirahadagalli plate* are the Mayidavolu plate* (Ibid VI, 

p. S4) of the same monarch (Fig. 75). Issued by Sivaskandavarman when he was yuva- 

taaharaja or heir-apparent, it is distinctly older than the Hirahadagnlli plates where the 
epithet used is dharmamahdr&jddhirdja or righteous monarch. Though strictly the Mayida- 

▼olu plates ought to ho given first, they are given next to the Hirahadagalli ones, as t he letters 
of the latter, while agreeing generally with those of the former, however present some 
special forms not met with elsewhere in the whole range of the Indian alphabet. In the 

Mayidavolu and the Kondamudi grants the letters have similar abnormalities and hence they 
should go together. The grant is in Prakrt as is usual in the early grants. It is to be noted 
that the special form of Ice, found in the Hirahadagalli grant, has its origin in this grant. 

Among the special letters of this grant are sa and ma whether by themselves or a subscripts, 
as in mmo ; no, ja and e (Ibid, p. 86). While ma and sa are totally different from any known 
letters, na creates a confusion by its close resemblance to 4a in which form it is never known 
ja is peculiar sometimes, but it is easily traceable to the same abnormal letter in the Bhatfi- 

prolu alphabet, as also the letter ha. E is quite different from the same letter in other inscrip¬ 
tions of the same date. It differs from the same letter in the Hirahadagalli alphabet 

1 Success ! From the city of Kaflci of §ivaskandavarma of the Bharadvaja clan and I'allava family, performer 
of the sacrifice Agnistoma, Vdjapeya and AtvamodKa, righteous overlord of great kings....In our territory 
rrorywhero royal princes, generals.. 
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though its form suggests strong resemblance to the later Tamil-Gfantha letters in the 

Pallava script of the 7th century of which it is undoubtedly the precursor. 

2 i i a 71 

3iMh^Ri 1 

The script of the Mayidavolu plates is also repeated in the plates of the Brhatphalayana 

king Jayavarman (Ibid, VI, p. 315) found in the village of Kondamudi in the Krishna 

district. This grant is important for t*he script as well as the mention of a royal dynasty, 

the Brhatphalaynas. not known from any other records. The language is Prakrt. The last 

line is another notable example of the use of Sanskrit in a Prakrt inscription for reasons 

remarked above (sec above p. 166). The letters peculiar to the Mayidavolu grant are 

found here also. Sa. ma,ja, rut and e are alike in both (Ibid, p. 315). Jd is however peculiar, 

in this. But while there is a confusion between 4a, da and na and na in the Mayidavolu 

grant by the similarity of their form there is a separate sign here for da 

1 from the city of KaAci Yuvamaharaja (Hie Royal Highness) &ivaakandavanna, of the elan of the Bhi- 
raclvajftp and of the Pallava family, commands his agent at Dhahfiakata. 
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whi* !• listinguishos it- from no which in all other ii^jm cU» i*> as confusing as no of the Mayida- 

vn|i • mi. The passage given below (Fig. 70) is from the first Uvo plat<s of the grant. 

& on2e<3s>Wj 
iOf ~ 

y-llAl/? -H7 
nn. 70. 

? ^PT ^TTTrft 
* CN O 

% ^ Mr^nft 
3r=mf^r 

O Cn 

The Western Indian script of the time is best represented in the early inscriptions of the 

T» a i K&takas and the Maitrakas. The plates of the Traikii^aka king Dharasena, of the middle 

of the 5th cent ury 4.D., show the earlier Brahmi type of letters not developed fully into the 

stage represented by those of the later Maitrakas or the earliest records of the Western Cajuk- 

yaa of B&d&mi. The letters belong to the Southern variety find may be compared with the 

archaic ones of the Pallava records in Prakrt of slightly earlier date. The angularities 

and hr«v&6 involved in the engraving of letters on copper plates arc clear in this as in the early 

Pallava Prakrt records. The serif of the letters is a thick short elongate dot. 8a is peculiar 

and on*, of its arms darts up after forming a sharp narrow angle to right. The lower end 

of verticals of letters, like a, q, ka and ra, form an angle by slightly shooting up to left. 

1 FromHhe victorious camp in the city of Kudura king Sri Jayavarma of the Brhatphalayana clan and worship, 
per of the feet of Mahfltearo commands—In Kudura. 
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Tha in more or lees like a Hpiral, ya a right-angle with vertical to right and an arc to the left 

end of the baa© line, a central slanting line ending with thiok serif level with horizontal divid¬ 

ing the right angle. Ma is a triangle with the sides prolonged beyond the apex and with 

serifs. La starts to left as a query mark without dot, runs horizontally to right and up 

again vertically and does not curl, as in other scripts. Va is just a triangle with serif on 

top. Sa is peculiarly like ya of the script, except that the slanting middle line is doubled. 

The medial a. c, o are small slanting top strokes. The square and triangle often determine 

the shape of letters of the script. The script of Dahrasena (Epigraph. Ind. X, p. 53) from 

which the following extract is taken (Fig. 77) is special, but the later developments in 

Traikutaka inscriptions show more regular forms. 

^ ■“•ja “ j * 3¥ f'^1L1 <5y A1" 

3&S a £3» >i * i A a*3 f if]sZ£fe* 
no. 77. 

c\ 

O.XAtl. 

zrfwraifanwhfd mj 

The script of the Kusana period in North India is the parent of the later northern type 

represented by the letters of the Allahabad prasasli of Samudragupta (Fleet C. Inter. Ind. 

777, p.l). The script of the Gupta period is characterised by three varieties, the Northern, 

Central and the Southern. The Allahab&d prasosti is in the Northern class of letters which 

are in direct descent from the Ku^an alphabet. The Central Indian variety of Guptu 

alphabet is best represented by the Eiau inscription of Samudragupta (Ibid, p. 18) and 

the Udayagiri cave inscription of Candragupta II (Ibid, p. 21), the former containing 

letter? both of the box-headed and nail-headed type and the latter a fine series or the 

box-headed variety so typical of all the Vaka^aka inscriptions. The Southern variety of 

Gupta script, which is a clear development from the inscriptions of the K?atrapas, is best 

illustrated by the Sanchi inscription of Candragupta II and Skandagupta’s Jun£ j.idk 

inscription (Ibid,p. 56). In addition there are other minor varieties, of whioh the most 

important is the one to be seen iu the Bilsad inscription of Kumaragupta (Ibid, p.42) where 

th* deep thick serifs, square \Me*$ and in long straight top strokes form a striking feature. 

* Hail ! From the victorious camf. *r Xmrakavasaka 6ri Mahar&ja Dahrasena of the Traikutaka f*™s>y -rm 
•tom pit*, live of the feet of his parentSvp^rformer of hi- dut" to God, performer of the A&vamedha bu r.fiee, oomm^k 

«U those resident in the Antarmai^tf area that to the Brahmapa Nanpusvami residing in Kapura.... 
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The following passage in illustration of the first variety (Fig. 78) is from 8amudragnpta’a 

Allahabad praiasti in the fine poetry of Hari^ena, the court poet. The letter ma used 

here i* of the Indo-Scythic type. Samudragupta’s Southern contact is echoed by letters 

of the Southern variety, like 4a and la. The form of the vowel o in some places, as in 

gomto in line 3 below, is peculiar. 

* **'«/.»« ■5\vi*£3&&U4‘^ ^33.^ 

1 s ?)ik,2'A: $ » £ O.NJ e r 

SI »*£,* « "0 *>-*'**■* Zfalgj e 0J y 

o* i ‘ 8*^, u<?2,, ^ 

^8 * k•*< *\i y ^1 W^<■ 9 A ^ i ■> 3 i 

^M^2 f6^^, ^ 3)f 

FIO. 78. 
OjSjUI. 

^farRM l«fl MP^H f\*fa W ipdHH iMPd+iff: 
?TT^^ S) ^ ! i ^ ■T'M Hi Vr=trq^rifa*)|^ij|fy 

M: fTiR^TPTnTTg^ft 

’rfir^xT mr^r 

nf-'ji frirqc,< HdI5T'+dS)*!TTiRT f'lfildfcK<d'H Pi<11'd^4^r^d 

r <<n s 
+-|oqPhWlfa: ifPdPfcdd+PRMil^ g^fwdld^l-m 

^^ftTTT^fwr i-hffdTddiJd 'rrdq-fd1 
__o 

l Who, by the overflow of the multitude of his numerous virtues embellished by hundreds of good deeds, rub¬ 

bed out the fame of other rulers by the soles of his feet ; who was incomprehensible like the urur.derstandnble 
puruM (Vifpu) as the cause of the riso and fill respectively of good and bail ; who was conipa*eionote and had 

a tender I-earl that cou!d be con over by dev »tion and oboiaance ; who wu » donor. f many handled# of thousand# 
of cows ; whoso mind was resolved to the sa rod word und pract ;«• .» v.f thu uplift of miserable, lowly, helpless and. 
suffering humanity ; who * as a lustrous or glorious porsoniiu .it i<»n « f It nd .OSS to all boings ; who wns oqusl to 

Kabcrn, Varuya, India < nd fsma, whose o'licors were over engaged in restoring the we ilth of many things con¬ 
quered by the might of his arms ; who pet to shame the preceptor of t ho loud of the gods (Brhaspati), Tumburu, 

Narado and others by his sha^p. b** lliant intellect, musicrl skill on.i nrti.i‘.i • .icco.nplishmcnta ; who established 
his title** king among poets * *>v mn.y photic,I compositions that w-'ro the means of subsistence of scholars ; 
whose many wonderful and uotle deeds are worthy of praise for any I' ngth of time : who was a mortal only in 
so far as it required the performance of duties expected of man .by accepted conventions. 
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The Er&n inscription of Samudragupta (Ibid, p. 20) is a fine example of the use of 

box-headed and nail-headed type of letters. The letters are of the Central Indian variety 

with Southern characteristics. It is only a fragment and the small extract (Fig. 70) show * 

the nail-headed variety in the first lino and the box-headed variety in the next two. 

'The Bilsatf pillar inscription of Kumaragupta (Ibid, p. 43) is in the North* r i variety of 

characters with beautiful letters square and triangular in shape, thick and long serifs and 

prolonged top strokes. The line jriven (Fig. 80) shows these characteristics very clearly. 

fig. SO. 

a w T4 a t+i *11 <M i "4 ^ ' 

C.S.Jel. 

The nail-headed typo is Ixvst illustrat'd in the script of the Majhgawr&tu plates (Ibid, 

p. 107) of Maharaja Hastin of 310-11 A.L). (Fig. Sib Tho nail-head is triangular with 

the apex of the triangie do\vnwa»ds. 

! IQ. si. 

_ C.SjM. 

1 There was-equal to Dhaua.U ll»t. hestower of wealth) and Antaku (lit. destroyer) rcaix*-lively when 
pleased and enrage*!. 

Thus# •neuu> s are terrified v lien they recollect wen in their dreams.his victories i-> » . MleV 
: Lord Brahmanya.;eva of woudrous form covered with tho accumulated lustre of tho thro - w 
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q^rTTR^RT ^-TR^T 

*Tf[r#R*TRRT *TR>TR?i?^WRTt'4I 'JIM R RRTflTT 

qt ^rd'ir^N++^>H^H *TfrTT3RWmRT ^RT^>-Tt3R3FRRT q^T1 
The alphabet in the inscriptions of Toraraana and Ya$odharman shows a beautiful 

development from the earlier northern and Gupta variety and in them is seen the origin of 

the beautiful Nagari script. The Brahnri letters change into a type which, being inter¬ 

mediate between the earlier Gupta and 7th century Nagari, approximates more to the latter, 

and it is easily seen that it is the parent of the lovely writing in the Banskhera and Madhuvan 

plates of Har?avarddhana. Ka develops a thicker and angular lower end, which later tends 

slowly to shoot up to the left to meet the crossed stroke in the centre. Ca develops a pro¬ 

jecting beak to the left, as also da. Ya still continues its earlier shape, and the loop to the 

left does not join the central stroke, nor does t he latter separate itself from the lower line to 

form the letter, as we know it, in inscriptions of the next and subsequent centuries. Ha 

definitely thickens at the lower end. In conjunct consonants, ra appears sometimes above 

the line of the top stroke and occasionally in line with the body itself, as in conjunction with 

ya, and rya is just a stroke with the subscript ya below. La is tending towards its future 

shape. The paasase chosen (Fig. 82) is from rhe Mandasor inscription of Y*$ >dharman 

(Ibid p. 146) who overcame the great Mihirakula. 

fia. S2. 
C.S. del• 

i Salutation to MihjJova! Hail! After a hundred years inciv’»>2-l b v rjin«r*.v-ono (luring the sovereignty of the 

Gupta «* the prosperous Mihicaitru year, i*i the third <1 • v of rh-- <1 * tort nigh' of the month Magha, on 
this day as specified by the year, month and day (Maharaja Hastin; bora of the royal family of Parivrijak* 
Maharajas, great grandson of Maharaja Devadhya, grandson of Mi&h’talji* S*i Prabhan;ana. 
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ftmffwi :qfi^r^Rcr>T: rTF^ft 

I ^fipTHTT: fWT 11 f<TFTt77*n^ 

* 

M lfll<1 ^Tlf^TOt ^T^TT^Tt f$Hf«lf<<^**T 

^Tfw^r ^^nfr w ^T^ft 

11 rqqbiP^fi^1 

The development of the Nagari script in the 7th and 8th centuries A.D. is interesting 

It is at this stage that the letters are most decorative. The script of the Lakkhamandal 

pra&wti (Epigraph. hid. I. p. 10) and the Bodh-Gaya inscription of Mahanaman (Fleet, 

C. hiscr. Ind. Ill, p. 274) present certain features which suggest affinities to the earlier script. 

The script in Harsavarddhana’s copper plate grants, though however of the same period, 

is a little different from the usual variety of the time, the flourishes being very pionounoed 

for the superscripts. It resembles the script of the JhalrapaJan inscription (Ind. Ant. V, 

p. 180), the Banaras inscription of Pantha (Epigraph. Ind. IX, p. 60). and the Deogarh rock 

inscription of Svamibhata (Ibid XVIII..p. 125). The letters are very ornamental and are 

the most artistic in Indian calligraphy. The beauty of the letters composing the body of 

the inscription is surpassed only by the sign manual of the emperor in letters so beautifully 

and ornamentally incised that Biihler remarks, if King Harsa really used these characters in 

signing all legal documents, he must have been a most accomplished penman, and the oares 

of Government and the conquest of India must have left him a great deal of leisure (Ibid IV 

p. 209). Harsavnrddhaua was an eminent poet and litterateur, an able administrator, 

conqueror and a devotee of his faith. King Bhoja of Dhara is an instance of a royal poly¬ 

math. Penmanship in such cases was quite a simple affair*. The florid lines of these letters 

have real companions in the South Indian Pallava Nagari inscriptions of similar beauty 

in Mahabalipuram and in the KailasaitStha temple at Kaflclpuram. The letters have 

pronounced wedges, generally to the right top of the vertical, which slants to right. A tail 

1 From tho neighbourhood of tho river LauhityP to tho M&hondra mountain dense with palm-groves, from the 
snow-peak d Himalaya mountain with its slopes < m r.i #d by Cang& to tho Western Oroan, feudmorlea, with their 

pride humbled by the might of his arm, render the ground vuriigurted -y the interplay of tho rays of their 

crest-jewels ns they bow at his feet. Whoso pair of feet is adorned with offerings of flowers from the cruet by even 

that king Mihirakula, with tho head experiencing pain in the act of tho low solute that breught down I is might 

of arm, Mihirakula whose head had never been subjected to the humility ot obeisance vxix r»t to Sth&yu (Siva)* 
and by the embrace of whose arms the scow mountain bears the epithet Durga, i.e., weh fortified usd hssae 

ii<accessible. As if to measure heaven above or to count... 
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is developed at t.he right eiul, which forms a short Angle. This variety has l>een termed the 

Acute-angled script, and the term k vtih has been discarded, though really the letters are 

kvtila, i.e., crooked, but beautifully so. The curved cross-stroke of the letters lea does not 

yet join the lower tip of the vertical to the left as in later letters. Occasionally na with its 

loop to left, attached to the top instead of to the vertical, appears like ga and causes confu¬ 

sion. The subscript ya is definitely curved and not like as it appears in the Mandasor 

inscription of Yafodharman. The superscripts a, t, t, e, ai, o and au also run in flourishes 

like streamers, and are not feather-shaped, as in the Mandasor inscription and resemble 

those in the Jhalrapatan prafiasti. The upadhmdniya is a semi-circle open above and with 

curled ends. The superscribed wedge-shaped * r ’ never rises above the top line, obviously 

to leave it free for the medial signs d, i, etc. The passage selected (Fig. 83) is from the 

Banskhera plates of Har^avarddhana (Ibid IV, p. 208). The inscription is couched in 

elegant Sanskrit prose. 

Flo. 83. 

C..v. del 
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3H =3^ JT?rFft 5 ^ y -y n ij i ^ m+1 ? >tt 

5^T??Tt’TKH^H 

«n«(rH'JM<«»MIMTMH: q^rfe^nTTfit 

43TFP4 I -; 1Hfc« Td Wto? 

qrorfs^TT 

^ S^T*n*JlTlsjT:'l^TT3c*r*I3rT:cRlT 

^TTT3nfW5r>s{t JW^T^Jg'T^lW 5^?3cHKM’^ldf»^^q*fr : MciM 

?nti«»^qHi)ui5y:qf?Tj^a^^(Jc<»5uirS5nTf^^1^>'TI^'^R?T?9 'T'TTfssffiT 

WOTc^T «forcrbtt*TT^T«:H OR^RT^IrT & qvf^+T^qTFJTfTT*1 

The early development of Nagari in Eastern India is best illustrated by the script ol the 

plates of Salaiika (ibid YJ, p. 143). They are of the same time as those of Hargavarddhana. 

1 Om! Hail! From Vardhaminakoti the victorious camp consisting of the great navy and clcplm.it forces and 
cavalry—(There was) Maharaja Sri Naravarddhana; his son that contemplated on his feet was Maharaja Sri Raj* 

yavardhana, bora of Queen Vajrii.idevi and a great devotee of the Sun god; his son that contemplated on his fret 

was Adityavardhana.bora of Queen ApsarodevI and a great devotee of the Sun god; his son that conteraplaf e<. »n 
his feet vfi Paramabn*i&rakn (the great Lord-) Maharajadhir&ja Sri Prabhaknrovarddhana. bora of Qaccn M . iu\ 

senaguptadoM and a great devotee of the Sun god, a hose fame croaRed the four oceans. who subdued the oil er 
princes by his power and benevolence, whoso wheel (of power)moved to well establish tamo rnd uerama.wl o 

removed the iVutery of his subjects like the rider of the chariot with a single wheel, i.e.. Sun god; Ins ‘on that con¬ 
templated on his feet was Partirabhaituicha (M«l irfj&dhirfije Sri RiljyitvurdliHna) torn ol the Quctn Yofomotl 
of spotless feme ar.d a gioet follower ol Buddha kring hin.Fclf hko Buddha completely given to doing gcod to 

others, who covered the entire glote with tie cenogy of hs wi ite fame, who assume d tl e Ins're of 
Kobein. Vdrune. Indra and other Lckefalae (lcro’a of the quarters) who satisfied the n*ird«s cf supplicant* bv 
b any'gifts of ireney icd lend acquired by rightccvs rrctnp, end who cutsboce in clarecier all jHv'<ur u oner L 
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The script though of the acute angled nail-headed type, like that of the plates of Harfa- 

vardhana, has yet certain peculiarities that mark it out from the other. The curved cross 

stroke of ka joins the rtical from the left wherever it occurs independently and not in 

a conjunct consonant. The left limb of sa is open and not joined, as in the Banskhera plate. 

Da, na, ta, pa, ma and many other letters differ. The tail to the right end is not pronounoed 

in this script. Superscript ra is above the top line and the medial strokes are simpler. 

Subscript ya is of the earlier type. The upadhmaniya is an oval, divided by a central stroke. 

The script is also illustrative of the Nagarl of the time in the Kalinga country. The passage 

chosen (Fig. 84) is from the first plate of the inscription. 

'^'3. i u'? 

t\ \ \v 0 i i * 75 *10 *» 3>^^ ^ 

no. 84. 

3ff 

TOim ^RT# 

f¥^fr ^trmwrf^rnrT : 

^Cflfrd 1 

C.S. <w. 

Further development of the Nagarl script in the Gangetic region is to be seen in the 

charters of the Pratlhara kings of the 8th and 9th centuries A.D. The letters approach the 

still later types and shed their affinities to the earlier Brahml, which can be seen clearly in 

the script of Yasodharman's inscriptions and even in the Nagarl of the 7th century A.D. 

A develops a full vertical stroke to right, instead of the small lower stroke to the right. The 

curved cross stroke of tea joins the vertical to the left. The left limb of kha slants twice 

and forms a shape that cont inues in all later types. The body of ja beneath the serif curves 

1Om! Hail! On this (gem-ladon) earth, resting on the girdle of waves of the water of the four oceans and 

having islands, mountains and towns, during the year 300 of the Gupta era, when M&har&jadhiraja Sa6anka was 
ruling (from the bank of the Salimar river), with both its banks covered with a variety of flowers of ezoellent 
trees, like the celestial river (Gangs) that issued from heaven being brought down by Bhagiratha, its water 

streams falling on the top of the mountain Himalaya being divided into many streams by dashing and break¬ 

ing against many rocks.... 
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twioe like ‘ S \ and the top end is continued slanting down to right. A small tail is added 

to da at its lower end to right. A loop is formed to the left of ma which continues in all later 

forms of the letter. A blade-like strip is added over half way from the bottom to left to the 

curved vertical of ra. The left limb of 6a separates and curves at the top, and the central 

stroke is absent. The left limb of fa is a little more open than in the earlier type. The tail 

to the bottom of letters is more pronounced in this script, and the serif is a horizontal stroke 

and not a wedge. The letters are compressed. The superscipts d, i, », o, etc., are simpler. 

The sign for e specially is so simple that it is almost missed. The passage chosen (Fig. 85) 

is from the grant of the Pratihara king Mahendrapala of Mahodaya {Ind. Ant. XV., p. 105). 

Kio. 85. 

C S. del. 

afr VH * dl. 

TT^TT3T«r^RT^?^RTFT ^<1^I^. . 

rn> ^ecMKM^lrl H<3lfe~q 

T^FT^ft^> M??KM>5rbik^W^ ^s?T 

£TfafTr^mT?T*l: 11 ^IWT1 

* Om! Hail! From the camp teeming with many ahiPs elephants horses, chariots and infantry stationed 
there (there was) the great devotee of Visnu, Mah&r&ja 8rl King $aktdeva; his son that contemplated on his 

feet and bom of the queen Sri DuyikidevI was the great devotee of Mahegvara King Vatsarijadeva ; his son 
that oontemplated on hia feet and born of queen $ri SundaiJdevI was the great devotee < f Bhagavatl (Devi) King 

Nigebha{a ; hie eon that contemplated on hie feet and bent of the queer! &rtmad IaafAdnvI waa the great 
devote# of the Sun god Mah&raja Sri King Ramabhadradeva; hie eon contemplated on hia feet and bom 

of the queen 3rimed AppaJevI was the great devotee of Bhagavati. Mflharaja-§rl King Bhojadeva ; his son 
contemplated on his feet bom of the queen Sri Candrabha^irikftdevl was the great devotee of 

Bhagavati Maharaja-Sri King Mahendrapftla—Srfivaatl.... 
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Still further development of this variety of Nagari is seen in the inscriptions of the 

Gahadavalas of Kanyakubja. In this script the letters have become definitely more modern- 

looking. The horizontal stroke covers the entire top of the letter. The letter is compressed 

or attenuated and straight. The vowel i is different from the earlier one. The left limb of 

kha has a small triangular terminal loop. Gha is no more composed of three strokes, but 

the central line dwindles, giving a shape like that of the letter in other Nagari varieties of 

slightly earlier, contemporary and later dates. Na is composed of three vertical strokes with 

the top horizontal, as in all later forms of the letter. The middle horizontal limb, with 

terminal loop and with terminal triangle, distinguishes na and bha respectively, as in all 

later varieties. The tail of ha to left is lengthened. The medial signs d, e, o are usually 

represented by vertical stroke to right, left and on both sides respectively of the letter. Some 

times o is represented by the superscript e and vertical stroke to right and au by the 

aide strokes and superscript. The signs for i, and i arc gracefully curved at the top end. 

The present selection (Fig. 86) is from the copper plate of Candradityadeva (Epigraph. 

Ind. XIV., p. 197), dedicating a village to the shrine of Sri Candramadhava at Candravati 

and is couched in fine language describing the ephemeral nature of fortune and power and 

the peoessity of righreoue conduct. 

(to 

4W * 
Fig. 86. 

c.s. dd. 
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The development of the Nagari script in the 11th century in Western India can be seen 

in the script of the grants of the Paramara kings of the time. The Banswara plates of Bhoja 

of Dhara (Ibid XI, p. 181) show letters that still retain wedges but considerably flattened 

and well on the way to a horizontal serif line. This top line, unlike earlier letters, covers the 

entire top. The letters however change and assume a different shape in later Paramara 

inscriprions where the script resembles somewhat the ornamental variety of Candella given 

in the tables. Here sometimes ka in ku. kr, etc., has a terminal loop to left for its cross 

stroke. The left limb of kha is a curved elongate triangle, as also that of ga. Ja is composed 

of an S-shaped left limb and an undulating vertical right limb, joined at the top by a flat, 

tened wedge serif. Na is composed of three verticals, the central one short and issuing from 

1 It is known to you, this ephemeral nature of the world; that prosperity is like the wreath of flowers in 

spring pleasant to behold enly for a few days; that the life of beings is ever impermanent like dunes of sand parti¬ 

cles of a stream on mountain slope ; that sexual enjoyments are sweet on the surface but bitter in the end and 
not easily assimilated like bad sesamum seeds ; that the sensory organs are pot easily satisfied being opposed 

to scrutinising of right and wrong like the charms of a courtesan ; hence having consulted the Smrfis that are 
authoritative and in consonance with all Saatras, on this Saturday the akmta third day of the dark fortnight of 

the month of Vaisakha in the year eleven hundred increased by fifty-six on the Akfcata tritlya of theYug&diporvan, 

having bathed in the AdikeAava ghafta at the sin-destroying confluence of the celeetrial river Ganga and Vanina 
and having satisfied according to rights gods, sages, men, animals and manes, having adored the hot-rayed suu 
who possesses effulgence effective in dispelling the gathering of darkness, having worshipped Siva whose body 

is composed of earth, water, fire, wind,sky, sacrificier, cool-rayed moon and the sun and whose crest adornment 
is a slice of the lord of medicinal hebs (the moon), having performed worship of lord VAsudeva, having made 

offerings of excellent milk food and ghee to the enjoyer of sacrificial ghee (fire) and having finished the rites of 
food-offering to the manes, we (hereby make over) the above-mentioned village with it* Areas of wuter and sod, 

mountain and forest, pits and marshes.... 
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the upturned apex of the flattened wedge serif. Pha has a double curved stroke added 

to right, which forms a loop towards the top and slants down. Ra has a triangular central 

projection added to the vertical to left. The limbs of $a are separated at the top and the 

left one curves in to the top and has a curved triangle at its lower end. The medial, d, e, 

«tc., arc as in the script of the Cahadavalas. The passage chosen (Fig. 87) is from the 

charter of Bhoja whose eminence as a polymath, poet, grammarian, rhetorician, architect, 

yogacarya, engineer, administrator, general and patron of letters is very well known. 

no. 87. C.S. del. 

3ff sprfr sftwjffeft *t: <ri i fror 

rVtbH 

PTF5T 

Towards the end of the 11th century A.D. the script of North-eastern India develops 

certain characteristics that distinguish it as the parent of the modem Bengali. These 

characteristics are clearly seen in the Deopara inscription of Vijayasena (Ibid I, p. 305) of 

about the close of the 11th century and beginning of the 12th century A.D.The letters,though 

of tho Northern type, differ in some respects pronouncedly, as in vowels » and e and con¬ 

sonants kha,ja, Ha. fa, na,/«, tha, pha. bha, ma, ra, la and sa. In Vaidyadcva’s grant 

l Ora! Victorious is (Siva) the on© whose hair floats up skywards, who for the purpose of creation bears on his 

bead that streak of the moon that is like the sprout of the seed of the universe. May thoee matted locks of the 
enemy of Smara (Cupid), brown like the bright curves of lighting towards the end of an aeon, always do you good. 
All well! The great lord paramount king of kings Sri Bhojadeva. who contemplates on the feet of the great lord Eamount king of kings Sindhurajadeva, who contemplates on the feet of the great lord, paramount king of 

gs Sri Vakpatideva, who contemplates on the feet of the great lord, paramount king of kings Sri Siyakadeva.. 
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(Ibid II, p.347) of slightly later date the change towards the Bengali script is clearer still. Ra, 

usually superscript, is sometimes used in the line itself. Avagraha, the first appearance of 

which has been traced in the Baroda copper plate of Kasfrakuta Dhruva (see Bhhler p.91), 

is clearly used in this inscription. Biihler, on account of the definite shape of these letters 

towards Bengali, has named the script proto-Bengali, as the parent of the later script. 

The language of this inscription is undoubtedly beautiful. It has been composed by the 

famous poet Umapatidhara, of whose poetic skill Jayadeva, his younger contemporary, 

5-rr*: : Wf : 11 
has given his estimate along with that of Dhoyi, the author or Pavanadflta 

i. e., Umapatidhara allows his words to sprout, Dhoyi is king 

among poets. As may be seen from the following short passage (Fig. 88), the letters have 

an individuality all their own and the language is sweet but verbose, as described by Jaya¬ 

deva. 

3 5R3 ? ari tGqiRfa ttzms.51 m autoqKnflqsj fisg q 
FIB. 88. 

fe*T^TFT 

C.S. del. 

I^TJiSfhTT: 

5W: 
55ft 

:ll 

Hlfa+fH I 

vf<^Vd« 

II f^r 

jjhly decorated clothes to the naked one (lit. quarter-clothed); to the lord who assumed the form 
was (lit, lord of half a woman), hundred damsels with charming brows all withtha-fee—ty 
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In Kalinga, inscriptions are found in three scripts, a script akin to the box-headed Sou¬ 

thern type, a script in which there is a free admixture of Nagari and the Telugu-Canareso 

script of the Eastern C'alukyan territory, and the third is in pure Nagari without admixture 

of any other characters. The Nagari script in Kalinga of the 11th century A.I). is some 

what different from the other varieties and is characterized by its own peculiarities to be 

noted presently. The script chosen here is akin to that used in the Nadagam plates of 

Vajrahasta (Ibid) IV, p. 183) or the Madras Museum plates of Vajrahasta (Ibid) IX. p. 94), 

and is an early variety different from that used in the inscriptions of Swapnesvara in Bhuva- 

nesvar of the time of Aniyanka Bhlma (Ibid VI, p. 198), somewhat like the North-eastern 

type and approximating the Sena script. A, b and t here, are different from the same letter 

in other scripts of the time and later. E is totally irregular and, but for the hooked top to 

left, resembles, ra. Kha has rounded top, right vertical projected up and left limb 

bunshaped terminally, as in </«and^a. Ta approaches more the North-eastern variety of 

Bengal. Da is of earlier type, ft a is more or less like la but for its top stroke. Ta is 

rounded and the curve to left is rather slight. Tka approaches the Sena letter, though not 

so open. Dha is quite buxom. Na is very peculiar and, but for its abrupt tapering 

towards the top, would appear somewhat like ma. Bha and sa are after the earlier type. 

Medial t, e, i and d are sometimes confused. The passage chosen (Fig. 89) is from one of 

the grants of the Madras Museum. 

no. 89. C.S. del. 

of their form enhanced by the the geinset jewels ; t« the dweller on the crematory ground, cities teeming with 

inhabitants ; to the eater of alma, unfailing fortune.! .Truly the family of the Senas is very clever in supporting 

the poor. With embroidered silk instead of elephant's hide, with large pearl necklace placed on the cheet instead 

of mighty snake, with sandal powder instead of ashes, with large string of sapphires put in the fingers instead 

of string of beuds, with long tubular emeralds in the place of serpents and with an ornament of beautiful pearls in 
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q^ft^FTt fw r^HKHK^lRw^^ 

PdfedFT dd <N <JJ,<I MdfdPd<-*lT 

d KI <^Td I d lP<d+iil H £1*1 ®dd 

?ddld<d<d^d^l^d^vidrt dddddr^n^d1 

The Falla vas usually used Grant ha and Tamil for their inscriptions and there are floria¬ 

ted and plain varieties of this. A few of the Pallava inscriptions are found also in Nagarl 

and a whole series of bimdas are incised in this script in the KailSsan&tha temple at Kancl- 

puram. These birudas are in a script closely resembling the Nig&rl of Sri Har^avardhana* 

There are two varieties, the florid and the plain. The present inscription (Fig. 90) is from 

Saluvankuppam (Ibid X, p. 12) and is one of the early inscriptions in Nagari found in South 

India. The floriated variety shows beautiful flourishes and curls and peacock designs 

worked into the letters, specially the medials and subscripts which makes it rank with the 

most lovely floriated Canarese letters in the shape of swans, peacocks and other birds 

above p. 34). 

the place of human bo nee, he so provided a dress to him that would be in accordance with the wish of the 

wearer of skulls at the time of the deluge. Making the whole expanse of earth devoid of a second golden imbreila 
by the (heroic) sports of his arm, he was left nothing that he can desire for. 8o what possibly can the half 

moon-crested one (Siva) grant him even though pleased to confer a boon? But (this we pray) He will grant 
him final union with Himself at the end of bis old age. 

1 Ora ! had! (of the family of the Ganges) who are fortunate, pure by excellent qualities praiseworthy of the 
wholo world like kindness, liberality, courtesy, truthfulness, cleanliness, heroism, bravery, etc., who belong to 

•he Atroya clan, who are cloansed of the soot of the sinful dirt of the Kali age by the holy water of pure thought 
and deed, whose entire royal glory is efTulgent with the unique conch, drum, five musical instruments, white 

umbrella, golden chauri and precious bull emblem all obtained by the grace of the Lord Gokarpasv&mi, the lord 
of all mobile and immobile things, thp one architect for the creation of this entire universe, and the wearer of 
the moon as crest jewel.... 
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*T: ^T^TFTFT $<,KP=H4iftl 

=T: 11 fcPTW 

^jfFFnT 3TTOT tana ^ 

% 91^: II dd< «t>lfV.G 

* ^ +rt|«H^TfT4 

Rfar 11 ^Prasnjpr *ttht otpt 

^Vun ^ *ft ^ft^TT^r ’sftrcfcr «a 

TIT 11 qfTTT^nT^TPTf^R > o 

’JT^t^rf^wdcT fhfr^TFr 

^TW^fT Puw*d<fdfa^ 75TT%I I 1 
Further development of Nagari in South India may be seen in the unique Paliyam copper 

plates of Varaguna. The copper plate begins on the first side in Tamil and from the seoond 

aide of the first plate onwards, it is Nfigari. The alphabet has affinities somewhat to the 

script of the Atiranacande4vara cave temple inscription just discussed, but represents a 

slight development resembling the script of the Talegaon plates of the Ra$trakut& Krsna I 

(Ibid, XIII, p. 276). The inscription is important as the only known example in Nagari 

from the extreme south of India. It is of the 9th century A.D. and is, as pointed out by 

Gopinath Rao, of a chieftain of the Ay family of Aikkudi near Sengottai that was subdued 

by Varaguna Pan$ya in the 8th century A.D. The selection is from the second side of 

the first plate (Fig. 91) of this grant (Trav. Arch. Ser. I, p. 187). 

<4 n wft t-SIWSifr* 

no. 91. C.S.del. 

1 On the massive head of tho glorious Atyantnkfima (over passionate), the remover of the pride of hi® enemies, 
SHnidhi, the repository of wealth, who is flushed with passion, and i® intent on the worship of Ilara, dwolls 

the sweet-faced Samkaru. as it were in a large lake full of water for bathing and laden with diver® lot usee by its being 
besprinkled with the water of the coronation bath and covered with bright jewel®. By him who stands above 

the heads of kings was built for tho welfare of the world this temple of Sambhu (lofty) like Mount Kailasa or 
Mandara. May that Sribhara be long victorious, who bears Bhava as an ornament as it were in his mind humble in 

devotion^wnd support® the earth on his arm. Atiraiyuxinda (the extremely terrible one in battle) the lord of 

king® mads thia (temple) Atirancan«Jeivara; may PaSupatiwith the daughter of the mountain (Parvatl), Guha 
and hit A»as alwavs take pleasure to remain here. 
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q: sn^d ^P=ff *Pf^T 

<4*dNrtld^pjwrdEr ■JT^tT f^3PT 

11 3)^ ^+frt+NI ^I il 4iH N rtl M ^- -«.■«< l 

iR^UHU-^I WldW ^ftfcT JjM HfSt«TWM<f.qCTft TWf 

55T^Tt 

T^mfwr 11 ^nt'^p^wfa'T W^nfa fTRTT4 

M^HdV^Tct 11 ^T f%Tftr»J^t Jjf^ : *P<ft 
O e> > c c* o n3 

^TRt *ftWl 

FIG. 92. 

The use of Nagari in South India has not been much. The Pallava inscriptions are the 

earliest to use it. Nagari was used for the legends on coins in the early Cola issues of Uttama 

* May that family of the kings decended from Vffni. shining like (a string of) pearls, remain above the head 

of kings ; the family that like the pure flood of moon-light issued from the moon gladdening the world ; on 

account of which the stain on the moon has disappeared; and for the conquost of the world by which the mountains 

of Asta (sunset) and Udaya (sunrise) Himalaya and Malaya serve as pillars of victory with their slopes battered 

by the chisel-like rows of tusks of elephants in the army for which the four oceans became a hand-maid (as It were) 

adept in waving beautiful chauris in the form of the line of foam in the hand-like crests of their moving wuve, 

for those (kings) born in which the goddess Kama (Lakshra!) produces the charm of a beautiful jewelled umbrella 

with.her sportive lotus over their heads always associated with tho crown ; though those incessant performers of 

sacrifices born in which are no more, yet even now ought to be seen the volumes of smoke from their horse 

sacrifices as if sticking to the sky in the form of clouds ; and as if to emulate those beloging to this family, they 

(t4„ the clouds) fetch from the four oceans over and over again and shower the best of their essence for the welfare 

of the world. 
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Cola, Rajaraja and Rajendra Gangaikondan (Fig. 92). Similarly Nagari was used for the 

coin legends in Ceylon, e.g., Parakramabahu, Vijayabahu, Lilavati, Sahasamalla, Dharma- 

6oka, Bhuvanaikabahu, all of which are similar to the coinage of the great Cola emperor 

Rajaraja (Smith, p. 327). N&garl was used on coins from Kerala also, and the coin with 

the legend Virakeralasya on obverse and Qandarahku&asya on reverse of about the 13th 

century A.D. is an example. There is a rare instance of use of Nagari on a copper plate 

from the border of the Cera and Pandya country, but in Cola territory, the script used for 

inscriptions is only Grantha Tamil or Vatteluttu. In the area of the Pandyas, Nagari has 

been used for the legends of some coin types, whioh Elliot considers the earlier seriea 

(Elliot, p. 119 and pi. Ill, p. 129). In the Ceylon type of Pandya coins, Nagari is 

not used and the legend is in Tamil. So either this Nagari should bo before the 

11th century or after the 12th century, but, considering the letters, the latter seems more 

probable and probably the use of Nagari in Ceylon and Coja area influenced the adoption 

of Nagari in Pandya territories also. The type of letters used and the central lines separating 

the rows of letters, as in the case of Hoysala coins with Canarese legends, like Talakddu- 

konda or of the late Vijayanagara coins with Nagari legends, w arrant this assumption. From 

the Vijayanagara period onwards, Nagari is used profusely for all copper plates, the 

signature alone being in Canarese Telugu. It is alRO used for coin legends. The type 

used here is known as Nandinagari, and is a debased variety of the earlier Yadava and 

Kakatlya Nagari. 

The earliest instances of the use of Nagari either in Western India or the Deccan are 

in the Samangad plates of Dantidurga and the Pattadakal pillar inscription of Kirttivarman 

II (Epigraph, lnd. Ill, p. 1) from which latter the present extract (Fig. 93) is taken. Fleet 

opines that these characters stand midway between the characters of the Bodh-Gaya 

inscriptions of Mahanaman and the Samangad copper plates, as the former shows a further 

stage of development. The letters here have a triangular top with apex downwards, 

wherever the letters admit of it, as in the case of ka, kha, ca, ja, to, da, na, pa, ha, Mui, ma, ya, 

ra, la, $a, sai &*»• The letters pa, ma, sa,sa, and ya have a top line, not ye^fully developed. 

Nagari is about this time already in vogue in the Pallava area further to the South-East, 

as there are inscriptions of the close of the 7th century in places like Saluvahkuppam and 

Kanclpuram. In the Deccan and Western India, Nagari was later freely used by the 

RastrakGtas, who succeeded the Western Cajukyas of Badami. The inscription, from which 

the follow ing extract is taken, belongs to the last of the Western Calukyas of Badami. This 

and Pallava Nagari thus represent the Nagari type occurring for the first time in Deccan and 

South India and in vogue in the 7th-8th centuries A.D. Further details about the extent of 

-use, development, etc., Nagari in South India already discussed may be seen above (p.187) 
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oTJioJS^ 
ty&rq&yS zttovnjfa'vatogjirfu 

$ae*7Yti?$i7W^i2> aaffw,^,! 

L 
no. 93. C-S. de/. 

3ff ftrerc n's ^PT«ngirfrff^ra^HH 

41*6 

^WOTW^fr ?5IWT^Tf%T'irTfT^TfeTTTTTTT 
c 

tfforfofi fa*farn«>s<ta>Mfa»rt *r 

^PT^ ^^rf'MSPTiHH T^P0^5^T . . ^^^(cT) 

bpf TRTfT: HTT <*+l<ufH-t »RpKS«H*Kpl ^ 

«frjf«r*bre*nT . . 31 <m ifa <nm <m 

Further development of Nagari in the Deccan is illustrated in the Talegaon plates of the 

Rastrakuta king Krsnaraja I (Ibid, XIII, p. 275) wherein the letters show an approach 

towards the type of Nagarf used in later Rastrakuta inscriptions. This changes in form may 

be seen in the letters composing the inscriptions of Ra^rakuta Krsna III. The Bagumra 

plates of Indraraja III of 915 A.D. (Ibid, IX, p. 24), may be quoted as examples. The present 

1 Om Salutation to Siva. May that union of Hara and Qauri ho victorious, union in which the face .and 
breast* are caressed (lit. kissed) by the left arm the finger* move out among the curly tremce resembling (in their 

movement) a swarm of bees in motion and which resembles a full blown white lotus with its beauty enhancod by 
the fluBh of the red which is made obvious by the rays of the thousand-eyed sun god. May he be victorious the pro¬ 

moter of the Culuki family like Kaghu with mind uncontaminated by Kali sin), delighting in charity like the son 

of Surye (Kama), ever fond of adventure liko Bhima-(lit. with attenuated belly like that of a wolf), the illustrious 
unimpeachable, noble Vijayaditya Satyairaya, the beloved of Fortune and of Earth, Maharajadhir&ja Paramefi- 
vara Bh'a(taraka..». 
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selection is from the second of these grants (Fig. 94). The full top stroke of a, a, with sign 

of elongation of the earlier type from the centre of the vertical to right, the peculiar open 

triangle for the left limb of kha, ga, and sa are noteworthy. Gha, 4a, and ea with central 

stroke are of the earlier type. Na and na are nearer the later varieties. $a has a stroke 

across, instead of aslant. Ra is more or less like the Eastern Ganga letter of the 11th century 

A.D. 

fig. 94. C.S. del. 

*t*r nw+rfr *pr: n arrant: m 
TOW 5^r^f4 

vnfeTRTTcT I #TPT: + rt^fain<STTOl H 

II Pic«l *PTfa*TWT : 

pcH^fTO df4 *RFFT TT5T* II TOT^T^H I Ph Pfd^T: ^f^RT^RT 

fa: wfadMdlM': II HM^rP*t<2<ict>i'Tiet>V 

Though many inscriptions of the later Calukyos are in the Canarcse script, unlike those 

of the Rastrakuf as, most of which are in Nagarl, there are yet some in Nagari, as the earlier 

1 The hand of this (prince) without a peer in battle, having established itself on the alluring lower region of 

the earth-damsel, and after freely and softly pressing the central region, set itself on the regions of Kafid (lit., 

the region of the city K&flel and the region of the girdle, i.c., below the waist) even as a lover'a hand after esta¬ 

blishing itaelf on the hip of a damsel that lures the heart, and freely and aoftly pressing tho waist again seta itself 

on the region of the girdlo or beneath tho waist. From the Setu with blossoming doves pulled by hords of mighty 

monkeys on the moutain slopes, to the mountain KailAaa, with its ends resounding with tho jingle of the anklets 

on the moving feet of Bhav&nf, kings honour with their hoads his command appearing like a crest garland touched 

by their hands in adoration as their knees rubbed tho ground. When by the might of his arm he won the 

earth and desirous of further victory went to heaven as if to conquer it, in liis illustrious sent sat hts uncle king 

firi Kj?naraja of renowned valour. Of (that king whose) fame was full, expansive and bright, sporting itaelf 

i n the designs in sandal paste painted on the faces of tho damsels uamelv the quarters. 
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tradition of the Rastrakujas persisted and later specially the Yadavas and to a certain extent 

the Kakatiyas continue to use the script. The script of the later Western Calukyas of Kalyan 

is more or less a settled type, approximating to the modern Devanagari. The Nilgunda 

plates of Vikramaditya VI (Ibid, XII, p. 142) are an example of this script of the 12th 

century A.D., but the most neatly executed, but somewhat defaced, inscription of the time 

and reign is the Sitabaldi inscription (Ibid, III, p. 304) from which the present extract is 

taken (Fig. 95). 

FIG. 95. C-S. del. 

The next stage of development of Nagarl in the Deccan is marked by the script used by 

the Yadava kings of Devagiri. The script used here closely resembles the rude variety of 

the late Calukyan Nagarl i^sed in the Nilgunda plates which is a contrast to the neat and 

beautiful letters of those in the Sitabaldi inscription. These rudely incised letters are the 

parent of the still more clumsy letters of the Vijayanagara grants. The letter i is well on its 

way tp the modem type, as seen in Vijayanagara script. Na and tha of both this and the 

contemporary K&katiya script approach the late Vijayanagara form. Dha is peculiarly 

like fa without the top stroke. Ba for the first time has a stroke aslant on its belly, and 

this is continued in Vijayanagara script. The left limb of 6a of the earlier type is slightly 

1 Hail! In the year of ton hundred with eight added to it after the time of the daka king, in $aka 100?, on 

fWiay^the 3rd lunar day of the bright fortnight of Vai£akha of the year Prabhava; during the prosperous, aus- 

pinod jfod victorious reign of Alahardjadhirdja, Parame'+ara, Paramabhaffdraka Tribhuvanamalladeva, the 

refuge the entire world, the beloved ef Tostune and of Earth, the beauty mark of the family of Saty£4ra ja 

the oroamet of C&lukfaa ; the dependent on bis.lotus feet. 
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lower and a small stroke connects it with the top line. The passage chosen for illustration 

(Fig. 06) is from the Thana plates of the Yadava king Ramachandra of the 13th century 

A.D. (Ibid, XIII, p. 198). 

FIO. 96. CjS. del. 

TTtfsm: WA1W faI 

w^r: ii \ frorT 

ft ^fr: mFTFTwfOTfwr ottt m RTfr 

II ^ 3TRtT *T^ftfWSlf%*Tt ^^1 ^T: Moldl ^RT^faf'TI1 

The use of Nagarl script continued during the Vijayanagara rule in South India and the 

Deccan, and its peak was from the 16th century onwards. Canarese and Tamil Grantha 

was also used but Nagarl was the dominating script at least for the copper plate grants. The 

signature was usually in Canarese, either in the king’s name as Sri Harihara, etc., or in the 
name of the deity Sri Virupdkfa, &ri Triambaka, etc. The Nagarl used is known as Nandi~ 

n&garl and is a clumsy derivative of the earlier Yfidava and Kakatiya scripts. The illegible 

nature of the script and clumsy formation of the letters is, as Burnell thinks, probably due to 
the slow deterioration owing to the practice of writing on palm leaves (Burnell p. 63). 

Rounded letters, like Telugu, Canarese, etc., lent themselves for beautiful writing on palm 

leaves while the angularities of Nagarl led to deterioration. The peculiarities to be noted 
in the script are that bha and ta are almost alike, tha and dha are like modern Nagarl 

dha and tha respectively. The triangular formation to right top of kha characterises it. 
Ga is peculiarly like modern Nagarl u. Na has no terminal loop for its horizontal middle 

limb. Ba has a stroke against its belly. Ra is composed ofca tpp and middle stroke against 

» The sports of Hcramba'are victorious, sport* wherein the three worlds are terrified by the sinking of the 
earth by the heavy tread of liis feet, and consequent mingling of the streams of the seven oceans and where 
the rows of the principal mountains are made moving sportive walls. May that Hari in the sportive form of a 
boar protect the three worlds (Hari) who held the earth on the tip of his tusks even as she looked like a dark cloud 
on the peak of the snowclad (Himalaya) mountain, by the contact of whose body the entire seven oceans mixed u* 
and flowed giving the illusion of drops of perepiratior caused by the fatigue of one awake after deep slumber. 
There is the family of the Yadus famous in the three worlds and comparable to the ocean. 
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the vortical one. Sa is simpler than the earlier letter. The passage chosen (Pig. 97) is 

from the S&tyamaftgalan 1 plates of Devara ya II, illustrative of the script of the 15th century 

A.D. and resembles the Dandopnlli* plates of Vijavabhflpati (Ejrigrapk. Ind. XIV, p. 68). 

A -^3*13 zy* J=> T*' 

A 3 ql svb 1* si 
at > -n a m £1 =» 3 aA •iih to £| 

=aan kfri JTfiJgqsiewJn 

Mizn «q: CRflHfPl in^ A qu^i 

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ q; W ^ ^ ^5 W 
go f q-jfa1 mswbct gfa pi 3 3^ 

RSII 

Fie:. 97. as. del. 

w4 tot ^ W3Ti^4^<: 1 

r«*l<fopH 3FT f^fepj; I £ 

*r srj^jar fa 5fajfarwr?f?fa ^ter 
I 3ffef $fT 

TTW^cTW I 3TT^pf *K 

ftraTr^r:i «<0Hl<<ri4w 

FT Tfafat ^T^fW I 3TH<I^4mIM^4' 

VPTTFTT: *f.*S I THUft 'TPT <.MkflttHOT C\ 

TT flT^4 I JTSTRt *T: «MWMi TTfa c\ 

mf5TW TTWT^TMFTFT TTOTlTOt^W 

*F*T F«n*nf*T^ ^IFPT: II1 

* May that wonderful elephant (Gapapati), whoee pleasure grove seers have understood to bo Vedas, give 

you all immenee properity. May this (god) increase your welfare, for whom in his boar form as he raised up 
the earth the ooean beoame the sportive pit. There is the moet precious, unfading flower never cast off and born 

of the milky ooean, which Siva wean on bis head. Of that repository or perennial joy (or sweet perfume) was 

born an offspring named Yadu, the wonderfully sweet fruit of the penance of the earth.’ln bis distinguished family 
was bom a king named Samgana who was like the joy incarnate of all his subjects. Of that repository of aU 
gems among jdl his sons was the emperor Bukka, like tbs Kaustubka among gems. 
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The development of the script in Central India may be seen in the evolution of the box¬ 

headed letters which show southern characteristics. A very early inscription with letters 

of the box-headed variety is the Eran stone inscription of Samudragupta. In this inscrip¬ 

tion both the box-headed and nail-headed varieties occur as already pointed out (see above 

p. 172). The Udayagiri cave inscription of Candragupta is another early one in this script. 

But it is the Vakataka inscriptions that are the most important of the box-headed variety. 

The Nachne-ki-talai inscription of Maharaja Prthvisena (Fleet C. Inscr. Ind. Ill, p. 233) is a 

very early one among the Vakataka inscriptions. The letters are not shapely, as Vakataka 

characters usually are, but the box-head is quite clear. The later charters of the Vakataka 

family are well shaped and are typical specimens of this variety. The letters are quite angular 

and, though not attenuated, arc more heightwise than breadthwise. But in the further 

development of this script, to be seen in the plates of the Kings of Somavam&i, the letters are 

more elongate heightwise and the crossing lines usually slightly extend beyond their limit 

giving special peculiarity to them, which distinguishes them from the normal earlier variety 

The box head is found in the case of almost all the letters, including sometimes even in 

the letter ja that does not lend itself to it, but some letters like e, 6a, la, etc., lack it. Ja 

has this box-head sporadically. It has it in the Siwani plates of Pravarasena II (Fleet, 

Ibid, p. 243) but not in the Dudiya plates of the same monarch. I has a small central 

vertical stroke. Kha has a regular oblong base as in other box-headed varieties. Ba 

has a square indentation in tho middle of its outline to left. The medial signs are simple 

and like those of the contemporary early Pallava series, except that u and u are more 

angular. The passage chosen (Fig. 98) is from the Dudiya plates of Pravarasena II 

(Epigraph. Ind. HI, p. 258), 

VJOT’8'W: 3* jSaea 33 
lnSisr S)?T|^a8a9ja^aaia|jia jeas-y 

3 8'r*§ 5 If ^SiS-*'1'S W SI M SI *1'e 
f * a * r3si* w “Msisf 1ns 

f 10.98. 
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3rf^T-2 U iRT^ fa 

isPTTfara: 3W: 

wrrnitfawr&mjr>: afcnrrvf 

TfiN U fi N m Rd <| 3R$1 H1H <l+* 

7fi|«IM|H|?,l<.l'>l?THl^*ll«l,slfg_’i^ ^TrfT'J^R «ii<t>i6 

-■f.Him?!_-'.K«fr^^T ^fl 3»WtWI^«K*H 

The Kadambas along with the Vakatakas had not only political but marital relation¬ 

ship with the Guptas and Gupta influences naturally can be observed. An important 

affinity is noticed in the box-headed script used in the early Kadamba inscriptions. The 

most perfect example of thi9 variety is in the Talagunda inscription of K&kusthavarmau. 

The letters are long, narrow and artistic. The spread of tho box-headed variety in the 

South, through the Vakafaka area, is observed in the Kadamba, Early Western Gafiga, 

Salankayana and early Pallava inscriptions of about the 4th-5th centuries A.D. The 

Talagunda inscription supplies the most regular and artistic writing among early Kadamba 

inscriptions and this i9 greatly due to its being engraved on stone, unlike those of Afrgts.i- 

varraan on metal plate (Ind. Ant. VII, p. 37 and Epigraph. Carn. IV, p. 136). Among 

rowels i, a and e are noteworthy, the first lacking the central stroke occurring in the 

V&k&taka letter. The lettors kha and ja lack a rectangular base and the box-head res. 

pectively, as in tho Yakataka script. Note-worthy letters are da and 4ha, ta and thd. the 

latter with the circlet in th«r centre, ba with the small inward indentation to the left and la 

with its long and beautifully curved tail end. The subscript na and ya may be noted. Medi¬ 

al, d as it occurs in two ways in the case of na, i.e., in continuation of the letter or as an 

i It has been seen from Pravarapura—the son’s son of Mah&r&ja §rl Pravaraaenaof the VakaJ-aka family 

an cmi>oror. of the V»> mv.ddha clan, .m l porfo.-.ner of sacrifices like Agnif.'oma, Apioryydma, Ukthya. dotjai 

Afiratrti, Vujapcya, BrUa*pti*a»a and Sadyaskd'a and four Aivamedha sucriffios, the daugher’s son of MAIiAruja 

Sri Bhavnn&ga, exeedingly ds.oted to tho Lord MahAbhnirava and of the BhAraAiva family, whose royul house,* 

originato.1 owing to live supreme pleasure of 6iva at the act of their carrying the 6ivalinga placed on their shoulder 

who were bathed on their head (during coronation) by the pure water of the (river) BhAgirathi (Gangea) won by 

their valour and who had taken the avabhrta bath atfer performing ten Aivamedha sacrifioe^son of Gautomiputra 

(Rudrasena) son of Maharaja Sri Rudrasena of the VAkAtaka family (son of Prthviaena), who woe exceedingly 

devoted to Siva, was truthful, straig&fc, merciful. 
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additional mark, is noteworthy. The medial marks for i, i, i an l # are ornamental and u 

rather unobtrusive. Final m is denoted by a miniature mu slightly below the line. The 

passago ohosen (Fig. 99) is from the T&Iaguncia inscription of Kakusthavarman discovered 

by B. L. Rice in 1894 (Epigraph, Ind. VIII. p, 24). It is in fine Sanskrit verse and mostly 

in a peouliar metro not so far described in any treatise ou prosody. The poet is Kubja, 

one of the noteworthy contributors to Sanskrit litorature preserved in inscriptions. 

Fig. 99. 

cs. del. 

'T'tfefnr 
X 
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I 

H14$TJ5 fs^ftrT^-'TTHdl ^FkT: 

In the Kalinga and neighbouring areas the script used about this time waa of the 

boxheaded type. A beautiful inscription of the Nalaa, a dynasty of rulers of this area, 

ahows letters approaching in beauty those of the TaUgunda inscription. This inscription 

at Po^agadh in the Jeypore agency of Visakhapatnam district (Fig. 100) is the only 

inscription on stone of the Nalas yet discovered (I Lid XXI, p. 153). The letters are 

more rounded than in the Talagunda inscription where they are distinctly oompressed 

narrow and height wise. There is no box-head for ja as sometimes in the Vakft(aka 

letter, and 6o has no inward indentation to the left, as in the V&k&taka and Kadamba 

letter. Final m is represented by a miniature ma below the line. The marks of medial 

vowels and some ligatures are drawn with flourishes which however are not so sweeping 

as in the Talagunda inscription. 

Fio. 100. 

c.8. del, 

(Wh 11 *rvu facT ^ TOR? 

1 Then arose a high family of the twi«*5-born with its circle of good qualities expanding like the rays of the 
moon, in which the sons of Hariti trod the path of tho three Vedas, and which wu« born of the foremost of rsia 

M&navya ; in which the hair was wet with the bath of holy water of final ceremonies of different sacrifices 
which was well versed in delving deep into the sacred lore, lit the (sacrificial) fire according to propor rite! 

and drank s »wn (juice): the interior of who-© houses was resounding with the study chant of tho six subjects of 

study {Vedanyru) all beginning with Om; that performed without any simplification Chaiurvuisya sacrifice, 
burnt offerings, oblations, animal sacrifices and fortnightly iraddha ; with the daily ceremonies always fruitful 
by three sacrifices in the house always resorted to by guests, and having a single blooming Kadamba tree 

growing in tho vicinity of the house. By the tending of this tr ee for these Brahraana co students there arose 
generally that distinguishing epithet which waa the nature of sameness of naino with the tree ; when thus 
flourished the Kadamba family there arose an illustrious Brahman named Mayurasarman who was adorned with 
virtues like scholarship, conduct and purity. 
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II \f>W <Nf4‘* 

The use of box-headed script for the Kaiinga inscription* mUy be noticed in some, if 

not all, wherein the unraixed Southern typo of letters is used. The RSgolu plate* of Sakti- 

vaunan (Ibid XTI. p. 1) and Brhadprostba plate of Umavarman (Ibid, p. 4) present the 

best examples. The box is filled and i* not marked in outline, as in the regular box-head 

letters of the Vakataka and Kadamba inscriptions. The letters are buxom, and not 

narrow and artistic, like the onces in the Talagunda inscription. The following passage 

is from the Ragolu plates ; (Fig. 101). 

5tT: ar^dSTTdW: 

qf<^d*d 5TTWT WTTf»T 

c.8. del. 

Another early Eastern Gahga inscription, dated in the 39th year of the Ganga era, is 

chosen for letters showing the box-head type. The box-head is not very prominent, as 

in the V&k&taka or Kadamba inscriptions, though it is sufficiently obvious. The letters 

1 Success. There can be no praiao of the qualities of the all pervasive Lord in the strain * Hari lias been victori¬ 
ous or is victorious or will be victorious'; rather it is the Lord Himself Who is victory, the object of victory and 
the victorious. By the illustrious son of King Bhavadatta the foro most of the Nala family and the valiant 
destroyer of enemies was recaptured the uncertain and loet royal glory and repeopled the deserted city Pu?kar! of 

his fathers and fore fathers and to his mother. 

2 To liim belonging to this Gotra is it (the lend) given ; it may not be entered by the King's servants and 

is exempt from all taxes and dues; knowing this you should abide by the obligations already prevailing and briag 

measurable things, gold, etc. 
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are more buxom and not narrow like those of the Talagunda inscription and the medial 

vowels arc not expressed with flourishes. The following passage (Fig. 102) is from the 

•Tirjingi plates of Ganga Indravarman (Ibid XV, p. 281). 

SI 
r*S<?^ & \ 

Fig. 102. 

c.s. del. 

The box-head loses its prominence in tlie Ganga plates of a slightly later date, though 

it can still be distinguished. The Acyutapuram plates of Indravarman (Fig. 103), dated in 

the 87th year of the Ganga era, (Ibid III, p. 127) and later than the previous one by half a 

century are examples. The letters are definitely squat and dumpy. The loop for na is 

separated from and joined to the vertical line, as in Nagari. Medial is indicated by an 

upturned crescent or circlet in a large loop above the letter. Ba as usual lacks the usual 

indentation to left. 

* Om ! Hail ! .From Dantapura that emulates tbo city of gods, who is rid of all sins by the efftoaoy of 

morit earnod by constant obeisanco to Lord Pararaesvara, the cause of creation, existence and destruation 
of the entire world, the thousand-rayed sun in the expanse of the hrmamont of the spotleas family of the 

Ganges, th? overlord of hosts of all vassal kings overpowered by the edgo of the spotlesB unshoathed sword 
victorious in many battles, with numerous four-tusked elephants, whose pair of feet was reddened by the 

embrace through the scattering of the red lustre of the lovely gems set in tho crowns of (vassals). 
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d2Jn/}7r u a n 

8n 3 a-jOj. (3 f{ &P,§lg3/M fa J fi ^ <3®ia ^ 
Sfa r-p »©eaiw:?j3i j j»ig> a e fye vdj p& 

m fja,v&yRoSw9w S3 % jj 

Fio. 103. 

qwfmrfs^ ^<i^ 

^mT^r wrcfr ^n+uuilHirm^^i+ii^irtiiuim 

7TO#!^ft f%WTWP^TqmTT: HlfaVKIHft 

•^iir«iddma<m: 

c.8. del. 

iii-flmrtffagfags: MdiHird^mMirHd^nTWflnr^1 

The box-headed type of script occurs in the early Pallava charters of about the 6th 

oentury A.D. The Mangalur (hid. Ant. V, p. 154), Uruvapalli (Ibid, p. 51) and Pikira 

(Epigraph. Ind. VIII. p. 159) grants are examples. The letters of the Pikira and Mangaltir 

grants are not so well-shaped, as in the Uruvapalli grant, in which the box-head is clearly 

depicted, as in the Vilavafti grant. The box-head in the case of these grants is a little 

smaller than in those of the Vakatakaand Kadamba inscriptions, but is nevertheless clear. 

This represents the box-head as it occurs in the Tamil area, and the script has its echoes in 

Java in the inscription of PGrijavarman, the script of which closely resembles that in Pallava 

grants. Among vowels, e and u are to be noted. The medial vowels are drawn with orna¬ 

mental flourishes which to an extent approach to the grace of those in the Talagunda inscrip¬ 

tion as %, t, u, the last occurring in two forms in the usual mode and downward curve,as in gu 

and bhu. u, e and r are also similarly drawn. In all these cases the signs are similar in these 

allied inscriptions. 0 is specially peculiar in the case of lo. Among consonants ja does 

not have a box-head as sometimes in Vakafaka script. Ta has a loop which na lacks. 

Among subscripts ya and ra arc drawn with flourishes . The final in, as in Pallavlnkm, is 

J On , Hail; From the victorious Kalinganagara, pleasant in all seasons—who U fro© from the blemishes 
of the Kali age by obeisance to the lotus-like pair of feet of Lord Qokarnomtv&mi, the suprme architect for 

the creation of the entire world, who is the receptacle of the wealth of modesty and wisdom, who gained 

overlord'bip of the entire’Kalinga by the movement of the edge of his sword, whose spotless fame covered the 
Rurface of the earth girdled by the waves of the four oceans, who has caused the shouts of victory in the 
turmoil of many battles, famous of the pure Ganga family, who has subdued all his feudatories by his great 

might, .mm. 
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expressed by a smaller letter below the line, as in the Talagunda inscription. The example 

chosen here is from the Pikiria grant of Simhavarman (Fig. 104). 

Fig. 104. 

reMfdfevdWFfMdRxr'n 

srM1 

The best example of box-headed script in the Pallava area is to bo seen in the Vilava^L 

plates (Fig. 105), in which the letters are even more beautifully shaped than in the Uruvapalli 

plates. The box-head is clearly marked, though the size is smaller than in the V&kataka 

and Kadamba letters. Some of the letters in this grant are nail-headed or arrow-headed 

and the occurrence of the box-head together with the nail-head reminds us of the Eran Gupta 

inscription. The noteworthy point about the letters is that, in the case of a and 6a, the small 

curl to the right inside, as in the other inscription, is here a neat small square. Ba has some¬ 

times an inward indentation to the left, wliich is not invariable. The box-head for ga and 

6a is absent. Na and to are distinguished by the absence and presence of the loop. Ja also 

lacks a box-head which sometimes occurs in the Vakataka letter. Final m and t are expres¬ 

sed by miniature letters below the line. In this particular inscription the peculiar Tamil 

letter a occurs. Medial i is expressed by curling one end of the loop. Kha has a 

rectangular bottom. The following passage is from the Vilavafti plates of Simhavarman 

(Ibid XXIV, p. 296). 

» Om * The Lord (Vi^qu) hoe been victorious ! Had I Prosperity ! From the victorious camp of MenraanQr 

the great grandson of Maharaja &ri Viravarma, the most virtuous repository of ponanco and great warriorhood 

won by the might of his arm, who established all rules of conduct according to the precept of the Sattras, who was 

abiding by the law and immeasurably great. 
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!rfgf^j«.3ii‘p\rz ifTjiifi U \\v 'i \ 

: rin*$ '=■f 

i *Jfe b i ^ I brp^s'Ss * v v.ie 

IGIC^G 

Closely akin to the letters of the Uruv&palli grant and the Talagunda inscription in the 

general features and ornamental formation, are the letters of the Western Ganga plates of 

Madhava II (Fig. 106) from Penukonda (Ibid XIV, p. 334). The only difference is that 

the box-head is lacking. This variety leads us on to the Western Indian script of which the 

Valabhi inscriptions and the WTestem Calukyan, Ra^rakGfa and 0ther Canarese ones are 

the most noteworthy, as the Yadava and Gurjjara inscriptions invariably, and R&^rakOt* 

inscriptions frequently, used Nagari, and this line of development from Br&hmi merges in the 

Canarese-Telugu variety. The box-headed type continues with reinforoed angularities and 

emphasised box-head in the grants of the kings of Sarabhapura and other inscriptions from 

Central Indian till about the 8th-9th century A.D. This inscription, along with others of 

Jte time in South India, begins with such expressions as Jitam Bhagavald which may be found 

jn the early Pallava inscriptions noted above. In the Western Ganga plates this is amplified 

and followed by the lines Gataghanagaganabhcna Padmanabhena. It is to be noted that the 

inward indentation to the left for ja, pa, ba is pronounced, ya is so formed that there is a 

regular loop to the left, la begirs with a larger curl larger than its compressed belly. 

i Hail 1 The Lord (Visuu) lias boot victorious. From tho royal seat at Vijayapattakara—the great grandson of 

lfah&raj& Sri Vlravarman. the moat virtuous, the repository of penance and warriorhood won by tho might of his 

army, who established all r dee of cocduot according to preoept of the Sdttras, whowas abiding by Uk® Law 

oad immensely great (grandson of Mai areja Sri Skandavarman) of very great power and guooass, with the whole 

oiroleof kings subdued by his eEfulgecoe. 
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Fio 106. 

C S. del. 

fTfSTJTWT^Trr^fSR’T^ <1 ^u|ir<Jl«lf^<l<«l <«rtM 

'WTWIFI <t>i«qiq'Ui«ri’t^ <1^^ i 

-fT-mire? i d -£i ^i fv <rwftd h fa fa =Ti q dtfarw? 

FT PRPIWT^WmtWT ’Sf^FHT1 

The development of the Southern variety of Gupta script in Western India and Northern 

Deccan is found mainly in the inscriptions of the Traikhtakas, Maitrakas and the Western 

Calnkyas. Of these, the Maitraka records are in a script that follows palaegraphicaUy the 

Junigadh inscription of Skandagupta (Fleet G. Inscr. Ind. Ill, p. 66) with frequent affinities 

to the Mandasor inscription of Kumaragupta (Ibid, p. 79). These letters are at onoe buxom- 

and more angular in their oontour than those in the Western Cfi|ukyan, though the angularity 

is not so pronounced as in V&kityaka and Somavam6i letters. The projecting lower end of 

letters like o, d, ka, ra form an open rectangle. Visarga is indicated by two dashes rather' 

than dots. Sim ilarly dashes take the place of dots in i. Ca is more after the earlier Western 

Indian type. The loop of na and n is broken, as also the central stroke of ka, and the limbs 

are indicated by separate bits of strokes. As in ca, so in bha this separate formation of tfefc 

neck of the letter is lacking. Ma and aa follow the Southern variety of the Gupta letter 

in loto. Ya is still of the earlier type, lacking even the indications of a loop to the left. The 

tail of la which encircles the body appears more prominent. Va has the contour of a cone 

l Hail! Om I the Lord PadmanAbha of the hue of the sky free from clouds has been victorious. Of the pros" 

parous MAdhavavarma, of excellent qualities imbibed from his father, with keen intelligence trained by th* und*r- 
slaiading of the essential purpose of different sciences, clever in the exposition and practice of the signs of moral 

eodes, who had achieved the purpose of a kingdom only by the proper protective rule of his subjects, son of the 
virtuous Mahir Aja, the prosperous Konkapivarma, of the Kapvayana clan, the Sun lighting up the firmament of the 

spotless Ganga family, who sadfrius territory full of good men by the speedy conquest with the might of his arm 
who was adorned by the wounds oansed by a host of fierce foes,. ... *. 
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with the top cut, as, like ca and bha, the neck of the letter is undeveloped and the earlier 

Ku§an and the Traiktftaka type is continued. Ga and 6a lack the inward terminal curve of 

the left limb, as in contemporary Western Cajukyan , and 6a has the usual central stroke. 

Subscript ra is drawn somewhat flattened. The passage chosen (Fig. 107) is from the 

Palitana plates of Dhruvasena. I, the Maitraka king of Valabhi, dated in the Gupta year 210 

i.e., 629 A.D. {Epigraph. Ind. XI p. 109). 

The parent of the Canarese-Telugu variety of script is the early Cajukyan script that 

spread both in the west and east. The earliest Eastern Cajukyan script is but essentially 

similar to that existing in Pulikelin’s time in his own western territory. Tho script in tho 

6th century Badami cave inscriptions of Mangale6a (Fig. 108), the Aihole and Pafctadakal 

inscriptions marks an initial stage. The earliest Kadamba, Western Ganga also contribute 

to the formation of the regular Canarese-Telugu variety. The script in MahgaleSa’s time 

shows certain peculiar features, which suggests the existence even then of certain peculiarities 

4hat occur in the letters at a later stage in their development. For instance, two types of the 

lower limb of a and a as a curved flourish and as compressed open rectangle ; ka and ra with 

the lower limb closed to the left or open. The scribes seem to vacillato here. The left 

Jimb of ga and 6a curves in terminally. Na usually, and na always lacks a loop but they are 

both derived from the looped ones. Ta, though lacking an actual loop, suggests a cursive 

■development from a loop, the broken part of which may be noted, and later development 

makes this clear. Ya is looped and is akin to the earlier northern form. The peculiar 

Bbape of kha is to be noted. Medial t in this, as in the later development, is shaped like a 

circle and i as an incomplete circle with curled left end. )A cursory form of medial H is seen 

in pH, bhu, etc. The following passage is from the Badami cave inscription of Mangaleia 

{Ind. Ant. VI p. 363; X p. 68). 

1 Om I Hail! from Valabhi—to tho family of the Maitrakas who subdued their enemies by force belonged the 

great devotee of Mahefivara, the oommander-in-chief Sri Bha(arka, who gained glory in hundreds of battles waged 
with large boats mighty beyond measure, who gained the devotion of those subdued by his valour through his gate, 
courtesies and straightforwardness, who obtained the splendour of royalty by his devoted hereditary servants 

eonoouree of friends and the (regular) army. 
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ilvi ty<o Tt'n u, • "• v r\ • 

Jg 5 Sj d*EW cf1^f(j<o/^ 

($*?h 2^9? 3 ? Q^a" ^ i& 3 

'|^iia-^jE^£'43|jaj1CTj^^TO 

tfX3"%rfd^ /§EoU^2jf 
t ■ «■* v. w%r"\ *#WT% > ^ i. Oi, n < • _ . t ti 7i/l T I 

?**BSteg| 
Fig/108. 

C.S. de*. 
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+ fWt: gfcfHI sf^TT 

STHvlKW'JMH^Kk'ii' qtam'glwft1 
The development of this script during the next three centuries in the Calukyan area U 

styled the middle variety by Buhler. This is exemplified by the earlier Cajukyan and Ra$- 

frakfifa grants. The letters undergo further change and in a couple of centuries they are 

rounded ka and ra having their lower limbs eJ..sed to left. The loop of ya develops into 

a full ovoid. The curved lower limb of ta predominates over the dwindled upper limb. 

The tail end of la runs around the body with a flourish. The two curved limbs of bha seperate 

right from the serif. The limb to right of ga and sa, rather than that to the left, curls inward 

terminally. The base of pa, da, tha, dha, ba, ma, sa, ca, va, ha, ja shows clear notch. 

The letters are squat and broad. An excellent example of these features in the SlUtuvA 

inscription of the Rastraku{;a king Amoghavarsa of the 9th century A.D. from* which the 

following passage (Fig. 109) is chosen (Epigraph. Jnd. VI, p. 98). 

©e-Qij'ScijcM d o^qu^i^co/S^o i o^£^(n9: eoi S88 
ryj & 9 Qg1rtcan a in vdn ogzd: cvsrjf go A?adQij & 

a&g Sm y oi/i(j #qjM*® g$ to 

1 Hail ! Born of the family of Calkyas, meditative of the feet of the Lord, belonging to the clan of M&navye 
the eons of Hariti, whoso heads are purified by the final avabhrta bath after the performance of sacrifices like 

Agniitoma, Afjnicayana, Vdjapeya. Paurujarika. Bahusuvarr.a and Asvamedha, Mangalisa, viotor in battles, en. 

dowed with the three powers (Prabhu, Mantra snd Ulsiha), full moon in the firmanent of the family of Calkyas, 

with hie body embellished by his many good qualities, with his mind set on the truth of the essenco of all §&stra*, 
and opulent in great strength, valour and bravery, in the twelfth of hie ever prosperous years of reign and (oorrea. 
pondingly)whenfive hundred years hud clapecd from that of the time of the coronation of the Baka king, his pais 

of feet tinged by the lustre of the gems on the crowns of kings subdued by him with the edge of hi* sword bald 
in bis hand, his auspicious abode boing the earth extending to the four oceans won by him ; greatly devoted to 

Vimu (Bh&gavata), made a cave temple for V199U. exceeding the height of two men and of wonderful workmanship, 
extensive in its major and minor parte, ceiling and sides all extremely beautiful, to behold, and in it on the full 
moon day Mah&k&rtika month having given great gifts to Brahmans, for establishing gloriously the image of 

Visnu, who extirpated the hosts of demons (lit. foes of Gods) with his discus resembling in shape the solar diso 
emerging after the deluge, the village Laftjtfvara (was given) for the offering of daily werkship to sixteen . . . 
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^ f^T ipr: fd^lfwr 
amt f^r faWT: srwntf ulfV-ur^rpfhai'ij1 

The next stage in the development as in the later Western Calukyan inscriptions, Is 

styled by Buhler the old Canmose type. The letters arc definitely rounded specially a, 

’hdea, ra, ga, ta, tha, dha, la and la. In this stage of development the serif of any lotter 

a small arch or cresent. The main limb of o and a dominates as a circular flourish, 

*e two dots of i change into a loop connected with the right end of the main part above, 

che body of ka is shaped like a circle surmounted by a dash supporting a cresoent serif. The 

serif already noticeable for ga, tha and dha develops individually for tho first time, now being 

marked separately above. The right limb of gha diminishes in size and perches upward. 

In the case of ca, and va the left limb separates and the serif is retained towards the right. 

Cha develops a medial loop. The two upper horizontal strokes of ja change into a curl 

to left and an upward arc to right, 'fa develops an upward stroke. The central vertical 

stroke of no loses its individuality. Ta develops a marked loop to right below the serif. 

Tha shows a circlet in the belly. The base of no and sa definittfly moves separately towards 

the left. Ba opens at the top with a terminal curve to left, While the limbs of bha separate 

from beneath the serif, which is retained to the right. The slight opening of the belly of 

ma to left, the peculiar prominent serif and right limb give a different shape to vna. The 

circle to the left of ya is prominent. La is more or less a broad curl drawn with a flourish. 

Sa is a double looped curve with serif above. The right terminal of ha is prominent. The 

following passage (Fig. 110) is from the Huli inscription of Vikramaditya VI (Ibid XVUI, 

p. 197). 

FIG. 110. 

CA. <*d. 

1 Om ! Victorious is tho self-bom cause of tho univorso (Brahma) ; victorious is Mur&ri (Vi$nu) the beloved 

One (lit. son but meaning brother in this case) of Indra ; victorious is also the God (b'iva) whose body is closely 

embraced by the daughter of the Mountain (Parvati) and who removes sin and consequent fear. May that One 
(VisQu) proteot you whose qavel lotus was made his abode by Brahma and also Hara (Siva) by whose beautiful 

moon digit was adorned the sky. Wonderful it is how Xirupama became Kalivallubha (lit. beloved of Kali) having 
by his pure deeds driven off Jfali (sin personified) who had established himself lately, quite afar from the surfaee 

of the earth, and again restored fully thejoh^rm of the Krta age (the Golden age). King Govinda . . . 
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The latest phase of development which leads on to the form of the letters as they are in 

modern Canarese is to be found in the latest Calukyan and Hoysala inscriptions. Here the 

letters are more rounded and specially in the Hoysala area the letters are as rounded and 

ornamented as the sculptures themselves. The features already observed in later Calukyan 

script continue with greater emphasis. The medial t, ut u, f and other signs and subscripts 

ya, ra, etc., form fine flourishes and loops and sometimes there are decorative designs and 

floral patterns added terminally to the flourishes of the signs of the letters. The last stage 

is seen in Vijayanagara script which is the same for Canarese and Telugu. The modern 

Canarese script with the some peculiar differences from the Telugu script is after the Vijaya¬ 

nagara period. So the parallel developments of Canarese and Telugu scripts in Western 

and Eastern areas of the Deccan are finally fused together in the Vijayanagara script, to 

later separate again in the form of two different scripts. The following passage chosen to 

illustrate the Hoysala script (Fig. Ill) is from copper-plates from the Belur temple dated 

1117 A.D. (Epigraph. Cam. V, P. 137). 

fig. 111. 

1 Om I Qbai—no* to 6ombhu the basic polo for tho erection of tho lliroo worlds beautiful with tho moon 

haurilike kissing His lofty hood. For proper understanding of words and tboir conotnli<>n I salute Porvati and 

\ramo4vara, tho pskrenU of tho TTnivorso, who nro united closoly like a word and its meaning. Oui! Salut*t: 

&iva Om 1 P1'1 I Tho refuge of tho wholo world. Sri Prthvivallobba Mohirijsdhirsja. Paramoivara 
an of the kings of kings), tho Groat Lord tho jewol (lit. boouiy mark on forehead) of tho famii 

-*a (oroamsn*. of tho) Calukyaa 
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mfaT’ir 'TRTCRT f^T 

+iM!4 f?Km ^ II 

^TtfeWW» -IW^^ 

: 3)H«idSJ •i^'Tl *T|[ 

NKHIlfa : d+HKI$wj$+« 

«)^l : II ^icW 

'inTd : ^ftRT: cr><;iP'*d ^>f5J3'T 

^T°T ?M : ^»TM 5T 

f?T fe d~l*JT1 <r*« 1 r*T^TT 
JTf'HdYMdditfSTT II d<ft 1 

The development of the Telugu script in South-Eastern Deccan and the coastal area 

should be studied along with that of the Canarese in the Western area. The Salankayana 

grants from the Krishna valley supply examples of the development of Brahmi letters after 
y 

the ornament al forms of the Ikgvaku and the earliest Pallava inscriptions. The Salank&yana 

script is essentially the same as the earlier Brahmi, but thcro are no ornamental embellish¬ 

ments. The serif is clearly marked. The lower limb of a and & vaccilate between running 

with a flourish as a broad curve and foiming an open narrow rectangle as in ra and ta. The 

belly of e projects too far out to left. The medial i and i arc marked as a circle with open 

lower end on top of letter and similar circle with similar circlet inside respectively. There is 

no loop either for na for ta. There is a broad dash across the belly of tha. Ba occurs 

sometimes as a plain rectangle, sometimes with inward indentation to the left and sometimes 

slightly open at the point of indentation. Ya forms a small narrow loop to left. The 

l Adoration always, to both Kclava and Siva who are each individually to the three world* and witnoas of 

all tfet* and the or darner* of the fruit thereof. Arti wa* bom of tho one born of the navel lotus of the Lord of 
Sri (Visnu) ; Ay us was born of Puruiavae, son of budha, eon of the Moon, bom Atri ; from him Nabuse, 

from Nahuaa, Yayati; and from him Yadu ; in the family of Yadu many were born. Among those 
renowned (kings) a certain king bala was onco told in the forest by a great sage thus "Poyaaata" in jragar4 

to a ferocious tiger; and hence his name became even so. 
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tail of la surroundfl the body. The following passage (Fig. 112) is in Pr&kpfc, as is usual in 

early inscriptions of the kind, and is from the plates of Vijayadevavarman (Epigraph. Ind. 

IX, p. 56). 

a* f* 

•3) <x?^j)0«G> S 

uix&fyyijyj jpQ’i-My, 
X 0 cxr 

X B J1 £ 2f‘^ *£& 
no. 112. 

O.s. 4id. 

^tttstt ftrfcPr^w^1 

1 From lha victorious Vengipura.of king Vijavadevavanna who contemjaates oo kk* 
foot of the Lord Cittaratrhasimi, is a devotee; at the feet of Bapp&bhaMlraka, who is a devout worshipper 
•f Mahafvare, who belongs to the &lank*yana family and who has performed the horse sacrifice.... 
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A further stage in the development of characters in the Telugu area may be seen in the 

Vi^iiukundin plates. Here ta shows a loop which is absent in na. The base of the left limb 

of ya develops a notch and the letter shows the tendency to develop its future shape. Both 

the base and top line of ja are notched and are so marked separately above and^below the 

middle stroke that the beginnings of the future shape of the letter may be seen here. The 

notch on the base of letters, like pa, ha, dha, va, ma and ga is pronounced.”£a is an open 

rectangle with terminals curved in at the top. is shaped like da with a curve added 

terminally. The medial vowel signs are the same as the earlier ones. The following 

passage (Fig. 113) is from the Cikkulla plates of Vikramendravarman II (Ibid IV, p.#193). 

% PcMtH«lH*1 :$*PW : 

The advent of the Eastern Cajukyas marks the beginning of Telugu literature, as the 

earliest Telugu records are of this period. The earliest literary works in Telugu, including 

the famous Bhdrata or even Nannecoda’s Kumdrasamhhava, are comparatively late produc¬ 

tions not to speak of Bhdgavata of Potana, Srlnatha’s Nai§adha, or the still later works of the 

time of Kp^adevaraya. The earliest Telugu literature is from the inscriptions. The 

inscription recording the achievements of general Pan^aranga is an example. The earliest 

script of the Eastern Calukyas , of the time of Kubjavi§nuvarddhana, was no doubt akin to 

that of the Western Calukyan under Pulake&, the brother of Visnuvardhana, But there is 

a later local development of the script, which however retains its essential affinities and 

relationship with the parent script derived from the Western area. The passage ohosen 

1 Bail I From the ramp at victoricua Lenduliu (Mahir&ja lndrabhatt4rakav&rman) that meditator on the 

feat of the Lord of 8rlparvata, belonging to the family of Vittukup^ins (gteat grandson of Meh&r&ja M&dhava 
Tama) who cleansed the strain of the *orld by the puriihctory bath after the performance of eleven horse 

tacrificee, who performed a thousand sacrifice®, who obtained the happiness of all beings through hia aacnficee, 
who (performed; Bahu***arr.a Pautfarika, Purufamedha. 
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(Pig. 114) here is from Vi^nuvardhana’s Timmapuram grant (Ibid IX, p. 318). Note 

worthy features of the letters are i lea and ra are definitely shorter than previously, lea 

showing a definite rectangle to the left below ; to tends to become a curve below the vertical 

stroke crowned with serif, a tendency which is more marked in its later development; the 

right limb of ma above the belly leans forward ; ya develops a circle to the left ; ga and 

At develop a terminal inward curve to left ; a small stroke across the middle stroke of ja 

determines the future form of the letter ; medial t is indicated by curling the left end of 

the curl denoting short i. 

FIG. I I !. 

del 

o o o'- ^ 

^*1 ri I fed I *1 I 3 H HI <1 Ph fa *’ ftT'l I d I H H ^ 

^ o *6 o c o e\ 

Turf^iiFT qjrr 

cflrdW'l : fWRT : SlfomdWT 

’T^WJ 
>3 

In a couple of centuries the letters undergo a change that marks the later script. The 

belly of lea and ra is definitely formed as an elongate rectangle with rounded corners. Kha 

with a large loop to left appears very like the modern letter. The left terminal inward curve 

of ga, and 6a is still present, though the separate serif with neck-like stroke below it distin¬ 

guishes this along with other lottors of tliis alphabet. Of the three distiuct strokes composing 

•ja, the top and base aro notched, the former curling in terminally to left. Da, da, </4a, vt'. 

1 Hail! From the camp ai pros|>orou8 Pi?(apura (Vi$QU' aid harm) groat grandson of K*uiar&ga who had often 
experienced the taste of battle to elovate the family of the Cajukyas of the Manavya clan and sons of Hanti, 
foetcrod by Mahawna (Karttikeya) who was victorious over the groat army of th1' aons of Danu (Domons), and 

protected by the (seven) Mothers, the very mothers of thra> wo.xU ; grands >n of liana *ikrama whose volour 
was unbearable; dear son of Kirttivarma of great fame; dear younger brother '»f Satyasraya Vallabba 
Maharaja who subjugated the whole expanse of the earth by his triple power (Sa&it'ajtX’Prabhu, Mantra and 

Uttaha) •, who by the edge of his sword subdne J. 
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and Jia closely resemble the later form in shape. Xa develops loops to top left. Ta has a 

fine leftward cnrve starting in a curl to right. The notch of t he base of tha and d)u1 is marked 

and there is a circlet in the belly of the former. Ra is open to left and is notched at the top 

and base and terminally curves in at both ends. The two strokes compoing bha separate 

immediately beneath the serif, and ya is nearly modern. La with diminutive body and large 

curve running around it is different from the earlier type and definitely modern. Sa has 

terminal curve to left and short neck for serif. The following passage (Fig. 115) is from the 

Masulipatam plates of Vijayaditya III (Ibid V, p. 122) and is a fine verse composed by one 

of the poets responsible for the composition of the Eastern Calukyan plates. 

FIG. 115 CJS.det. 

TFT : II CTT7R* ZTST^TvT 

^ 3fM.gi*it fr*j 

atHPri ^TT ftPTTW^ 

v^rfrri II fi[#R:| +7^f<^OTmT : faftRH<ri 

rl 

The development of this script in the tenth century is remarkable. The lettere are 

cast in a square mould with rounded comers and form a special type, easily distinguished 

from all earlier and later types by an individuality all their own. The serif in this script is 

somewhat thick and nail-like, while in the next century it is more or less V shaped. The 

1 King. When he mounted the elephant his hosts of foes climbed the tope of mountain*, when hie hand 
grasped the sword the hands of the wives of his enemies took up the chauris ; when he knit his brows the bees 

collected honey in the palaces of his foes ; and after the sound of the war drum in his palace the she-jaekala 
howled in the mansions of his enemies. His dear son ; as the moon is for light, the earth for patience, tha 

oelestial tree for power to bestow, the sun far brilliance, the lion for bravery, the ocean for great nobility, (so ba 

was) the abode. 
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lower limb of a and a forme a broad rectangle with rounded corners, the left side of which 

reaches the serif. The body of t above the dots forms two definite arches and is in a stage 

immediately proceding the formation in the next century of the type approaching the more 

modern. Medial d is continued as a stroke in continuation of the serif to right, runs down 

and curves out slightly. Medial % is a circle so flattened at the top as to look a half moon. 

A small hook added to it above the serif of the letter makes medial I. U medial is shaped 

like a sickle. E medial is a small diagonally drawn Z above the letter. At medial has a 

downward stroke m addition to the e sign. A double arch above the letter denotes o and au, 

the arch being more emphasised in the latter. Ka and ra have a definitely short rectangular 

belly. The serif of ga and 6a is prominent above the letter. The sides of ea and bha start 

separately, though still touching the serif. Ja assumes the modem form with a loop to 

left and an arch to right top. Ta develops a long straight horn and no has loop to top left. 

The curl of ta to left is more pronounced. Pa, pha and ma and so develop an apparent 

thickened end on the side lacking serif. Ba changes into its modem shape with open top 

and curl to left top. Ya is peculiarly shaped, with the circle to left and limb to right, smaller 

and perched slightly higher, the base of the middle limb notched. The right end of la is 

thickened at the top. The following passage (Fig. 116) is from the Vandram plates of 

Ammarajall (Ibid IX, p. 131). 

' w 'fjgj ^ ^ ^ vi/ — '—w w ci * v » n * 

& <g * o a &%<$'&&& c%) ft 

v<2r><o0rS‘ <2j 

iw ip u£r * <j: a o&xg d ir-u o <y(y 

fig. 116 C-S.de/. 

ii v/fcnn «rafir 
Cl fa <.h 
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<X*i <*• <m r< .^T«« a <.um <.ft1 I 

<*t *TT N3 

fflHdUd : d»T*dtfl+ : ^FTWTT^sfrfw^ 

^Tf^T^RT3ffW3rW^ : 'PTHTfR^ : TTtTsT 

pn? : WlfWTKFTCTrTrr : 'TTCWrfwr HWV 
N CO o o 

SKWRf^T^Rt vj^+dM^1 

The emphasis on the serif in the script just considered becomes most, pronounced in the 

11th century letters of the Eastern Calukyas. The serif is V-shaped and is nearly as big as 

the body of the letter itself. The first stage in the formation of the modern form of a. a and t 

appears in this script, though it is a century later for u as also for medial voirl signs. Ka 

and ro are formed by a circle crowned by the V-shaped serif, but ka has a horizontal stroke 

between the circle and the serif in addition. The serif is prominent in ya as in all other letters 

but in the case of pfoz the right limb is slightly upward. In ca and hhay the two limbs sepa¬ 

rate beneath the serif which settles itself on top of the right limb and t he top curve of t lie left 

limb is compressed by the squeezed form of the letter. The serif appears similarly in cha9 

The loop to top left of ja opens a bit now and continues so later, and the tip of the curve to 

right is not thickened serif-like, as in the previous century. The loop to top left of rut 

opens out giving the letter the modern shape that continues thereafter. 'Die curl of ta to 

right, above which the V-shaped serif is perohed, gives it an individuality. The bottom 

of tha and dha is broken at the point of the notch. The vertical stroke of na with serif above, 

glides softly to merge at its bottom in the right limb. The left end of pa beneath serif extends 

horizontally towards the vertical stroke, forming a box belly for the letter. A circlet sepa¬ 

rates the vertical stroke by its presence in the centre for plia. The loop to top left of ha 

enlarges and opens a bit, as in ja, and the bottom breaks at the notch, as in dha and tha. 

Ya and ra are more or less in the shape of the modem letter, except for the peculiar serif. J^a 

1 When that king ruled, the land was beautiful with abundance of many successful orope, had cows always 

yielding milk, was tree from fear, drought and othur troubles, disease and thieves. That suzerain lord of kings, 
great sovereign.highly piou '(medirator of the feet of his parents, whose pair of lotus feet is kissed by swarms of bees 

in tbs shape of the numerous gems set on the surfaoe of the crowns of all enemy kings, who shines as a bee on the 
lotus feet of Brahma, olevatedln his self respoct and of suporior bearing, representing all the world, the refugee 

of the whole world.drl Vijayaditya, called the husbandmen including the principal ones like the Raw*ekutu« living 
in the twelve villages of Prindoru in the PAvunavAra district . . . 
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sheds the serif-like thick tip to right seen in the previous century. The following passage 

chosen (Fig. 117) is from the Korumelli plates of Rfijaraja 1 (Ind. Ant. XIV p. 48). 

<x S?/§ „9 £fi Ailf s SttRK «*)? 
fc&mss- H?S8§R(tJkKZ<fc£Zlp£<g.<rZ>3MZrxq? £ 

HO. 117 
C.S. M. 

^(sfr^n^r: T^ffTT^ 'Tttpt’jtw 

A F^TTTfrTrT ^TST V cT^TT^T^Tfw^ft 

%0qfui: i 

1 

The best example of proto-Telugu script is that of the time of the Kakatijas. The 

script here is most graceful and the letters take their filial shape, as from here onwards the 

shape of the letters undergoes but little change here and there ; as for instance the small 

curve below for bha and pha appears a century or two later, and is substituted by a vertical 

stroke in Vijayanagara and later script. The Chebrolu inscription of Jaya (Epigraph Ind. V, 

p. 142) from which the following passage (Fig. 118) is chosen is in very good preseivation 

and presents an excellent example of the beautiful script of the Kakatiyas. In this the 

modern shape of a and d appears with the body within the sweeping curve reduced to a 

horizontal stroke, terminally curved to left in both with an additional outer curve in the case 

of d to right. U assumes the modern shape with definite horn above and small horizontal 

stroke in tht belly. From this time onwards the serif is a broader angle and less pronounced 

than in the 11th century. C'o. da, la, dha, da, pa, ma, la, va, practically assume the modern 

form. Cha forms a small loop at its basal notch. The break in the base of tha and dha is 

discarded, though it continues for bha. The circlet breaking the right vertical stioke of 

pha is replaced by a small curved stroke, as in contemporary Hoysala script. &a changes 

into a vortical stroke curved in towards the left terminally at both ends, as in slightly earlier 

Western C&Jukyan and contemporary Hoysala scripts. 

1 From tbe great navel lotus of Lord N&r&yana, the best among Puruijus and tbe abode of £rl, arose the sal 

bom (Brahma) creator of the universe ; from him was boro his mind-boro son known aa'Atrj; frem that sage Atri 
waa torn the moon, the progenetor of the race, ambrosiac io bis rays, and tbe crest jewel of Siva whose neck in 
tinged on. From that producer of ambrosia (moon) eroae Budha and from him Budha’a son . . . 
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Jo 0)8 6° ty> OoEf 

g ttloXJXf&tteSjfrS o)°25: 

0&j|^£ £1^ £_o£lO 3(/cP6o^^»J 

a%c°oc^^^°^86c^n 

^c^c5PX/o^T0cP^£ 

Ao,=0^^')0^(5:i£dr^f&cjj 6 

83^^o6^^3(^c£!Lp 

^^Xud^5^*5(^»^^XxX/)^3C) 

8&gcWWZp8lgitf6<Xf> *p 

<ycXi^c&°&^&oo°x6$&<5CPg 

o£ J&o&8fio \t dyp 
dr. 5cP^o6oe3^oeT>3^j§ozS)6o2X> 

d^coXdPgSzJ^P 6o2^O30e/o2Pc6a 

FiO. 118. CJ3. del. 
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r^fw ^^11 

^ f%^^rnF5lf^vRT f^5RcI 

t^Ufi : ii <ttw : <T 

H+^Ty'C^Rnnf^T : 5T>rtt^ 

««H«< : II1 

The later development of this script is little, and, except for some minor changes the 

letters are practically the same as in Kakatlya inscriptions. Ta develops a tendency towards 

an occasional terminal curve to the left but this is more regular in the Vijayanagara script. 

Bha has occasionally a small curved stroke beneath it, which however becomes an invariable 
vertical stroke in the letter of the Vijayanagara script. The horizontal line, defining the 

upper contour of the belly of is broken up to appear as a stroke against the right vertical* 

and this form continues thereafter. The following passage (Fig. 119) is from an inscription 

of the time of 6rinatha, the famous Telugu poet, who is mentioned here as the Director of 
Public Instruction in the kingdom of Reddis. A portion of it is in Telugu though it runs 

some length in Sanskrit, the official language in India all over ; and we can well imagine 

what a manuscript of the Srhgaranai$adha of Srinatha would have been like by a look at the 

.letters expressing the Telugu verses of the inscription. The inscription is from Phirangi- 
puram in Guntur district (Ibid. XI p. 322). 

1 Hail! Prosperity ! Victorious is the boar-shaped Hari by whose continuous flow of sweat was filled the 

ocean (lit. mass of wator)the moss of water in which was drained by his horripulation as he was excited in the act of 

embrace of the heavy breasts of the lovingly agitated Ppthvl. The digit of the crest-jewel moon is victorious as the 
probable budding tusk of Heraraba (Gapeia), or as the sportive lamp flame in tbs vicinity bf Gaurf's secret sport, 
or as the lotus bud of the Ganges, or charming as the goad placed on the head of the god who is the foe of Tripura 
by bis victor, the flower-arrowed Manmatha. May Lambodara (GaneAa) protect you, who in his evening sports of 

patting the waves of the river Mandikini (Gangs) strikes the surface of the rolling waves for responding to tbs 
movement t of the artistic Arabhafi danoe of the Lord £ambhu by starting the sounding of the watar-druaa 

{Fulataranga). 
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&J?&>x>e>p\VG>&>noQ<s5 
onfl^xojcgiej^ 

•WGokOofcCO 5QU0.O t(<* 
qxtovjwoodsju&zvotf, 

d> ij qp |) in jjijo tjcto 

ig>£o3J o3 &6&£JK| 
o3Wa3aJ£0:ieftji3;i5jj205;) 

oxj^iSof3^3na^pap3(S) 

t^>s6<£) £ aj aoa&icjffirci 

»JP 33 IPod^s O6c]p&i0\(& 

%t*Lur> 5 6 Vi ^->6 2^3 
3JJ 6 a|iO 2JJ 01 O 
<&qio£Ul> §J50|)^no.ijq(0 
(^ajJiajo ScJDg/->® s^ci <i 
oSot a 6«Aio rV> 023 Xi o 13-3J 
Q£nXOOU36o£T)OZX)3TDj' 

n^_ucji'J/uoi'Oooo\ncj5 
J)0ii/3fi4ju0> 3so nt.o<33oSj i 
a4 3oi>i3o^*3«yjp 
350^00 Wo jja-TlSolJtv-ii* s 
r\o0J5O3j«Jj AJil) <S 
»3jji>aajo^JX'oSDJc33365£ 

FIG. 119. 

5TT w*rr : Pi a <1 IF*Twf 

<*Knsi«i : **n«Kifa ^ >T<TT 
cs 

fa ^TCFT I fldl'i *T 

ft Prefer gfwr i *j 
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lTTTf5TW3TTF^ 

I 3TF^rf% fr^TT : 5njr*T 

fir faai^l:l 3TfpT : ?T 'jIii'I 

+r<^fd II Pd^lfd+lO MY 

JTTWt WWM : I SRiTRT 
c\ 

^»rt cfNi us* sptsttcft 11 

*utf«$)iootue>o oe&rsfij 

a&g! 

3&}0&)ge> 15 

o&oTSitfeo'^ 1/0 

SSoocxm ^3*ax)o3 1/0 

rafix)© S^«fo>^er*o/Cj'oB' 

J>cCfcj',tfS&>©3#3 KiuSSA ak i 

SSX5$c&#oA;S8;Sxi>} •5*5o/fj$x£>^ 

tj*6 d'do&'taxkSsS 

r\-o^?T'c&&X>& 

v&sjks&io-a s ao-^Si^o^1 

The Vijayanagara monarchs ruled over the Canareae and Telugu areas; and the script 

used for their inscriptions both in Telugu and Canarese was the same. Special characteristics 

that distinguish the modern Canarese characters from Telugu appear later. In the develop¬ 

ment of the Telugu script from the early script the only noteworthy feature is the small 

1 Gods, men. fore-fathers, G&ndh&rvas, Xagas, R&kpasaa, immobile objects all resort to a tank (lit. reservoir of 

water). That person gains the fruit of an Akoamtdha sacrifice in whose tank thirsty cows and other animals, 

bMs, and men drink water. Fathom pat themselves and grandfathers dance about in glee (at the thought) that 
indeed he is bom in our family who will dig a tank. Srin&tha, a mine of literature and the Director of Publio 
Instruction of the heroic king Vema composed this pure charter of charity. 

Prosperity. It (ocean) was well trampled by the hoofs of the enemy of the demon Kaijabha (Visnu) when he 
assumed the guise of a boar ; it dried up at the heat of the fiery arrows released from the bow of the scion of the 

Ragha family (R5ma); it diminished having become a mouthful sip in the form of the lotus hand of the pitcher-bora 
sage Agastya ; (bridged across) with boulders it got fettered at the hands of bears, langurs and monkey troop*. 

How can this ocean be said to be equal to this peerless lotus tank (dug) for progeny, which is full of water deep 
enough to reach the netherworld, free from mishaps and beautiful to behold. 
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vert ical stroke below aspirated letters, as in the case of bha, tha and dha, or, in the place of a 

small curved stroke, as in the case of pha. The letters are generally compressed and height- 

wise. The following passage (Fig. 120) is from the stone inscription in the Rangasvarai 

temple at Hampi (S. Ind. Inscr. IV, p. 40). 

Q,5j 3 tft oo sn Eo) £3 o3j 1)6(FXao©oi&(3) 30 ^33 ^ 
31 on OJ2^)?A6«Xj°2jO^S)0£f5 5r)an)^roja)6^\)iJJ M 

FIG. 122. C.S. del. 

^T*T : II 

3TJTT ^FT f^lTt I 5nTT#^TrRTT 

HNKHI 

: II1 
o 

aoir» #jg£5o3j y'©‘ir*^oS JjB* 

•S&i-otuett owt-8. eto'SotS 3_(j*«bj5 s fo&*r'6£y) *no&y 

ykj &X£X*TT*er'$rT'B btf|i$Tr-;S [^J i55TrtSa)S< 

•CT^o&eo Du^gSKOSkoto tf ao3*37r»fij»gl?73 a^fl^TT-eig^ 

». Salutation to th© Lord of Gapas. With his ©yea closed in joy at th© rubbing of th© high breast© of Lakshml 
and consequently a© the navel lotus closed up covering the Lord of Speeoh (BrahraA) and being froely and closely 

embraced by her (Lak&mi), may Midhava joyously protect Madanrpala Timma. 

Prosperity. In the victorious and prosperous ; t>alivahana 6 aka year 1402 on this day of ViAvavasu, bright 
fortnight of Caitra 3, Thuraday, when the royal lord king of kings Sri Vlrapratipa Sr! Viraaad&giva Mah&rajl 

was seated on his jewelled throne ip the city of Vidyanagara and with a single umbrella raised only over hia head 
ruled the earth. 
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The earliest stages in the development of the Grantha-Tamil script show close affinition 

to the early Canarese-Telugu variety. The script of the time of Mahendravarman I and 

even Narasimhavarman I is closely akin to the early common variety all over South India 

andtheDcocan. But from the end of the 7th century onwards an individuality is develop¬ 

ed by Grantha-Tamil script which is continued with greater emphasis later. The psycho¬ 

logical effect of the language for developing its own script may be noticed in the fact that 

the script and the development is almost the same in Cola, Pandya and Cera areas except that 

a modified cursive form of the script known as Vaftejuttu occurs in the Southernmost Pandya 

and Cera areas. The script, on the other hand, develops differently in the Telugu and the 

Canarese districts. The influence of Pallava script has been so great that its prototype is 

found in <listant corners of South-Eastern Asia and the islands. The Pallava script of the 

early part of the 7th century A.D. is more or less akin to the earlier type but there are many 

varieties of it, all belonging to the same time, as Jouveau Dubreuil has ably demonstrated 

(Dubreuil, p. 39). There are the florid and simple varieties. The inscriptions of Mahendra¬ 

varman in his cave temples and the different Birudas incised at Mah&balipuram on the 

Dharmarajaratha and other monuments are examples. The four lines given below are 

expressed in four different varieties of the script, which is generally known as Pallava 

Grantha, as may be seen from the four types of a, two types of ma and ya and three types 

of na in the four lines. These (Fig. 121) are all from the Dharmarajaratha (Epigraph. 

Ind. X, p. I). 

O 

a 

OS- 
FIG. 121 
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3TWTFT : 

3k*W+IH I 

31'M'^MH i1 

Of slightly later date, but showing definitely an advance towards the regular formation 

of the Grantha-Tamil variety, to which it belongs, is the line given below (Fig. 122). Thin 

script is quite similar to the example which is given next and is full of flourishes. 

The following selection (Fig. 123) from the inscription of Rftjasimha (i.e., Narasimha- 

varman IT) in the Kailasanatha temple at Kancipuram (S. Ind. Inscr. I, p. 13) supplies an 

excellent example of typical Pallava Grantha of the end of the 7th century A.D. It also 

presents the noble type of verse in Sanskrit prepared about the time and which enrich 

Sanskrit literature in lithic records. In the case of, a, a and i, parallel vertical stroke to 

right characterises the letters in Grantha. The loop to left, afterwards characteristic of a 

and d, starts now, as also the broad and sweeping'curve to right lower end added to d. In the 

case of i in grantha, the usual notched horizontal stroke is ourved in to left and continued 

vertically down to right, the two dots being converted into circles. U has hook-shaped head 

and diagonal body line. E develops a loop and breaks considerably from the parent type. 

Medial o is a small zigzag stroke over a crescent added near the serif of a letter. Medial t 

I, u, tZ are more or less ornamental developments with flourishes of 5th century Pallava medial 

signs. E and ai medial are a single and double curl, the latter, one below another, to the 

left of a letter. O medial is a combination of e and d medial signs to the left and right top 

of a letter. Ka and ro are characterised by parellel vertical stroke, the former with a 

cross stroke curled down at both ends in addition. A prominent curl to left and loopdd 

body represent’ kha. Oa and 6a retain the old form but slowly an outer curve is added to left, 

* He of imoomprehensible clover deeigns. 

He of unquestionable comtaand. 

He of intense love. 

He the receptacle of the world. 

* The abode (temple) of £ri Atyantakiraapallave6vara (Siva established by the Pallava AtyaatakAma). 
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and ia and tha and sa substitute the central stroke and dot by a cuvre inside to the 

right, ga develops zigzag contour that charges its form Ta lends to run diagonally. Na 

slowly spreads itself like a pulled wire coil. Tha and dha open to right top, where the side is 

straightened somewhat. The curved limb moving away from the vertical stroke of na is 

to the right, not left, as usual. Bha at first is strangely shaped like a triskele, but is later 

somewhat like the Nagari letter of the time. Ya develops a narrow loop to left. La is at 

first angular, after the earlier model, but later becomes more or less like the Calukyan letter, 

a broad flourish encircling the small body stroke. 

Fip. 123 

C.8. del. 

<HfFTH cd t131 ijfeHqiIffff? Tm ildmidlPd^dl+d 

WTRT 3T« +dRJdldPN5<fd >Tt 

*TCT ^Ph^ M dVTf: 11 

+rtNd<dlPqdT T^3R- ^rHvq^4lMvqpHtjP^|i ^ddMKH : 11 

hPiPsWs^irnre : PdTK mi1 

* May the Bull-bannered Lord (6iva) always make himself present in thia ipauaivn (temple) of sam^ bearing 
the epithet of Rijasimhodvara, robbing the beauty of Mount KailAan na it were, with its pinnacles linking the aky 
aa it were, built by the righteous king of kings (Rajasimha)a royal lion to the packed |roops of elephants of enemies 
who made all the quarters obedient to his command. Verily Cupid is he in plop sing in private ladies of good 
aesthetic taste. Indr a is be ever protecting the followers of the three Vedaa, Madhava (Viapu) he is in tearing 

the heart of the enemies of sages, the twice-born and the gods, Kubora he is in pleasing gooduneri with abundance 

of wealth. 
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jj, 

i i 
1*1 Cteg?- 
ijJ-fi%{ 
34% LM t iff Pgfi- 

"3 0 f &r £To 

£\Hc>Gq <J *0 
-S>03 ^ ^ r^p *—■£■ 

?? i &£■ > 
- U,s"^ I ?!riBE 
£■?!& £.r»» 
* ffn pt 
£^Cfc^ 3T^ cp 
£3 Z S & o 

r-? tJUoS JP t n J ^ 0<? *o CS, nt3 
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The KQram grant of Paramesv ravarman I (Fig. 124) shows the normal variety of Gran- 

tha script about the end of the 7th century A.D. from which later development can be 

studied. This inscription is also most valuable, as it supplies the earliest Tamil characters 

developed after the age when Brahmi itself was used for inscription in Tamil. The deve¬ 

lopment of Grantha and Tamil is observed at once in this grant, as it is partly in Sanskrit 

and partly in Tamil. The development of Grantha illustrated in the passage given below 

(S. Ind. lnscr. I p. 148). A and a show the loop to left. E is drawn like Z with its tail end 

drawn out in a loop and curve above in continuation. 1 has only a single large circlet to left 

Kh a is shaped like a clumsy. Arabic 2 only with looped belly. The tail end of Fa is looped 

and continued in a curve above it. Ta is as usual C-shaped, but with a stroke below. Na 

is a drawn out coil. Ta has a prominent loop which na lacks and the curved limb of na 

usually to left is here to right. The base and top of ba are connected by diagonal stroke. 

La is composed of a small double curve, encircled by its own tail as a broad flourish. Va 

is pear-shaped with serif above. Sa has an almost parallel outer curve to left and an 

inward terminal curve to right, a is more or less like pa with terminal loop to right. Sa 

is more or less after the Nagari pattern. Of the medial vowel signs u and H are rather 

exaggerated. La here, as in Canarese-Telugu charters, is written vertically in zig-zag course. 

TWWWl VTZ ** *FTT ^ f^T 

^ dJfRdMi’ TT?TT 

ijfwr qtaT wsftoT wjTcnn ^sj 

faWT TOWM ^ 

The script in the 8th century shows no doubt some development but in the main the 

features of the letters of the prevoius century continue. Noteworthy changes are the diago¬ 

nal stroke for Grantha i, as the case of ba. The right side of ga, tha, dka, pa, na, ba, ya, 4a 

1 ParameAvaravarman with highor vision than all like Paramedvara; who overcame all liko Bharata • who 

abandoned everything unworthy (cuamatijasa) like Sagara who abondoned Aaamafljasa; who had well-developed 
limb* like Kar®a who possessed the flourishing country of Anga; who loved literature (Kanya) like Yiyati who 

loved KAvya (the Guru of Daityae); whose command wa* always an infliction to unsubdued king* but'which itaelf 

added lustre to the face* of friendly ones being like an ear omamont; being clever in ^e lure’of arte ho.waa alway* 
a moon to Cupid; with bad qualities removed from hi* heart he wan like a string of pearls on the breast* of women- 
with a mist of dust caused by a stampede of innumerable men, horeos and elephants creating for fcho circle of the 

thousand rayed sun a strange likeness to the lunar disc fearful with the din of thundering war-drums unsheathed 

■word* flashing like lightning everywhere, elephants moving like (dark) cloud* as if it were the appearance of rain 
naseasonal; tall horses billow-like . • 
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8a and sa is a straight vertical stoke. The last mentioned letter develops a rectangular 

box at the left top against the diagonal stroke. The small nail-head shaped serif, noticed in 

the florid script in the Kailasanatha inscription still continues in this century. The letters are 

neatly drawn, keeping angularities to right and curves to left as far as possbile. The following 

passage is (Fig. 125) from the Kasakudi plates of Nandivarman (Ibid. II, p. 346). 

no. 125. C,S. del. 

irrarf^TT sFppr q-rt 

Ph+H 5T ^ TOR fcqfa+HI 

WTOWf. 5T»nfT<# W^T# 

*Trff IT# iR^T: ^TNlT: TFft 

<# sft:rfl#fa55*k+4TCTr'lfel<si 1 

The stages of the development of pure Tamil script are lost in obscurity for nearly 

nine or ten centuries, as after the early cave inscriptions of about the 3rd century B.C. in 

the Southern districts of the Tamil area, Tamil inscriptions of some length occur only in 

the 7th century A.D. The Kuram plates of the 7th century A.D. show the letters 

* ’Hail ! Victorious is the supreme Brahman, the cause of the birth, being and dissolution of the three 

worlds, the eternal, without an end or beginning, of the nature of knowledge, one and only the seat of eternity. 
May the Lord Trivikrama bring your fortune, who was a dissembler begging for a (space of) three feet and suddenly 

expanding at the sacrifice of Bali occupied the three words by his strides. May Hara increase your prosperity, 

who bears the moon on his Weed, the hooded snake on his shoulder, Bhavani to his left, restorer of Kama on 
repeated prostration, bearer of Gang& on his head, of ashes on his body, of poison in his neck, and of Triveij! or 

braid of F&rvatl amidst his locks and the TriAQla in his hand. May the two (Hari and Hara) who bear the supreme 
lustre of the jewel KauHubha and the dark poison on throat, hold the demon-killing discus and club are dark and 

fair in complexion and with the rays of the glances of Sri (Laksmi) and Gauri (Pirvati) . . . 
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then in vogue, Tamil letters were used for expressing everything in that language, as the 

attenuated number of letters composing that alphabet, with the addition of a few more 

(already present even in the earliest stago of the script in tho cave inscriptions) was sufficient 

in accordance with the genius of the language ; and all deficiencies, such as tho aspirated 

letters, additional siblilants, etc., for expressing Sanskrit terms, were made up by the use of 

Grantha characters, closely akin to Tamil but with certain additional features, even in the 

case of letters existing in Tamil, like o, d, t, e, ka, ca, pa> may ra, la and va, at a later stage. 

The following extract in Tamil (Fig. 126) is late Pallava, when the form of the Tamil script 

is well on the way to the settled form of the early Coja letters. It is from the Tiruvel|arai 

inscription of the time of Dantivarman (Epigraph Ind. XI, p. 154). The passage in 

beautiful Tamil verse is typical of gnomic poetry, but the exact source of this is not known. 

The Pallava monarchs were great patrons of Tamil literture, along with Sanskirt, like their 

political successors, the Cojasand the Pandyas, and the passage given below is a noteworthy 

one from the literary point of view as well. Tamil letters, it should be noted, are definitely 

simpler and less cumbrous than Grantha. A, aka and ra lack the double vertical stroke. 

I is like the Arabic numeral 3. E is a simple curve looped to left top. Ca is at first a 

vertical stroke with elongate loop to left which opens later. Ta lacks the hook at the base in 

Grantha. Ma is a looped version of pa. La is like reversed S laid flat. The later medial 

u is a bit elaborate. 

Qxj'-Jj O<rin dpi J 

Q £>« 

d'T)ci cl 

Q*f f <^\) t ^ 
no. 126. C.S. del. 
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KeSmi-nfi 6ijeo&&$ri)*rT£A) QsiLi^i j&60§6nQ#iu 

ue&nQi-iu ujlosSi ua>L-S>p r^rrspum)jfietogu 

QpiUtun Q&dj pctoLjiit Qpuq 6u0&€to9Bsr$ 

&mASGbiii0 fiduon (yxvr&iietoT (kJognMt 

iA&&& n.60*m mjfiu S8)3uibtflo>*mujl 

An illustration of the verisimilitude of Grantha script in the Pandya kingdom with 

that of the Pallava and Coja kingdoms further north, all in the Tamil area, is given in the 

passage below (Ibid VIII, p. 320). The letters are typical of Tamilnad in the 8th century 

A.D. Grantha letters occurring with Vatteluttu (Fig. 127), or by themselves, in pure Sans¬ 

krit texts, as in this passage, are the same, though Vatteluttu, which more or less displaced 

Tamil scripts in the more Southern districts, is a cursory form which in many respects 

differs from, though based on, Tamil scripts. 

e> 

FIG. 127. c. S. del. 

1 Prosperity ! Without attachment to this world where those aoen (to-day) are not seen (to-morrow), 
without brooding over the impending (final) day appointed by the Creator ; before you are worn by old age with 

its (appendage of) a stick ; if you have anything, enjoy (yourself) and the rest, so give away that the world knows 

it. 
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ftwft: 3TfRT fifa 

^ cr 

? 'TCFcPTrrfw^ 

3rfimferra'^«T: STT^Tf^T1 

The slight development of Grantha-Tamil from late Pallava to early Cola with the main 

features still intact, is indicated in the example chosen below from the Madras Museum 

plates of Uttama Cola (S. Ind. Inscr. Ill, p. 264). In Grantha script the noteworthy 

changes from that of the 8th century given above (Fig. 128) are that the angularities to 

the right get rounded in general for all letters. Kha has an enlarged nose, the right limb 

of ga is enlarged and bent angularly, ta becomes angular still with base diagonal, na deve¬ 

lops loop, tha, dha, ba open wider to the top like va, the open top of ma closes and forms 

a small loop, and the box-shaped left limb of sa opens. Both Grantha and Tamil passages 

occur in the passage chosen for illustration below. There is no great change noticeable in 

Tamil script here from that of late Pallava given above (Fig. 126). It may be noted that 

a and d lack the loop which was present in early Pallava script and which was already lost 

in the late Pallava letters ; va opens wider to the top and the base of pa and ma become 

more horizontal. Like the soulptures of this transitional period of late Pallava and Co|a 

periods, the script of the time is most beautiful and elegant and is in keeping with the 

high standard of artistic perfection. 

G'l °|I72 e>7^ ° i 3.1s %■*> 

1° <3SBI b 

no. 128. C.S.del. 

1 Tho non of Mara, Madhurokavi, resident of Kara vandap uni, prosperous, able, moet sweet-tempered 

belonging to a family of physioians built this atone templo of Vispu. That aamo iatolligent minister of the 
Pfipdya king called Farintaka, gave this immeruseably rich (offrahjra) to the first born (Brahmans). 
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fafa: TOOT d+++^i(ldl4l f|fcrf>T: TTW^TTW^ 

srtdfddlfaHm 5^: OTM^+dlRldMI^O-miuir 

Gs&ifl u^rratar y# n-pfia Gsn^p Q#Guit&(§ ujnetoi® ufi^arreusi bjbdu 

ajnnd£&u(DuCQ &s/rafl«ftgpt&renned QprfrQgd Si^fiau3srfsiL.u^Q^(ipr^ 

*\$&nt)&<sn Qanppif&Gup Qeuennii eubQu^iLnetr @&4£uQulJB 1 
& 

The development of Grantha and Tamil script in the next century in Coja grants is 

illustrated Rajendra Cola’s Tiruvalangadu plates (Ibid, p. 383). The passage given below 

(Fig. 129) is from the Sanskrit portion to show Grantha script. The Tiruvalangadu plates 

are the most unique in Indian epigraphy. They are thirty-one large copper sheets strung 

on a huge ring with a massive seal. No doubt Cola grants are large and heavy, as for 

instance, the larger Leyden plates, but the Tiruvalangadu plates weigh eight maunds, two 

visses and twenty palams, being ‘ nearly three times as heavy as the Paithan records of 

A.D. 1272 pronounced by Fleet to bean epigraphic curiosity in respect of its weight’ (Ibid, 

p. 383). In this script, the serif of the letters undergoes a change in that it overhangs to 

left eves-like, and the letters are not so very regular and neat, as in Uttama Co|a's inscrip¬ 

tion above. As in the case of ga , 4a has also the right arm somewhat enlarged and bent 

angularly. The remarks about kha, la, tha, dha, bha, and sa in the previous passage 

also apply here. 

$M7- %3?-u 

3 i|?3 ||j w'Kj-aif 

gjyX rs i^. /*A 4. • Vfl 0-0 . no C*> J** ... . . vv. . O <"% _ 
go^) 6^) 

FIG. 129. 

C.S. del. 

1 Being ordered by Coja the destroyer of Madhura (Mad hurAn taka) that in consideration of thoir poverty 

no taxes like royal due9 should be levied it was also authorized by those city magnates. The house-holders 
living in Cojoniyama along with the managers of tho temple of Hari situated in tfraka should individually pre¬ 
pare monthly accounts of income and expenditure and show them to the royal weavers living in the four 

quarters. In the 16th year of the prosperous king Parakesarivarman alia Sri Uttama Co|adeva, when (this) Lord 

was pleased to be present in the Citra-man<Japa hall to the south within tho palace at Kaccippe<lu the officer 
Colamuvtndavtldr (requested) the king- that (for the deity) of this Kaccippedu . . . 
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«ft ^pft 

f^T 

font: T1 

The corresponding Tamil script is represented by the following passage from one of 

Rajendra Coja’s inscriptions in the Brhadisvara temple at Tanjore (Ibid II, p. 105,). The 

Meykirti given here (Fig. 130) is typical of all Tamil inscriptions. The dignity of the 

Tamil language has never been undermined by the kings of the Tamil kingdom and along 

with Sanskrit, the official language, the local language, Tamil, has been freely used. The 

language is elegant and the Meykirtis if the Colas andPandyas are contributions to Tamil 

literature. The Meykirtis differ from king to king and help us to understand the king and 

his exploits. These exploits increase and swell the Meykirti which even in the case of the 

same king differs in length as years advance as in those of Rajaraja and Rajendra. Pa 

and ma among the letters have a base line which is more or less horizontal. In the case of 

all letters, the serif undergoes the change in form as in Grantha. 

O (Po, o _ o 

C^Jft 

j s > ^ >, ^ 

FIG. 130. 
C. S. del. 

I May Bhavtal (Pftrvatl) grant you prosperity, who seeing a reflection of herself in the gem on the head of 
the lord of arrpents (serving as) neck iewel of rlkaQfha and suspooting that to be another woman and consequently) 

bashful and jealous tremulously looks asaance all the time at her husband praying prostrate at her feet 
with his heart yearning to embrace her. May the family of Co|as Iona rule the earth (the family) which is the 
lake of the sDort of glorious royal swans of heroism, the sun to (gladden) the lotuses (in the shape of) scholars, 

the leader of the great caravan on the two routes of (merit) seen and unseen (i.e., herein and hereafter), the over 

lord of all royal races, the ocean wherein all collections of gems of good qualities are born and the remover of tha 
distress of the world. Tbe letters (of the alphabet) are only fifty . . . 
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t»L9ntj Q(t5j£€Oi£L.£m0iLfLb Qunp&ui 

uunes>€uujib ^Cfifij^sQs&'e^iqib fi€mOu(o)jgQfi€Sujon& 

Qeovu-jpQrrjQfiiuGn Mnffiu^en (jfamL-fiierrDpnQ finJt 

eutw. Q&jztiijLM-ucijfinsurT&ujLb aGtHotie^i^Ln&Gn&sineibsfl 1 

A further stage of development is reached in the later Cola inscriptions and the begin¬ 

nings are already seen in the records of Rajendra Cola Kulottunga who combined the Cola 

and Cajukyan sovereignties in the third quarter of the 11th century. The following passage 

(Fig. 131) is from a late inscription of his at Tirukalukkunram, dated in the beginning 

of the 12th century A.D. (Ibid III, p. 164). The letters tend to become more angular and 

the general mould is rectangular. There is no letter that has not a clear horizontal base, 

including even u and fa. In i the tail tends to encircle its body. Fa is more or less like E 

laid on its back. The overhanging serif becomes more marked. 

5,jbJjf f 7<-^-3> 

FIG. 131. c-s- 4*1. 

ey»a/£ $ ennf) 1«‘ 

Qunem Qr$iB ^aisyaB&n Q^^Sfii-UU 

%iu msefilGrTiwQsrTuLjQrej fi& sffssnQsim-L.fi 

fiteSldQjLnfiQfirrifieonio nfiiiDermih 

* Hail I Prosperity ! In (hie) life of great prosperity (during which he) rejoiced that while fortune having 

become constant was increasing, the goddess of tho great earth, the goddess of victory in battle, and the matchless 
goddess of fame had become bis great queens (conquered with his great and war-like army) IdaiturainAdu, Vuna- 

rW whone warrior* (wore protected by) walls of continuous forest, Ko||ippAkkai whose walls were surrounded 

by 6u|ji t«es . . • 

‘Hail! Prosperity ! while his wheel (of authority) went as far as the golden circle (Mount Meru) sn the earth 

sorrotndec by the most of the sea which was surrounded by (his) fame (tho king) newly wedded the brilliant 

gaddesN of victory, while still heir apparent, by deed of valour at Sakkarakotttam. 
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The final stage of Qrantha-Tamil script is reached in theVijayanagara inscriptions where 

the letters are cast in angular moulds, with the type so settled that there is no further 

appreciable difference between this and the modern type. In Granthathe double verticals 

of a, a, ka and ro form a rectangle heightwise with the base line somewhat extended 

to left. As the base of all letters is uniformly horizontal, the diagonal base of t is suitably 

changed. The curve, indicating the lengthening of a partly encircles the main body of the 

letter. Ta deteriorates into a zigzag. The nose of kha, da, 4a, and pa is enlarged and 

in the case of the first it hangs down somewhat; in addition the nose has a tendency to cuH 

in kha, gha, 4a, da, pa pha, ba, va, sa, sa, and ha. In ma the small top loop opens and appears 

as a curl. The earlier undulating contour of the small body of la, encircled by its own 

tail, changes into regular double curve. The central stroke of tja slants to right. In Tamil, 

the nose of a, a. and e is enlarged and tends to curl. Ill the case of ka, ca and ta the earlier 

overhanging serif settles as a rectangle over the body loop. Ta is a regular right angle and 

pa a rectangle with open top. The following passage (Fig. 132) is from the Madras Museum 

plates of Srigiribhupala (Epigraph. Ind. VIII, p. 309): — 
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^r: 

d«n$3i ^nrt 

:i ^foftanr 

^ftcf 2T5: TT 

I ai9ind1«fl 

5T ^TW^T qwt^T:i cT 

^ppft <mi 1 

As Grantha and Tamil were used together the former for expressing Sanskrit passages 

and Sanskrit terms occurring in Tamil inscription, so Grantha and Vaftejottu were used in 

the extreme south of the Peninsula. Veffejuttu is a form of cursory Tamil written in a 

peculiar slanting way, and as it had an independent development, the letters differ to a 

certain extent in their general features with greater resemblance in such letters as d, du, c, 

ka,pa, ra, la and va, but less of it in let ters like to and maf and in some cases by their pecu¬ 

liarly different shape as for instance in i, na, ta, na and ya, though the ultimate common 

orign can easily be traced. Pandya Ceia and some Coja inscriptions are engraved in this 

1 May that Primal (deity, i.e., Vinayaka), the destroyer of darkness.of obstacles, the offspring of the 

primal couple and the rich in kindess without a peer, increase (our) prosperity. I bow to him (Siva) the left half 

of whose body is entirly composed of mercy, who is adoned by excellent virtue, who has the moon's digit for 

ornament and the three lights (sun, moon and fire) for his eyes. Salutation to that lustre (Varahamurti) in 
the form of a Boar, whose hand is marked by horripulation by the loving embrace of BhQ (the earth), and who 
etvhances the glory of Sri (prosperity) I bow to Medini (earth), the jewel on the hoods of Ananta, the chariot of 

(6iya) the bowmen who carries Mount Meru as his bow, the peahen on the piller-like arm of Visiju. In the 

pleasant lunar race was born the supremely righteous Yadu in whoe family the lotus-eyed Lord (Viinu) was 
bom as an incarnation Kr?r.a). In that family King Sacgama was bom. 
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script, and the passage chosen (Fig. 133) is from Paridya Parantakas’ inscription of the 

8th century A.D. (Ibid VIII, p. 320). It is interesting that all medial vowel signs are 

added before and after in the same line and not above or below in Vafteluttu. In early 

VaMeJuttu letters as given here are nearer to Tamil letters than the later ones. 

-i 

yu ^^t) 

'^C^cl3/ 2-J 

e£) \a 

13 Qj \Cxi ^ 

Re) 

G\CZ3 

&&z£> \ 
no. 133. <7.5 drf. 
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Q&aiLrrp&ssBjLjjjpQ a. 
&0CJIOS&, sens^u^oeu 

9-gP QfrtfUjbfuASHOu 

Qurrmucor ^Sjj iDnofa 

&mf) Qdxppsti Q*tuff 

fv&fisfiaja Qfitu GxAjfurSQurr 

Q&uj<5 iSImZatr jv6u 

gU&(5 'SHp-'&p SL$#7 

estBjiiuQ. Suxugton urrstmi$. 

S&6JDS JHGS>p'JJ€01 

^SlU LD.p&rJtVT g 

TjreinapaiDSBm.iiyzfG's 

uSIff $n 1 

1 M&rangari alias Vaidyan Muvtndamangalapperaraiyan of Kalakku^i. the prime 

minister of King Maranjadayan, made this stone temple and ascended heaven without 

oonsecrating it. Later his younger brother Maraneyanan alias Pdnidmangalavisaiya- 

raiyan, who attained to the position of prime minister made this Afukhamanjapa and 

consecrated (the shrine). 
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APPENDIX. 

INSCRIPTIONS IN THE EPIGRAPHICAL BAYS OF THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL 
SECTION OF THE MADRAS GOVERNMENT MUSEUM. 

The collection of copper-plates and inscribed slabs in the Madras Museum is probably 

the richest in India. The need for exhibiting in a worthy manner typical inscriptions of 

various dates and scripts occurring in South India was keenly felt and the result is the epigra¬ 

phies! bays in the mezannine floor of the new Archaeological extension. Here the scheme 

of arrangement i* to show the development of Brahmi from the earliest times to the 4th 

century A.D. in one bay, that of Tamil Grantha from the earliest times to the latest phase 

in the next, that of Canarese Telugu in the bay beyond it and in the last the development 

of Nfigarf. In addition to the actual inscriptions and some plaster casts, originals of which 

could not be obtained or exhibited with safety, there is a chart given in each bay to show the 

various stages in t he development of the script. A general label explains thp development 

ot scripts as such in India with special reference to the South Indian variety, and in each 

bay the history of tile particular script is stressed, individual labels beneath each exhibit 

explaining it^ significance. 

The line** collection, comprising mostly copper-plate grants, is partly classified, catalo¬ 

gued and arranged according to dynasties and kept in the reserve collection, along with 

snbsecpient additions, which have been entered and described in accession registers, but 

which awaii classification and cataloguing with adequate descriptions. Many of the large 

collection of inscribed stone slabs are arranged in the shed and form a rich and valuable 

reserve collection, while a selection from these is exhibited in the bays of the epigraphica1 

gallon. 

In the Brahmi bay the first exhibit is a cast of an Asokan edict from Jaugada. showing 

the letters iu the time of the great Mauryan emperor (pi. V-a). The next is a cast from 

one of the inscribed Bhatfiprolu reliquary lids. The original itself is exhibited in the 

Buddhist gallery and one interested in the original can well have a look at it there (pi. V-6, c). 

The peculiar features of theBhattiprolu script deserve special attention and the importance of 

this exhibit is obvious. The next is an original slab from Amaravati, an upright from the rail 

giving the name of a guild from Dhanyakataka, modern Amaravati, inscribed in letters of 

the 2nd century B.C. (pi. Vi a). A further stage of development of Brahmi is illustrated by 

an inscription composed of beautiful elongate letters, also from Amaravati (pi. VI-6). All 

the best specimens of this eloborate ornamental lettering come from Jaggayyape(a and 

Nagarjunukoii^a, an inscribed slab from Jaggayyapcja is given next (pi. VI-c). The final 

development of Br&hmi script, before it changes into the type which is the parent of the 

Telugu-Canarese and Tamil-Grantha, is shown by a cast of the first plate from a grant of 

Pallava Sivaskandavarman issued from Kanci. The chart which comes next shows the 

various stages of the development in greater detail. 
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In the next, the Tamil-Grantha bay, the first exhibit is another cast of the Afokan edict. 

The next is a small fragment of an inscription from Amaravatl of the 2nd century A.D., 

showing the development of Brahmi five centuries later. The development of Brahmi 

having been more elaborately dealt with in the previous bay, the development of Tamil 

Grantha script from Brahmi is dealt with in greater detail here. Seventh century Grantlia 

script, as it occurs in the inscriptions of Rajasimha at the Kailasanatha temple in Kanchi- 

puram, is illustrated by a small fragment from Kanchipuram (pi. VII-a). Further develop¬ 

ment during the time of Nandivarman Pallavamalla of later Pallava palaeography is shown 

next by a small slab kindly presented to the Museum by my friend Mr. M. K. Srinivasa 

Mudaliar, Zamindar of Manali. The development of this script both in Grantha and in 

Tamil is lieautifully illustrated in the stone inscription of Rajaraja from Kalambakkam, 

Chingleput district, which is in excellent state of preservation (pi. VIII).* The final phase of 

development of Tamil-Grantha is illustrated by a cast of a Vijayanagar inscription which 

shows the script not very different from that of today. The chart which comes next 

contains, as in the Brahmi bay, a more detailed study of this development. 

In the Canarese-Telugu bay which comes next, the first two exhibits are the casts of the 

ASokan inscription and a fragment of an inscription from Amaravati in the same order as in 

the previous bay, as the early development of the script is the same in both the areas where 

those two tyi>cs of scripts develop later. The inscribed slabs are arranged in two rows one 

above and the other below to show the simultaneous development of the script in the eastern 

or Tclugu area and the western or the Canarese area. For showing the development of tho 

script in the Telugu region, an early inscribed slab with no particular date but which can be 

assigned to the early years of the Eastern Calukyan dynasty is shown.f The next is an ins¬ 

cribed slab from Addanki of the 9th century (pi. X-o). This is an important one from the 

point of view of both palaeography and literature. This inscription is clear proof of 

Telugu poetry of the 9th century A.D., though unfortunately no literary work of a date 

earlier than the Mahahhdrata of Nannaya Bhatl*, the poet laureate of the Eastern Cajukyan 

king Rajaraja of the 11th century A.D., except Nannecoda’s Kurndrasambhava of the 10th 

century A.D., has yet been discovered. The beginnings of Telugu poetry are to be sought 

in the inscriptions, and the Addanki stone inscription being earlier than the Bezwada pillar 

inscription of Yuddhamalla, which itself is a century earlier than Nannaya, is specially 

noteworthy. Parujarariga, who is mentioned in this inscription, was the minister of Gunaga- 

vijayaditya III. The next inscribed slab is of the 11th century and shows the type of 

letters used during Rajaraja’s.time (pi. X-6). Alter this comes a cast showing tne develop¬ 

ment of Telugu during the early years of Vijayanagara rule in tho 14th century (pi. X -c). 

The development in the Canarese districts is illustrated by a carved slab snowing a 

warrior in a panel with inscriptions on the border to the sides ana top. The inscription. 

• Early Co|a script is also illustrated in pi. VU - b and pi. IX - ab. 

1 An early £actern Cajukyan dvarapala, msor.bsd on the Dack, is displayed in tbe gallery (IX • 
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which is partly mutilated, is of the time of Yikramaditya. the Western Calukyan king of the 

Badfimi line (pi. XI-a). This is probably the only Western Calukyan inscription of an 

early date on stone found in the Madras Province. The next is a cast of a portion of a 

Ba$tiahflta inscription from a bathing pedestal from DSnavulapSdu of the 10th century 

A.D. The next is a large inscription of the later Western Cfijukyan king Vikramaditva VI 

(pi. XI-&). The final development in both areas being the same in the Vijayanagara period, 

the same cast of the inscription of the Vijayanagara period serves the purpose for the script 

development in the Canaiese area as well. Beyond this, there is a chart showing the develop¬ 

ment of both Canarese and Telugu from Brahmi during the centuries. 

In the NSgari bay, after the A$okan caat, there is space allotted for a cast of a Ku§a$a 

inscription to be acquired from the Indian Museum. Calcutta. The next stage of develop¬ 

ment is illustrated by a cast ol the Eran inscription of Samudragupta. Coming frop Central 

India, it exhibits certain special features in the letters, namely, the box-head and the nail- 

head. The next is an original slab with an inscription in Nagari of the 7th century A.D., 

exactly as it occurs in the Kailaeanatha temple (pi. XII-a). This Pallava inscription should 

be assigned to the time of PaiameSvaravaiman, for, though most of it is obliterated, I have 

been able to read a line or two which follow the Kuram grant of Parame$varavarman. The 

next is an original slab from near Mukbalingam of the time of Anantavarma Codagariga 

(pi. XII-6). This shows the type of Nagari prevalent in the Kalinga area in the 11th century 

A.I>.. and the Pallava slab shows letters with features similar to the Nagari type prevalent 

in North India at the time. The final stage of development of Nagari in South India as seen 

in the Nandinagari inscriptions of the Vijayanagara monarchs is illustrated by a cast of 

a copper plate (pi. XII-c). Beyond this, there is a chart illustrating the development of 

i be script . 
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46 
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Plate m 

(а) The Cikkulla piatea of V'cnskiingi Vibransendravarman U. 

(б) Seal of the Cikkulla plates. 

(c) Seal of 411 Eastern Ciluky&n copper plato grant. 





Plats IV 

('i), (b) Copper plate grant of trie Eistera Cijukyan King v^ijayiditya III from Sit'd 

Krlsona <1,strict (J«h C&itary A.i),). 
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PLATE IV 



Plat* V 

(а) Cast of ASokan ©diet at Jauga<ja. 

(б) Inscribed lid of stone reliquary from £hut{iprola 

(c) Inscribed stone reliquary from Bhattiprolu. 
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Flat* VI 

(а) Inscription from Amaravati (C. 200 B.O.). 

(б) Inscription from Amaravati (Late 2nd CeDtury A.D.). 

(c) InHcription from Jag*?ayyap<>ta (3rd Ontnry A.D.). 
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Plate VII 

(o) Pallava Grantha inscription from Kaneiporam (7th Centory AJX). 

(6) Co]a inscription on a hero stone from KilttuttogGr, North Arcot district (10th oentnry 
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Pl»ATB VIII 

(a), (b), (c) G^Ia Inscription of Rijaraja fro*n KaUmbikkam, Chingleput district ^llth 
Century A.D.). 



PLATE VIII BULL.. MADRAS GOVT. MUS. (N.8.) G.S. 



Platk IX 

(a) Inscription of Pilrthivoadravarraa from Madras (lOtn Century A.D.). 

(b) S&n/iiilaki in Co|i (JranVii on a piHur iroui a derelict ■Kiryamao.lapa in i\aoo i 
?ara temple, Kadolpuram (10th Century A.D.). 

(c) Early Eastern Cijaiyan inscription oo Ut> tiaoa of a dy ltApUa'c* fro n ttozvrada. 





Flam X 

(a) Early Extern Cvjokyan irscriplion frcn> Addanki, Gun tor district (9 th Century AJ).). 

(b) Later Faatern C&|ukyan iracription fiom Rajah round ry, Eaat Godavari district (Iltb 
Osotury A.D.)- 

(c) Cast of Vijayansgara oopper plate (16th Century A.D.). 
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<*»> 



Plat* XI] 

(a) Early Wi 6tein Cajukyan inscribed carving from Annavara agrafcfinun, Nellor© district 

pth Century A.D.). 

(fc) Later Western Cfilukyan inscription (lltb Century AS>.). 
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